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Governor Gray Davis, Colleagues and Citizens of California:
Upon assuming the Chair of the Assembly Information Technology Committee last
December it was immediately brought to my attention that the Year 2000 Problem
needed to be addressed in the most comprehensive manner possible. This report is
intended to provide an overview ofthe progress made by local governments in addressing
Year 2000 Problem issues, including preparedness and business continuity planning.
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The Committee has undertaken a comprehensive and proactive role in evaluating the
preparedness of local governments and utilities and encouraging these entities to
cooperate with the state Department of Information Technology in all "Y2K" related
activities. Seven formal hearings were conducted in various locations across the state
including Oakland, Los Angeles, Santa Ana, San Diego, Fresno, Redding and
Sacramento.
At each of these hearings we were given specific input on the progress and preparedness
of cities, counties, utilities, police and fire units, and airports in each region. Each
representative from local government commented on their preparedness, planning and
public outreach efforts. Testimony provided to the committee was given in response to a
bevy of questions prepared by Committee staff in conjunction with consultants from the
Gartner Group.
Special thanks is due to California's Chief Information Officer, Eli Cortez, who has
added tremendous value to this endeavor through his attendance and participation in these
hearings. His hard work and dedication to the Governor's Year 2000 Executive Order
was made apparent not only to myself but to the many CIOs, Y2K project managers, and
local officials who participated in these hearings.
Respectfully submitted,
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President Pro Tempore Burton, Speaker Villaraigosa, Members of the State Legislature:
I want to thank Assemblyrnember John Dutra, Chair of the Assembly Information Technology
Committee, and his committee members for their outstanding leadership in conducting seven formal
hearings throughout the state. These hearings were focused on theYear 2000 readiness of local
governments and utilities, and it was my privilege to participate in these hearings in order to emphasize
the importance oflocal entity collaboration with the state Department of Information Technology (DOlT)
and Office of Emergency Services (OES) on all matters related to this important issue. ·

In carrying out the Governor's Executive Order D-3-99, which designates Year 2000 solutions as the
State of California's highest technology priority, I have been charged with providing leadership over all
of the state's information technology resources in order to ensure the delivery of mission critical services.
The success of these hearings in raising local government awareness, as reflected in this pertinent and
comprehensive report, has made a significant contribution to our efforts in implementing Year 2000
solutions.
The hearings clearly emphasized the importance of a partnership between the state and local government,
the need to raise the bar for testing all essential state and local system interfaces, the value of partnerships
with infonnation technology vendors, the requirement for strategic Business Continuity and Contingency
Planning, and the absolute necessity for a concerted public information outreach program between the
state and local governments.

In addition to the state's plan for conducting Detailed Department Assessments and Independent
Verification and Validation (IV&V) of all state departments' mission critical systems using a standard set
of metrics developed by our vendors, we have also developed a partnership with the OES under the
leadership of Dallas Jones. Our continuing Year 2000 efforts are available for the public to view by
accessing the DOlT and OES homepages at www.doit.ca.gov and www.oes .ca.gov. This effort provides
the highest level of government and public information possible.
The committee's hearings and this report clearly demonstrate the importance the State of California .
places on preparedness with respect to the Year 2000 problem.
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State of Califo
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Executive Summary

Local governments and cntical infrastructure providers are, on the whole, well down the
road to successful management and containment of the Year 2000 Problem.
The Year 2000 Problem is manageable, as long as the seriousness, urgency, commitment
and due diligence that it commands are recognized. The host of issues to be addressed in
response to potential Year 2000 Problem, or "Y2K", failures can be so overwhelming as
to render the very thought of successful Y2K management an exercise in futility.
Fortunately, given the responses and testimony provided to the Committee in hearings
conducted across the state there is room for more than guarded optimism. .
Cities, counties, utilities, public safety agencies, and other transportation infrastructure
providers are taking the Year 2000 Problem very seriously and developing aggressive
remediation and continuity planning programs. Many entities are on-track with their
preparedness programs; internal remediation, testing, and systems replacement is well
underway statewide. Without exception, all entities before the Committee have adopted
either a working continuity plan or a timeline for the implementation of one. The
coordination of efforts between geographically and politically overlapping or contiguous
entities, vendors, utilities, and data exchange partners, most notably the state of
California itself, varies greatly from one to another. Virtually every group has created a
public outreach and awareness program, however, the breadth and scope of these
programs are, to date, seriously inadequate.
Cities and counties have devoted an amazing amount of money and time to making sure
that their programs are not only complete but adequately comprehensive. For example,
the County of Los Angeles has budgeted over $155 million on their remediation program
alone. At the other end of the spectrum, the small City of Anderson had to borrow
$50,000 to cover the costs of implementing its program. In light of the serious financial
difficulties that local governments grapple with on a regular basis, these funding
commitments represent the priority that local governments of all sizes have placed on the
successful implementation of their Y2K plans.

In the development phase of the continuity planning process, many local governments are
following the lead of established, successful preparedness programs from around the
country. Local governments like the City of Lubbock, Texas and Montgomery County,
Maryland have been profiled in the national press as model Y2K planning communities
and have led the way in table top drills and coordinated business continuity planning.
Both were also present at the state Department of Information Technology and Office of
Emergency Services Business Continuity Planning Conference held in Sacramento earlier
this year. The Conference was attended by over 1000 state and local officials and was
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cited as an essential component of the planning process by many who testified before the
Committee.
It is reassuring that public safety agencies, without exception, have extreme confidence in
their ability to respond to any potential problems linked to Y2K and in the strength of
their business continuity plans. To their credit, law enforcement and fire officials have
learned lessons from the major calamities and events that have been endemic to life in
California since its founding 150 years ago. The State of California and local
governments have also created and successfully implemented mutual aid agreements in
order to speed response to major events. These mutual aid regions have provided a
perfect backdrop for successful joint contingency planning and multi-agency table top
drills to occur as a matter of course.

The state's transportation authorities and airports have been involved in various planning
efforts for Y2K with federal officials and local government and planning agencies in
primary service areas, even if those organizations are not represented on the authority's
board. Airports have been a source of concern in the popular press and among many
local officials, and the pressure put on airport administrators to become Y2K compliant
as soon as possible has resulted in aggressive testing for embedded systems failures .
'transit agencies, once their buses and trains are certified compliant by vendors, have
business continuity planning as their number one priority in order to maintain a constant
level of service to the public.
At the direction of the Public Utilities Commission, utilities have a standard timeline for
completion of their remediation activities and the development of a comprehensive
continuity plan. Under the leadership of the North American Electric Reliability Council
(NERC), one critical industry-wide table top drill was run successfully on April 9th and
an industry-wide test is planned for September 9th. The good news that is echoed by
every company that provides these critical services to the public is that there will not be
severe blackouts, phone outages, or water disruptions. However, on a case-by-case basis
each utility and every utility company still has spedfic Y2K issues outstanding, some
significant enough to have major .employers and manufacturers worried about their ability
to conduct business come Monday, January 3, 2000. Most notably, the industry as a
whole has a tremendous amount of work to do in the arena of public outreach and
awareness regarding their overall level of preparedness for the Year 2000.
The Committee has been concerned with the efforts that local governments have taken to
coordinate activities with overlapping and contiguous agencies, vendors, and their critical
infrastructure partners. There are many different aspects to the coordination equation;
these include end-to-end testing and systems compliance issues, business continuity
planning, emergency response equations, vendor certification, and the like.
The state Department oflnformation Technology (DOlT) has taken lead in coordinating
comprehensive end-to-end systems testing. The Department has developed a multipronged, coordinated approach to end-to-end systems testing and remediation.
Potentially, each interface between the state and a local government could raise
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additional resource and preparedness questions, if not properly addressed, threatening the
success of the preparedness program.
Within each local government or critical infrastructure entity a determination needs to be
made regarding the level to which integrated systems testing is necessary, the degree to
which the organization relies on others for services critical to business continuity, and
how they can be of assistance to or be assisted by neighbors, entities with common
constituencies, or vendors. It became apparent that while business continuity plans have
been and will continue to be developed, these crucial determinations have not been
included in those planning processes as a matter of course.
Most cities and counties have either formed working groups or have been meeting on a
semi-regular basis, but that does not mean that there have been detailed discussions
regarding data exchange issues, business continuity planning, determinations regarding
the impacts that may occur on shared resources or service providers, or public awareness
issues. Positive movement, again, has been made by public safety agencies who have
worked within a mutual aid context for some time giving them an incentive to make their
business continuity plans coordinated from the start.
Risk assessments regarding the likelihood of a major utility breakdown or a failure to
provide power, telecommunications, or water on a limited basis are a critical part of every
business continuity planning process. The utility companies have begun to factor these
potential scenarios into their business continuity plans as they themselves are major
customers of other utility companies. Positive steps taken by the California Legislature
and by the White House and Congress have helped give utilities the protections that they
needed to develop comprehensive preparedness and business continuity plans.
Vendor relationships and systems certifications are critical to the development of a
successful remediation program, especially for those providers of critical infrastructure.
Vendor certifications are crucial to transportation authorities whose preparedness
questions and lingering doubts stem from the potential for embedded systems failures.
Many small local governments do not have in-house programmers and end up completely
dependent on vendors for their Year 2000 Problem remediation and testing. The lack of
in-house programmers also has rendered small governments likely targets of frivolous
litigation. To that end, testimony provided by the Association of Bay Area Governments
(ABAG) called for limited liability relief for these entities. Presumably, even though
they don't have the same level of control over automation projects that some larger
entities will have, smaller governments may be held just as liable, if a vendor fails to
remediate a critical system.
Between the teclmical aspects of identifying data exchange partners and conducting
thorough end-to-end testing for automated systems and their accompan~ng business
continuity plans, increased coordination will need to occur sooner than later. There also
remains the amazingly delicate task of developing coordinated public awareness
messages and communications campaigns across the state.
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Generally, every city and county that has the budget to do so has created a Year 2000
brochure for general distribution to the public. Utilities have been dropping inserts in
billing statements. The American Red Cross has developed a readiness guide intended to
help people become better prepared specifically for Y2K. Police and Sheriffs
departments have developed materials to keep citizens aware of potential scams and the
dangers associated with risky preparedness practices. The Air Transport Association is
developing a media response to unreasonable claims that planes will fall out of the sky.
In addition, the state, the federal governrnent, the U.S. Chamber and several other
industry groups are also beginning their own public awareness campaigns regarding the
real issues and risks posed by the Year 2000 Problem. And, of course, everyone who's
anyone has a Y2K homepage.
While the messages of preparedness and confidence generally expressed in these
brochures and materials are accurate and well thought out, the abundance of different
messages circulating throughout the state are astounding. There is a strong likelihood
that our public safety officials are telling individuals one thing, while a county office of
emergency services advises against it, but for reasons which contradict those in a utility
biiling insert, which was written to address concerns raised by the previous evening's
eleven o'clock news.
Ironically, despite all ofthese varied public awareness campaigns that are already in
place, there is an overwhelming need for more public awareness ofY2K and the potential
issues that accompany it. In fact, most entities need to create more aggressive outreach
programs to the media and the public, devote more time and energy towards developing a
consistent message with other entities that provide services to the same population.
Governor Davis's Year 2000 Executive Order, D-3-99, establishes a Year 2000
Communications and Outreach Task Force with the charge of working with DOlT, local
governrnents, and private industry to coordinate themes and messages for Y2K
awareness.
In sum, local governrnents and critical infrastructure are taking the Year 2000 Problem
with an appropriate level of seriousness and urgency. The methodology of the private
sector and large governrnent agencies has been adopted by entities across the state, large
and small. The good news is that there is still time to address outstanding issues that
have been raised within the process ofremediating existing problems. The bad news is
that there are no deadline extensions for those who fail to recognize that outstanding
issues do indeed exist.
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Preparedness Report Card

Based on testimony and materials provided at public hearings at seven locations across
the state, the Committee has assigned the following "grades" to the current level of
preparedness of cities, counties, utilities, public safety agencies, and transportation
infrastructure:
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I.

City Preparedness

"We are confident that our mission critical systems will be supporting public
safety, finance and other operations in the year 2000. Further, we don't
anticipate any major problems in the key utility areas such as power, water
or communications. Essentially, what is vital, and what our biggest concern
is, when it comes to the year 2000 is that our message [of preparedness] does
not get distorted."
Kevin Corcoran, City of Los Angeles

California's cities are implementing comprehensive Year 2000 Problem programs. Many
have completed, or very nearly completed, their internal systems remediation and
identified the risks of failure for Y2K impacted resources. Most are in the midst of, or
have recently finished, testing their proprietary systems and putting them back into
production. Business continuity plans are being developed to protect against a disruption
in services to the public should failures occur.
Cities' inventorying processes are similar to those at most large corporations, as there is a
wide variety of resources that could potentially be impacted by Y2K. For the most part,
comprehensive systems inventories survey the following: large automation systems,
server hardware, operating systems, application software, PC hardware, PC operating
systems, embedded systems and chips, communication systems, and, when services are
procured directly from vendors, vendor compliance.
All Y2K programs must begin with a comprehensive inventorying process, followed with
a prioritization of those impacted systems, and then the subsequent remediation and
testing of those systems in the order of priority.
For cities with complex automated systems, or simply large populations, the baseline for
completion of each step from inventorying to putting programs back into production can
only be expressed in years from the time of implementation. For instance:
"The City of San Diego started [on its Y2K program] in 1996, with a
complete inventory of all of our major enterprise software systems, critical
applications on the computer. Late in that year a project team was
organized at the San Diego Data Processing Corporation, and in early
1997, additional consulting help was acquired from the outside. All of our
mainframe applications, our major, most critical business applications
have been finished and tested, and put back into production in the last two
months."
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For larger cities, the results of these inventories produced mind-boggling administrative
tasks. For smaller cities these inventories produced a subsequent list of projects that they
had no realistic way of administering themselves. Because their software was most likely
purchased "off the shelf' to begin with, many smaller cities must rely on vendors to
provide the required remediation.
In determining how to address the results of inventories, cities needed to evaluate and
prioritize all resources which were identified as impacted by Y2K and identify the
resources that would be used to mitigate those impacts. Specific to the City of Fresno:
"When we did the analysis of our 196 non-compliant issues we found
that it was going to take about 65,000 hours to fix or repair them, but as
you know you can'tjust fix things-- when you come to them you're
going to find things you h.ave to improve. These enhancements were
going to take another 25,000 hours. That doesn't include the embedded
chips and the pumps in elevators and things that we have to look at and
find. It doesn't include things out of our control, and other interface
issues which we were concerned about."

Those cities, like San Diego, which chose to primarily remediate their existing systems
have relied on additional, outside consultants to assist with their Year 2000 testing and
remediation. The City of Sacramento became very dependent on working with their
vendors to alleviate potential embedded chip failures- in fact, the City was working
exclusively through vendors to complete their inventory and remediation processes.
Most City Councils and Mayors have taken the responsible position of"owning" the
problem directly, meaning that they have appointed one official to handle Year 2000
Problem issues who reports directly to the Council or the Mayor. For smaller cities, this
usually means that the City Manager is also the Year 2000 Project Manager. For larger
cities, this can mean either the city CIO or another individual is given the responsibility
of operating a Y2K project office.
The fact that Y2K issues are given a high priority within cities' governing bodies is
reflected in the support for remediation and continuity planning in city budgets.
Accordingly, the estimated spending levels for several cities on Year 2000 Problem
compliance and planning operations reflects its priority status. (See Appendix H)
These budgeted amounts do not necessarily reflect total spending on Y2K by these cities,
as determining the true costs ofY2K is next to impossible. Many entities use Y2K as an
impending event to replace existing systems, making much needed upgrades a matter of
necessity. For example, the City of Fresno, taking the replacement philosophy to its
logical extreme: replaced just about every system in its inventory that had compliance
issues and made the required related upgrades in Year 2000 compliant systems as well.
The result was an additional investment of somewhere between six and ten million
dollars.
For those municipalities which do not have the luxury of finding several additional
million dollars in their budget, Y2K project funds were created by diversions from other
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projects or reserve funds. In one instance, the City of Anderson (population ~9,000),
located in Shasta County, had to borrow $50,000 to cover Year 2000 preparedness costs
after $70,000 had been taken from the city's limited reserve. For small cities like these,
Year 2000 financial burdens have compounded existing dilemmas that have plagued local
governments since the passage of Proposition 13.
The level of systems integration that cities have with external agencies, utilities, and
vendors varies greatly across the state. For those cities with municipal utilities, those
specific city departments have a high level of systems integration (see section V). Many
cities have extensive contracting agreements with county law enforcement agencies or
special districts for service. Every city has a number of vendors on which it relies for
basic provisions of goods and services, yet the degree to which these contracts factor into
their remediation plans vary just as widely as the existence of the contracts.
Unlike the disparate levels of integration and coordination that needs to occur on the
integrated systems and remediation level for cities, the coordination that is crucial to
successful business continuity planning does not vary across the state. Every city is a
member of a political and physical geography of multiple political jurisdictions, multiple
utility service areas, and regional mutual aid. While many of these city issues revolve
around public safety (see section III), there is an essential planning element at the city
level that is defined by their existing relationships with other cities, the county, utilities,
local law enforcement contracts, and vendor contracts.
This required level of coordination should not surprise anyone, much less those involved
in any type of emergency planning or public safety administration. For high level
coordination to occur, cities themselves need to have reached a point where they can
readily identify resources potentially impacted by Y2K failures. The easy way to
determine which of these resources would also be potentially crucial for reacting within a
coordinated context is to consult the completed business continuity plan.
Many continuity plans are adaptations of existing contingency and disaster plans that
would have been in use in the case of a non-Y2K related problem. Modifying existing
plans to fit the profile that has been developed through the inventory process is only half
of the battle, however. Year 2000-specific continuity plans need to account for Year
2000-specific issues; in other words, if a system is not compliant it is not going to come
back on-line when the power gets restored like it would in a severe winter storm. Cities
may also find that they have need to broaden the universe of contingencies that they are
developing plans for. The City of Fremont found this to be the case when officials there
decided that they would include a nuclear reactor leak at Lawrence Livermore labs in
their regimen of potential Year 2000 related events to be prepared for.
The City of Tracy was not unique in its approach to developing contingency plans that
rely exclusively on internal agencies rather than on mutual aid partners. The feeling
prompting this approach that they need to be able to stand on their own and not expect
external agencies or the state to help them out because external agencies will have their
own worries.
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Regardless, cities in the state are still .members of regional planning agencies and mutual
aid regions. Many of these groups have set up initial "table top" drills where they can run
through their respective continuity plans in parallel. These often include local law
enforcement, local hospitals, utilities, and a number oflocal governments. Earlier this
year the City of Los Angeles held a citywide contingency planning exercise that not only
included representatives from these groups but also the grocery, personal banking and
finance industries, transportation providers and members of the media.
These regional planning and mutual aid groups are also spearheading several coordinated
outreach campaigns that are underway across the state. The City of Oakland, for
example, is developing a model for community and neighborhood groups throughout the
Bay Area to promote disaster preparedness and personal safety in case of a disaster in
general.
Public awareness programs have been implemented by almost every city which testified
before the committee. However, these programs, should they fail to be transformed into
effective awareness campaigns, may ultimately do little to make the public truly aware of
the state of our Y2K preparedness.
While the most popular way to disseminate information to the public is through
brochures and posting information on the city's homepage, local cable programs, town
hall meetings, and preparedness fairs are being held throughout the state. Brochures are
generally kept in public buildings, such as the library and city hall, or passed out at
schools and special events. Multiple brochures are being made available on specific Y2K
issues (preparedness at home, small business assistance) and in a variety of languages.
Local officials in cities with the adequate level of resources have been able to initiate
outreach programs to explain how the city is preparing for Y2K directly to citizens
groups, chambers of commerce, and religious groups. In those communities where City
Council proceedings are broadcast over local cable access channels, citizens have had the
opportunity to see city-specific Y2K discussions.
The City of Lodi has held monthly Y2K forums with the public where panels of speakers
from various private and public sector entities discuss their remediation status and
preparedness issues. Speakers have included representatives from banks, hospitals, fire
departments, utilities, water services, grocery stores, electric services, the American Red
Cross, and more.
The City of Santa Monica has developed a unique approach to creating public awareness
by taking an aggressive approach to getting into the schools and providing factual
information to children. By employing a "be prepared, don't be scared" concept, children
will have an understanding about the New Year that balances the rumors, exaggeration,
and reports in the media. Children will then also have the opportunity to take home
materials from school regarding the preparedness of the community for Y2K.
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II.

County Preparedness

"We expected the worst, and we were gratified that the problems and
concerns that we did unearth were ultimately very manageable."
Bob Geise, Orange County Grand Jury

"One of the challenges that we have found in our overlaps between the state
and local governments has been addressing the interfaces between the
counties and the state, and vice-versa."
Elias Cortez, Chief Information Officer of California

Like cities, California's counties are implementing comprehensive Year 2000 Problem
programs. Many have completed, or very nearly completed, their internal systems
remediation and identified the risks of failure for Y2K impacted resources. Most are in
the midst of, or have recently finished, testing their proprietary systems and putting them
back into production. Business continuity plans are being developed to protect against a
disruption in services to the public should failures occur.
Again, like cities, counties' inventorying process is similar to those at most large
corporations as there is a wide variety of resources that could potentially be impacted by
Y2K. For the most part, comprehensive systems inventories survey large automation
systems, server hardware, operating systems, application software, PC hardware, PC
operating systems, embedded systems and chips, communication systems, and when
services are procured directly from vendors, vendor compliance.
However, unlike cities, counties provide a larger array of services on a greater scale.
Counties are the primary administrators of state social policy and in that capacity have a
large number of interfaces with the state departments. Immediately, the coordination of
integrated systems testing becomes an issue for both the state and counties to truly
declare themselves Year 2000 ready. The termination ofthe Statewide Automated Child
Support System last year illustrates the issues distinctly; the state and counties must
coordinate their automation activities or social policies fail.
Large counties in California provide more social services than many states and thus have
the potential Y2K issues that come with the automated systems to make these "countystates" operate like one as well.
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The County of Los Angeles alone maintains 98,000 computer programs, approximately
34,000 of which were identified as impacted by Y2K and needing remediation. The
County runs the second largest hospital system in the country, and therefore has over
35,000 pieces of medical equipment with embedded systems issues. With over 2700
owned and leased facilities and 35,000 personal computers, the County's $155 million
budget for Year 2000 Problem remediation no longer seems quite so large.
The complexity of many large counties' Year 2000 program has prompted Boards of
Supervisors to place their CAO or CIO in charge of their program. Large counties that
provided testimony to the committee were less confident when it came to the issues of
coordination and communication than cities but ahead ofthe game when it came to the
remediation of their proprietary systems. As testament to the complexity ofthe issues
surrounding counties' Year 2000 programs several county grand juries, including Orange
and Ventura, have taken to self-auditing their own progress.
Upon the completion ofbasic inventory, critical systems were prioritized to determine the
manner in which the remediation process would go forward. From mainframes to
personal computers and embedded chips, those that were impacted by Y2K would need
to be replaced or made compliant as soon as possible. Most counties have included
systems replacement as part of their remediation, when it was technically feasible and
economically appropriate.
Y2K issues are given very high priority among all counties, large and small. Boards have
supported substantial budgets for remediation and continuity planning. Estimated
spending levels for several counties on Year 2000 Problem compliance and planning
operations reflects its priority status (see Appendix H).
Counties are actively and aggressively addressing Y2K systems remediation on all
proprietary systems. Most are clearly through the bulk of their testing phases and are
putting systems back into production, with some exceptions. The. programs seem to be in
a position where they should be scheduling advanced end-to-end testing with the state in
order to become fully compliant for all of those systems that are otherwise complete.
The level of systems integration that large counties are expected to develop with external
agencies, utilities, and vendors is greater than that expected to be developed by cities.
This should not be a surprise to anyone. Not only do counties have a tremendous amount
of external interfaces and data exchange issues, and encompass a broader scope of
activities from law enforcement to health care to welfare to emergency services, but they
also encompass more geographic and political space.
The complexity of interfaces for smaller counties is not nearly so daunting for several
reasons. One, for the.really small counties the state often assumes responsibility for
programs itself, creating an unusual circumstance of agency to agency interaction on
behalfofthe county. Two, the large automated systems with million-member databases
are genenUy non-proprietary to smaller counties. Three, the program environment is
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almost always more manageable in terms of developing a reasonable work around for
business continuity planning.
Not only is coordination crucial for integrated systems and remediation success, but
additional coordination is crucial to successful business continuity planning as well.
While public safety coordination is essential (see se tion III), because the county
provides basic services to the community the participation of counties in the planning
process is a key to successful implementation of any emergency plan. This required level
of coordination should be expected of those involved in any type of emergency planning
or public safety administration. Counties for the most part have reached a level where
they can readily identify resources potentially impacted by Y2K failures.
Fortunately, large counties and smaller county consortia are already required to
participate and administer the state's standardized emergency management system
(SEMS). The current emergency management planning processes mandated through
SEMS ties in continuity planning and emergency services to develop a coordinated
response plan. Agencies work cooperatively to secure communications, fueling, and
facilities plans for emergency services, urgent medical care and emergency medical
transport, hazardous materials, and basic law enforcement. (See section III).
Counties are modifying existing plans to match the priorities and needs identified through
the remediation and testing processes. Aside from law enforcement, the basic services
that need to be accounted for in county business continuity plans are emergency services,
child protection, adult protection, health care, and emergency food, shelter and water.
The response rates to counties' inquiries of their vendors and suppliers regarding
compliance levels have, curiously, varied greatly across the state. While Orange County
has received an amazing 100% rate ofresponse to their inquiries, Kern County reported a
40% response rate, and Santa Clara and Alameda Counties were reporting 35% response
rates. Orange County aside, the majority of the counties have sent additional letters out
or followed up with phone calls to check the status ofY2K certifications as soon as
possible.
As with cities, public awareness programs have been implemented by almost every
county which testified before the committee. More County Boards of Supervisors have
their proceedings broadcast over local cable access channels than city councils;
inevitably, citizens who are interested have had the opportunity to see Y2K issues
specific to their county brought up in the Board chambers. Like most other local
governments and businesses, counties have also created websites, brochures, bill inserts,
public meetings, and television and radio spots.
Communications within counties, with contiguous counties, or with others in shared
service regions, are crucial to developing comprehensive business continuity plans and
consistent messages to the public. Counties have developed several different methods for
improving inter-entity communications. In this regard, several counties have convened
conferences where all of the cities and county departments could discuss Y2K specific
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issues together, including the preparedness of shared resources and the status of critical
infrastructure providers, other than themselves.
Counties, however, should pay attention not to confuse the public by publishing that they
are "98% complete," when complete only means that they are finished with internal
remediation and testing. These systems are not completed if they cannot be described as
Year 2000 compliant. The interfaces that counties and the state maintain need to be
addressed through end-to-end testing that has not yet occurred, consequently, these
applications cannot responsibly be deemed completed until the proper testing has
occurred. As an example, the Orange County Municipal Courts System, which has
several DMV interfaces, may be fully Y2K tested and put back into production from the
County's proprietary side, but until the interface to the DMV is tested as well it is not a
"complete" project.
The Department of Information Technology (DOlT) has created a registry of interfaces
by state department, and the registry identifies the number of interfaces that each
department has with specific counties (see Appendix J). These interfaces with the state
have not been addressed through end-to-end testing for any county as of yet. Discounting
for the lack of such testing, many counties have a lower percentage ofY2K "completed"
systems than that reported to the Committee. However, the good news is that the great
majority of the most rigorous and time consuming testing and remediation has indeed
been completed. Furthermore, the counties that testified before the committee were
committed to working in partnership with DOlT to completely address all outstanding
external interface issues as soon as possible.
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Ill. Public Safety Preparedness
"We look at Y2K as just another event that you have to plan and train for."
Kenneth Henius, Alameda County Fire Department

As Californians, we have lived through all types of emergencies including earthquakes,
fires, floods, vicious winter storms, perennial droughts, and our share of civil unrest.
Saddled with the task of protecting over 30 million citizens everyday, our public safety
agencies and officers are well prepared to create comprehensive business continuity and
pubic awareness plans. Public safety agencies depend on each other for assistance in
times of need whether that be as security for a Super Bowl or as a member of a California
National Guard contingent.
Testimony before the Committee was consistent across the state that, in terms of business
continuity planning and joint contingency planning, Y2K is really an extension of
existing emergency preparedness for local governments.
Public safety officials are modifying their existing contingency plans for the Year 2000
and further refining these contingency plans as the end of the year approaches. The
emergency service personnel are primarily working within their respective city or county
law enforcement or OES missions in addition to their response to mutual aid region
requests for joint planning exercises.
So that their mutual aid partners are ready for anything and everything, for example, the
County of San Bernardino has developed a generic contingency plan for Y2K and
distributed it throughout the county. The generic plan can then be quickly customized
and adopted by other entities as their own. This type of innovative approach not only
allows multiple jurisdictions to efficiently take advantage of another's expertise, but adds
value to the joint contingency planning process. In this instance, San Bernadino County,
by limiting the potential that it will be called upon to provide mutual aid, has created a
circumstance where they may be able to better focus on potential issues at home.
Regional Y2K exercises and scenarios are going to be used to test existing contingency
plans as well as specialized training and instructions given to personnel. In the Bay Area,
Alameda, Contra Costa, San Francisco, San Mateo and Santa Clara Counties are all
planning to complete tabletop drills this summer and early fall. Police and sheriffs
representatives expressed a high level of confidence in individual county by county
business continuity plans in light of the high level of coordination implemented by law
enforcement when addressing everything from civil unrest in the 1960s, to major power
outages, the Oakland hills fires, and the Lorna Prieta earthquake.
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In Los Angeles County cities work in conjunction with one another and County officials
within a unique set of mutual aid Areas. Administered by a coordinator from a City
within the Area, each coordinator is responsible for interacting with his or her colleagues
in contiguous cities and the county in the emergency planning process. For Y2K, Area
coordinators, in addition to their normal planning duties, have begun to set up regional
business continuity plans and basic exercises to validate their planning methodologies.
For instance, when Area "A", coordinated by the City of Santa Monica, conducted a
tabletop exercise earlier this year, participants included: cities in Area "A", County
officials, Southern California Edison, Metropolitan Water District, American Red Cross,
Salvation Army, UCLA Medical Center, Santa Monica Malibu School District, and
volunteer groups including ham radio operators and the Santa Monica City Air Corps.
There are also two unique planning considerations in San Diego that have been taken into
consideration when contemplating their continuity planning and public safety
preparedness: one, the large concentration of military personnel and facilities; and two,
the proximity of the Mexican border. The Miramar and Camp Pendleton operations
officers are directly involved in joint planning activities underway in San Diego County.
In addition, the City of San Diego is required through mutual aid agreements to provide
critical services and resources like fire protection to naval facilities within the city limits.
Likewise, Tijuana's Office of Civil Defense has been cooperating with the San Diego
County Disaster Preparedness Office, and has toured the County's emergency operations
center and been given copies of the county's strategic business continuity plan.
Moreover, the Tijuana and San Diego city managers have a public planning and
coordination committee with which law enforcement regularly discusses a number of
operational issues surrounding Y2K. However, while there is cross-border coordination
of planning there are few services in the law enforcement arena that San Diego area
officials can provide to Tijuana in the event of a real emergency.
Within the public safety agencies themselves, comprehensive remediation work has been
underway for some time. County Sheriffs and city police departments have completed
inventories for most of their major systems and identified the areas that are in need of
remediation. Based on testimony provided to the Committee, public safety agencies have
either resolved or are planning to resolve the vast number of Y2K related issues involving
critical emergency preparedness facilities, systems, and services within the next several
months.
Of some alarm to the public has been the fact that two of the critical resources impacted
by Y2K, almost universally, include the 911 switchboard and individual departments'
computer automated dispatch systems (CADS).
The remediation of local 911 switchboards is dependent upon the success of
telecommunications companies to address and resolve their internal Y2K issues. While
911 systems will, by all accounts, be Year 2000 compliant statewide. Local emergency
managers have lost communication with the 911 system during power outages in the past,
thus, it is an operational contingency for which they are prepared and have dealt with
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before. In addition, some jurisdictions, such as the City of Eureka, are developing
cellular-based alternatives to regular phone service for 911 calls, thus increasing
operability in the field for officers at the switchboard and decreasing the risk that a power
failure will deliver a fatal blow to the 911 system.
Computer automated dispatch systems come in many shapes and sizes, the good majority
of which, it turns out, are not Y2K compliant. These dispatch systems either need to be
replaced or public safety agencies need to create very high level, comprehensive business
continuity plans. Police and sheriffs departments have very efficient continuity plans in
place for potential CADS failures at present because an inability to dispatch officers
would represent a total breakdown in the ability of our public safety agencies' ability to
function. Most often, the manual work around for a CADS failure is working with
dispatch cards, a process that is still in use in many smaller law enforcement agencies.
Not surprisingly, the remaining area of heightened concern within the public safety
community is the embedded chip problem. There is concern that some of their
emergency apparatus may experience an embedded systems failure when responding to
an emergency- a fear that many individuals have in the field regardless of the Y2K
problem. EMS and fire officials have specific issues surrounding such crucial public
safety devices as cardiac defibrillators. During several inventorying processes it was
found that many defibrillators, probably one of the most crucial components of any large,
advanced life support system, are not Y2K compliant.
Departments are looking at internal business continuity plans as well as community wide
planning. They will operate on a log system, paper, and pen and pencil instead of
technology if necessary even if, in the case of a CADS failure, that means writing all calls
on a card. Additional technical staff will be in attendance all night, in order to deal with
any emergencies that may arise from a systems failure. Many public safety agencies are
staffing up an emergency operations center, or EOC, as well as alternative command
centers, should a problem arise.
There will also be plenty of non-technical staff on duty New Year's Eve, 1999. Most
public safety agencies have canceled all vacations for personnel between mid-December
to mid-January to not only anticipate potential Year 2000 related events but to respond to
what will be an overwhelming demand for additional crowd control. Los Angeles
County alone is planning to have more than 9 separate venues with 100,000 plus
celebrants.
In addition, there is always the possibility that special circumstances associated with
large parties, such as these, may contribute to an accident that could be falsely attributed
to Y2K. Should an overzealous party-attendee get into an accident with an innocent
power pole, the first, but incorrect, inclination when the power goes out would be to
blame the outage on a Y2K failure.

Other potential problems may be associated with Y2K despite the fact that they are
essentially public safety problems. For example, individuals going out and buying a
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generator and then connecting it straight to the house's wiring could cause electrical fires
when the energy company restores power to your home. Individuals may decide to
stockpile gasoline in their garage- which could not only pose a serious health risk but
also cause explosions if placed too near the water heater.
Along with these unintended consequences of preparedness come those unscrupulous
individuals who would use the Year 2000 Problem as a clever device to part the
unsuspecting with portions of their life savings. With a large senior citizen population, a
major focus of the El Cajon Police Department has been to advise the community how to
be on the look out for potential fraud associated with Y2K preparedness, but still be
adequately prepared. They have invited speakers to their community meetings and taught
members how to properly prepare for any emergency, not just Y2K, and how to identify
con artists and scams. The public has received brochures and resource numbers they can
call upon with questions and concerns that they may face with Y2K.
The best way to avert power outages caused by errant drivers being blamed on Y2K,
houses burning down, gasoline exploding, and widespread fraud is through an effective
and coordinated public awareness campaign by public safety agencies. In fact, local
government Public Information Officers will most likely not be able to handle all of the
inquiries that may arise on January 151 unless there is a comprehensive public information
process in place.
One critical aspect of a successful public awareness campaign is the extent to which
community groups become involved in the training and education process. Many public
safety agencies have been convening public meetings for people to get involved in the
community and learn how to be ready for anything. Aggressive community outreach
programs by the Oakland Fire Department, in particular, have been adopted by
neighboring cities and were helpful in the planning processes undertaken by Alameda
County.
Community outreach in several communities means inviting the public to volunteer and
participate in tabletop exercises, in order to let the public know the degrees to which
these issues are being taken seriously within their community. Participation by public
safety officials in outreach groups and Y2K preparedness meetings held by religious
congregations, citizens groups, and local community groups is an effective and direct
way to create a higher level of awareness in the community. Particularly successful
outreach efforts have brought not only their message of preparedness and awareness but
representatives from other county departments, cities departments, school districts,
utilities, and volunteer groups to echo the same sentiments.
The Orange County Sheriffs Department holds regular community meetings on its Y2K
status and makes newsletters available to the community in order to keep the public
informed as to what progress has been made. In Kern County, the Sheriffs Department
utilizes its "crime presentation unit" to make regular presentations to the community and
has directed its "D.A.R.E." officers to address potential Y2K issues that may be brought
up by students.
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The Fresno County Fire Department is working with one of the largest movie theaters in
the area, to do public service announcements in between the running of the movies with
some Y2K specific material in addition to general preparedness information.
Furthermore, as mentioned in regards to city and county public awareness programs,
general information is available on county and city websites, for those that have access to
it. Printed information is also being included in utility bills and is available at most
offices open to the public.
Finally, the California National Guard has been directed by the Department of Defense to
be fully Y2K-ready by October 15\ and the Guard is already well on its way. All high
frequency radios have been certified compliant by vendors. Table top exercises have
been conducted and will continue, concurrently, with systems testing. Ofthe 1700 army
guard and 4900 air guard in the state, 2 individuals will be on duty in every armory
statewide and for the remaining members of the Guard, New Year's weekend has been
designated as a "drill weekend."
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IV. Transportation Preparedness
"Most of the hype surrounding Y2K has focused on airplanes falling out of
the sky. The airlines have assured us that not only will that not happen but
that no flight safety issues related to Y2K for airborne systems exist for an
airplane in flight.,,
Tim Harris, John Wayne Airport

The Committee heard testimony from transportation agencies from most major
metropolitan areas and eight of the state's ten busy international airports on their Y2K
preparedness and business continuity planning efforts. The fact that most of the
transportation authorities and airports have planning timelines that run their remediation
programs into the last quarter of this year is somewhat disconcerting. However, since
their coordinated efforts focus on end-to-end business continuity planning rather than
systems integration, their planned program end dates are less problematic than other
agencies'.
Transit agencies such as Muni, MTA, BART, Santa Clara Valley Transportation
Authority (VTA), AC Transit, OCTA, and San Diego Metropolitan Transit, do not have
major electronic data exchange partners. Where they do have external interfaces most,
except utilities, have nothing to do with the direct provision of services, nor does their
coordination with CalTrans or the U.S. Department of Transportation impact their day-today operations.
In the Bay Area, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) has taken on the
role of information clearinghouse for transit agencies and the public. In cooperation with
the state Office of Emergency Services, the MTC has developed a comprehensive
"TransResponse Plan" where MTC develops regional contingency plans and alternatives
for the coordination of basic transportation service. The TransResopnse Plan has
developed though partnership workshops on independent agency status and contingency
planning for traffic control and transit systems.
The MTC also administers the freeway service patrol and highway call box programs
along Bay Area highways. Remaining hurdles include remediating the radio dispatch
system for tow trucks on service patrol, scheduled for August, and replacing the mother
boards in 3300 call boxes that are currently Y2K non-compliant.
Among specific Bay Area providers, BART is the furthest along with remediation and
testing but also has the most complex business continuity planning process since it is
almost completely reliant on power from external agencies. For all other transit agencies
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that provide bus and ferry services, except for Muni and VT A who also run rail systems,
there are localized problems that could occur, but that will not impact the ability of buses
or ferries to run. The initial concerns are with fare boxes, destination signs, GPS tracking
systems, and other electronic devices on board vehicles that vendors have failed to certify
as Y2K compliant. MTC has determined that complexities in certifying readiness on the
rail systems maintained by Muni and VT A have rendered much of their preparedness
problematic in light of the fact that, like BART, they are ultimately reliant on external
agencies for power to run their light rail systems.
In Los Angeles, the MT A has made a significant amount of progress on its Y2K program
itself in addition to its remediation and continuity planning efforts. Last fall before the
Information Technology Committee, MT A had systems that did not have their
remediation scheduled until late December of 1999. With the assistance of several
vendors who have been hired on to expedite their Year 2000 work, MTA is now looking
at completion of both remediation and testing by the middle of November. While
November itself could prove to be too late for complete systems testing it is reassuring
that the Authority has developed more aggressive approaches to Y2K.
On the other hand, the transit agencies serving Orange County and San Diego both seem
to have done a considerable amount ofheavy lifting on the Year 2000 Problem. OCTA,
for example, began its infrastructure assessment and inventory program in 1996, and by
April of this year all mission critical networking and communications infrastructure was
remediated, tested and put back into production. OCT A is currently running tests with 11
outside entities that it exchanges data with on a non-mission critical basis: banks, credit
unions, and retirement systems.
Turning now to airports, with the assurance that planes will not be dropping out of the
sky major issues still remain. During the course of our hearings we were given testimony
regarding preparedness activities and business continuity planning by Burbank-GlendalePasadena (BUR), Fresno Yosemite (FYI), Los Angeles (LAX), Oakland (OAK), Orange
County (John Wayne), San Diego (SAN), San Francisco (SFO), and San Jose (SJC)
International Airports.
Although not a commercial airport, the following potential scenario at the municipal
Santa Monica Airport was presented to the Committee by the City of Santa Monica. It
makes a very strong case for ironclad business continuity planning at our airfields:
"The FAA control tower has a backup power source if there is a
citywide electrical power outage. That generator has sufficient fuel to
provide electrical power to the control tower for three days. After
which, a power outage would affect the airport in the following
manner: there would be no runway lights; no taxi way lights; no
runway end identifier lights; no precession approach path indicator to
coordinate NFR and IFR approaches; no visual approach slope
indicator lights; no airport rotator beacon."

FAA-mandated business continuity plans are already in place at all airports, but the plans
are not required to be Y2K-specific.
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Airports must manage a complicated set of interdependent responsibilities in coordination
with the FAA, and airlines. Generally, during remediation they own the following:
The Airport:

Runway lights, emergency power, access control, building controls,
paging, and crash, fire and rescue.
The Airlines: Planes, fueling, security screening, jetways, baggage handling, and
ticketing.
The FAA:
Air traffic control, navigational aids, and the tower.

At John Wayne, these responsibilities translate into the following ownership workload as
a percentage of effected systems: 3.8% FAA, 16% Airlines, 79.2% Airport and Local
Government.
Santa Monica Airport was not the only airfield with potential airfield lighting problems.
SFO replaced their previous airfield lighting system when it was found to be noncompliant. Initial assessments and inventorying at FYI determined that their airfield
lighting control system was not Y2K compliant and the airport is currently in the process
of installing a new one. LAX did not have a compliance with their lighting issues, nor
were any reported at OAK or SAN. BUR still has a manual lighting system in place and
at John Wayne the FAA controls airfield lighting from the tower. A rumor had made it to
the State Capitol last winter regarding the failure of the airfield lighting during integrated
systems testing at SJC, however when confronted by the Committee that rumor was
vehemently denied.
Remediation and testing schedules show that several airports have scheduled project
completion into the fourth quarter of this year. Most notably, SAN and OAK seem to be
behind the compliance curves set by their peers. SAN has not scheduled completion of
its remediation program until October and does not expect to finish testing until
November. OAK meanwhile has spent $2.2 million on their program which began in
earnest in January of 1998, but as of March was still only 20% complete.
At this time, no California airports will have the direct benefit of an end-to-end test like
the one conducted at the Denver International Airport by the FAA and major airlines.
The FAA will only be conducting these exercises at a select few airports and then direct
the remaining airports to compare their compliance efforts to those found to be successful
based on the tests and subsequent.observations.
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V.

Utility Preparedness

"The utili ties' implementation plans are on schedule or, in many cases,
ahead of schedule."
Brian Schumacher, Public Utilities Commission
"When we take a look at the information we have internally through
assessment, remediation, and validation, or externally through
communication with our business partners, we do not have any information
that leads us to believe that there are going to be any outages."
Jim Silva, Pacific Gas & Electric Co.

The utility industry faces the same Y2K challenges as every other industry. Y2K
anomalies could lead to the malfunction of software programs on mainframe computers,
servers, PC's, and communications system. Corrupted data may be sent from one
application to another, causing incorrect results or shutdowns.
In most industries, these risks of failure mean that those automated systems used for
accounting, administration, billing, and other important functions could experience
problems. In the utility industry, these risks of failure mean that millions of Californians,
businesses, and government officials. could lose power, telecommunications, or water.
The California Public Utilities Commission (PUC) has played an active role in ensuring
that the electrical utilities and telecommunications providers under their purview are
taking appropriate Y2K remediation, risk reduction, and contingency planning actions.
The PUC required utilities to submit an initial filing of compliance earlier this year,
which are regularly updates, and then copies of their business continuity plans on July 151 •
By November 15\ the PUC is requiring that each utility must certify in writing whether
they are Y2K compliant or not.
Because the PUC has general regulatory authority over the utility industry, should the
utilities turn out not to be as well prepared as their plans have indicated then the PUC can
investigate and impose sanctions. PUC general sanctioning authority ranges from $500
to $20,000 per violation. According to PUC counsel, if a failure occurs that affects
100,000 customers, sanctions for each of the 100,000 cases may be in order, should a
report have been in error.
In addition, the utilities are working with North American Electric Reliability Council
(NERC), Federal Communications Commission (FCC), Western Systems Coordinating
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Council (WSCC), and the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC). Utilities have been sharing information with these organizations in order to
help create an environment where providers feel comfortable coordinating efforts in order
to minimize the likelihood of potential disruptions.
Recognizing the importance of joint business continuity planning and tabletop exercises,
NERC has assumed the primary role in monitoring the overall Y2K preparedness of the
electric power industry. On April 9, 1999, NERC facilitated a drill for utility providers
across North America simulating the partial loss ofvoice and data communications at
over two hundred electric power organizations. The results from this drill were to be
reflected in business continuity plans still under development by utilities, which are to be
thoroughly exercised in another drill planned for September 91h.
Closer still to home, the newly formed California Independent System Operator (ISO)
has been closely monitoring Y2K progress among utilities and is itselfY2K ready. The
ISO's automated systems are all relatively new and have been certified as Y2K
compliant. The ISO has also been hard at work developing continuity plans designed to
limit the likelihood that a localized outage creates "cascading outages" throughout the
system. These plans include having all operations and support personnel on-site.
All electric utility providers, both municipal and privately held, have a completion
window of June to September. However, specific issues remain outstanding for
providers. Pacific Gas & Electric scheduled completion of its systems remediation and
testing in June, but will not certify its Year 2000 readiness until September, citing a lack
of response from criti~al suppliers about their own readiness. City of Los Angeles,
Department ofWater and Power, likewise, had all network remediation and upgrades on
schedule for June 301h, but had not completed all of the data formatting and bridging
necessary to trade data with each of 160 external interface partners.
Li~ewise, the PUC has taken an active interest in monitoring the progress of California's
telecommunications providers' Y2K preparedness. Reports filed with the PUC showed
that effective Y2K compliance was expected by each telecommunications in the period of
the end of the second quarter through September.

Four telecommunications companies serve 99.7% of California's phone customers, and,
according to the FCC, these companies have completed most of their Y2K fixes and
business continuity plans that will enable them to respond quickly to isolated disruptions.
The scope of the projects being undertaken by these providers is quite expansive.
Expecting to spend over $125 million in California alone on Y2K readiness, Pacific Bell
has completed over 95% of its work on 140 million lines of code, 13,000 programs and
products, 2800 facilities, and interfaces with some 1200 vendors. GTE had spent
somewhere around $370 million across the corporation to reach a 99% completion rate;
in the State of California, 4.6 million access lines have been certified compliant,
representing all oftheir service exchanges, except for some residual work that remained
to be completed in Weaverville.
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As mentioned earlier, 911 system readiness is primarily the responsibility of phone
companies and the local governments that actively use the equipment. The first step of
assessment of 911 readiness has been the compliance or non-compliance of equipment
delivered by the manufacturer. Once this has been determined, then the phone company
must physically visit each "answering point" across the state to work with the local
officials to complete a thorough inventory at that site. In several instances, 911 systems
have had to be completely replaced after inventorying; the new 911 dispatch system in
Fresno (Pacific Bell Palladium System by Lucent Technologies) is one of the most
advanced systems in the entire country and is unique in the State of California.
For many local governments and companies that operate major water and waste water
utilities, Y2K may be a major operational issue depending on whether or not there are a
significant number of embedded chips in the delivery process.
Many water departments have autot:nated systems, controlled by microprocessors, called
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition). SCADA systems monitor, control
and process variables at remote locations and then record that data for historical purposes.
These systems actively monitor reservoir levels, water quality, water pressure, pump station
activities, and decide if and when a pump needs to be turned on or off, based on the flow
capacity of the aqueduct or channel.
Regardless of the fact that most SCADA vendors have certified system compliance,
municipalities and water companies have essentially the same business continuity plans in
place as those providers without embedded systems problems. All water system business
continuity plans have the same basic principal guiding their development: that gravity is
Y2K compliant. Staff will be standing by to operate systems as they were prior to
automation to watch gauges and turn knobs.
Sewer stations have similar continuity planning requirements as water pumping stations.
The highest level of automation surrounds air compressors, which if they have been
automated, can have operations that are microprocessor based. While these microprocessors
could have an embedded systems problem like any other, air compressors have manual bypass valves and once again, staff is going to be ready to deal with those situations.
Electric and telecommunications companies have been key partners in federal, state, and
local government Y2K business continuity planning efforts. Generic provisions of these
plans include having additional employees on duty at key operational and administrative
locations. Additional stand-by staff will be on call and ready to respond on 30-minutes
notice in most locations, as well.
Like public safety agencies, they base the success of previous contingency planning
efforts on their performance and the issues that were identified during previous disasters.
The Los Angeles Department of Water & Power has incorporated lessons from their
experiences with the Northridge earthquake to help them prepare from any problems that
may arise on January 151 • SMUD has built into its business continuity plans not only the
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lessons it has learned from dealing with major floods but also the district's basic
readiness for floods during winter months.
Municipal utilities, such as City of Santa Clara, Silicon Valley Power, have also been an
integral part of initiating community planning exercises. Silicon Valley Power had
planned three tabletop drills that reflect the regional focus of a municipal provider. The
first exercise in June was scheduled to include school districts, hospitals, city agencies
and Santa Clara County. The City of Anaheim's Public Utilities Department, has
adopted the philosophy that as a utility it operates in an emergency response environment
all the time. It is advising other city departments and residents that city utilities are
simply overhauling existing plans to immediately address and respond to electric and
water failures that may be associated with Y2K.
Unfortunately, the utility industry has failed to do a very good job in its public awareness
efforts. In order to make the general public, local governments, and the media, at large,
aware of how much time, energy, and resources they have devoted to their extremely
successful remediation plans utilities need to devote yet more time and resources to Y2K.
To this point in time, utilities have primarily relied on Y2K bill inserts to serve as their
primary method of public awareness. Every utility that testified before the Committee
has produced a brochure or other form of insert to accompany billings sent to customers.
Yet, customers do not always pay attention to inserts, nor do inserts get read by all
residents or employees at the address to which bills are sent.
In order to remedy these deficiencies, utilities need to establish an aggressive public
awareness campaign as soon as possible. Electric and telecommunications providers who
have existing public relations strategies should accelerate their timelines. Final systems
testing and the resolution of issues should be presented to the media as often as possible.
Utilities should act to be more pro-active with local governments and citizens groups by
offering staff to lead community discussions regarding Y2K preparedness, contributing
time and resources to local government community preparedness public awareness and
outreach campaigns, and developing direct relationships with local reporters who may be
covering potential Y2K failures on New Year's Eve, 1999.
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Location: Shasta Community College, Social Science Building, Room 806
Time: 10:00 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
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MEMBERS:
PATRICIA C. BATES, Vice-Chair
ELAINE ALQUIST
MIKE BRIGGS
DENISE DUCHENY

California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology

STAFF:
Michael Jacob
Principal ConsuHant

JOHN A. DUTRA
CHAIR

Denise Plants
Convnlttee Secretary

AGENDA
ASSEMBLY COMMITTEE ON INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY
Elihu M. Harris State Bldg. Auditorium
1515 Clay Street, Oakland, CA
March 19, 1999
Bay Area Year 2000 Preparedness
Utilities, Emergency Services, Transportation

Essential Services

-=U~ti=li=ti=-=e=-s

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Time: 9:05 to 10:00

Association of Bay Area Government

Albert Fierro,
Vice President, ABA G Plan

East Bay Municipal Utilities

Mike Vandaveer,
Director oflnformatioJJ
Systems

PG&E

Keven Seay,
Y2K Program Manager

City of Santa Clara Silicon Valley Power

Karen Lopez,
Y2K MaJJager
Ron Garrett,
Assistant City Manager

Pacific Telesis

Cathe Guerra,
Area Manager

..::.T.=..ra.=n=.:s::..&p::..::o..::.r..:..::ta..:..::t..:..::io:...::n=---------------Time 10:00 to 10:15
Metropolitan Transportation

..,

.

Joel Markowitz,
Manager Advanced Systems
Applications

STATE CAPITOL • SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 • (916) 319-3945

:.. :A:::ir:.. .:p:.:o:..:.r=-tP=-=an=..:e: .:.l_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Time 10:15 to 10:45
Oakland International Airport

Geoff Galtere,
Principal Systems Analyst

San Jose International Airport

Kathy Pool,
Y2K Manager

San Francisco International Airport

Dale Dunham,
S.F. Airport Operations
Kris Cox,
Attorney
Dennis O'Reardon, Y2K Coordinator

Emergency Services

-=O:...=f.:.:fi:..:.ce:::...=of::...:E=m=e:..:.r.~:~.ge::..:n::..:c:a~:y....:.S::...:e:..:.r~v=ic:..::e=-s.::.P-=a=n.=:el:__ _ _ _ _ _ _Time

10:45 to 11:15

Santa Clara County Office of Emergency Services

Marcia Garcia,
OES Coordinator

Martinez Office of Emergency Services

Cliff Warrick,
ESManager

Alameda County Office of Emergency Services

Captain Tim Buckout

Sonoma County Office of Emergency Services

Chris Godley,
OES Coordiltator

Police Panel
Time: 11:15 to 12:15
-----------------------------------------City/County San Francisco Sheriff Department

Sgt. Phil Fairbrother

City/County San Francisco Police

Lt. Steve Johnson
Captain Hettrick

City of Fremont Police

Dave Jensen,
Information Systems
Director
Captain Keith Jackson

City of Newark Police

John Becker,
Y2K Manager

Alameda County Sheriff Department

Terry Gitlin,
Senior Emergency Service
Coordinator

=-F-=ir:.. =e-=P-=a=n=-=e=-1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Time: 12:15 to 12:45

Alameda County Fire

Kenneth Henius,
Network Systems
Administrator

City of Santa Clara Fire

Captain Steve Marciel

City of Newark Fire

Mike Preston,
Assistant Fire Chief

San Francisco Fire

Michael Taylor,
MIS, Director

Oakland Fire Services

Darren Jimenes,
Y2K Project Manager
Bob O'Brien,
Batalian Chief

Fremont Fire

=-P-=u-=-b=lic=-=C=-=o-=m=m=e=n=-=t:......_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Time: 12:45 to 1:00

MEMBERS:
PATRICIA C. BATES, Vice-Chair
ELAINE ALQUIST
MIKE BRIGGS
DENISE DUCHENY

California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
JOHN A. DUTRA
CHAIR

INFORMATIONAL HEARING
AGENDA
APRIL 9, 1999
9:30 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
University of California Los Angeles

Year 2000 Preparedness
Local Government
General Government:
County of Los Angeles

Time: 9:30-10:00
Jon W. Fullinwider
Chief Informational Officer
James Boyer
Y2K Project Manager

Emergency Services
City of Azusa & Surrounding Areas

Time 10:00-11:00
Brenda Hunemiller
Area D Coordinator

City of Long Beach & Surrounding Areas

Casey Chel
Area F Coordinator

City of Santa Monica & Surrounding Areas

Ellen McNeill
Area A Coordinator

City of Gardena & Surrounding Areas

Mike Martinet
Area G Coordinator

City of Los Angeles

Chris Ipsen
Contingency Y2K Planning
Kevin Corcoran
Compliance Project Office

· ~r·Ef~i'
1020 N STREET, ROOM 122 • SACRAMENTO, CA 95814 • (916) 319-3945

STAFF:
Michael Jacob
Principal Consultant
Denise Plants
Committee Secretary

Essential Services:
Utilities:
Southern California Edison

Time 11 :00-11 :45
Don Piwnica
Y2K Project Manager

Park Water Company

David Warner
Safety Manager

The Gas Company

Steve Malowney
Project Manager

City Of Los Angeles

Chris Ipsen
Contingency Y2K Planning
Kevin Corcoran
Compliance Project Office

Los Angeles Department of Water & Power

W. C. Byrd
Year 2000 Communications
Director

Transportation:
Metropolitan Transit Authority

Time 11:45-12:00
Don Stiner
Project Manager
Y2000 Project

Police:
Los Angeles Police Department

Time 12:00-12:30
Roger Ham
Chief Information Officer

Los Angeles SheriffDepartment

Captain Jerry Schmiedeke
Data Systems Bureau

Fire:
Los Angeles County Fire Department

Time 12:30-12:45
John Mcintire
Chief Information Officer
Michal Ashley
Project Coordinator

Los Angeles City Fire Department

Dennis Keane
Deputy Fire Chief

Airport Panel:
Burbank-Glendale-Pasadena Airport

Time 12:45-1:15
Rozalyn Hairston
Project Manager

Los Angeles International Airport

Renee Fong
Project Manager

Public Comment:

Time 1:15-1:30

MEMBERS:
PATRICIA C. BATES, VIce-Chair
ELAINE ALQUIST
MIKE BRIGGS
DENISE DUCHENY

California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
JOHN A. DUTRA
CHAIR

STAFF:
Michael Jacob
Principal ConsuHant
Denise Plants
Committee Secretary

INFORMATIONAL HEARING
AGENDA
.APRIL 16, 1999
10:00 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
PLANNING COMMISSION HEARING ROOM
10 Civic Center Plaza, rr Floor, Bldg. 10
Santa Ana , California

Year 2000 Preparedness
Local Government
General Government:
Orange County

Time: 10:00-11 :00
Leo Crawford,
Chief Information Officer

Orange County Grand Jury

Bob Geise,
Chair Special Issues/
Continuity Committee
Essential Services:

Police:
Orange County Sheriff

Time 11:00-12:00
Captain Ron Wilkerson

San Bernardino County Sheriff

Tim Miller,
Manager of Technical Services
Cliff Raynolds,
Lieutenant Sheriff Officer

Riverside County Sheriffs Department

John Naccarato,
Information Technology Officer

·~
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Emergency Services

Time 12:00-12:15

San Bernardino
Office of Emergency Services

Melvin Bailey
Office of Emergency Services Officer

City of Cypress

Denise Thomas,
Emergency Services Coordinator

Utilities:
Utilities City of Anaheim

Time 12:15-12:30
Bonnie Woodson,
Technology Development Manager

Transportation
Orange County Transit Authority

Time 12:30-12:45
Bill Mao,
Manager of Information Systems
Lloyd Sullivan,
Information Systems, Project Manager

Airport Panel:
John Wayne Airport

Time 1:00-1 :15
Tim Harris,
Information System Manager

Public Comment:

Time 1: 15-1 :30

MEMBERS:
PATRICIA C. BATES, Vice-Chair
ELAINE ALQUIST
MIKE BRIGGS
DENISE DUCHENY

California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
JOHN A. DUTRA
CHAIR

STAFF:
Michael Jacob
Principal Consultant

INFORlVIATIONAL HEARING
AGENDA
APRIL 30, 1999
9:30a.m. -1:30 p.m.
State Capitol, Room 447

Year 2000 Preparedness
Local Govenunent
General Govenunent:
City ofLodi

Time: 9:30-10:45
Janet Keeter
Deputy City Manager

City of Manteca

Karen McLaughlin
Deputy City Manager

City of Tracy

Steve Pappa
Information Services Manager

County of Sacramento

Steven Ferguson
Chief Information Officer
Betsy Brazil
Press Information Officer
Carole Hopwood
Emergency Operations
Essential Services:
Time 10:45-11:30
Dennis Smith
Fire Chief
Sally Nagy
Chief Information Officer
Mary Lou Pierce
Emergency Service Officer

Emergency Services
Office of Emergency Planning
Sacramento

·~
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Denise Plants
Committee Secretary

Essential Services:

Emergency Services
Office of Emergency Planning
Sacramento

Time 11:00-11:45
Mary Lou Pierce
Emergency Services Officer

Office ofEmergency Services
Stockton

Captain AI Anton
Emergency Services Coordinator

American Red Cross

Paula Schroeder
Assistant Chapter Manager .

Police
City of Sacramento

Time: 11:45-12:15
. Captain Scott LaCosse

City of Stockton

Lieutenant Dennis Smallie
Deputy ChiefKenneth Wilbon
P·auline Leinfelder
Computer Supervisor
Captain David Cole

San Joaquin Sheriffs

Cyrus Mohit
Y2K Department $ystems Coordinator

Fire
City of Sacramento

Time: 12:15-12:45
Dennis Smith
Fire Chief

City of Tracy

Captain Eric Oilveri

Utilities:
SMUD

Time 12:45-1:15
Selby Mohr
Supervisor Emergency Preparedness

Citizens Utilities

Michael Smith
Manager, Y2K program

Public Comment:

Time 1:15-1:30

MEMBERS:
PATRICIA C. BATES, VIce-Chair
ELAINE ALQUIST
MIKE BRIGGS
DENISE DUCHENY

California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
JOHN A. DUTRA
CHAIR

INFORMATIONAL HEARING
AGENDA
MAY 7,1999
11:00 a.m.-4:00p.m.
San Diego County Administration Center
Board Chamber Room 310

Year 2000 Preparedness
Local Government
General Government:

Time: 11:00-12:00

City of San Diego

Rod Moyer
Y2KManager

City ofEscondido

Dan Camp
Director of Information Systems

City of Carlsbad

Lee Rautenkranz
Information Systems Director

San Diego County

Amy Sheridan
Y2K Project Manager
Ralph Perry .
Emergency Management Division

Time 12:00-1 :00

Break

....
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STAFF:
Michael Jacob
Principal ConsuHant
Denise Plants
Committee Secretary

Essential Services:
Police:

Time 1:00-2:00

City of Chula Vista

Lt. Tom Leonard

City ofEl Cajon

Captain Jim Davis

City of San Diego

Bill Wolf
Emergency Management

San Diego County Sheriff

Captain George Kneeshaw
Emergency Service Division

Fire

Time 2:00-3:00

City of San Diego

ChiefD.P. Lee

City ofVista

Gregg Rosburg
Engineer Emergency Preparedness

City of Carlsbad

ChiefMike Smith

City of La Mesa

Chief David Burk

City of Oceanside

Battalion Chief Glenn McCloskey

Utilities:
Sempra Energy

Transportation
San Diego Metropolitan Transportation

Public Comment:

Time 3:00-3:15
Larry Schelhorse
Regulatory Policy Leader

Time 3:15-3:30
Samuel Johnson
Manager Information Services
Time 3:30 -4:00

MEMBERS:
PATRICIA C. BATES, VICe-Chair
ELAINE ALQUIST
MIKE BRIGGS
DENISE DUCHENY

California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
JOHN A. DUTRA
CHAIR

STAFF:
· Michael Jacob
Principal ConsuHant
Denise Plants
Corrvnltlee Secretary

INFORMATIONAL HEARING
AGENDA
MAY 14,1999
10:00 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
'FRESNO STATE UNIVERSITY
Year 2000 Preparedness
Local Government
General Government:

Time: 10:00-11:00

City of Wasco

Keri Cobb,
City Associate Planner

City of Firebaugh

Pio Martain,
Account Clerk II

City of Orange Cove

Tina Rivera,
City Finance Director

City of Shafter

John Guinn,
City Manager

City of Fresno

Hap Cluff,
ChiefInformation Officer/Director

Fresno County

Gary Carozza,
Assistant Emergency Services Director
Layden Hahn,
Assistant County Administration Officer
Susan Thompson,
Deputy County Administration Officer
Steve Shultz,
Y2K Project Manager

Kern County

Janette Pell,
Director of Information Technology Services
·~
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Essential Services:
Emergency Services

Time 11:00-11:15

American Red Cross

Pat Ainsworth,
Executive Director

Police:

Time 11:15-12:00

City of Shafter

Chief John Zrofsky

City of Kingsburg

Sergeant Brian Bissett

City of Reedley

Chief Doug Johnson

City of Selma

Joe Delarosa,
Information Systems Manager

City of Parlier

Sergeant Little,
ChiefEd Torriente

City of Delano

Sergeant Dale Mendenhall

Kern County Sheriff

Jerry Findley,
Assistant Sheriff
Sergeant Dennis Smithson,
Computer Support

Fresno County Sheriff

Lieutenant Jeff Johnson

Fire:

Time: 12:00-12:45

City ofFresno

ChiefMichael Smith

City of Clovis

Captain Mike Despain

City ofParlier

DaveHilmon
Operation Chief

City of Kingsburg

Chief Ed Morgan

Utilities:

Time 12:45-1:00

CA Water Service Co.

Bill Harper,
Operation Superintendent
Tim Treloar,
Assistant Director

Airport Panel:

Time: 1:00-1:15

Fresno Yosemite International

Daniel Yrigollen,
Y2K Project Manager
Charles Hayes,
Director of Transportation

Public Comment:

Time 1:15-1:30

MEMBERS:
PATRICIA C. BATES, Vice-Chair
ELAINE ALQUIST
MIKE BRIGGS
DENISE DUCHENY

California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
JOHN A. DUTRA
CHAIR

INFORMATIONAL HEARING
AGENDA
July 9, 1999
10:00 a.m. -1:30 p.m.
Shasta Community College
11555 Old Oregon Trail
Social Science Building, Room 806
YEAR 2000 PREPAREDNESS

Local Government
General Government:

Time: 10:00-10:30

City of Chico

Christa Waters
Y2K Analyst

City ofEureka

David Tyson
Assistant City Manager

City of Redding

Bruce Erwin,
Information Systems Manager

City of Anderson

Scott Morgan,
City Manager

Essential Services
Utilities:

Time 10:30- 10:45

Redding Municipal Utilities

Bruce Erwin,
Information Systems Manager

California Water Service
Butte County

Mark Lightcap,
District Manager

Emergency Services

Time 10:45-10:50

American Red Cross, Redding Chapter

Deems Taylor,
Executive Director

....
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STAFF:
Michael Jacob
Principal ConsuHant
Denise Plants
Committee Secretary

Sheriff & Police:

Time 10:50-12:10

Shasta County Sheriff Department

Larry Schaller,
Under-Sheriff
Captain Ron Richardson
Sergeant Dave Dean

Trinity County SheriffDepartment

Paul Schmidt,
Sheriff

Tehama County Sheriff Department

Dennis Garten,
Under-Sheriff

Siskiyou County Sheriff Department

Lt. Charlie Simpson
Grizz Adams,
Emergency Services Coordinator

Glenn County SheriffDepartment

Sgt. Ed Anderson,
Emergency Services Coordinator

Oroville Police Department

Gordon Pitter,
Police Chief

Red Bluff Police Department

Commander Mace Mcintosh

Chico Police Department

Christa Waters,
Y2K Analyst

Fire Protection:

Time 12:10- 1:15

CA. Department ofForestry

Jean Rogers,
Deputy Chief of Operations

City of Eureka

John McFarland,
Fire Chief
Erik Smith,
Fire Captain Specialist
Pam Powell,
Fire Services Officer
E. 0. C. Manager

Coming Fire Department

Bob Pryatel,
Fire Chief

Shasta County Fire Department

John Watt,
Battalion Chief

Redding Fire Department

Jay Gonsauls,
Deputy Chief

Oroville Fire Department

David Pittman,
Battalion Chief

Anderson Fire Department

Don Matheson,
Chief

Tehama County Fire Department

Herb Love,
Battalion Chief

Weed Fire Department

Darin Quigley,
Fire Chief

Public Comment:

Time 1:15-1:30

Appendix 8:
City Presentations_ & Reports

CrTY OF ANDERSON
YEAR 2000 PREPAREDNESS
BY SCOTT MORGAN,
CrTY MANAGER
ASSEMBLY COMMilTEE ON INFORMAllON TECHNOLOGY
JULY9,

1999

REDDING, CALIFORNIA

THE CITY OF ANDERSON

IS A

LOCATED ON INTERSTATE 5

SMALL CITY OF LESS THAN

9,000

PEOPLE

IN SOUTHERN SHASTA COUNTY BETWEEN THE CITIES

OF RED BLUFF AND REDOING.
WHILE THE CITIZENS OF ANDERSON ARE GOOD, HARDWORKING PEOPLE WITH A
STRONG

SENSE

OF

GENERALLY HAVE

COMMUNITY,

LESS

THEY

EDUCATION

EXAMPLE, ACCORDING TO THE

ARE

THAN

THE

ALSO

OLDER,

STATE AS

A

POORER,
WHOLE.

AND

As

AN

1990 CENSUS, INCOMES IN ANDERSON RANGED

FROM 53°/o TO 55°/o OF THE STATE AS A WHOLE, DEPENDING UPON WHETHER
YOU LOOK AT PER CAPITA INCOME,

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME, OR MEDIAN

FAMILY INCOME MEASUREMENTS.
THE CITY OF ANDERSON EMPLOYS 55 PEOPLE, PRIMARILY IN THE POLICE AND
PUBLIC WORKS DEPARTMENTS. FIRE SERVICE IS PROVIDED SEAMLESSLY TO THE
PUBUC BY A SEPARATE FIRE DISTRICT LOCATED NEXT TO CITY HALL.
THE CITY'S GENERAL FUND BUDGET IS $2.8 MILLION, AND OUR TOTAL BUDGET,
INCLUDING WATER AND WASTEWATER,
CITY IS ABLE TO ACCOMPLISH

IS $9.7 MILUON.

MUCH OF WHAT THE

IS BASED UPON OUR RECENT SUCCESSES IN

SECURING SEVERAL GRANTS, SOME OF WHICH ARE BASED UPON THE INCOME
AND AGE DEMOGRAPHICS OF OUR COMMUNITY.
THE FINANCIAL BURDEN YEAR

2000

PREPAREDNESS

HAS

PLACED

ON

OUR

SMALL ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN CONSIDERABLE. OVER THE LAST TWO YEARS,
THE CITY OF ANDERSON
HARDWARE AND

HAS SPENT $I 20,000 IN

SOFTWARE,

OF WHICH

$70,000

REPLACING COMPUTER

HAS

BEEN

TAKEN

FROM

RESERVE FUNDS, AND $50,000 WAS BORROWED.
WHILE WE ARE PLEASED THAT THE STATE IS BEGINNING TO TAKE ACTION TO
START TO REVERSE THE SIGNIFICANT FISCAL DAMAGE DONE TO CITIES EARUER IN
THE

DECADE,

YEAR

2000

FINANCIAL

BURDENS

COMPOUND

THE

FINANCIAL

STRUGGLES WE CONTINUE TO EXPERIENCE DUE TO THE ERAF SHIFT AND THE
CONTINUED SLUGGISHNESS OUR LOCAL ECONOMY CONTINUES TO EXPERIENCE

1

DESPITE THE ECONOMIC BOOM BEING EXPERIENCED IN

MANY PARTS OF THE

STATE.
PERHAPS THIS IS NOT THE RIGHT FORUM, BUT I AM UNABLE TO RESIST ANY
OPPORTUNITY TO

APPEAL TO

SUPPORT

FOR

PERMANENT

FUNDING.

VIEWED

IN

THIS

MEMBERS

OF THE

SOLUTIONS
LARGER

TO

LEGISLATURE TO

RESTORING

CONTEXT,

THE

LOCAL

COSTS

REQUEST

GOVERNMENT

2000

OF YEAR

PREPAREDNESS ARE SIMPLY PART OF OUR DAY-TO-DAY STRUGGLE TO PROVIDE
QUALITY, AFFORDABLE LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES TO OUR cmzENS.
THE START YOU HAVE MADE THIS LEGISLATIVE SESSION AND YOUR CONTINUED
COMMITMENT
WOULD

GO

TO

ASSURING

ALONG

WAY

A

STABLE

TOWARDS

LOCAL

HELPING

STRUGGLES, AS WELL AS REPAYING OUR YEAR

GOVERNMENT
US

IN

2000

OUR

REVENUE
DAILY

BASE

FINANCIAL

CONVERSION DEBT.

SPECIFIC ACTIONS OUR ORGANIZATION HAS TAKEN OVER THE LAST TWO YEARS TO
ADDRESS YEAR
EQUIPMENT,
RELATIVE

2000

ISSUES INCLUDE THE COMPLETION OF AN INVENTORY OF

HARDWARE

RISK

PRIORmZATION

OF
OF

AND

SOFTWARE

VARIOUS

AT

EQUIPMENT

PRO.JECTS,

AND

RISK,
AND

TESTING

AN

EVALUATION

SOFTWARE

AND

OF

THE

MALFUNCTION,

INSTALLATION

OF

NEW

EQUIPMENT AND SOFTWARE.
THE MOST MISSION-CRmCAL PRO.JECT FOR US RIGHT NOW IS COMPLETING THE
CONVERSION OF OUR FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEM. OUR OLD
FINANCIAL OPERATING . SOFTWARE WAS INSTALLED IN

I

985

ON AN IBM SYSTEM

36.
LAsT WEEK, WE SUCCESSFULLY BROUGHT UP THE NEW GENERAL LEDGER ON
OUR

NEW

BROUGt:IT

SERVER,

THE

ON

EARLIER

LINE

ACCOUNTS
THIS

PAYABLE
WEEK,

MODULE

AND

WAS

VARIOUS

SUCCESSFULLY

OTHER

FINANCIAL

OPERATING MODULES ARE BEING BROUGHT ON LINE AFTER THE TESTING OF
EACH MODULE IS COMPLETED.
THE MOST UNUSUAL ASPECT OF THIS PRO.JECT IS THAT THE DATA CONVERSION

2,000

OF OUR UTILITY BILLING HISTORY FOR

ACCOUNTS IS BEING DONE BY

MANUAL DATA ENTRY INTO THE NEW UTILITY BILLING SYSTEM. THE NEW UTILITY
BILLING MODULE SHOULD BE ON LINE IN LATE AUGUST OR EARLY SEPTEMBER.
THE LATEST MODULE WE WILL BRING UP ON THE NEW SYSTEM WILL BE THE
PAYROLL MODULE, WHICH WE WILL CUT OVER DECEMBER
OUR CALENDAR YEAR I

999

31 SO THAT ALL OF

PAYROLL DATA WILL RESIDE ON ONE SYSTEM.

IN ADDmON TO THE WORK WE ARE DOING WITHIN OUR ORGANIZATION, WE HAVE
BEEN WORKING FOR SOME TIME WITH OUR OPERATING PARTNERS AND EXTERNAL
VENDORS TO TRY TO INSURE THAT YEAR

2

2000

PROBLEMS ARE MINIMIZED. IN

ACCORDANCE WITH OUR PRIORITIES, PROGRESS WITH KEY OPERATING PARTNERS
FOR

CRITICAL

FUNCTIONS,

SUCH

AS

COUNTYWIDE

LAW

ENFORCEMENT

COMMUNICATIONS, HAS BEEN SUBSTANTIAL. VERIFICATION OF THE PROGRESS OF
OUR VARIOUS EX"T'ERNAL VENDORS IS ONGOING.
CONTINGENCY

PLANNING

FOR

OUR

SMALL

COMMUNITY

HAS

LARGELY

BEEN

LIMITED TO EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLANNING FOR THE EARLY PART OF NEXT
YEAR.

IN

OUR AREA,

THIS

IS

BEING

COORDINATED

AT THE

COUNTY

LEVEL

THROUGH THE SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT.
COMMUNICATING

YEAR

2000

PREPAREDNESS

PROGRESS

FOR

OUR

ORGANIZATION HAS BEEN THROUGH PERIODIC REPORTS TO THE CITY COUNCIL,
EXTERNAL AUDITOR, AND JOINT POWERS AUTHORITIES ON WHICH THE CITY IS A
HAS MEMBERSHIP. PUBLIC COMMUNICATIONS WILL CONTINUE AS PART OF THE
CITY'S REGULAR COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAM WITH ITS CITIZENS AND BUSINESS
COMMUNITY THROUGH VEHICLES SUCH AS THE CITY'S QUARTERLY NEWSLETTER.
IN SUM, THE FINANCIAL BURDEN OF YEAR
SMALL

CITY

HAS

MADE

OUR

DAILY

2000

PREPAREDNESS

STRUGGLES

TO

PROVIDE

FOR OUR
QUALITY,

AFFORDABLE LOCAL GOVERNMENT SERVICES EVEN MORE CHALLENGING.
WITH THE LEGISLATURE'S CONTINUED SUPPORT TOWARDS

GOVERNMENT FINANCES IN CALIFORNIA, WE ARE CONFIDENT THAT YEAR
PREPAREDNESS AND OTHER FINANCIAL CHALLENGES CAN BE MET.
THANK YOU.

3

BUT,

STABILIZING LOCAL

2000

.

Hap Cluff, CIO
Chief lnfonnation Officer
Director, Information Services Depl OSD)

"The C/0 sees all the processes
across the enterprise, like the
CFO sees all the finances."

Attract High Technology Industry
Attract High Paying Jobs

Mayor, Jim Patterson
City Manager, Jeff Reid

Information Technology (IT) Goals

Fresno is a technological state-of-the-art city
• Greatly improves the operational effectiveness of
every departrnen~ division, and projE~~::t; and

• Access to Processes and Information
• Accountability for Managers and Citizens
• Automated Processes Available 2417

5 Major lSD Initiatives • FY99
1 Complete Citywide IS Infrastructure Upgrade
2 Implement Citywide ERP Core System
PeopleSoft- HR. Fmancial, and Project Costing
3 Make the City Y2K Compliant (FY1999 & FY2000)
All Applications, Systems, Eniledded Chips
4 Institute Citywide IT Incorporation Process
5 Establish Citywide IS Policies & Data standards

• Attracts high tech industry tc the City which will
bring new money and high paying jobs.

City's Y2K Problems
·•

,.
~-

:~

:1<:

..

• 359 Applications supported by lSD
• 196 (56%) Year 2000 Non Complaint
•
•
•
•
•

101 (51%) Replaced by PeopleSoft
65,575 hours tc repair/fix year 2000 problems
25,257 hours tc enhance remaining Y2K appls
Embedded chips: pumps, elevators, equipment
Outside the City's control, other agenctes, PG&E

:t;

'

Inoperable Systems-~ Continued

Inoperable Systems on 1 July 99
"'

• Core Rnancial systems die- FY2000 (1 July 99)

1

1

- FAMIS - GL, AP, AR, & Purchasing

• Current payroll system fails 1 Jan 2000
- No paychecks on payday 5 Jan 2000
-No W2 or 1099 fonns for 1999, print in Jan 2000

1
1

1

- "New" in-ho~e developed lSI system non-co~Dant

~

• Budget unable to prepare FY2001 budget Dec 99
• Both IBM mainframes and OSs non-compliant

1

I

1

Pro-Active Approach to
Y2K Problems

Utility Billing and Tracking System (HTE}
Tel~phone voice-mail system non-compfiant
Fire CAOIRMS (Records Management System)
Police CAD/RMS
Police Radio System
911 Dispatch System
Mug Photo System
Fleet & FAX Vehicle Management System

IT Policies
Maintain current version of all software and OS
• No PC will be more than 3 yeEFs old
• Replace from top down to extend life
• Purchase cheapest commodity class PC clones
1

Mayor & City Manager chose

Complete Systems Overhaul
(approximalaly lha sama cost as cera syslam alana)

- Pentium II, 350MHz, 64mb, 17" monitor, basic PC
- CO, Sound, Win951NT, NAL.IZEN, Ethernet Suite 8

\

• Purchase in quantities to meet current need
- Always purchase highest class processor at time

City IT Infrastructure Upgraded
• 2200 Computer Users Citywide
1
Replaced over 1300 PCs ·
• Upgraded another 600 PCs
Added or up!J'aded 40+ nelwor1< servers
1
Added redundant storage and backup systems
• Replaced cable, routers, and switches
Retrained ISO staff on current applications
I

I

Major Technology Skills Shift

.

(Work Completed In Last 18 Months)

COBOL- Mainframe -Green S«eens
• Win95- PeopleTools- Oracle- Sun- Full Color
• PeopleTools, NT, Oracle, Visual FoxPro, Access,
VISual Basic, Excel, SQR. NetWare, Windows,
Unux, UNIX, Sun Solaris, Developer 2000,
Border-Manager, Web, HTML, MS Project Visio,
PowerPoint GW.4.1, 5.2, 5.5, & more ...
1

.

,.
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GL Based and NO Integration

A Trusted and Reliable System
Ready for the Future
• Stable, robust backed-up network system
• E-mail messaging, tracking, scheduling system

·~/.

,..

- 300,000 H~ail messages a month, 100,000 v-mail

• Internet and Intranet access

---+

- Einp. Hondhoak, MOU, CiyCodo, Hnd Anywhn Anytime, CC U\111

t

• Every PC has same versions of Y2K compliant
appli~ations • Carel 5Lito8, WardPorfod, sprud slleot, MDIIII
• All users have been trained on new applications
• All 50+ AutoCAD/GIS users on same version

•

.,..

(GL)

..

_
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City of Fresno
Y2K Readiness Project
•
•
•
•

Mayor, Jim Patterson
City Manager, Jeff Reid
CIO, Hap Cluff, Director, Information Services Dept ~
Y2K Project Manager
- Richard Anderson, Computer Services Dlv. Mgr.
~
• Emergency Services Coordinator
- Donald Woodruff, Fire Prevention Dlv.

Y2K Readiness • City of Fresno

Y2K Readiness • City of Fresno

• Create Citywide IS Y2K Project Team
- Assign a Y2K Project Manager
- Reps from every Department, Division, & Project
• Identify full acope of the Y2K problem citywide ·
• Prepant plana and lmpiiiJient IS Y2K IOiullon
• Conlrtunlcatll tD dtl211n1and other orgarbat10111
- F1d11bout Clly'1 Y2K pnpwlllnaa1ad lrnllt to IS Y2K
- u.. aollblllllad oommunllllllooa oh•nalla
- Chnha, School1, utllly lrlllng, lOIII maol1, at. II.

- Coordinate with other agencies
• IS Y2K and related emergency lauH
• Lane emergency aervlcH with exlltlng agencies

-,.

• Participate In community meetings
• Assisted In organizing IS Managers from all
Centrar Valley Hospitals
- Y2K Community Health Care Coalition
- Preunted: Water, Waste Water, Sewer & Traffic

Y2K - 3 Parallel Problems

Y2K Readiness • ~ity of Fresno

Saturday, 12:00:01am,1 January 2000

"'

*
o

Inter-Agency Y2K Coordination Team
- City Managers, CAO, IS Dirs, & Y2K Project ~grs
- Emergency Services Directors, Representatives
from Fire, Pollee and SherHfs
- City of Fresno • County of Fresno - City of Clovis
- County Office of Education
- State Office of Emergency Preparedness

o

o
o

- NO Help From Outside - NO 2nd-In Response
- Fear/Belief- Power May NOT Come Back On
- Date Certain - 2 Additional Unique Problems
• Hoanlng Breed• Shcntagesand Gouging
• If NO D11alllltr- Afllnnatll: lncm•ecl Dlltrult &Anger

Water Division, City of Fresno

Waste Water Treatment Plant

Will we have water pressure?

Will we be able to process Waste Water?

Three Step Plan:
- 1. 8ectrically non-dependent pumps
• 25 genellfDrw It key Mil •Ita pLIIIpe Oat 90 dayt)
711'.4 at peak operdonal poWir during wlnblr

o
o

o

o

Multi-story facilities· 2•d floors probably OK

o

- Need their own generators to reach higher ftoors
- Hospitals are OK - Assisted Care unknown

Sewer Maintenance Division
Will the sewage flow to the treatment plant~
o
o

mam

o

o

.

-

Main issue Is
lines
Gravity plus 17 Lift Stations
- Dispatch crews • portable stations or generators ·
- Visual check plan If no power or no telemetry
- Visual check procedure after power returns

Main connections with Clovis rely on gravity

Mainly all new equipment· tested
Worst case scenario long term power outage
Two PG&E power feeds
-Did not lose power during Aug 1996

- 2. Public notices re: emergency conservation
- 3. Ensure adequate pressure in critical areas
o

Y2K Computer I Management
Emergency I Disaster
Y2K Worldwide I Hysteria

o

Fleet Division • Fuel Distribution
Will there be sufllcient fuel for prolonged power outages?
How will we get It to emergency vehicles and generators?
o

'*

o
o

o

.' .

Generators, not full power, keep water moving
Fuel 1 day diesel· 2 weeks digester gas
1 fuel truck and 1 fuel trailer for refueling

Orders for fuel In December confirmed
Large storage trailers ordered
Several small tank trucks purchased
Distribution plan In place
- Emergency vehicles and generators

..

lnter~Agency Coordination Team

Everybody's Minimum Survival
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Water_· one gafton per day per person - 2 weeks
Food • store only what you eat currently - 2 wuks
Medication • 30 days (le.~ diabetics)
First aid kit, disinfectant, bandages
No Power: batteries, freezer, cooking, lights, etc.
CeO phones ma¥ not work -land line nud power
Plan for family meeting place. Talk to neighbors
Cash, fire proof Important papers, practice drills

Pending Issues
• Each agency document Y2K preparedness

.,.

- Fresno Water Div Generators Aug 1996 to Now

• Fuel plans
• Food for our own employees
- 72 hour pack in the work place & vehicles

• Antennas for cable & satellite TV users
• Traffic contro~ No Power- No Signals

www.ci.fresno.ca.us
:IR

hap .cluff@ci. fresno .ca. us
=~

.,
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City of Foster City's Year 2000 (Y2K) Section
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Information
for Residents
of Foster
·City
Information
for our
Water and
Sewer
CUsiOmers
Information
for Our
Vendors
Information
for
Businesses
Servin2
Foster City
Partie~ ate
in the ublic
Dialog!

OtherY2K
Resources

http://www .ci.foster-city.ca. us/y2k/index.htm
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_;t~~· City of Foster City

Year 2000 (Y2K) Updat~
Foster City, the Year 2000 (Y2K) and You
It may have many names -- Y2K, the Millennium Bug, the Year 2000 problem -- but they
all mean the same thing.
Why is Y2K a problem?
The Year 2000 problem is caused by a "shortcut" used in many computers and
microchips. Years ago to conserve memory space programmers used two numbers to
record the year-- for example, 72 would mean 1972. Unfortunately, computers and
microchips that have not been corrected and that still use a two-number year will, on
January 1, 2000, recognize 00 not as 2000 but as 1900. This could cause them to either
shut down or generate incorrect data. In our electronic information-dependent society,
that could be a big problem.
Will Y2K problems affect the average Foster City resident?
Yes, but nobody will. know exactly how until January 1, 2000. What we do know is that
businesses and government at all levels are working hard to ensure that critical systems
supporting key services such as power, heating and telecommunications will work
without interruption on January 1, 2000. While it is highly unlikely that disruptions will
occur in every computer or microchip-dependent activity, many of them could be
affected.
What is the City of Foster City doing to address this issue?
The City, with active participation by the Technology Advisory Committee, has been
working on addressing its own critical service delivery and information systems since
June 1997. Plans are already in place and the City is firmly committed to providing its
services to our residents and businesses without any disruption that might be caused by
theYear 2000 transition. Finally, we have the people and resources in place to address
Y2K.
We have also created this web site to educate and keep you informed-- not only of our
efforts, but the efforts of others affecting Foster City and the other stakeholders in our
community. We are actively working with the County, schools, power and
telecommunications providers, medical providers, local non-profit agencies, the small
business community and our talented resident population to create a community
partnership to tackle this issue.
Finally, we are hosting Community Roundtables to create public dialog about Y2K,
how it may affect our community and to let you kilow about proactive things everyone
can do to prepare for it.
We invite you to explore the contents of the section listed to the left
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City of Foster City's Year 2000 (Y2K) Section

http://www.ci.toster-city.ca.us/ylk/index.htm
. ~.

•
•
•

Get involved by actively participating in this issue.
Get educated about Y2K.
Take steps to prepare you, your family, and/or your organization for the Year
2000.

.··;-

.

By staying infonned and preparing ourselves for Y2K's possible effects we can maintain
the vibrancy and beauty of our planned community and enjoy the dawning of the new
Millennium!
For comments or questions about Foster City and the Year 2000, please send e-mail to
Y2K fosterci .or or call us at 650/286-3333, ext. Y2K (925). While we may not be
a e to
ess eac question or comment individually, your participation in the public
dialog will shape the infonnation we as a City provide to the Community.
For comments or questions about this web site please send e-mail to: webmaster@fostercity.org
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Marin County Y2K (year 2000)

http://y2k.marin.org/index-1.html
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Y:lK (year 2000) in J."'larin County
-~~ Click here to see the
•.,A/<tl'
Y2k Taskforce Public Statement
approved on Apnll2, 1999.

Marin County Year 2000 Hot Line
4Is.446-4Y2k (925)

Y2K is a shorthand name for the year 2000. It
commonly refers to potentially pervasive computer
problems which may have a significant effect on
everyday services such as financial institutions, welfare
support, water, sewer and transportation. The problem
rests in the historic programming of older computers
(including those embedded in machinery and
appliances) to use the last two digits of the year and
assume the first two digits to be 19. The result is the
inability to recognize dates as belonging to the year
2000, in some cases, the date may be interpreted as
1900 and in other instances the results are
unpredictable. If the ''Y2K" or "Millenium Bug" is left
unmitigated, it could cause widespread failures in
computer dependent systems
Source material at this site refers to specific actions in
Marin County relating to this issue.
County of Marin Y2K Activities - Ben Dresden
County of Marin - Information Services and Technology
Year 2000 Projects

Marin County Y2K Task Force
Task Force Main Page
Preparing for the Year 2000 A Household Guide
<sao~e Acrobat Vers;on - 441 k)
( et crobat Ffeader

The Marin Y2K Action group is part of an expanding
network of commumfY-based organizations that have
spontaneously come forward to address the challenges of
Y2K
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Marin County Y2K (year 2000)

http://y2k.marin.org/index-l.html

The Marin County Civil Grand Jury Report
The Millennium: Is Marin County Ready for this
Non-Negotiable Deadline?

ltfAI'ill l•J•I'•Mi••

marin.org
•.,. D••• A.:u.o• s,,,...,
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Please contact Scott McKown with any suggestions you have
for this site. smckown@marin.org
July 4, 1999 vq
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http://www .oaklandnet.comlgovemment/y2k/y2k-oakland.html

Y2K in Oakland
The City of Oakland is taking a proactive approach to
ensure that all Year 2000 embedded chip problems have
been identified. We are dedicated to providing Oakland
residents with important information. We are working
diligently to ensure all City systems will be programmed
and working in the new millennium.
The Office oflnformation Technology (OIT) recently sponsored and organized a
Year 2000 Regional Readiness Roundtable, in which City service providers and
business partners reported on the status of their Year 2000 efforts.
A total of thirty-three representatives from twenty-one different organizations,
departments and agencies attended the -four-hour roundtable on February 18, 1999.
The first meeting of its kind organized in the Bay Area, the roundtable focused on
information sharing between public and private sector business partners. Each
organization presented a summary of their Year 2000 compliance efforts; the
scope, current status and projected outcome.
Regional Readiness Roundtable attendees included representatives from these
organizations:
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City of Oakland

Pacific Gas & Electric

Pacific Bell

Alameda County EMS

Bay Area Rapid Transit

Port of Oakland

Wells Fargo & Co.

Washington Mutual Bank

Summit Hospital

American Red Cross

Kaiser Hospital- Oakland

Oakland 2001

7/19/99 9:01 AM
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http://www.oaklandnet.com/govemment/yZlcly:lk-oakland.html

An additional benefit of the roundtable is the commitment gained by the
Office of Information Technology and the Office of Emergency Services
from all attendees to participate in a "Tabletop Drill" in April. The drill will
simulate various minor and major disruptions in services and operations
around the region and city. The participants will be asked to respond to
these disruptions as a team, coordinating response and resolution efforts.
Results of this drill will be helpful in designing contingency plans for city
operations. The Office of Emergency Services will be reporting to the
committee and council in early May on the results of this drill.
All attendees have committed their organizations to continuing the
roundtable process. The Year 2000 Regional Readiness Roundtable will be
meeting a minimum of once each quarter, and more frequently as the
millennium nears.
The status summaries presented by the attendees were uniformly
encouraging. There were no major compliance issues reported. All attendees
are creating and validating contingency plans for core business processes.

M

"It's a misconception that the Y2K problem affects only the computers,"
said Darren Jimenez, Year 2000 Task Force Project Manager. "With our
agency surveys we now know exactly where the potential problems lie with
embedded chips. We have to look at everything from traffic lights and gas
pumps to police radios and office fax machines."
At the same time potential problems are identified in current equipment, all
new purchases made by the City of Oakland must be Y2K compliant. "We
have a clause in all related contracts that ensures compliance by the
vendor," said Mr. Jimenez.
The City of Oakland is dedicated to providing quality service to all citizens
and will continue to do so in the next millennium.
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City of Los Angeles
Year 2000 Compliance Project
Project Summary and Fact Sheet
INTRODUCTION
The City of Los Angeles (City) recognizes the significant risk to our business operations, and thus
to the delivery of essential public services, posed by the Year 2000 (Y2K) challenge.
provide a
comprehensive approach to this issue, the Y2K Compliance Project Office (Project Office) has been
established to oversee and coordinate the various activities of the City's Y2K Project The goal of
the Y2K Project is to ensure the continued functionality of computer systems (hardware ~d
software) and facilities/infrastructure and the delivery of vital services and supplies that support the
City's business operations before, during and after January 1, 2000. The reliable operation of these
systems and the continued delivery of these services and supplies are critical components to the
provision of essential public services.

To

The purpose of this Project Summary & Fact Sheet is to provide you with summary information
regarding the City's Y2K Project Please visit our web site at htlJl:/{www.citvofla.org or contact
the City Y2K Project Office ·at 213/485-2892 for additional information.

PROJECT IDSTORY
Since the early to mid 1990's, the City's Information Technology Agency (ITA) has been addressing
aspects of the Y2K challenge through the remediation of existing and the development of new
compliant systems.
·
In 1997 ITA formally established a Year 2000 Project Office to oversee ITA's compliance project
and io coordinate Year 2000 activities in other City departments.
·
In September 1998, the Mayor elevated this project office and established a City Year 2000 Project
Office within the Office of the Mayor. The Project Office is headed by an Executive Director
. supported by a small cadre of dedicated full time staff. The Project Office also receives support on
a matrix assignment basis from staff in various departments such as the City Attorney's Office and
the Information Technology Agency.

The City Y2K Project Office coordinates all project activities closely with the proprietary
·,, departments of Airports, Harbor and Water and Power. Each of these departments have established
''comprehensive Y2K Projects which parallel the activities described in this project summary and fact
sli'eet
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City of Los Angeles
Year 2000 ·complianc.~ Project
Project Summary and Fact Sheet

.,
PROJECT SCOPE

Utilizing a Project Management focus, the -City's Y2K Project seeks to secure the uninterrupted
delivery of essential public services by ensuring that: 1) all of City's mission critical business
applications are Year 2000 Compliant; 2) the exchange of electronic information with our
"information trading partners" will be compatible through Year 2000 and beyond; 3) the City's
facilities, equipment and infrastructure will operate through the Year 2000 and beyond; 4) the
delivery to the City of critical supplies, equipment and services is not disrupted by Year 2000
problems encountered by City vendors; 5) adequate contingency plans are developed and exercised
for both City departments and the larger community; and 6) a comprehensive public information
campaign is developed to provide City residents and businesses with information and guidance as
to the components and status of the City's Y2K Project and ~ecommended Year 2000 preparation
activities which they should undertake.
Consistent with guidelines produced by the Federal Government and practices within the private
sector, the City's Y2K Project includes the following elements:

<D Establishment of a Year 2000 Project Office
The Project Office is responsible for the overall coordination, planning and implementation of the
City's YK2 Compliance Project. Specific activities of the Project Office include: 1)conducting the
on-going awareness and education program; 2) coordinating inter-departmental compliance projects;
3) developing and promoting policy initiatives to facilitate departmental compliance efforts; 4)
maintaining an "information bank" on vendor compliance levels, contracts, resource availability and
legislation to support d~partmental compliance projects; 5) monitoring and reporting on project
_status and progress; 6) escalating problem areas; 7) coordinating the public information campaign;
and 8) coordinating with the City's Emergency Operations Organization (EOO) on contingency
planning.

® City Department Awareness and Education
.
Through its continuing awareness and education program, the City's Y2K Project seeks to ensur~
that all City departments: understand the nature and scope of the problem; take ownership and
responsibility for ensuring that their departmental operations will continue through Year 2000 and
beyond; and commit sufficient resources to adequately address both year 2000 compliance and
departmental contingency planning efforts.

".\1>

Public Information
The Y2K Project includes the implementation of a public information campaign to inform City
residents and businesses of the City's state of readiness and compliance and preparation activities
that they should undertake. The City's Y2K Project will use a variety of media to disseminate this
information including the City's Web Site, Channel35, printed material etc.
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City of Los Angeles
Year 2000 Complianc.e Project
Project Summary and Fact Sheet
f

Due Diligence
.
Problems associated with Y2K failures will give rise to possible litigation to determine whether an
organization has exercised "due diligence" in taking all necessary and prudent steps to mitigate the
hazards associated with the Y2K.. Under the guidance of the City Attorney's Office, the Y2K Project
will maintain all necessary documentation and take all prudent legal steps to demonstrate that the
City has exercised due diligence in addressing the Y2K challenge.

@

® Contingency Planning
.Coordinated by the City's EOO, the Y2K Project includes the development of a comprehensive Y2K
Contingency Plan involving City departments, other governmental agencies, and the private sector
(residents, businesses and non- profit organizations).
®Inventory, Assessment, Risk Analysis and Prioritization
All City departments will conduct a thorough assessment of their computer systems (automated
business applications) including those systems' interfaces and information trading partners,
facilities/equipment, and critical -suppliers to determine and/or develop: the level of Y2K
compliance; the associated risk or impact of a Y2K related failure; and a prioritized corrective action
plan.
(/) Corrective Action/Remediation
All of the City's mission critical computer systems, facilities/equipment, and critical supply chains
will be made Y2K compliant and/or a ~ual or another type of "work around" will be e~blished
for those components which cannot be certified as Y2K compliant within the time frame available.
®Testing/Validation
Con?.prehensive testing for Y2K compliancy of computer systems, facilities/equipment and supply
chains will be conducted at the unit level, integrated system level (including interfaces and trading
partners where appropriate), and the complete process level (e.g. handling of a 911 call from receipt
to actual dispatch of a patrol or emergency unit to the scene). In addition, the City will conduct City
wide Y2K preparedness "dry runs" or exercises to determine the overall state of readiness.
® Status Reports
.
Throughout the life of the Y2K Project, the Project Office will maintain effective reporting to the
Mayor, the City Council and department heads as to the status and progress of the Y2K Project This
·,,, will allow for the rapid escalation of problems and the implementation of required corrective action.
\.

o.,,. _,_

City of Los Angeles
Yeitr 2000 Compliance Project
Project Summary and Fact Sheet

.,

PROJECT MILESTONES

The following information provides a high level swnmary of core project milestones and estimated
completion date(s) for the City departments. The estimated completion dates for the proprietary
departments differ for some categories, however, they also estimate completion by the end of the
second quarter of 1999 for most major aspects of the project.

PROJECT BUDGET

The City's Y2K Project costs include project management; expenditures for the purchase of products
and services related to various project activities including inventory/assessment, remediation and
", testing; diversion of existing staff and other resources from other planned functions; and contingency
'planning.
It should also be noted that the City operates with a distributed budget with individual departments
controlling their operating budget subject to a work program and funding allocation approved by the
Mayor and the City Council. As such the Y2K Project budget is not "located" in a single place
within the City's overall budget This distributed environment, the fact that many costs are diverted
costs, and the pending completion of the embedded chip analysis makes it difficult to accurately
portray all costs associated with the Y2K Project.
Currently, it is estimated that the City's Y2K Project, including the proprietary departments, will
cost approximately $109,000,000.
Page -4-
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GENERAL INFORMATION
T

PREPAREDNESS INFORMATION
General Description
Under the City's Year 2000 Project, the City's "State Of Readiness" is measured by its level of Year
2000 compliance coupled with the adequacy of its contingency plans. In addition to the contingency
planning efforts of public and private sector institutions, there is the need to provide guidance to
residents in terms of Year 2000 mitigation and emergency response preparations. The information below
is meant to be a primer of what you should do to prepare for the Year 2000.

What is the Year 2000 problem? .
The Year 2000 problem is a direct result of the industry wide data processing dependency on date
information and the common programming practice of representing the year in a date field with only two
(2) digits. In order to save cost and space, programmers used "shorthand" for handling dates (e.g. 1997
was represented as 97). However, since the 'century' digits were omitted, some computer programs will
assume'1/l/OO' to mean 1/1/1900 instead of 1/1/2000.

How does it impact me?
"So, there's a problem with dates in computer programs. How does that impact me?" Computer
programs are used to give instructions to a computer to perform some function. That function could be to
turn off the lights in a building, turn on the heater or air conditioner, calculate the interest on a loan,
delete records after a certain date, etc. This type of date problem can affect personal computers,
·
computer networks, telephone systems, just to name a few.
Since we have come to rely on computers for almost everything we do, it's important to begin making
plans in case those "computers" are not available or do something incorrectly. Preparing for the Year
2000 is similar to preparing for an earthquake, the only difference is now you know when it will come
and there will be a few more things you'll need to prepare. Your initial level of preparedness should
begin with disaster preparedness. In general, the following are those emergency preparedness steps you
should already be taking:
• extra supplies of essential commodities such as food and water;
....._ • adequate waste and trash disposal supplies;
··~. emergency lighting;
• "!- family communications plan
• first aid kit and other health care information and supplies.

In addition, you will require guidance as to emergency preparations that should be taken as a result of
Year 2000's unique aspects. These may include:
·
• updated financial transaction records for bank accounts, mortgages, mutual funds, credit cards,
insurance policies, etc.
• identify appliances, equipment, services and utilities that may require remediation
• identify methods to fix your personal computer, if necessary.
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What can you do?
As stated above, plan for this as you would plan for an earthquake.
If you need to know if something you own is year 2000 compliant, you will need to contact the
manufacturer or visit their web site. For example, to make your Personal Computer Year 2000
compliant, contact your PC manufacturer.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) Preparedness web site
hfFa://www.fema.gov/pte/preJZ.htm contains more information on steps you can take to prepare. This site
a so has linkS to many other s1tes. Just click on "Links to related Y2K web sites are available from
FEMA's Global Emergency Managexpent System (GEMS)".
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OFFICE OF THE MAYOR

RICHARD J . RIORDAN
MAYOR

Y2K-040-99

AprilS, 1999

Honorable Members
State of California Assembly Committee on Information Technology

SUBJECT:

CITY OF LOS ANGELES YEAR 2000 COMPLIANCE PROJECT

Dear Honorable Members:
The .City of Los Angeles (City) welcomes the opportunity to again participate in the hearing on Year
2000 preparedness of Los Angeles Area Emergency Service Providers, Utilities and other essential
local service providers held by the State of California Assembly Committee on Information
Technology.
The City recognizes the significant risk to our business operations, and thus to the delivery of
essential public services, posed by the Year 2000 (Y2K) challenge. To provide a comprehensive
approach to this challenge, the City's Year 2000 Project Office, operating within the Office of the
Mayor, has been established to oversee and coordinate the various activities of the City's Y2K
Project The goal of the Y2K Project is to ensure the continued functionality of computer systems
. ~-,(hardware and software) and facilities/infrastructure arid the delivery of vital services and supplies
~at support the City's business operations before, during and after January 1, 2000. The reliable
operation of these systems and the continued delivery of these services and supplies are critical
components to the provision of essential public services. The enclosed Project Summary and Fact
Sheet provides an overview of the City's Y2K Project including project scope, phases, milestones
and estimated resource requirements.
The following are the highlights of the City's Y2K Program:

AN EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY- AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER

_.,., ____ a

0 The City takes the Year 2000 computer system challenge seriously and has established a
centralized Project Office to manage and coordinate our compliance efforts and has devoted
significant staff and funding resources to ensure that City systems and equipment are
operational in the Year 2000 and beyond.

0 Mayor Riordan and the City Council have established the Y2K compliance project and
associated contingency planning as one of the highest priorities for the City.

0 The City's Y2K compliance project includes 1) project prganization and awareness; 2)
inventory, assessment and prioritization; 3) remediation; 4) testing; and 5) implementation.

0 The City's Y2K program includes a comprehensive contingency planning component to
ensure that any Y2K problems that do occur are handled qtrlckly and efficiently.

0 The City's Y2K program also will involve an extensive public education program to ensure
that City residents understand our program and our progress and what steps they can take to
reasonably prepare fo~ possible Y2K related service disruptions.
Attached is additional information in response to the questions included with the invitation. The
City ofLos Angeles looks forward to working with the State and other governmental entities as well
as the private sector in meeting the Y2K challenge. If you require additional information regarding
the City's Y2K Project, please contact me at 213/485-2892, or Kevin Corcoran, the City's Year 2000
Project Manager, at 213/847-8222.
Sincerely,

rft~ . Y7)~
Frank T. Martinez
Executive Director
Year 2000 Proj~ct
Enclosures
cc:
~

-~,

Roy Morales, Chief Legislative Analyst
Chris Ispen, CAO Emergency Preparedness Division
James Brainerd, Department of Water & Power
Roger Ham, Los Angeles Police Department.
Dennis Keane, Los Angeles Fire Department
Renee F ong, Department of Airports

Attachment 1
City of Los Angeles- Year 200~ Compliance Project
Report to the State of California
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
The following information is provide~ in response to the questions included with the invitation:

•

Prowess within the a~ency
o The City has approximately JA7 major enterprise computer systems which are maintained
by the City's Information Technology Agency (ITA). Examples mclude Police and Fire
dispatch, payroll and other financial functions, land records, warehousing, inventory and
tax collection. As of February 1999, the ITA has completed the remediation work on
approximately 77D(o of these systems and will complete 97% by June 30, 1999. The
remaining 5 applications will be completed by September 30, 1999.
o All City departments have Y2K project offices and are also working on their internal
departmental level systems.
o The City has major efforts underway to assess and remediate our equipment and facilities
such as office buildings, waste water treatment facilities, traffic signals, etc.
o The City's Y2K Project costs include project management; expenditures for the purchase
of products and services related to various project activities including
inventory/assessment, remediation and testing; diversion of existing staff and other
resources from other planned functions; and contingency planning.
o It should also be noted that the City operates with a distributed budget with individual
departments controlling their operating budget subject to a work program and funding
allocation approved by the Mayor and the City Council. As such the Y2K Project budget
is not "located" in single place within the City.' s ave~ budget. This distributed
environment, the fact that many costs are diverted costs, and the pending completion of
the embedded chip analysis makes it difficult to accurately portray all costs associated
with the Y2K Project.
·

a

o

Currently, it is estimated that the City's Y2K Project, including the proprietary
departments, will cost approximately $109,000,000.
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Prowess within the q~ency (continued)
o All City departments, including the proprietary departments, have completed their
updates to the Year 2000 Score Card reflecting the current status of the project as of this
· reporting period. The Score Card is a self-assessment tool designed to assist departments
in correctly focusing their efforts on the Year 2000 project. Overall, the City's has
improved from 81% to 88%, with the "letter" grade remaining a "B". Twenty-four (24)
departments have A's, sixteen (16) have B's and six (6) have C's. No department scored
below 75%. .1bis is significant improvement from the previous reporting of the Score
Cards.
o We are confident that our mission critical systems supporting public safety, finance and
operations will be operational in the Year 2000. Further we do not anticipate major
problems in key utilities such as power, water or communications.
o Police, Fire & Civilian radio system assessment will be completed by April 1999 with
any fixes completed by September 1999.
o An independent Quality Assurance (QA) review conducted by Logicon is currently
underway, with the initial assessment scheduled for completion by mid-Aprill999.
o The City's distributed network will be certified by June 1999.
.

.

o The City has completed the initial inventory of 435 critical City owned facilities with
3,414 items identified for assessment. A total of 1,050 items have been assessed with
807 compliant, 110 found to have no Y2K concerns, 51 items have been identified as
suspect and 82 require remediation.
o
"'-.
·',

We further believe that any disruptions that do occur will be localized and of short
duration and that our rapid response capability will limit any negative impact to the
public.

o The City has prioritized its efforts for the delivery of the essential public services which
includes Police and Fire dispatch and communications, waste collection and disposal,
water and power, financial and human resource management, traffic management,
materials warehousing and distribution, and street maintenance. ·
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Prowess within the a~enc;y (continued)
o The City has established a secure Y2K test environment which allows us to test computer
·
systems in various Y2K simulated dates.

7

~e bi.ve also adjusted the date on our distributed network and have successfully opei;ed
in an alternative year (1972) which will avoid the Y2K date rollover for our network.

r

I

o

We continue to assess and test facility equipment, standalone electronic equipment and
our telecommunications infrastructure.
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Efforts toward coordination with external a~encies and vendors
o The City~ requested compliance information from 183 vendors and suppliers. We've
received 104 responses to our requests. We're in the process of sending 2nd notices to
those who have not submitted responses ~o our request. These vendors provide the City
with computer hardware and software, network products, telephone services, and other
utility services.
o The City has attended several briefings provided by key utility providers such as
Department of Water and Power (DWP), Pacific Bell and GTE, Motorola, Ericsson, Los
Angeles County and Riverside County.
o The City has participated in joint contingency planning and public information outreach
efforts with the County of Los Angeles, Riverside County and the Municipal Information
Systems Association of California (MISAC). The City is also a member of the California
Association of Local and State Chief Information Officers (previously called the
Intergovernmental Task Force).
o The City exchanges electronic data with many organizations in the public and private
sectors, including other states, counties, municipalities and the federal government as
well as businesses, educational institutions and other organizations. The City's ultimate
success in meeting the Year 2000 challenge will depend upon the ability of the ITA to
exchange business critical data with these external organizations - its data trading
partners. We have contacted 27 trading partners to date.
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Contin~ency Plannin~

o The City of Los Angeles initiated an extensive Citywide Y2K contingency planning
effort in the second half of 1998. In December of 1998, an orientation and table top
exercise was held for all City department managers and planners. At that time, the
a~ched planning guidelines were provided to the departments. The City has assigned
full-time contingency planning staff to work with each department. The City has
followed up the December exercise with additional training and continues to monitor the
progress by.meeting regularly with each department.
o Mayor Richard Riordan directed City managers to have their initial contingency planning
efforts completed by April30, 1999. The contingency planning process is ongoing and
these initial plans will be tested with a Citywide contingency planning exercise on May
25, 1999. Lessons learned from the May 25 exercise will be used to fine tune
departmental contingency plans.
o An important aspect of the City's contingency planning pr_ocess is to understand and
ensure the continuation of services provided by non-City entities that if interrupted would
require local intervention. The City has invited external agencies to participate in its May
25, 1999 contingency planning exercise, these include representatives from the utilities
industry, California Grocers Association, banking and finance, health care, transportation,
telecommunication, emergency planning and the media. 1bis exercise will help us better
understand the types of problems anticipated by these agencies. Our experiences during
the 1994 Northridge Earthquake have also helped us better understand the
interdependencies we have with utility providers. For example, the Northridge
earthquake triggered a Citywide power outage that when combined with the earthquake's
infrastructure problems presented a worst case Y2K scenario for the Department of
Water and Power (DWP). Even under these circumstances, DWP was able to restore
power to over 90% of its customers in 24 hours.
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Contin~ncy

Plannin'l (continued)

o The following guidelines and brochures have been provided to City departments for use
in their contingency planning process and overall Y2K preparation efforts:
- Emergency Operations Organization Handbook
Mayor's Executive Directive No. 54 (Emergency Preparedness For City Employees)
Guidelines For Department Emergency Plans
Year 2000 Contingency Planning - The Process
Year 2000 Contingency Planning- The Issues
Y2K Informational Brochures (Y2K and You - English/Spanish, City Employees and
Y2K, A Small Business Guide to Y2K)
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Communications ofarowess and contin~encies to external constituencies
o The City's Year 2000 Internet site, http://www.cityotla.org/year2k, was launched in
November 1998.
o The City has a toll free phone number, 1-888-356-4661, which provides Y2K
information.
o The City's Public Education Program includes three brochures:
- The "Y2K and You" brochure, both in English and Spanish, informs City residents
about the City's Y2K program and provides useful tips on preparing themselves. We
are recommending that residents take basic emergency preparedness steps that should
be part of Southern California living with or without Y2K. Additional personal
preparation includes accurate financial and personal identification records. These
brochures are available at public libraries, police stations and other selected city
facilities.
- The "City Employees and Y2K" brochure provides useful information on emergency
responsibilities for City employees.
The "Small Business Guide to Y2K" brochure provides detailed information to help
small businesses prepare for the Y2K challenge.
o The City has hired Rogers and Associates, a strategic communications firm, to assist in
refining the City's Public Education Program.
o To further promote the City's message, City Departments include "'(2K articles in
newsletters sent to the citizens they serve, we have made several presentations at
community meetings, and we will have a Y2K booth at the upcoming Emergency
Preparedness Fair, Aprill6-18, 1999.

.,
.,

o In fact the City views the Y2K challenge as an opportunity to focus and enhance our
community's level of general emergency preparedness.
o

Monthly status reports are available from the City's Internet site. In addition, we
participate in meetings with surrounding counties on issues of similar concern.
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Year 2000 Compliance Project
Computing Environment
Like all large complex organizations, the City's business processes are largely dependent on computer
systems and sophisticated plant, facility, laboratory and vehicular equipment.
Excluding the proprietary departments, the City has:
•
•
•
•
•
•

some 18,000 Personal Computers (80% networked);
an IBM mainframe 9672-R55 rated at 260 MIPS (millions of instructions per second);
150 major enterprise business applications and some 5,000,000 lines of programming code;
a vast telecommunications infrastructure;
tens of thousands of fleet vehicles (including helicopters and fixed wing aircraft) and
specialized equipment which are required for the delivery of essential public services, such as
• Police and Fire dispatch and communications,
• financial and human resource management,
• traffic management,
• materials warehousing and distribution,
• waste collection and disposal and
• street maintenance.

Similarly, the proprietary departments of Airports, Harbor and Water and Power have mainframe
computers and networked Personal Computers as well as sophisticated plant, facility,
telecommunications, vehicular and specialized equipment to support their operations.
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City of Los Angeles
Year 2000 Compliance Project
Project Summary and Fa·c t Sheet

INTRODUCTION
The City of Los Angeles (City) recognizes the significant risk to our busines~ operations, and thus to the
delivery of essential public services, posed by the Year 2000 (Y2K) challenge. To provide a
comprehensive approach to this issue, the Y2K Compliance Project Office (Project Office) has been
established to oversee and coordinate the various activities of the City's Y2K Project. The goal of the
Y2K Project is to ensure the continued functionality of computer systems (hardware and software) and
facilities/infrastructure and the delivery of vital services and supplies that support the City's business
operations before, during and after January 1, 2000. The reliable operation of these systems and the
continued delivery of these services and supplies are critical components to the provision of essential
public services.
The purpose of this Project Summary & Fact Sheet is to provide you with summary information
regarding the City's Y2K Project. Please visit our web site at http~//www.cityofla.org or contact the City
Y2K Project Office at 213/485-2892 for additional information.

PROJECT HISTORY
Since the early to mid 1990's, the City's Information Technology Agency (ITA) has been addressing
aspects of the Y2K challenge through the remediation of existing and the development of new compliant
systems.

In 1997 ITA formally established a Year 2000 Project Office to oversee ITA's compliance project and to
coordinate Year 2000 activities in other City departments.
In September 1998, the Mayor elevated this project office and established a City Year 2000 Project
Office within the Office of the Mayor. The Project Office is headed by an Executive Director supported
by a small cadre of dedicated full time staff. The Project Office also receives support on a matrix
assignment basis from staff in various departments such as the City Attorney's Office and the
Iriic;>zmation Technology Agency.
The City Y2K Project Office coordinates all project activities closely with the proprietary departments
of Airports, Harbor and Water and Power. Each of these departments have established comprehensive
Y2K Projects which parallel the activities described in this project swnmary and fact sheet.

PROJECT SCOPE
Utilizing a Project Management focus, the City's Y2K Project seeks to secure the uninterrupted delivery
of essential public services by ensuring that: 1) all of City's mission critical business applications are
Year 2000 Compliant; 2) the exchange of electronic information with our "information trading partners"
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will be compatible through Year 2000 and beyond; 3) the City's facilities, equipment and infrastructure
will operate through the Year 2000 and beyond; 4) the delivery to the City of critical supplies,
equipment and services is not disrupted by Year 2000 problems encountered by City vendors; 5)
adequate contingency plans are developed and exercised for both City departments and the larger
community; and 6) a comprehensive public information campaign is developed to provide City residents
and businesses with information and guidance as to the components and status of the City's Y2K Project
and recommended Year 2000 preparation activities which they should undertake.
Consistent with guidelines produced by the Federal Government and practices within the private sector,
the City's Y2K Project includes the following elements:

Establishment of a Year 2000 Project Office
The Project Office is responsible for the overall coordination, planning and implementation of the City's
YK2 Compliance Project. Specific activities of the Project Office include: !)conducting the on-going
awareness and education program; 2) coordinating inter-departmental compliance projects; 3)
developing and promoting policy initiatives to facilitate departmental compliance efforts; 4) maintaining
an "information bank" on vendor compliance levels, contracts, resource availability and legislation to
support departmental compliance projects; 5) monitoring and reporting on project status and progress; 6)
escalating problem areas; 7) coordinating the public information campaign; and 8) coordinating with the
City's Emergency Operations Organization (EOO) on contingency planning.

City Department Awareness and Education
Through its continuing awareness and education program, the City's Y2K Project seeks to ensure that all
City departments: understand the nature and scope of the problem; take ownership and responsibility for
ensuring that their departmental operations will continue through Year 2000 and beyond; and commit
sufficient resources to adequately address both Year 2000 compliance and departmental contingency
planning efforts.

Public Information
The Y2K Project includes the implementation of a public information campaign to inform City residents
and businesses of the City's state of readiness and compliance and preparation activities that they should
undertake. The City's Y2K Project will use a variety of media to disseminate this information including
the City's Web Site, Channel35, printed material etc .

,_

.

.

~

Due D,~ligence
Problems associated with Y2K failures will give rise to possible litigation to determine whether an
organization has exercised "due diligence" in taking all necessary and prudent steps to mitigate the
hazards associated with the Y2K. Under the guidance of the City Attorney's Office, the Y2K Project will
maintain all necessary documentation and take all prudent legal steps to demonstrate that the City has
exercised due diligence in addressing the Y2K challenge.

Contingency Planning
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Coordinated by the City's EOO, the Y2K Project includes the development of a comprehensive Y2K
Contingency Plan involving City departments, other governmental agencies, and the private sector
(residents, businesses and non- profit organizations).

Inventory, Assessment, Risk Analysis and Prioritization
All City departments will conduct a thorough assessment of their computer systems (automated business
applications) including those systems' interfaces and information trading partners, facilities/equipment,
and critical suppliers to determine and/or develop: the level ofY2K compliance; the associated risk or
impact of a Y2K related failure; and a prioritized corrective action plan.

Corrective Action/Remediation
All of the City's mission critical computer systems, facilities/equipment, and critical supply chains will
be made Y2K compliant and/or a manual or another type of "work around" will be established for those
components which cannot be certified as Y2K compliant within the time frame available.

Testing/Validation
Comprehensive testing for Y2K compliancy of computer systems, facilities/equipment and supply
chains will be conducted at the unit level, integrated system level (including interfaces and trading
partners where appropriate), and the comp~ete process level (e.g. handling of a 911 call from receipt to
actual dispatch of a patrol or emergency unit to the scene). In addition, the City will conduct City wide
Y2K preparedness "dry runs" or exercises to determine the overall state of readiness.

Status Reports
Throughout the life of the Y2K Project, the Project Office will maintain effective reporting to the
Mayor, the City Council and department heads as to the status and progress of the Y2K Project. This
will allow for the rapid escalation of problems and the implementation of required corrective action.

PROJECT MILESTONES
The following information provides a high level summary of core project milestones and estimated
c6'rx!pletion date(s) for the City departmentS. The estimated completion dates for the proprietary
departments differ for some categories, however, they also estimate completion by the end of the second
quarter of 1999 for most major aspects of the project.
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• testing and validating all systems;
• taking corrective action where necessary;
• developing specific contingency plans to ensure the effective management of any
direct or indirect Y2K problems; and,
• providing awareness education to the public and small business owners.

IS YOUR BUSINESS Y2K OK?
The biggest mistake any business can make is to assume that some easy fix is on the way to
save the day at the last h()ur. Some small businesses may be unaware the problem even
exists.
Because information systems in all businesses rely heavily on dates and date processing, the
Y2K issue is not a "big" business issue, it is an "every" business reality! Small companies
are particularly vulnerable to the Y2K technology problem.
• Unlike larger public and private organizations, they have no task forces working to
resolve their Y2K issues.
• The collective health of America's 23 million small businesses is one of our
economy's vital signs and must be protected.
• A small business may be exposed to Y2K problems through its own computer system
or its reliance on an outside entity whose system fails due to Y2K problems.
Regardless ofY2K's ultimate impact, we know that sound emergency preparedness is an
important part of Southern California living. The Los Angeles area has experienced ten
events in the past seven years that have resulted in Presidential Disaster Declarations.
Although the City of Los Angeles is working hard to ensure that its systems are not affected
by Y2K, common sense tells us that we all must be prepared for the possibility of problems.

HOW CAN SMALL BUSINESSES PREPARE?
Because no one can be certain about the effects of the Y2K problem, every small business
owner is urged to take the following steps:
• Determine your bu.siness' Y2K risk with a self-assessment test. (A self-assessment
test is available on the SBA's web page (www.sba. ov/ 2 .
• If you determine that your business is vu nerab e, t e action now. Don't wait. Fix as
many problem areas as you can, now.
• Develop contingency (emergency)" plans to deal with Y2K problems outside your
control. See the back panel for Internet and City planning assistance.
• Stay informed on this issue. The Internet sites on the back panel can assist you.
• Check with the manufacturers of any essential electronic equipment operating with
time-dependent embedded microprocessors. Security cards, telephones, elevators and
refrigeration are some examples.
.
• Examine your fire and security alarm systems now. If your alarm systems are hard
wired into your bu.ilding's electrical system (most newer ones are), check to see if
they have battery backups. Every fall, replace all batteries in all fire alarm systems as
a general safety precaution.
• If you plan to use a portable generator, connect what you want to power directly to
the generator. Also, be sure to keep the generator in a well-ventilated area. Do not
connect the generator to your building's electrical system. Do not put the
generator in the basement or anywhere inside your building.
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AN EMERGENCY PLANNING PROCESS
Y2K contingency planning is emergency planning. The process of putting together a Y2K
contingency plan is basically the same process used to prepare for other emergencies.
• Identify critical business functions/essential services .
• Prioritize critical functions/essential services.
• Evaluate the nature of the threat, e.g., Y2K vulnerabilities (can be internal and
controlled by your business, or external and subject to the ability of others to continue
to provide you services or products).
• Plan to manage business operations when confronted by worst case scenarios (power
outages, failure of a supplier to provide essential product or service, etc.).
• Train your employees.
The difference between planning for Y2K and a fire, flood or earthquake is that we know
when this will happen. If anything, everyone should be better prepared. However, some of
the normal assumptions used in emergency planning may not be valid when dealing with
threats unique to Y2K. For example, to overcome problems it is common to rely on backup
methods or systems to accomplish various tasks.
A company, to ensure effective communications, may have several types of
communications equipment (e.g., wired, cellular and satellite telephones, pagers, handheld
radios, etc.). Because these devices rely on automated systems and embedded chips, your
planning should consider the possibility that most or all may be threatened by Y2K. Your
planning should include checking with communications, and other suppliers to determine if
their systems are vulnerable to potential Y2K problems.
Plan for how your business will continue to function and survive if any of its essential
activities are directly or indirectly impacted by a Y2K interruption. Your ability to manage
around Y2K related, or any other type of emergency, and continue to operate with little or
no disruption will strengthen your business future.

WOULD YOU LIKE ADDITIONAL INFORl\'IATION?

If you do not have Internet service, call (213)-228-7272, for the nearest City library with
Internet access.

ADDITIONAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS INFORMATION
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WHAT IS IT?
The Year 2000 technology problem is the result of programing decisions made in the early
days of computers, when memory capacity was scarce and expensive. Shortcuts were taken
to save space. Instead of using a four-digit code for year dates, a two-digit code was used.
,
This practice continued for decades and also found its way into the embedded chips
··., (microprocessors) that exist in many everyday devices, (e.g., cellular telephones, pagers,
' satellites, automobiles, VCRs, etc.).

POTENTIAL IMPACTS
Although the City is working hard to ensure that its systems are not affected by Y2K, we
know that events beyond our control may trigger power outages; delays in the delivery of
products and services (e.g., gasoline, spare parts, etc.); and communications interruptions
(e.g., telephones, pagers, cellular telephones). With or without Y2K, if you live in Southern
California, you must plan for emergencies. Our City has experienced ten events in the past
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seven years that have resulted in Presidential Disaster Declarations.

WHAT IS LOS ANGELES DOING?
Working in close cooperation with county, state and federal agencies and its private sector
partners, the City is aggressively: assessing an4 prioritizing potential risks; testing and
. validating all systems; taking corrective action where necessary; developing specific
contingency plans to ensure the effective management of any direct or indirect Y2K
problems; and providing awareness education to the public and small business owners.

EMPLOYEE RESPONSIBILITIES
We do not know the exact impact Y2K will have. We do know it is coming. Consequently,
every City department is develop-ing contingency plans to ensure that potential Y2K
problems are effectively managed. Because many of Y2K's potential problems are likely to
occur over the 2000 New Year's holiday weekend, prudent planning may require that more
than the usual number of City employees be on-duty to monitor critical systems and be
available to respond to possible problems. Your supervisor and department management
will keep you informed as this planning process progresses. Regardless of what may occur,
Angelenos will look to City employees for leadership and assistance in mitigating its
effects. It is important for City employees to recognize that they represent a valuable
resource which may be needed for emergency response. It is vital that all City employees be
available to assist in ·responding, regardless of whether or not they work in public safety
positions. Recognizing this, the City Administrative Code provides that, in an emergency,
the Mayor can assign any employee, regardless of his or her civil service class, to any duties
that can be safely performed.

Outside Normal Working Hours

'-,_
~,

• If an emergency occurs while you are away from your job, first ensure that your
family is safe. For additional information on personal emergency planning, see
Home/Family Preparedness later in this brochure and refer to the resources identified
on the back panel. City employees with predesignated emergency roles will respond
according to their training and department's established procedures. Such procedures
should be referenced in your department's emergency plan. All other employees are
expected to listen to local radio and news broadcasts and comply with any
instructions given for City employees. IIl general, City employees are expected to
report to work at their normally scheduled time unless they are informed otherwise.
The City's Personnel Policy for Disaster Response (July 1988) outlines conditions
which allow general managers to release employees from the obligation of reporting
to or staying at work by authorizing emergency vacation or personal leave. If you still
have questions, check with your supervisor.

During Normal Working Hours
• If an emergency occurs while you are at work you are required to remain at work and
make yourself available for emergency relief. Supervisors are not authorized to
release employees from work in an emergency, without the approval of their general
manager. Again, there are conditions under which general managers can release
employees. Each employee should refer to his/her supervisor and departmental
emergency plan for specific instructions.
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HOME/FAMILY PREPAREDNESS
Prepare yourself and your family so they will know what to do, where to go and how to
cope until you can join them. One of the best ways to be confident about your family's
safety is to have a home or family emergency plan. This plan should be discussed with the
entire family. Children should know what they are supposed to do if they are separated from
you when the emergency occurs (e.g., at school, etc.). You need to know what their school
or child care provider will do in an emergency.
For more information on preparing your home and office, contact the Fire Department's
Disaster Preparedness Section, (818) 756-9674 or the Emergency Preparedness Division at
(213) 485-5231.

PERSONAL EMPLOYEE PREPAREDNESS
Before the Emergency
• Be familiar with your office and its surroundings. Know where the stairs, manual fire
alarm devices, fire extinguishers and first aid kits are. Keep on hand such personal
items as a pair of flat-preferably hard soled-shoes, work gloves, a flashlight with
batteries, US Coast Guard approved food and water, emergency "space blanket," a
battery powered AM radio with extra batteries and other personal items that can be
stored in a small nylon bag or back pack. This type of emergency kit will improve the
quality of your life immediately following a disaster.

During the Emergency
• During the emergency, stay calm. Your common sense is the best safety device ever
developed. DO NOT EVACUATE UNLESS DANGER IS IMNIINENT OR YOUR
FLOOR WARDEN OR OTHER APPROPRIATE AUTHORITIES HAVE TOLD
YOU TO DO SO. If evacuation is necessary, follow the directions of emergency
personnel.

After the Emergency
• Help anyone who is injured. DO NOT USE THE TELEPHONE UNLESS
EMERGENCY HELP IS NEEDED. Wait for and follow instructions from emergency
personnel and be guided

"'·' '
WOULD YOU LIKE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION?
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If you do not have Internet service, call (213)-228-7272, for the nearest City library with
Internet access.

ADDITIONAL EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS INFORMATION
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QUE ES "Y2K"?
El problema tecnol6gico del aiio 2000 6 del Milenio, es el resultado de decisiones de
programaci6n de las computadoras que se hicieron a principios de su creaci6n, cuando las
capacidades de memoria eran escasas y caras. En Iugar de usar un c6digo de cuatro digitos,
~aron c6digos de dos digitos. Como resultado, las computadqras pueden confundir el aiio
2000 con el aiio 1900 y cometer errores, 6 dejar de funcionar. Esta practica continuo par
varias decadas y lleg6 a ser incorporada en muchos micro-procesadores que aun forman
parte de varios productos usados en fabricas, oficinas, casas, vehiculos, embarcacionesl
aviones. Una gran cantidad de estos productos se han convertido en articulos importantes de
.nuestras vidas cotidianas(telefonos celulares, bipers, satelites, autom6viles, videos, etc.).

POSffiLES IMPACTOS
Mientras mucha gente cree que el Y2K llegara la media noche del dia 31 de Diciembre de
1999, muchos expertos pronostican que algunos problems podran occurir antes de eso y
podran persistir por varios aiios. Por ej emp lo, el 9 de Abril, 1999 (el dia # 99 de este afio ), el
9 de Septiembre de 1999 (9-9-99) ambas son fechas que tienen cuatro nueves, uno de los
metodos usados en el pasado por programadores para terminar programas de computadoras.
• El estudio del Senado de Los Estados Unidos sabre el Y2K se enfoca en ocho areas.
"'- • Suministros nacionales de agua, electricidad, gas
\'! Bancos y sistemas financieros intemacionales
• Industria de la Salud
• Transporte
• Telecomunicaciones
• Pensiones y Fondos Inversionistas
• Planeacion de Emergencias
• Usos Generales
Mientras no sabemos exactamente que impacto el Y2K tendra, sabemos que si viene.
Sabemos que los tecnicos y expertos estan tomandolo muy en serio, y las organizaciones de
los sectores publicos y privados estan gastando billones de do lares para prevenir situaciones
desastrosas.
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Cualquiera que sea el impacto del Y2K, sabemos que una buena prepara<;i6n forma una
parte importante de la vida del Sur de California. El area de Los Angeles ha tenido diez
eventos en los Ultimos siete aiios que resultaron en el presidente de los E.E.U.U. declarando
a la Ciudad de Los Angeles como zona de desastre. Aunque la Ciudad de Los Angeles esta
trabajando arduamente para asegurar que sus sistemas no sean afectados por el Y2K, el
sentido comun nos dice que tenemos que prepararnos par~ la posibilidad de los sigientes
problemas:
·
• Interrupciones en el servicio de electricidad
• Congestiones de transite debido a semciforos afectados por apagones eh~ctricos
• Interrupci6n en la entrega de productos y servicios, como gasolina, alimentos, servicios bancarios,
etc.
• Inabilidad para usar taxjetas de credito y bancarias.
• Interrupci6n en los medics de comunicaci6n, como telefonos, bipers, telefonos celulares, etc.

QUE ESTA HACIENDO LA CIUDAD DE LOS ANGELES?
La Ciudad de Los Angeles esta trabajando en colaboraci6n con las agencias del Condado,
Estado y gobiemo Federal, y con empresas del sector privado para:
Evaluar y establecer uri orden de prioridad de los posibles riesgos
.Comprobando y evaluando todos los sistemas
Tomando acciones correctivas cuando sea necesario
Desarrollando planes especificos de contingencia para asegurar el control efectivo de cualquier
problema directamente 6 indirectamente relacionado al Y2K,
• Proporcionar educaci6n publica y hacer concientes a los dueiios de negocios pequeiios.
•
•
•
•

QuE PODEMOS HACER?
• Nuevamente, no se alarme, ipreparese! Hay varies pasos que usted debe considerar en preparaci6n
para el aiio 2000(Y2K).
• Aseglirese de tener sus archives financieros y personates al dia e identi.ficacion personal
incluyendo cuentas bancarios de sus inversiones, recibos de sus cuentas, p6lizas de seguros, etc .
• Aseglirese de mantener copias en papel de sus archives importantes que ahora tiene en su
computadora
• Verifique con el fabricante de productos electr6nicos esenciales 6 equipo de computaci6n que
ahora tiene en casa y aseglirese que no·vaya a ser afectado. Esto incluye alarmas de seguridad e
incendios, termostatos programables, abridores de garage, equipo electr6nico, cerraduras
·,, electronicas, y cualquier otro equipo electr6nico con circuitos electr6nicos que pueden afectar su
·,., operaci6n.
• V erifique con fabricantes de programas de computadoras para determinar si son vulnerables al aiio
2000(Y2K).
.
• Mantenga proviciones de emergencia que le duren una semana para usted y todas las personas que
viven con usted. Esto incluye comida enlatada, agua, y un amplio suministro de medicinnentos de
receta y general y de uso personal.
• Dele extra consideraci6n a las necesidades especiales de todos aquellos que dependen de su apoyo
y asistencia diaria por ejemplo, a gente mayor, niiios, mascotas, etc.
• Mantenga dinero extra en mano en case de que transacciones bancarias controladas por
computadoras como cajeros automaticos, taxjetas de credito, etc. no puedan ser procesadas durante
el fin de semana del aiio nuevo.Mantenga dinero en un Iugar seguro, y antes de el 31 de
Deciembre, 1999, acumulelo en pequeiias cantidades.
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• Mantenga el tanque de gasolina de su automovillleno. Si hay interrupcion en el suministro de
gasolina, es menos probable que usted sea afectado.
• En caso de interrupcion en el servicio de electricidad, use metodos alternos para cocinar de
acuerdo con las instrucciones de los fabricantes. No use parril/as de carbon o encienda llamas
dentro de su casa.
• Tenga a mane suficientes linternas y baterias de repuesto en caso de emergencia. No use velas
para iluminar.
• Tenga sacos, abrigos, sombreros, y guantes adicionales para mantenerse abrigado. No use homos y
estufas de gas para mantenerse caliente. Igual, no use estufa3 de madera y parrillas que usen
liquidos flamables, porque no fueron diseiiados para uso dentro de casa.
• Examine su alarma de humo e incendio hoy mismo. Si sus alarmas de humo estan conectadas al
sistema electrico de su casa (muchas casas ahora lo tienen), verifique que tenga un sistema de
respaldo de baterias que se active en caso de que el' suministro electrico llegue a faltar. Cada
Otoiio, reemplase todas las baterias de sus alarmas de humo e inciendo como una medida general
de seguridad.
• Si planea usar un generador portatil, conecte los aparatos electricos directamente al generador. NO
conecte el generador al sistema e/ectrico de su casa. Tambien, aseglirese de mantener el
generador en un lugar con suficiente ventilacion(fuera de casa o en el garage, manteniendo la
puerta abierta). NO instale generadores de gasolina en el sotano o en cualquier Iugar dentro de su
casa.

INFORMACION ADICIONAL
Hay mas informacion sobre el aiio 2000, en ingles, en los sitios del internet. Si usted no
tiene servicio del internet, llame al (213) 228-7272 para averiguar la localizacion de la
biblioteca mas cercana a usted que tenga servicio de acceso al internet.
Para asistencia con el plan de contingencia o para cualquier emergencia relacionada con la
preparacion del Y2K, llame a la division de preparacion de emergencia de la Ciudad de Los
Angeles.
CAO - Division de
Preparacton de
Emer~cia
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Year 2000 (Y2K) Readiness Disclosure
The City of San Diego is well underway with work to avoid Y2K problems in
its mission-critical systems. The City began these efforts in 1996, earlier than
many public and private organizations. Thousands of programs and devices
are being assessed, corrected or replaced, and tested. Above all, the City is
committed to ensuring that Y2K problems do not disrupt our services to the
community or core business functions.
Project Team
The City's Y2K project is led by the Information Technology &
Communications Department (IT &C), which organized the discovery
processes, established mitigation plans, monitors City-wide progress, and
addresses related overall business issues. San Diego Data Processing
Corporation (SDDPC), a City-owned not-for-profit corporation, supports the
'mainframe' and other major computer systems, the City's most
· mission-critical systems hosted on those computers, and the wide area data
network and telephone system used by the City. SDDPC is responsible for
Y2K efforts related to these systems. Individual departments are responsible
for Y2K efforts in areas under their more direct control, such as desktop
computer systems, other, more specialized kinds of automation, and critical
business partners.
Project Activities
The Y2K project plan focuses on seven distinct categories that require Y2K
review and potential mitigation. Significant progress has be.en made in
accomplishing the tasks required to address each category. The major
categories are:

Custom & Specialty Application Software
Application software consists of computer programs ('applications'),
internally developed or purchased, to perform specific business or operations
functions. Examples are financial, human resources, asset inventory, and
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engineering functions. System software such as operating systems and
utilities, by contrast, performs more generalized tasks in support of
applications.
Each application may run on the 'mainframe', on one or more of the many
smaller applications servers operated in the City, or on one or more of
thousands of desktop computers. However, the more general-purpose desktop
applications, s~ch as those which can be seen 'shrink-wrapped' on local
computer store shelves, are not addressed in this category but rather in
"Desktop Hardware & Software", below.
The tasks and project status in this category of application software are:
• SDDPC completed a comprehensive inventory of this software in 1996.
• A Y2K project team was established, and in early 1997, Coopers &
Lybrand LLP (now PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP, or PwC) and Satyam
Computer Services were competitively selected to assist. PwC provided
proven methods and software tools for 'assessment' of Y2K impacts,
magnitudes of corrective work, and risks. Saty~ Computer Services
· has performed most of the actual program modification and 'unit'
testing.
• The assessment of our internally developed applications was complete
at the end of July 1997. This assessment indicated that about 4 million
lines of computer program text ('code') would need to be analyzed in
more detail and perhaps modified. Several months were then devoted
mainly to developing and refining strategy and procedures for more
detailed analysis, modification, and testing. Tools to aid in testing were
acquired and learned in this time.
• Applications totaling over 3.8 million lines of code have been
addressed, ranging iri functionality from development permit
processing to water billing to tracking of criminal justice information.
The last one of these completed testing and was re-implemented in
early May 1999.
• City Departments identified critical application software purchased on
their be.h alfby SDDPC. SDDPC then worked with thirty vendors to
obtain acceptable assurances ofY2K readiness or a~quire the needed
upgrades.
·
• Procedures were distributed and training provided for all City
departments to inventory remaining software which they may have
developed or purc}fased internally, assess for problems, and plan for
remedial action. Most departments have now submitted management
check-off forms indicating that they have finished the assessment and
planning, and plan to complete remedial action in mid-calendar 1999.
A TOP OF PACE A

Server & Network Hardware and Associated System Software
This computer hardware, and system software such as operating systems and
utilities, runs or supports applications and databases.
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• For our 'mainframe' computer, Y2K-related hardware work is complete,
and a required operating system upgrade is planned for August 1999
when the City's fiscal year-end processing will be complete.
• Network hardware and its associated system software includes routers,
hubs, switches, sniffers and network management hardware &
software. The network enables City departments to share programs and
information among connected computers. Information was obtained
from manufacturers regarding Y2K readiness of all the network
infrastructure devices and systems. Those installed during the las't few
years of rapid network growth were compliant. Upgrading of the
problematic devices and systems is well underway, with only six
devices remaining and completion expected by mid-July 1999.
• Required upgrades to the City's file & print servers, also known as
'local area network' (LAN) servers, are complete except for antivirus
software replacement and the few cases where entire servers are being
replaced. These efforts are all underway, with completion expected in
·
September.
.t.

TOP OF PACE

.t.

Desktop Hardware & Software
A majority of the City's current 'fleet' of desktop computers were purchased
in the last four years. They are from 'first tier' manufacturers, and can be
upgraded via free 'BIOS' software. The manufacturers have indicated which
models are Y2K compliant, which have BIOS upgrades available, and which
will function correctly even without the upgrades if their clocks are reset once
at the start of year 2000.
• Model-specific information has been distributed to all City
departments, which will perform the required minor adjustments to
newer computers, and replace those not salvageable, before the end of
1999.
• Information from publishers of the common off-the-shelf system and
application software used on these computers has also been distributed
to all City departments. As with the hardware, most such software
purchased in the last several years is compliant. Departments will apply
'patches' available from publishers, as required. Older software will be
retired with older hardware .
.t.

TOP OF PACE

.t.

Telephone System
NEC, SDDPC's vendor/contractor for the City's telephone system, has
completed an inventory and assessment of the system. Twelve non-compliant
switchgear devices have been identified and ten of these replaced, with
completion expected by the end of June. These are not part of the main
system 'backbone', but special-purpose devices used locally in specific
departments.
.t. TOP OF PAGE .t.
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Are You Ready for Business in the
Year2000?

What is the Y2K problem?
The Year 2000 problem, Y2K or "Millennium Bug", as it is sometimes called, was created in the
early days of computers, when computer memory was scarce and expensive. Instead of using four
digits for year dates, two digits were used. This practice continued for decades and found its way
into the embedded chips (microprocessors) that exist in many devices used in businesses, factories,
offices and homes (e.g., computers, building systems, fire and security alarms, telephone systems,
automobiles and airplanes).
Unfortunately, the two-digit date format cannot process dates in two different centuries. So when
the year 2000 arrives, systems that have the two-digit year codes may interpret the year "00" to be
"1900." These systems simply cannot tell the difference between the years 2000 and 1900 unless
they have been fixed ahead oftime.

How big is the problem?
The Y2K computer problem is more than a technical problem, it is a business problem. If left
unattended, the Y2K problem could severely hamper your ability to do business as you approach
2000 and move beyond it into the 21st century.
·

Wnat is the potential impact on your business?

'

This problem may put your business at risk because it could affect areas such as cash flow,
customer relations, inventory, financial calculations, invoicing and employee payrolls. You could
be affected by insurance issues regarding Y2K liability coverage or have legal concerns due to
Y2K litigation.
·
Besides the direct impact on your own business systems, there is also the "business supply chain"
problem. You buy goods and services from some businesses, and you sell goods and services to
others. If your trading partners are at risk due to Y2K, your business can suffer. You also depend
on the ongoing delivery of services from government to support your business.
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Progress is being made daily by government and businesses to ensure that systems are Y2K
compliant. Still, failures may occur in many systems and these could · impact your business.

What is local government doing?
Local government is working in cooperation with both st~te and federal agencies and private sector
and community partners to aggressively:
•
•
•
•

Assess and prioritize potential risks.
Test and validate all systems.
Take corrective action where necessary.
Develop specific contingency or back-up plans to ensure the effective management of any
direct or indirect Y2K problems .
• Provide awareness education to the public and small business owners.

How can small businesses help?
Residents who are served by business and local government will look to both business and
government for leadership in addressing the Y2K problem. This is a great opportunity for the
community to come together to prepare for Y2K.
Small businesses can help by:
• Getting educated about Y2K.
• Getting involved- actively working with your government and community to prepare for
Y2K.
• Taking steps to prepare your business and employees for Y2K.

For information contact: (310) 458-2221
Santa Monica Web Site: santa-monica.org
Santa Monica Fire Department
1444 7th Street
Santa Monica, California 90401

......

\,

How .can you prepare your business for Y2K?
The time to start preparing for the impact ofY2K on your business is today. Don't postpone any
longer. Should problems occur, they will arrive on schedule: micfuight, December 31, 1999- or
even earlier in some cases (April9, 1999- 99th day of the year and September 9, 1999-919199 are
both dates involving four nines. In the past, computer programmers used these numbers as special
codes to terminate a computer program.) So don't hold out for a quick fix. Y2K is not a single
problem, but rather a large number of similar problems, written into software and embedded chips
that affect our businesses and our community.
You can make your business ready for Y2K through careful planning and work. Many
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organizations have developed Y2K impact plans for businesses. You can find help to get·started
from the resources listed in the section on "What are some sources of help?"

What are the steps to readiness?
The following lists the basic steps to achieve Y2K readiness. You will find the details of these
steps when you work with the experts and resources listed under "What are some sources of help?"
A. Awareness- Educate and involve all of your employees in solving the problem.
B. Inventory - Create your list of systems that may be affected.
C. Assessment- Examine how severe and widespread the problem is in your business and
what needs to be fixed.
D. Contingency planning- Develop contingency plans to ensure Y2K readiness. Include
emergency supplies to support the needs of your employees.
E. Fix- Repair, replace or retire those systems with Y2K problems.
F. Implement and test- Move repaired or replaced systems into your production
environment, and test your fixes and contingency plans.

What are some sources of help?
There are many helpful sources you can turn to as you prepare your business and employees for
Y2K. Professional organizations, consultants and trade associations will be able to provide
you with support and advice. For information and assistance with Y2K preparedness you can also
check with your local Service Core of Retired Executives (SCORE) and Chamber of Commerce.
The President's Council on Year 2000 Conversion has a toll-free Y2K information line for
consumers 1-888-USA-4-Y2K.
Additional information is available from the U.S. Small Business Administration. Please refer to
the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) Web site at
http://www.sbaonline.sba.~ov/y2k/,

call the SBA's toll- free answer desk at 1-800-U-ASK-SBA
(1-800-827-5722) or use t e SBA's fax back system by calling:
1-877-RU-Y2K-OK (1-877-789-2565).

The Internet has numerous Web sites dedicated to Y2K. Many sites have links to sources of
planning tools, discussion groups, vendor information and Y2K information from industry and.
trade associations. Check with your nearest library for Internet access or for more information.
'·

The 'following is a short list of useful Web sites for small businesses.
www .sbaonline.sba.gov/y2k/
SBA site focuses specifically on small business.

www.Y2K.gov
President's Council on Year 2000 Conversion.
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Y2K Consumer Fraud Alert

Other Links

Consumer Fraud Alert
April 6, 1999

Consumer Info
CCSF Y2K

readiness

The Consumer Fraud Unit of San Francisco District
Attorney's Office is alerting the public about potential Y2Kscams.
Laurel Pallock of that office has the following public service
announcement:
.Y2K scams are making the rounds that give a techno twist
to the typical telemarketing scam. Hi, I'm Laurel Pallock
from the San Francisco DA 's Office. ~f you fall for these
scams you could lose money from a bank account or find .
unauthorized charges on your credit card. Watch out if
you get a call from someone claiming he's from your bank.
Their computers aren't compliant and they want to
transfer your money to a protected Bond account. "Can
you verify you're the account holder by telling him your
account number?" Or he says he's from your credit card
company wanting to send you a sticker. You put it on your
card to make it Y2K compliant. "What's your credit card
number for verification?" Tell him to stick it! Stay
informed by checking the city's website for the latest
Y2K info.
Consumers with Y2K scams originating in San Francisco can telephone
the Consumer Fraud Hotline at 415/553-1814. For more information,
visit the District Attorney's Consumer Fraud web page.
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has issued a brochure, "Y2K? Y 2
Care: Protecting Your Finances from Year 2000 Scam Artists,"
offering tips to consumers warning them to beware of suspicious calls.
For more information, follow this FTC link: Y2K? Y 2 Care: Protecting
Your Finances from Year 2000 Scam Artists.
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Are You .Ready for Business in the
Year2000?

What is the Y2K problem?
The Year 2000 problem, Y2K or "Millennium Bug", as it is sometimes called, was created in the
early days of computers, when computer memory was scarce and expensive. Instead of using four
digits for year dates, two digits were used. This practice continued for decades and found its way
into the embedded chips (microprocessors) that exist in many devices used in businesses, factories,
offices and homes (e.g., computers, building systems, fire and security alarms, telephone systems,
automobiles and airplanes).
Unfortunately, the two-digit date format cannot process dates in two different centuries. So when
the year 2000 arrives, systems that have the two-digit year codes may interpret the year "00" to be
"1900." These systems simply cannot tell the difference between the years 2000 and 1900 unless
they have been fixed ahead oftime.

How big is the problem?
The Y2K computer problem is more than a technical problem, it is a business problem. If left
unattended, the Y2K problem could severely hamper your ability to do business as you approach
2000 and move beyond it into the 21st century.
·

What is the potential impact on your business?

'

This problem may put your business at risk because it could affect areas such as cash flow,
customer relations, inventory, financial calculations, invoicing and employee payrolls. You could
be affected by insurance issues regarding Y2K liability coverage or have legal concerns due to
Y2K litigation.
·
Besides the direct impact on your own business systems, there is also the "business supply chain"
problem. You buy goods and services from some businesses, and you sell goods and services to
others. If your trading partners are at risk due to Y2K, your business can suffer. You also depend
on the ongoing delivery of services from government to support your business.
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Progress is being made daily by government and businesses to ensure that systems are Y2K
compliant. Still, failures may occur in many systems and these could · impact your business.

What is local government doing?
Local government is working in cooperation with both state and federal agencies and private sector
and community partners to aggressively:
•
•
•
•

Assess and prioritize potential risks .
Test and validate all systems .
Take corrective action where necessary.
Develop specific contingency or back-up plans to ensure the effective management of any
direct or indirect Y2K problems.
• Provide awareness education to the public and small business owners.

How can small businesses help?
Residents who are served by business and local government will look to both business and
government for leadership in addressing the Y2K problem. This is a great opportunity for the
community to come together to prepare for Y2K.
Small businesses can help by:
• Getting educated about Y2K.
• Getting involved - actively working with your government and community to prepare for
Y2K.
• Taking steps to prepare your business and employees for Y2K.

For information contact: (310) 458-2221
Santa Monica Web Site: santa-monica.org
Santa Monica Fire Department
1444 7th Street
Santa Monica, California 90401

"'· .
....

~

How .can you prepare your business for Y2K?
The time to start preparing for the impact ofY2K on your business is today. Don't postpone any
longer. Should problems occur, they will arrive on schedule: midnight, December 31, 1999- or
even earlier in some cases (April9, 1999- 99th day of the year and September 9, 1999-9/9/99 are
both dates involving four nines. In the past, computer programmers used these numbers as special
codes to terminate a computer program.) So don't hold out for a quick fix. Y2K is not a single
problem, but rather a large number of similar problems, written into software and embedded chips
that affect our businesses·and our community.
You can make your business ready for Y2K through careful planning and work. Many
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organizations have developed Y2K impact plans for businesses. You can find help to get·started
from the resources listed in the section on "What are some sources of help?"

What are the steps to readiness?
The following lists the basic steps to achieve Y2K readiness. You will find the details of these
steps when you work with the experts and resources listed under "What are some sources of help?"
A. Awareness- Educate and involve all of your employees in solving the problem.
B. Inventory - Create your list of systems that may be affected.
C. Assessment- Examine how severe and widespread the problem is in your business and
what needs to be fixed.
D. Contingency planning - Develop contingency plans to ensure Y2K readiness. Include
emergency supplies to support the needs of your employees.
E. Fix - Repair, replace or retire those systems with Y2K problems.
F. Implement and test- Move repaired or replaced systems into your production
environment, and test your fixes and contingency plans.

What are some sources of help?
There are many helpful sources you can turn to as you prepare your business and employees for
Y2K. Professional organizations, consultants and trade associations will be able to provide
you with support and advice. For information and assistance with Y2K preparedness you can also
check with your local Service Core of Retired Executives (SCORE) and Chamber of Commerce.
The President's Council on Year 2000 Conversion has a toll-free Y2K information line for
consumers 1-888-USA-4-Y2K.
Additional information is available from the U.S. Small Business Administration. Please refer to
the U.S. Small Business Administration (SBA) Web site at
h{:IS://www.sbaonline.sba~ov/y2k/,

call the SBA's toll- free answer desk at 1-800-U-ASK-SBA
( -800-827-5722) or use t e SBA's fax back system by calling:
1-877-RU-Y2K-OK (1-877-789-2565).

The Internet has numerous Web sites dedicated to Y2K. Many sites have links to sources of
planning tools, discussion groups, vendor information and Y2K information from industry and.
trade associations. Check with your nearest library for Internet access or for more information.

The following is a short list of useful Web sites for small businesses.
www.sbaonline.sba.gov/y2kl
SBA site focuses specifically on small. business.

www.Y2K.gov
President's Council on Year 2000 Conversion.
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wwW .boma.org/year2000/
Help preparing your buildings for Y2K.

www. Year2000.com/

Fonim for Y2K information.
www .fema.~ov/~2k/
FEMA site as panning information on Y2K issues.
www.oes.ca.gov
State of California Office ofEmergency Services.

Y2
eadiness Disc osure: e recommen at1ons an suggestions me u e
in this document are intended.to improve Y2K and other emergency
preparedness; however,.they do not imply or guarantee the safety·of any
individual or property. Those individuals and agencies associated with the
development of this brochure assume no liability for any damage resulting
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Year 2000 Remediation Links- City of Santa Monica

http://pen.ci.santa-monica.ca.us/isd/y2kly2kbus.htm

,.
www .boma.org!year2000/
Help preparing your buildings for Y2K.
www.Year2000.com/
Fonim for Y2K information.
www.fema. gov/~2k/

FEMA site has panning information on Y2K issues.
www .oes.ca.fcov
State ofCaiiomia Office of Emergency Services.
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Year 2000 (Y2K)- City of Shafter Issues and Plan
INTRODUCTION:
Different theories abound regarding the seriousness of the Y2K issue. Back in the 1960s,
computer and microchip manufactures decided to use a two-digit approach to storing the
year portion of a date, such as 98 for 1998. In the 1960s, when computer memory· and
storage costs were much higher than they are today, that approach made sense because
it kept costs down. But if nothing is done to resolve this issue, the year 2000 will appear
to some types of electronic equipment as the year "00," and that will cause problems.
This issue affects more than computers setting on people's desks. Most industries in the
world use what are known as "imbedded computer chips" to control and operate machinery
and processes. Some of these imbedded chips are not able to properly recognize the
year 2000 date. Particular concern has been expressed regarding the potential imbedded
chip problems as they relate to the electrical power, natural gas, and telecommunication
industry.
The City of Shafter, in addition to making sure our computer systems are Y2K ready,
continuously monitors the agencies responsible for coordinating Y2K readiness for the
electrical power, natural gas, and telecommunications industries. 1 We know these
industries have been, and are continuing to work very hard to assure their systems are
reliable through the year 2000 role-over. We also know these systems are very complex
and interrelated. To date (February 23, 1999) th.ese critical utilities are not Y2K ready. For
the most part, their goal is to be finished with remediation and testing in June 1999.
The electric,.natural gas, and telecommunication industries are projecting they will be able
to meet the needs of their customers through the year 2000 roll-over and beyond.
However, none of them are making guarantees, and they are recommending that their
customers have contingency plans in the event of problems.
Although City staff has attempted to research this issue from the most reliable sources, any
number of different conclusions can be drawn. An example is the North American Electric
Reliability Council's (NERC) Y2K Status Report and Work Plan for fourth quarter 1998,
which was published January 11, 1999, (the Department of Energy (DOE) has asked
NERC to coordinate Y2K preparations in the electric Industry.) -Based -on this report, as
of November 30, 1998, 96% of all North American non-nuclear electrical generators had
completed inventorying their power generation facilities for Y2K problems, 76% had
completed making assessments and only 42% had completed remediation and testing.
Remediation and Testing are intended to include repair or replacement of Y2K deficient
systems or components.

1

Copies of the most recent reports involving electrical, natural gas, and telecommunications
industries have previously been provided to the Council.
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After reading NERC's latest report, one could draw the conclusion that a lot or'people are working
very hard, that they are going to make it, and we do not need to concern ourselves with the reliability
of electricity. Another conclusion could be that this is a very complex problem involving the
coordination of a number of critical agencies, that they are only 42% finished with fixing the
problems and, that they could very well run out of time.
Certainly, we hope that Y2K will have minimal impacts on our community and society as a whole.
We have a great deal of faith in the abilities of our energy and telecommunication providers and
believe they will do everything possible to avoid system problems. However, at this point, most
available indicators lead us to believe that there is some risk that should be addressed by the City.
Over the next few months, more accurate information should become available and our real risks
more easily defined. However, time is not on our side in this issue. Only 311 days remain before
January 1, 2000.
The City is charged with providing essential services that, should they fail for any reason, severe
consequences would result Services provided by the City which are considered essential are: Police,
Water, Sewer, Refuse, CCF, and City Hall Administration. Risks of any type or magnitude which
could inhibit the City's ability to provide Police, Water or Sewer services must be strategically
addressed and contingency plans made for the welfare, health, and safety of our residents. Staff has
approached the Y2K issue like any other emergency planning effort. We hope the emergency never
comes. However, if it does, having a workable and affordable plan in place to i~plement is the most
responsible position to be in.
Staff's approach to the Y2K issue has been somewhat conservative. Within this report we have
outline the process used to assess the City's exposure to ·the Y2K issue and our current status.
Additionally, specific contingency plans are proposed for each essential City service. We have been
working on this issue for the past 18 months and have expended, to date, in excess of $200,000 on
projects that remediate Y2K problems. Although over $200,000 has been expended, these
expenditures were, for the most part, made on old equipment, computers, and software that was
going to be replaced even ifY2K was not an issue. Examples of these planned expenditures are: the
Finance Department computers and software, CCF software, and a new natural gas/propane engine
on water well #7. We have made some Y2K expenditures to replace equipment or portions of
equipment that would not have otherwise been made such as the City's telephone system.
.

.

To date, we have completed the inventory and assessment phase of this project on City equipment,
computers, and software. . Most remediation is complete. · However, nine (9) new desk top ·
computers and a new server will need to be purchased for the Police Department. Additionally, the
Police Department LEADS software requires replacement All City testing and remediation will be
completed by May 1999.
Staffhas been working on the contingency planning portion of our Y2K plan. The purpose of the
contingency plan is to assure that essential City services will remain reliable in the event third party
suppliers are not. The contingency plan proposed herein would assure continued full service
operation of essential City services for a period of thirty (30) days without electrical power, natural
gas, or telephones. Full service levels would provide water pressures and fire fighting capabilities
comparable to those provided in non-emergency periods. Water pressures and fire fighting
Page2

capability could be reduced resulting in essential services being provided for a period of time longer
than thirty (30) days at reduced levels. Remaining costs identified to date to fully implement this
plan are estimated at $69,650. Attachment "A" is a spread sheet identifying all costs discussed
herein.
Although some additional capital expenditures would be required to fully implement this plan, staff
has attempted to develop the most efficient options possible. Existing City owned equipment and
locally available resources have been used to a great extent. We are in the process of completing
a comprehensive update to our overall Emergency Operation Plan which addresses all types of
foreseeable emergencies. Although the plan presented here is specific to the Y2K issue, the
remaining equipment proposed to be purchased would be needed to fully implement the City's
overall Emergency Operation Plan.
PROCESS AND CURRENT STATUS

The City of Shafter has approached the Y2K challenge like all other changes in our business, by
using a disciplined and strategic Process. The following four steps are being used:
I.

Inventory: First, we identify all areas of our operation that may be affected by the Y2K
anomaly and inventory all equipment, computers," and software that may be at risk. This
inventory is divided into essential and non-essential areas.

2.

Assessment· Second, we determine if a Y2K problem actually exists with all inventoried
items.

3.

Remediation/Testing: Third, we fix and test the problems identified above.

4.

Contingency Systems· We develop plans, systems and procedures to assure that we can
deliver essential City services in the event other parties that we typically rely on cannot
supply us. Contingency processes are actually tested to assure their reliability. Areas of
contingency systems are: electrical power, natural gas, vehicle and equipment fuel, food
supplies for the CCF, miscellaneous emergency parts and supplies, medical service, and
monetary needs.

To date, (February 23,1999) we have completed the inventory and assessment processes. The
Remediation and Testing portion is approximately 85% complete. The Contingency Systems Plan
has been completed and we are in the process of implementing that plan. Remediation and Testing
will be complete in May 1999 and the Contingency Systems should be operational in August 1999.
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WATER SUPPLY AND DISTRIBUTION
GOAL:

To provide water to the City without electrical power or natural gas.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
CITY WATER:
Wells 6, 8, 11, 12 are currently all powered by electricity.
Wells 7 & 10 are currently powered by natural gas.
Tank #1 booster pump is currently powered by electricity with a natural gas backup.
Tank #2 is currently powered by a diesel engine water pump.
AIRPORT WATER:
Airport water system has its own diesel powered generator to power its systems in case of
power failure.
ITTCWATER·
CURRENTLY UNDER DESIGN - a diesel powered backup solution is being designed into
the system.

PLAN:
CITY WATER:
Peak day demands for water during January and February are projected to be between 2.0
and 2.5 million gallons per day. In order to supply this demand, two (2) City water wells
must be operational. Two existing wells are powered by natural gas. Although we have no
absolute guarantees that natural gas will be a 100% reliable energy source during the year
2000 roll-over, we do believe it will be more reliable than electricity. Southern California
Gas Company is the only utility to state that gas outages will not occur due to Y2K. Even
though natural gas seems to be relatively reliable, given the importance of being able to
supply water, the plan proposed here does not rely on natural gas. The plan does provide for
gas to be used in the event it is available.
The plan would have three (3) wells operational with either propane or diesel. Also, booster
pumps on the City's two (2) water tanks would be powered by diesel. Tank #2 has sufficient
capacity to supply one full day of water during winter months. Water wells 7, 10 and 11,
and, all water tanks would be used with the following modifications:
WeJJ #7
The existing engine on well #7 is capable of using either natural gas or propane. One 2,000
gallon propane tank would be rented from Coast Gas at a one time cost of$250. Please see
attachment "B" for propane consumption needs. Additionally, one (1) 12 volt chlorinator
will be needed to assure adequate disinfection. Natural gas will be utilized if it is available,
otherwise propane will be the energy source.
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Wen #tt
This well is located near Rodriguez Park and is powered by electricity. The proposal is to
rent a water well development diesel engine and gear head from F.P.I. at a cost of$1,200
per month. Installation of this engine would cost approximately $1,800. Please see
Attachment ''B" for fuel consumption needs. Additionally, a 12 volt chlorinator would need
to be purchased at a cost of $600.
wen #10
This well is located near Helena Chemical Company and is powered by natural gas. The
proposal is to have a diesel engine on standby with HFS Enterprises, however not connected
to the well. In the event natural gas reliability is a problem, it would be relatively simple to
connect the engine to the well. The cost estimate for this standby engine is $1 ,200 per
month, if used. This well currently has a 12 volt chlorinator.
Tank #1

This tank is located at the City Yard. Currently, one booster pump is powered by natural gas.
The proposal is to have one rented diesel booster pump at a cost of $900 per month.
Tank #2

This tank is located behind the CCF and currently has a diesel driven booster pump
connected to it. This tank has sufficient capacity to meet our winter water demands for one
(1) day.
AIRPORT WATER

The airport water system is already configured to be operational in case of a power failure .
.The diesel powered generator can produce power to the pumping system in case of power
failure.
The reservoir for the Airport Water System is supplied by the City of Shafter water
distribution system. We may need to consider another backup generator for the emergency
well to fill the reservoir in case of fire. If this is the case, we will need to pre-print notices
and distribute to people in the airport water system not to drink the water.
ITTCWATER

This project is currently in design phase. Diesel powered water pump or other form of
backup is being designed into the system.
ALL WATER SYSTEMS

Water Conservation: A water conservation plan is being developed which could be
implemented in the event of prolonged problems. Leaflets will be pre-printed & ready to
distribute.
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SEWER
GOAL:

To provide sewage pumping & treatment to the City without electrical power or
natural gas.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
The City currently has one wastewater treatment facility which will be offline on January
1, 2000. All City wastewater will be treated at the new Regional Shafter/NORSD
wastewater facility on January 1st, which utilizes diesel as an energy backup. In addition to
wastewater treatment needs, the City has the following seven (7) electrically power sewer
lift stations:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tulare Avenue - Mannel Park
Central Valley Highway - south of Central
Rodriguez Park - south side
Mark Avenue - north of intersection with Reiker Street
Elizabeth Avenue
Schnaidt Street- North ofLerdo Highway
Elk Facility- Zerker Road

PLAN:
I.IFT STATIONS:
Each of the City's seven sewer lift stations have piping systems which were designed to
easily connect portable pumps. The proposed plan is to purchase five (5) 10 horse power
gasoline driven portable trash pumps at a cost of $8,000. One of the new pumps would be
used to pump two (2) lift stations. An existing City owned pump would be used to pump the
seventh lift station if needed. As all lift stations are currently driven by electric motors they
are particularly susceptible to brown outs and power surges. Utilization of gasoline driven
portable pumps assures reliability. Please see Attachment ''B" for fuel consumption needs.
WASTEWATER PLANT:
The City will be connected to the new regional wastewater treatment plant by January 1,
2000. The new plant utilizes diesel as a backup energy source. We will have the ability to
divert City wastewater to the existing old plant in the event of unforseen emergencies at the
new plant. Our old plant is powered by natural gas and diesel. In the event of an extreme
emergency, wastewater can be discharged on 80 acres owned by the City adjacent to the old
plant without the need for pumping.
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POLICE DEPARTMENT
POLICE STATION POWER:
The Police Department has an onsite diesel powered generator to provide emergency power
in case of a major power failure. This generator needs to be maintained in working order.
Fuel will need to be delivered to the generator to keep it running.
POLICE CARS:
Polic.e cars will need to be fueled (unleaded gasoline) and maintained. Fueling shall be
accomplished thru an agreement with a local fueling center. See section under FUEL.
Maintenance will.be provided at the City Corporation Yard. Yard will be powered with a
portable diesel powered electric generator.
COMMUNICATIONS:
The new communications tower located at Code Precast will require an electric generator for
radio transmissions.

COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL FACILITY (CCF)
CCFPOWER·
The CCF has an onsite diesel powered generator to provide emergency power in case of a
major power failure. This generator needs to be maintained in working order. Fuel will need
to be delivered to the generator to keep it running.
COMMI JNICATIONS:
The CCF has their own repeaters within the facility itself, which is NOT powered by the
backup generator during a power failure. We could get a portable gas powered generator for
the repeater or the correctional officers could use "line of site" transmissions.
FOOD:
Should make provisions for long term food needs as well as arrange for alternative cooking
methods.
-
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FUEL
USAGE:
The City needs to secure storage and delivery of fuel for the following:
DIESEL FUEL:

FACILITIES
Airport Generator for Potable Water System
Backup Generator for the CCC
Backup Generator for the Police Station
City Yard: Backup Power for Shop
City Hall: Backup Power
UTILITIES
Water: Well #10 Backup Diesel Engine
Water: Well #11 Backup Diesel Engine (F.P.I.)
Water: Tank#l Backup Booster Pump
Water: Tank#2 Backup Booster Pump
Water: ITTC Pump
PUBLIC WORKS
Refuse Trucks (2)
Backhoe/Loader
UNLEADED FUEL:
POLICE
Police Cars
AMBULANCE

PUBLIC WORKS
Trucks, ~sc. "ehicles
EQUIPMENT
Electrical Generator for JBI
Lift Station Pumps
Portable Generator - Communications Site
Portable Generator- ~sc. Usage
PROPANE·
UTILITIES
Water: Well #7 Propane Backup

CONSUMPTION:
See Attachment ''B" for estimated fuel consumption for all equipment used.
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STORAGE:
DIESEL FI IEL:
The City of Shafter currently has 12,000 gallon capacity 9f diesel fuel storage available.
This inCludes the 8,000 gallon tank at the yard, another 1,500 gallon ta.Dk at the yard, and a
· 2,500 gallon tank at the sewer plant.
PROPANE:
The City currently has a non-portable 500 gallon propane tank which is insufficient for long
term emergency use.
I JNLEADED GASOLINE:
The city currently does not have storage facilities for gasoline.

SOURCES:
DIESEL·
As can be seen on Attachment "B", daily estimated diesel consumption is 971 gallons at run ·
service. A thirty (30) day supply of diesel would be approximately 30,000 gallons. The
proposed plan is to purchase two (2) 10,000 gallon diesel storage tanks from HFA enterprises
at an estimated cost of$15,500 including confmement and miscellaneous materials. This
20,000 gallons, in addition to the City's currently available 12,000 gallons, would provide
a minimum buffer to our projected need.
IJNLEADED·
The estimated daily unleaded fuel needs at full service is 761 gallons. A thirty (30) day
supply would be approximately 23,000 gallons. The proposed plan is to enter into contracts
with JBI and one other unleaded fuel supplier in the City. These contracts would provide the
City with exclusive rights to the middle grade of unleaded fuel capacity of these fuel
suppliers. The following identifies special considerations for these types of contracts:
•
•
•
•
•

The City would have exclusive rights to the middle grade unleaded gasoline in
storage.
The City would pre-pay an agreed upon fee to secure the fuel for our exclusive use.
Fuel tanks will be filled by December 15, 1999, and maintained full through January
1,2000. The City will daily check the tanks for compliance.
The City shall supply a generator and generator interlock necessary for the facility
to provide power for City only fuel removal.
City and fuel distributor shall work cooperatively to maintain fuel supplied to
distributors tanks on a priority bases by bulk suppliers.

PROFANE:
The City's only propane fueled facility is Well #7. We need to establish an agreement with
Coastal Gas similar to the one described with Jeffery Brothers.
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DELIVERYffRANSPORTATION:
The City needs to obtain some form of delivery of fuel to all equipment listed above and/or
in the Fuel Consumption Spreadsheet. Delivery will be performed with City crews on a
rotating shift as needed.
DIESELThe City has a 350 gallon portable diesel tank equipped with an electric pump. It can be
used for fuel delivery. For the diesel fuel consumption rate estimated on the spreadsheet, we
would need to fill the tank up approximately six times per day in addition to making fuel
deliveries to all diesel powered facilities.
UNLEADED GASOLINE·
Currently, the City does not have a delivery system for unleaded fuel. Judging from the
gasoline powered equipment list, we may use two gallon capacity tanks to deliver fuel as
needed to the equipment.

MISCELLANEOUS ISSUES
Oil/Oil filters for each of the equipment listed under FUEL section.
Tires, antifreeze, lubricants.
Cones, flares, traffic signs on barricades, flagging, tape.
Flashlights, batteries, kerosene heaters, kerosene.
Support for other facilities. (Apple Market, Shafter Drug, Medi-Center)
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EQUIPMENT COST SCHEDULE· Y2K MITIGATION
Cost Estimates are good for
1 month(s) operation
Item
Ggyemment
City Hall Generator
City Hall Generator Transfer Switch
City Hall Generator installation
Maintenance Yard
Corporation Yard Shop Generator
Corporation Yard Shop Generator
Transfer Switch
Corporation Yard Shop Generator
Installation

Rental Fees

Use

Qtv

Backup Power for City Hall

1 EA
1 EA
1 EA

$11,500 lEA
$2,700 /EA
$500 lEA

$11,500
$2,700
$500

Backup Power for Shop

1 EA
1 EA

$8,600 /EA
$2,700 /EA

$8,600
$2,700

1 EA

$500 /EA

$500

Caoltal Costs

Total Costs

~

Wen #11 or #1 o Diesel Engine Rental
Booster Pump at #1 Diesel Engine
Rental
12V Chlorinater
Well #7- Propane tank rental

Provide Water
Provide Water

1 MONTH
1 MONTH

necessary for disinfection
backup fuel source

2 EA
1 YEAR

lift stations, 7 total

$1,200 /MONTH
$900 /MONTH

$1,200
$900
$600 /EA

$1,200
$250

4 EA

$1,700 /EA

$6,800

1 EA
1 EA

$3,000 /EA
$1,200 /EA
$3,500 /EA

$3,000
$10,800
$3,500

2 EA
1 LS

$6,000 /EA
$3,500 /LS

$12,000
$3,500

$250 /YEAR

~

10 HP Sewer pumps
Police Department
New Server
New Computers
Communications Generator

Fuel Stprage
Diesel Storage, Tanks
Diesel Storage, Site Work

not y2k compliant
not y2k compliant
backup power for police
radio communications

20,000 gal capacity

9 EA

'TOTALS

$69,6501

ATTACHMENT "8·1"

Y2k
ESTIMATED DIESEL CONSUMPTION (2/21/99 JOG}

WATER
Airport Booster Pump Gen.
Tank #2 Booster Pump
Tank #1 Booster Pump
Well #10 or #11
ITTC Booster Pump
Sub-Total Water
OTHER CONSUMPTION
PDGen.
CCF Gen.
City Hall Gen.
Refuse Trucks (2)
Loader/Backhoe etc.
Sub-Total Other Consumption
Daily Grand Total
30 Day Total

Daily
Run Time/Hrs
24
16
4
24
24

Consumption Rate
GaiJHr

24
24
8

6.5
6.5

7
4
4

9
4

3

Daily
Consumption/Gals
168

64
16
216
96
560

156
156
24
50
25
411

30Day
Consumption/Gals
5,040
1,920
480
6,~0

2,880
16,800

4,680
4,680
720
1,500
750
12,330

971
29,130

ATTACHMENT "B-2"

Y2k
Unleaded Fuel Consumption Estimates {2/21/99 jdg)

Safety
Pollee Cars
Ambulance
Sub-Total Safety

Units

No.

Cars
Vehicles

13

Public Works
Trucks + Misc.
Vehicles
4 Wheel Pump (Lift Sta.)
Pumps
5 HP Lift Sta. Pumps
Pumps
GenJFuel
Generator
GenJ Communication
Generator
Misc. Usage
Sub-Total Public Works
Grand-Total

Dally
Operating Hrs Consumption

2

10
1
5
1
1

16
16
12
24

Dally
Consumption/Gals

30Day
Consumption/Gals

25 Gai/Car/Da
10 Gai/Car/Da

325
20
345

9,750
600
10,350

25
4
1
1
1

250
16
12
24
50
416

7,500
1,920
480
360
720
1,500
12,480

761

22,830

Gai/Car/Da
Gai/Hr
Gai/Hr
Gai/Hr
Gai/Hr

64
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Y2K: What is it?
The problem arises from the fact that many computer
programmers have been using two digits instead of four (i.e.,
"1 0/15/96" rather than "1 0/15/1996). This practice is due to
the need to use less memory and storage space.
When the date rolls over to 2000 some of these programs will
register the year as 1/01/00. Because "19" has been the
prefix for two digit years the programs may incorrectly
assume that the year is 1900 rather than 2000. This
assumption may apply to hardware, software, and embedded
chips.

What•s being done to fix the problem?
The City has been working during the last couple of years to
identify hardware, software, and systems used within the City
·government.
To fix the Y2K problem, many thousands of lines of
programming code must be checked. Many City products
have been purchased from vendors who are responsible for
changing the programming codes in their own products.
Many potential problems have already been assessed by
checking compliance with vendors. The City also tests
products in-house by entering a random date to make sure
they work. If the product has been certified by the vendor and
successfully tested by the user to be compliant, it is
considered Year 2000 ready. If products are not Year 2000
ready and cannot be fixed, the City is replacing them with
updated, compliant products.

Frequently Asked Questions
Q: What is "Year 2000 Ready" or "Y2K compatible''
mean?

A: "Year 2000 Ready" or "Y2K compatible" means that
continuous service can be provided by a product supported
by a computer or computer chips before, during, and after the
year2000.
Q: Is the City of Stockton "Year 2000 Ready"?
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A: The City has identified over 200 different products in use
throughout its many departments that may be affected by the
Year 2000 computer date change. From the Police and Fire
Departments to the Library Department, systems have been
tested and most are ready. Currently, 82% of the products
identified were ready. There are plans and revisions in place
for the remaining products to be ready before the end of the
year.
Q: Will my utilities work?

A: Drinking water and sewage systems are being tested for
compliance. There are generators in place to regulate
sewage and water flows should the electricity go out. PG&E
estimates compliance by July 1999. However, should these
services not work for an extended amount of time they would
be considered a threat to public safety and the City would
address them immediately.
Q: What happens if traffic lights don't work?

A: The City of Stockton Public Works Department is working
. with product vendors to ensure that traffic lights will be
functional. However, if they do fail, Police will respond and
coordinate the personnel to handle traffic control.
Q: Will the 9-1-1 emergency system work?

A: The City of Stockton upgraded its entire Emergency
911dispatch system in October 1998 to meet Year 2000
requirements. It has undergone several successful tests for
Year 2000 readiness.
Q: Will the Police and Fire Departments be able to
respond to emergencies?

A: Upgraded software systems for communications from the
Police and Fire emergency dispatch centers to field
personnel have been checked and proven Year 2000
compliant. Radio communication systems are currently being
upgraded and will beY2K compliant by November 1999.
Q: What if the Year 2000 causes other unforeseeable
system failures?

A: The City of Stockton is currently formulating contingency
plans for possible service failures. City staff will be on hand
and on call for any problems that may arise.
Q: Where can I get more information?
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A: The City of Stockton has a Year 2000 Help Line set up at
(209) 937-8109. A complete quarterly report on the City's
Year 2000 readiness can be sent to you upon request or
reviewed on the City's website at
http://www.stocktongov.com.

City of Stockton Year 2000 Status/Compliance Reports:
Executive Summary - First Quarter 1999 (5/6/99)
First Quarter 1999 Report (5/6/99)
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Year 2000 Readiness
Background
Computer programs written over the past serveral decades with a two-digit
year standard, rather than a four-digit year standard, have caused the Year
2000 concern you have been hearing about.
Basically the problem lies with how dates have been represented within
computer systems. In the past, when computer storage capacity was very
costly, programmers saved space by storing dates with a two digit year
representation. Now as the next century approaches these same programs will
represent the year 2000 as 00. While a human may understand that the date
01/01/00 represents January 1, 2000, a computer may interpret it to be January
1, 1900. Furthermore, no one knows for sure how most computers will react at
12:00 a.m. on January 1, 2000.

In 1997 the City of Tracy began to prepare its computer systems for a
trouble-free transition into the next millennium. The first step was to inventory
the City's computer systems, both hardware and software, and determine if any
Year 2000 problems existed. For those systems with a Year 2000 problem a
commitment to fix the problem must be given by the system's manufacturer.
For those systems for which no manufacturer fix is available, a migration to a
Year 2000 compliant system must be undertaken. Currently all new system
acquisitions must meet the City's Year 2000 compliance requirement.
.'The City of Tracy's Perspective
Will the arrival of the Year 2000 pose problems to the technology in place at
the City of Tracy?

In searching for the answer to this question City staff has looked at the City's
technological components to determine which, if any, will experience a
problem when the Year 2000 arrives.
The following determinations have been made by City staff:
http://www.ci.tracy.ca.us/y2k.html
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• There will be no disruption in City services to the public as a result of the
Year 2000
• Some technological components were discovered to have a Year 2000
problem and have been repaired
• Some technological components were discovered to have a Year 2000
problem and will be repaired before the problem manifests itself
• The City is working on a contingency for Year 2000 related problems not
within the_City's control
The City of Tracy believes there will be no interruption in the delivery of
essential City services due to arrival of the Year 2000 Among essential City
services to be provided without interruption are Public Safety, Fire and
Emergency Services, water delivery, and wastewater treatment.
0

The City is formulating contingency plans in case problems occur that are not
within the City's control.
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Year 2000 Score Card by Department
By Percent Complete and Percent Certified
April 9, 1999
Department
Affirmative Action Compliance
Agricultural Commission
Animal Care & Control
Assessor
Auditor-Controller
Beaches and Harbors
Chief Administrative Office
Children & Family Services
Community & Senior Services
Community Development Comm.
Consumer Affairs
Coroner
County Counsel
District Attorney
Executive Offices
Fire
Health Services-Administration
Health Services-Harbor
Health Services-High Desert
Health Services-LAC/USC
Health Services-MLK
Health Services-Olive View
Health Services-Public Health
Health Services-Rancho Los Amigos
Human Resources
Information System Advisory Body
Internal Services
LA CERA
Mental Health
Municipal Courts ITPCC
Municipal Courts Los Angeles
Office of Ombudsman
Parks & Recreation
Probation
Public Defender
Public Library
Public Social Services
Public Works
Regional Planning
Registrar-Recorder/County Clerk
Sheriff
Superior Court
Treasurer-Tax Collector

Total
Systems

Systems
Completed

4
90
1

90

I•

0-80%

Report l#A

O s t -90%

4

Systems
Certified

Percent
Certified

4

72
72

8
12
34

14
6
3
2
4
12
31

25
41
10
9
5

4
1
20
36
8
17
46

11
22
8
18
3
13
53
8
22
27
8
8
85
34

27
53
987

Grand Total:

Percent

94%

924

•

91-99%

912

92%
100%
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Defining the Year 2000 Problem
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Merced County Y2K Project - Defining the Problem

http://www.co.merced.ca.uslbasefile/y2kldefme.htm

Call it the Year 2000 problem or the Y2K problem and it sounds like a
technical problem; call it the Millennium Bug and it sounds like an
end-of-the-world science fiction thriller. Whatever the name, however, the
problem is real.
Nobody is sure what computers-- or for that matter, any of the countless
devices and systems controlled by microchips -- are going to do at the stroke
of midnight when December 31, 1999 rolls over to January 1, 2000. Some
computers and systems will make the change smoothly; while others may
behave erratically or even stop working.
Why? During the early days of computing, when processing power and
storage capacity were puny compared to what we're accustomed to today,
programmers and engineers decided to reduce the space needed to store a
date by recording only the last two digits of the year: Valentine's Day 1980,
for example, was stored as 021480 (they also saw no reason to store the
slashes between the month, day, and year). When this century ends and the
new one begins, however, that will become a problem. Computers won't
know the difference between Valentine's day, 1901, and Valentine's Day,
2001; they will both be stored as 021401.
Traditional mainframe computers, which are dominated by older
programming languages-- COBOL, FORTRAN, and others- will certainly
be affected. These programming languages are where the problem has its
roots.
But virtually anything and everything that relies on embedded process
controllers (microchips) will be affected. The first thing that comes to mind is
the perso~al computer. Many older IBM compatible PCs won't be compliant,
but m_achines sold after 1997 generally are compliant. Macintosh computers
don't have a Year 2000 problem, because they store the date as a long
number based on the number of seconds since January 1, 1904. This system
handles the 2000 just fine, but apparently has its own problem at 6:28:16
a.m., February 6, 2040 when the total number of seconds since January 1,
1904 will be too long a number for the allotted storage space.
Microchips also control security elevators and doors, telephone switches,
traffic lights, and electric utility substations, as well as small household and
office appliances. Industry experts predict that of the 25 billion chips in
electronic components, only about 2 percent will fail, because most of these
devices lose track of their timing functions. But there's no way to know which
2 percent. In many (perhaps most) cases, the device will just stop working.
Elevators will descend to the basement or go into security mode; VCRs will
work but you won't be able to program them.
The problem is not just one of hardware and chips. Any software that stores
and uses dates - spreadsheets, databases, financial management software of
all kinds, human resources software, and a host of other programs - is
vulnerable to the Year 2000 problem. By extension, so are all the data files
used by those programs.
In short, anything electronic that depends on dates or on c~lculations
involving dates is vulnerable.
·
[Risclaimer] [Copyright]
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Merced County Year 2000 Project- Need for Leadership
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Year 2000 Project
The Need for Leadership
[Home]

I!:!£.1

The mandate for leadership by local officials is compelling. Should systems
fail, the frustrations and ire of citizens will be directed at city and county
leaders. Unfortunately, the liability will extend beyond the walls of city hall.
-To ensure that the public is as prepared as it can be, local officials need to
enlist support from and galvanize the community at large: business,
industry, civic organizations, schools, and neighboring jurisdictions. It is not
just a local government challenge: It is a problem that may negatively affect
everyone if not properly managed. Local elected officials are well positioned
to capture the attention of and form strategic partnerships with
stakeholders whose contributions help make communities work.
Community forums, business roundtables, media strategies, and even
personalized contacts will all be needed to ensure that the community is
infor~ed and prepared to respond to Year 2000 problems.
[Disclaimer] [Copyright]

[ Home ] [ !!.P_ ]
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Merced County Year 2000 Project- Public Safety

http://www.co.merced.ca.uslbasefile/y2k/pubsafety.htm

Public Safety
The first thing you may notice on January 1, 2000, is that the computer
on your desk may tell you that the date is January 1, 1980. Or it may
give no date at all. Looking beyond the computer on your desk, and
even beyond those on desks throughout local government offices, there
are some far-reaching ways that the Year 2000 problem will affect your
city or county. Two of the broadest, but closest to home for local elected
officials, are public safety and health and the local economy. Local
governments are directly responsible for the former and play an
important role in the latter.
· Today's criminal justice system- from the police to the courts -- is
heavily dependent on electronic technology. Police departments use
microwave communications systems, criminal records systems, offender
information (including fingerprint identification) systems, computers,
and telecommunications equipment in police vehicles. All are
vulnerable. In the courts, systems for tracking pardons and paroles,
scheduling court action, and documenting evidence are vulnerable,
along with the normal data processing systems. Corrections records are
vulnerable, as are the electronic systems that provide security and
environmental control in police stations, courthouses, and prisons.
Emergency response systems are vulnerable through their reliance
on telecommunications and data processing, of course, but they also
have a less widely known problem related to the global positioning
system (GPS) used to keep track of the whereabouts of police, fire, and
other emergency vehicles. The GPS system may fail in August 1999
because of a date-related processing problem of its own.
I

IL Transportation control systems for streets, highways, mass transit
systems, and railroads, to say nothing of air traffic control systems, are
another vulnerable area. Traffic lights, freeway on-ramp controls,
traffic monitoring, and rail switching systems are all based on chips
that could fail entirely or become dangerously confused.
I!' Utilities are particularly vulnerable. Water and waste treatment
systems are controlled by automated systems that rely on computers
and by flow control devices that rely on chips; problems with hardware,
software, or chips could lead to system shutdown, or groundwater
contamination. Power companies use computer systems to control
operations and manage the distribution of power. Y2K problems with
the. hardware and software could lead to system failures. And of course,
like any business, they depend heavily on computers for billing,
personnel, payroll, and other general operations.

[pisclaimer] [Copyright]
[ Home ] [ !J.p_ ]
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Year 2000 Project
Effect on Local Government
Local government and local businesses are linked by a two-way
exchange of information.
lr Taxes, licenses, real estate information, development programs,

and other city or county programs depend on the flow of
information, and so do businesses.
I. Ignoring the Y2K problem threatens that flow of information,

and thus the health of the.local economy and the fiscal health of the
local government.
Local governments whose computer systems are vulnerable to
Y2K problems face potential loss of revenues if they do nothing.
Dayton, Ohio, for example, saw the Y2K problem as a threat to
$210 million a year in revenues from water fees, income taxes, and
accounts receivable. The city plans to have systems installed
sometime this year to keep its revenue streams flowing.
R Tax bills could be overdue or not due at all, licenses could expire
and not be renewed, building permits could go unissued, and so on
--and the link between local business and local government could
become hopelessly tangled.
And beyond those are still other effects that local government and
local businesses, too, need to consider, including legal liability.
[Disclaimer][Copyright]
[ Home ] [ !I£ ]
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Merced County Year 2000 Project - Legal Liabilities
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Yea.r 2000 Project
Legal Liabilities
The potential effects of the Year 2000 problem seem likely to
create an environment in which legal action will thrive. So far,
_with no lawsuits filed, there are no court decisions and no case law.
But there will be.
II Warren Reid, Encino, Calif., legal consultant specializing in
Y2K issues, told clients i~ a recent white paper, "Failing to fix
your upcoming Year 2000 problems can not only cause disruption
and loss of ~arket share, productivity, and profitability in your
company, but will expose the company and you to class-action
lawsuits, possible loss of coverage from insurance companies,
malpractice for professionals, and director and officer liability - a
grand slam!"
ll Several states have passed laws to protect private business and
state agencies from just that kind of legal action related to the
Y2K problem. Despite those efforts, and despite the fact that the
Year 2000 problem is a technical problem with a technical
solution, your city or county attorney should be aware of legal
risks.
[Disclaimer] [CopYright]

[ Home ] [ !!£ ]
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Merced County Year 2000 Project - Cost of Coping
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Year 2000 Project
The Cost of Coping
Both the time and the money that it will take to solve Y2K problems
in your local government or in your community will very likely be
available only at the expense of other improvements and other
projects.
It will require reprogramming, replacing, or retiring older "legacy"

computing systems -- the mainframes and minicomputers that were
the mainstay of computing before the advent of the personal
computer. But it will also require that newer systems be checked as
well as systems that aren't computer systems but use microchips elevator controls and security systems, for example.
The exact cost of doing that will depend on the size of the city or
county and the extent of its use of information technology. Seattle
estimates that it will spend more than $50 million to reprogram
major applications affected by the problem and replace the city's
accounting system.
Some cities and counties are fortunate to have recently launched
major IT plans that will replace old systems with new ones in time
to avoid the Year 2000 problem. In these cases, many of the Y2K
compliance costs are covered by funds budgeted for system
improvements in the overall city or county budget.
[Disclaimer] [Copyright]
[ Home ][ 1!£ ]
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COUNTY OF ORANGE
YEAR 2000 EXECUTIVE OVERVIEW

Mainframe Systems

The Countywide Accounting and Personnel System (CAPS) remains our number one
priority mainframe system because of the intensive remediation needed and the
potential import on County operations.

Major milestones were successfully reached

over the Christmas and New Years weekends when the Advantage 2.0 release of the
CAPS software was successfully implemented on schedule. Significant work remains,
but we are on schedule to complete all Y2K tasks this summer.

The Municipal Court System (MCS) was successfully tested with the exception of some
interfaces which will be tested when our trading partners such as the State DMV are
ready. The other systems will be tested over the next six months.

Departmental Systems

Many departmental systems are now shown as being compliant, a very good sign that
we are making significant progress in our remediation efforts. Of equally good news is
that many of the systems that were not scheduled for completion until late 1999, now
show a completion date several months earlier. We are encouraging the departments
to accelerate the remediation efforts on any systems indicated as not being ready until
after October 1999.

Environmental Mechanical and Safety Systems (Embedded Systems)

No significant issues reported. We are making very good progress but as stated in the
previous report, this is an area where we could have some surprises because of the
difficulty in identifying, testing and fixing embedded systems.

LC030499-AC1
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Year 2000 Executive Overview
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Interfaces

Included in Attachment 4 is a detailed Jist and status report on the 216 interfaces
between applications running in the data center. Of those 216, 58 interface to external
· partners such as the California DMV. Interfaces will likely be one of the last areas we
resolve since we must rely on other entities to fix their systems and establish testing
environments.
Personal Computer Hardware

There are thousands of PCs in operation in the County. Few of those PCs meet our
definition of critical. However, should thousands of PCs become unusable on January
1, 2000, the net effect would frt our definition of a critical system. Therefore, for this
report we requested a status on PC hardware.

As reported, there are very few

instances where PC readiness is an issue and in those few cases, action is in progress
to eliminate any Y2K related problems.
Summary

Over the past six months, the County has made great progress towards our goal of
having all critical systems ready to operate when January 1, 2000 arrives.

In early

September, we hosted a conference of Orange County cities where County
Departments/Agencies presented the status of their critical systems. The infrastructure
providers (electrical power, sanitation, OCFA, telephone providers) also presented their
status.

If

schedule~

are met as presented, we can expect some minimal level of

disruption but no major long term service issues. There is always a very slight chance
that some outside events could cause a severe disruption; i.e., the national power grid
collapses, but that chance seems to be growing less and Jess likely. In any event, we
LC030499-AC1
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remain cautiously optimistic about the status of County systems.
surprises, but they should be minimal and expeditiously resolvec;t.

LC030499-AC1

We expect some

ORANGE COUNTY GRAND JURY
700 CIVIC CENTER DRIVE WEST• SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA 92701•714/834-3320

November 13, 1998

MEDIA RELEASE

ORANGE COUNTY AND THE
YEAR 2000 COMPUTER PROBLEM
Santa Ana, California - The 1998-99 Orange County Grand Jury today released a report entitled,
"Orange County and the Year 2000 Computer Problem."
The Year 2000 computer problem, Y2K or Millenium Bug, can affect all Orange County agencies, cities,
schools and districts. The Grand Jury queried Orange County organizations to assess whether they had
plans and actions to mitigate the potential effects of the Y2K problem.
The focus of this report is to consider the potential effects of the Year 2000 problem on Orange County and
to assess the plans of county agencies to mitigate possible problems. This report is limited to considering
effects on computers and software owned and/or operated by public agencies in Orange County. Interfaces
with federal and state agencies, fmancial and utility companies were outside the purview of this study.
The Y2K problem i:s the inability of certain computer systems to distinguish between the twentieth century
dates and the twenty-first century dates. Any computer system that relies on dates to do calculations is at
risk. Computer responses to the unrecognized years may be unpredictable. For example, some computers
may make faulty calculations, some may crash at once, and some may appear to operate correctly but fail to
restart when shut down.
Findings include: 1) embedded computer systems are largely ignored; 2) the Sheriff-Coroner's Computer
Aided Dispatch/Records Management System is at risk but fiXes are planned; 3) ten city police departments
in the County are dependent on one contractor to provide the Y2K fiX to their Computer Aided Systems;
and, 4) five cities have not demonstrated a formal plan or documented an approach to solving the Y2K
problem:
·
Your attention is directed to the attached report for further details. For additional information regarding
this report, please contact Bob Geiss, (714) 834-3320.
Very truly yours,

JURY

Sheldon S. Singer, Foreman

SSS:cd
Attachment

•

Five cities have not demonstrated a formal plan or documented an approach to
solving the Y2K problem.

•

Ten city police departments in Orange County.are dependent on a contract with the
West Covina Police Department -to provide the Y2K fix to their Computer Aided
Dispatch Systems.

•

Two large agencies, the Orange County Fire Authority and Transportation Authority,
have well documented, well staffed, and adequately funded remediation plans in
place and in operation.

INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
he focus of this report is to consider the potential effects of the Year 2000 (Y2K)
problem on Orange County and to assess the plans of county agencies to mitigate
potential problems. This report is limited to considering effects on computers and
software owned and/or operated by public agencies in Orange County. Interfaces with
federal and state agencies, financial and utility companies were outside the purview of
this study.

T

The Y2K problem is the inability of certain computer systems to distinguish between
the twentieth century dates and the twenty-first century dates. Any computer system that
relies on dates to do calculations is at risk. Computer responses to the unrecognized years
may be unpredictable. For example, some computers may make faulty calculations, some
may crash at once, and some may appear to operate correctly but fail to restart when shut
down.

METHOD OF STUDY
he Grand Jury mailed a questionnaire to 102 county agencies, school districts and
cities~ asking them to report on the status of their efforts to mitigate the Y2K problem.
{Tables 3-6) In addition, the CEO/I &T reported on the status. of the Y2K problem in
the 22 agencies under his jurisdiction (see Table 2).

T

The Grand Jury study included letter requests for information, personal interviews
and visits to facilities. Interviews were made by the Grand Jilry to about 15% of the
agencies surveyed in order to verify that the status reported was indeed achieved.
The responses to requests for information were divided into the following four
categories:

'· ,,

'

1.

Orange County and its agencies {Table 2)

2.

Cities (Table 3)

3.

Orange County Department of Education and school districts {Table 4)

4.

Other agencies and districts (Tables 5 and 6)
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DATES
Date remediation strategies refer to the representation of dates so there is no
ambiguity about the century. There are five commonly used date strategies to solve the
Y2K problem.
1.

Conversion to full four-digit format This solution requires change to both
the data and programs by converting all date references to 4-digit format.

2.

Conversion to integer dates Some programming languages allow integer
dates that are offset from some base date to be stored in files, databases or
passed as parameters between programs. For example, an arbitrary date i.s
chosen as the computer's starting time. Subsequent internal computer time is
counted from that date in integer days. Computer operations involving dates
are then done by comparing the integer dates rather than the calendar date
directly.

3.

Fixed window This solution uses a fixed 100-year interval that generally
crosses century boundaries. For example, ifthe window is 1960-2059,
program logic must be used that evaluates 2-digit years_and determines that
any year in the range 00-59 is in the 21st century whereas all others are in the
20th. At least one Orange County agency utilizes such an expedient.

4.

Sliding window This is similar to the fixed window solution but selfadvances every year. Every time the system year advances, the window
advances as well.

5.

Encoding and Compression Schemes This solution encodes dates in 2-digit
format using numbering schemes that provide unambiguous dates. This
requires conversions of all data and programs and conversion of all
applications and references. For example, a 2-digit hexadecimal representation
can accommodate up to 25 5 years.

LEAP YEAR
Leap year determination is another wild card. If a year is divisible by 4, and a century
year is divisible by 400, they are leap years.
OTHER FACTORS
.,_

Orange County and its agencies, districts and municipalities are a crazy-quilt
'· patchwork of overlapping jurisdictions and functions. There are no universal standards
for computer and software utilization. The autonomy of many small districts has allowed
them to provide their own solutions for fixing the Millenium Bug that sometimes has an
internal coherence. These districts or agencies are exceptions to the rule.
To compound the problem, those county groups that interface with state and federal
agencies have an additional level of frustration. State and federal solutions have been late
or inconsistent. It is difficult or impossible to force change up through a higher
governmental entity. County groups will need to construct a firewall to insulate their own
Page 6 of 11

•

External Interfaces move data to and from external systems, including federal and
state governments and vendors.

The Com1ty will have spent, exclusive ofstaff.hours, on the order of$15 to $17
million to mitigate the Y2K problem by the year 2000. The County· hosted a workshop on
September 2, 1998 on the Y2K problem. Invitees included representatives of major
suppliers to the County (e.g., Edison International, Pacific Bell, General Telephone and
Electric, Southern California Gas) and 31 County cities.
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION AND SCHOOL DISTRICTS
The Orange County Department of Education (OCDE) sent Y2K guidance to all
school districts by letter dated January 4, 1998. The guidance included a State plan that
had been sent to the County by letter dated November 24, 1997. A follow-up letter,
which included essentially the same information, was sent to all districts by letter dated
May 13, 1998.
OCDE operates one BULL mainframe utilizing the GCOS8 operating system and 2
BULL ESCALAS utilizing the UNIX operating system, plus various PCs for office
applications. The mainframe provides payroll and application services for all 36 school
districts. The ESCALAS provide financial applications for 15 school districts.
CITIES
The 31 municipalities in Orange County do not have a centralized Y2K planning
agency. Guidance is available through the California Department of Information
Technology (DOlT). DOlT reports are directed at state agencies, but guidelines provided
therein are generic enough to provide blueprints for Y2K ~emediation. Twenty of the 31
invited cities in the County participated in the workshop of September 2, 1998, hosted by
the CEOII&T. The workshop was not intended to be a "how to" conference, but it
became one as agencies described their remediation approaches for the various types of
services they provided.

FINDINGS
Under California Penal Code Sections 933 and 933.05, responses are required to all
findings.
1.
·,.,_

Orange County and its departments have addressed the Y2K problem for years.
Awareness of potential Y2K problems ha5 been an agenda item for the CEOII&T
since early in the decade. A comprehensive plan with guidance has been provided
to County agencies through the offices of the Chief Executive Officer for
Information Technology since 1997. The County will have spent from $15 to $17
million (not including staff hours) on Y2K remediation by the time the Year 2000
arrives.
(A response to Finding 1 is required from the Chief Executive Officer.)
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2.

The Orange County Sheriff-Coroner Department should continue to closely
monitor and implement corrections to their CAD/RMS. This is a key public safety
issue in the County. (Finding 2.)
(A response to Recommendation 2 is required from the Orange County SheriffCoroner Department.)

3.

The five cities, B11ena Park, Costa Mesa, Cypress, Laguna Hills, and Laguna
Niguel, which ha"Ve not developed a formal or documented remediation plan,
should prepare an!l implement one as soon as possible. (See Finding 3.)
(A response to Recommendation 3 is required from the cities of: Buena Park,
Costa Mesa, Cypress, Laguna Hills, and Laguna Niguel.)

4.

Ten city police departments, Buena Park, Cypress, Fountain Valley, Fullerton,
Laguna Beach, La Habra, La Palma, Los Alamitos, Seal Beach, and Tustin,
should closely m<Jnitor the schedule, testing, and milestones of the Y2K fixes
developed under contract with the West Covina Police Department. This is a key
public safety issue which warrants close liaison between police departments. A
valid fall-back plan should be in place in case the optimism about West Covina
Police Department's solutions is not warranted. (Finding 4.)
(Responses to Recommendation 4 are required from the cities of: Buena Park,
Cypress, Fountaim Valley, Fullerton, Laguna Beach, La Habra, La Palma, Los
Alamitos, Seal Beach, and Tustin.)

COMMENDATIONS
The Grand Jury commends:
•

The Assistant Chief Executive Officer for Information Technology (CEOII&T)
for his effective and aggressive approach to proactive solutions to the County's
potential Y2K problems. (Finding 1.)

•

The Orange County Fire Authority, particularly the Information Systems staff, for
its effective and proactive Y2K planning and actions. (Finding 5.)

.

',

·· •

.

The Orange County Transportation Authority, particularly the Information
Systems staff, for its Year 2000 compliance plan and implementation. (Finding 5)
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Table 2 • Y2K Remediation Readiness Assessment
ORANGE COUNTY Departments and Agencies

/

AGENCIES I DEPARTMENTS

.FORMAL
PLAN?

MILESTONES
ID'D?

ADEQUATE
TESTING?

EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS ID'D?

REMARKS

County of Orange

Yes

Yes

In Process

In Process

County Accounting and Personnel System (CAPS) Is on track for completion In December
1998. Number one priority system because of rework required to get It ready.

Assessor

Yes

Yes

In Process

Unknown

Auditor.Controller

Yes

Yes

In Process

. Unknown

CEO/Human Resources

NIA

NIA

Done

Unknown

CEOn&T

Yes

Yes

In Process

In Process

Clark of the Board

Yes

In Process

In Process

Unknown

COB Indexing System being assessed.

Clark Recorder

Yes

Yes

In Process

Unknown

Scheduled Implementation 9/98.

In Process

In Process

In Process

Unknown

NT LAN system scheduled for completion 9198; Vetpro completion _scheduled 12/98.
New case management system. Scheduled for mmpletion and compliance 6/99.

Co~unlty

Services Agency

Critical ATS system Is compliant.
CAPS Is scheduled for completion 12/31198.
TRAC Y2K upgrade completed and tested.
Sl-100 Y2K upgrade wlU be completed 12131/98.

County Counsel

Yes

In Process

In Process

Unknown

District Attorney

In Process

In Process

In Process

Unknown

State must compleie Consortia system review.

Health Care Agency

In Process

In Process

In Process

Unknown

Many HCA systems are scheduled for replacement In the second half of 1999.

Housing and Community
Development

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Replacement scheduled for completion 9/98.

Integrated Wasta
Management

Yes

Yes

Yes

In Process

Replacement scheduled for completion 7/99.

John Wayne Airport

Yes

Yes

Yes

In Process

Scheduled for completion 12/98.

Marshall

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

ACPS replacement scheduled for completion 2199. MAPPS-new system scheduled for
Implementation 7/99.

Planning and Development
Services

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

PERMITS scheduled for replacement 10/98. Permlls system scheduled for completion
1999.

I
!

Probation

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

On schedule for completion prior to Y2K.

Public Defender

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Oracle based systems scheduled for completion 12/98. Network system by 11/98.

Public Facilities and
Resources

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Registrar of Voters

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Sheriff.Coroner

Yes

Yes

In Process

In Process

CADS "patch" scheduled for completion 04/99. Replacement system in procurement
cycle. Mosl other systems complete or scheduled complete by end of 12/98.

Social Services Agency

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Scheduled for completion by 12/98.

Superior Court

Yes

Yes

In Process

Unknown

Scheduled for completion 12/98.

Treasurer-Tax Collector

Yes

In Process

In Process

In Process

Implementation scheduled 01199.

Most systems compleled by 7/99.
Y2K compliant.

Table 4 • Y2K Remediation Readiness Assessment

ORANGE COUNTY Department of Education and School Districts
DepL of EdJSchool Dlalrtds
Department of Education

:

~ruw.
LAN?

MILESTONES
ID'D?

ADEQUATE
TESTING?

EMBEDDED
SYSTEMS ID'D?

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

REMARKS
Sent Y21< guidance to all dlstrlcts on M_<l}' 13, 1998.

Anaheim City School

Yes

Yes

Yes

In Process

By changing service providers, upgrading hardware and software, and shilling
software to Olher venders, the Dlstrlct Is preparing ror year 2000.

Anaheim Union High School

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Has a plan that wll ensure Year 2000 compliance In a timely manner.

Brea..OIInda Unified

Yes

Yes

Unknown

In Process

Buena Part

In Process

In Process

Unknown

Unknown

Tlmallne lOr Initial completion Is January 1999.

All work stations wUI be modified or replaced befOre Year 2000. Major software
for student and financial records Is currentiy being modified.

Capistrano Unified

In Process

In Process

Unknown

Unknown

Aware of the potential problems and Impact of the Year 2000 problem. Taking
reasonable and prudent steps to ensure that the lmpad on operations Is
addressed.

Centnlla

In Process

In Process

Unknown

Unknown

Have made a cursory Identification of the various hardware/software that the
dlslrlct utilzes. The lmpacl wBI be minimal to the Dlstlfd.

Cyprns

Yes

Yes

lnProcen

Unknown

In the process of controiUng potential Y2K problems, II would appear that the
various component aspeda of Y2K Issues are currenliy compliant or are
moving toward compliance.

Fountain Valley

Yes

In Process

Yes

Yes

Will be able to remedlate critical systems befOre the year 2000.
Confident that appropriate steps are being taken to rutty prepare ror any
challenges that may arise regarding Year 2000 compliance Issues.

Fullerton Joint Union High

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Unknown

Fullerton

In Process

In Process

In Process

ln .Process

Plan to complete review and testing by January, 1999.
Malnllame needs to be upgraded and/or replaced-scheduled ror replacement
within next 12 months.

Garden Grove Unified

In Process

In Process

In Process

In Process

Huntington Beach City

Yes

In Process

Unknown

Unknown

Yes·

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Dlstrtclls currendy lmplemendng both Strategic: and Tec:hnology Plans as well
as modernization of lnfr.lstructure.

HunUngton Beac:h Union
High
Irvine Unified
La Habra City
laguna Beac:h Unified

Yes
Yes
In Process

In Process
Yes
In Process

Unknown
Unknown
N/A

In Process
Unknown
Unknown

Los Alamitos Unified

Yes

In Proc:ess

Unknown

Unknown

Anlic:lpate all tests In verillcadon/certllicaUons wW be completed no later than
June1999.

Lowell Joint
Magnolia

Yes
N/A

Yes
N/A

Yes
Yes

In Process
Unknown

Tests wUI be coiJ1lleted by December 1998.
Within District, the (Y21<) problem wDI be minimal.

Newport-Mesa Unified

Yes

In Proc:ess

Unknown

Unknown

District Is confldel)t that ills taking the nec:essary steps to avoid slgnlftcanl
business operations caused by Year 2000.

Oc:eanVIew

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Unknown

Anticipation of potential problems. Both hardware and software ror Y2K ere
currendy being addressed.

PC-based; vendor supported.

Orange Unified

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unkr.own

Main flame ready; student system, business system and EDI not ready.

Placentia-Yorba Linda
Unified

Yes

Yes

Yes

In Process

A computer system to perform simulated Y2K roUover sCheduled Oct. 98.

Saddlebac:k Valley Unlfted

Yes

No

No

In Process

Information Services Department has been making Changes to mainframe lOr
more than a year, wW complete revisions before January 1, 2000.

Santa Ana Unified
Savanna
Tustin
Westminster

Yes
In Process
In Process
Yes

Yes
In Process
In Process
Yes

Unknown
Unknown
Unknown
In Process
-----

Unknown
In Process
Unknown
Unknown

Mainframe system Is proprietary, owned by CBSI, has been In use since 1989.
Consulted with network software and hardware vendors.
Organized a committee to address the Y2K problem.
Operating svstem AS400 wUI be upgraded.

-
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Table 6 - Y2K Remediation Readiness Assessment

ORANGE COUNTY Community College, Special and Regional Occupational Program Districts
Community
College, Special,

FORMAL PLAN?

MILESTONES ID'D?

ADEQUATE TESTING?

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
ID'D?

CoastCC

Yes

Yes

Unknown

·unknown

Focus Is on upgrading the databases to store and utilize four digit year data to be
completed In 1997.

North Orange
County CC

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

By the year 2000, will have al issues addressed and all critical functions to continue
unlnteiTUpted.

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Specific methods wiD be used to verify that solutions resolve the Y2K problem.

South Orange
CountyCC

In Process

In Process

In Process

In Process

Have been working since November 1995. By October 19,1998 wUI have procured year
2000 compliant financial software system.

Capo-Laguna ROP

N/A

N/A

Unknown

Unknown

Machines were tested and all hardware Is Y2K compliant.

Central County ROP

Yes

Yes

Yes

Unknown

CCROP has not experienced any processing problems with the year 2000 data
processing issues.

Coastline ROP

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Unknown

Will be compUant by the end of this school year.

North Orange
CountyROP

Yes

Yes

Unknown

Unknown

Steps are being taken to ensure that problems related to computer-controRed
operations are avoided or mitigated when January 1, 2000 begins.

REMARKS

orROP

Rancho Santiago

cc

ORANGE COUNTY Authorities

Authority

FORMAL PLAN?

MILESTONES tD'D?

ADEQUATE TESTING?

EMBEDDED SYSTEMS
ID'D?

Fire Authority

Yes

Yes

Yes

In Process

Steps have been taken to ensure that core and critical systems are Year 2000
compliant.

Transportation
Authority

Yes

Yes

Yes

In Process

Mission Is to have critical applications become fully compliant by March 31, 1999.

REMARKS

I
I

Year 2000 Status for Orange County, Califomia

http://www.oc.ca.govtsystemstyrLkstat.lltm

Year 2000 Status for County of Orange, California
r

• Unisys Mainframe operating system compliant since October 5, 1996.
• IBM Mainframe operating system compliant since June 7, 1998.
• Application Systems:
Major Applications

=44

Applications
compliant
Applications being
upgraded
Applications being
replaced
Applications
discontinued

=12

=15 (10 to be completed by Dec., 1998, others by Aug., 1999}
= 16 (7 to be replaced by Dec., 1998, others by Oct., 1999)
=1

29 of the 42 Applications systems to

b~

Year 2000 ready by the end of 1998.

The systems above do not include departmental systems that are on platforms other than the
centralized mairJframes. Departmental systems are described and statuses reported in a
bi-annual report to the Board of Supervisors

<Year2000

•.

'
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Appendix D:
Public Safety Presentations & Reports

Information Presented to the
California Legislature Assembly Committee
on Information Technology

Friday, May 7, 1999

Captain James R. Davis
El Cajon Police Department
100 Fletcher Parkway
El Cajon, CA 92020
Telephone (619)579-3353
Fax(619)441-1330
E-Mail jdavis@ci.el-cajon.ca.us

Introduction:
As a fortunate unintended consequence of getting into the computer age later than most,
we have not faced some of the extensive infrastructure problems. Based on the age of our
systems, we do not anticipate any problems on September 9, 1999. Starting in 1996 our
Information Technology Division required all new equipment (hardware and software) to
be Y2K ready. Even with that prior planning, we estimated that ensuring preparedness will,
by January 1, 2000, cost more than $250,000.00. That figure does not include so called
"soft cost" of staff time, etc.
The City staff believe we are well prepared for the transition to the year 2000. Our
concerns and our focus of our preparation from this point forward has less to do with the
infrastructure of our City and more to do with providing information to the public and
dealing with perceptions of what is to come.
Internal Preparation:
As previously stated, the City of El Cajon has ensured that all computer systems, since
1996, both hardware and software, were Y2K ready. All new systems were required to be
certified by the manufacturer as Y2K ready. All computer systems have been tested.
Some support equipment (non-mission critical) has been found to be non-Y2K compliant
and is scheduled for replacement after the acceptance of the fiscal year 99-2000 budget.
All traffic signals are Y2K and leap year ready. Traffic signals in the City of El Cajon are
not affected by the change in the year. They are set to a sequence by the day of the week.
The elevators in the City of El Cajon run on servos. As such, they will not be affected by
Y2K. Likewise, air conditioning and heating units are not affected by the year but by day
of week.
Community Preparation:
Based on our meetings with the utility companies, our internal testing and certification
provided by our vendors, we are confident that the City of El Cajon is prepared for the
transition to the year 2000. Our concern at this stage centers how our community will react
to ·the common occurrences related or unrelated to Y2K. Examples of this may include a
power outage caused by the weather, traffic accident, etc. Should an occurrence of this
type happen, we want to ensure that our citizens have the necessary resource numbers
to quickly determine the nature and estimated duration of the outage.

We are also concerned about criminal activity. The year 2000 seems to be one of the
great retailing opportunities of this century. Our citizens are being encouraged to buy,
replace or supplement all manner of commodities from water to storable food to radios, etc.
While many of these are legitimate businesses, we are concerned about the increase in
frauds playing upon people's fear of the unknown. We are especially concerned about
fraud perpetrated on the elderly.

We are also concerned about an increase in thefts. Surveys show more people planning
to remove money from their bank accounts, we are concerned about the amount of cash
people plan to have in their homes.
To help get factual information to our community, we held the first of a series of community
meetings on April 29, 1999. Speakers at that community forum included representatives
from the Federal Deposit Insurance Incorporation, San Diego Gas & Electric, Pacific Bell,
Helix Water, El Cajon Police Department and El Cajon Fire Department. Speakers
discussed the preparations by their respective organizations, personal safety, victimization
and preparation for emergencies. The emphasis on preparation for emergencies had to
due with the fact that we live in Southern California where earthquakes are relatively
common, and we have always encouraged our communities to be prepared to be on their
own for 24 to 76 hours. Attendees took away information and, perhaps more importantly,
resources where they could call, write or e-mail with additional questions. I have included
a sample of our crime prevention brochure. Links to the resources discussed during our
presentation will be provided on the City's website(www.ci.el-cajon.ca.us).
We plan to write an article concerning Y2K preparedness for the next issue of the City's
newsletter in August. The City's newsletter goes to every household in El Cajon.
Regional Preparedness:
All of the usual preparations (mutual aid, etc.) will be in place. In addition, a meeting with
representatives from all law enforcement agencies in San Diego County is planned for late
May. At that meeting we will discuss preparation plans and compare notes on·effective
forms of public education and communication.
Conclusions:
As you can see, the ·City of El Cajon has been preparing for the transition into the year
2000 for some time. I am confident that the City is prepared. In order to insure public
confidence and rapid response to incidents, the Police Department will deploy maximum
staffing on December 31, 1999, and January 1, 2000. No specific vacations will be
granted. Key city staff will also be working.
I encourage you to use all the facilities at your disposal to get accurate information to all
the citizens of California on an ongoing basis leading up to January 1, 2000.

g:\jrd\presacit

BASIC DESCRIPTION- CITY OF EL CAJON WIDE AREA NETWORK

The City ofEl Cajon operates a Wide Area Network (WAN), primarily utilizing Novell Netware
v4.11 architecture. TheWAN currently connects Local Area Networks (LANs) at City Hall, the
Fire Department, and three Police Department facilities; expansion to the Animal Control/Public
Works facility is imminent. One or more Netware servers are located at each connected facility.
WAN connections are a combination of microwave links, and leased (T1) lines. The primary
network protocol is IPX/SPX; both TCPIIP and SNA/SAA are also in use for specific purposes.
Desktop clients throughout the WAN are DOS/Windows v3 .11 based PCs; migration to
Windows NT v4.0 is currently underway. Applications running on the WAN include general
office automation software, enterprise-wide email, and specific applications unique to each City
Department.
The City WAN is connected to the Internet (ci.el-cajon.ca.us), providing Internet email and other
services to selected staff members. Various other internetwork connects exist to further the
mission(s) of various City Departments.
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County
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County DIS

Community Policing
Headquarters

4 PCs
1 Laser
1 Color Printer
1 Color Scanner
Netware
NOS Server

Groupwlse CaiiXpress
Email Server Volcemall
Server

Watcom
SQL Server
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2nd Floor
20 PCs
5 Lasers

1st Floor
26 PCs
6 Lasers
2 Color Printers
1 Plotter
3 Scanners

Animal Control
Netware
NOS Server
Date TBD
Currently
Peer-to-Peer
Personal
Netware

EL CAJON POLICE DEPARTMENT
LOCAL/WIDE AREA NETWORK
Local Connection
Wide Area Connection

IOFIOI

Pending/Proposed
as of Jan 1999
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City .of Oakland Status
The City of Oakland's Year 2000 compliance efforts are on track for successful
completion by September 31, 1999. Inventory and analysis of all City Year 2000
at risk systems and equipment is 98 percent complete. Remediation efforts are
over 50 percent complete. Testing and validation are ongoing, and contingency
planning for all mission critical and mission essential processes has begun. The
Year 2000 Task Force is well underway in remediation and contingency planning
efforts.
The City of Oakland has been working on millennium issues for several years, and
is engaged in a three-pronged effort to gain Year 2000 compliance.
The first is the Oracle conversion project. In this undertaking the human resources and accounting systems for the City of Oakland are being migrated to an
Oracle database and client/server architecture which are Year 2000 compliant.
Scheduled for a mid-year go live date, the project is currently on track. As part
of this project 1,000 desktop computers have been replaced throughout the City.
The second is the Public Works Agency Embedded Chip Project. This project
includes finding and fixing the multitude of embedded chips sprinkled throughout
the city. Traffic signal lights, elevators, vehicles, etc. The embedded chip project
is currently in the remediation phase and scheduled for an early July completion
date.

"The City of Oakland has
been warking on millennium
Issues for several years, and
is engaged in a threepronged effort to gain Year

The third leg of our stool is the Year 2000 Task Force. This team is comprised
of all remaining departments and agencies within the city. The task force is
working together to identify any remaining Year 2000 compliance issues within
the city governmental structure, and fix or replace them.
In order to be fully prepared, all City agencies and departments are writing and
testing contingency plans. These plans are designed to provide a blueprint for
continued operations in the event there are disruptions in service.

Inventory and Analysis
During the Fire Services Agency inventory of Year 2000 at risk systems and
equipment, business processes were prioritized into four categories:
Mission Critical System (Priority 1) --Any operational system or infrastructure
element whose incorrect application or non-execution would immediately or eventually create a hazardous situation or unsafe condition for individuals using or depending upon the system; would cause immediate stoppage of business opera-

2000 compliance."

City of Oakland
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tions; would allow a security breach; or would cause major loss or damage to
equipment systems.
Mission Essential System (Priority 1) - Any operational system or infrastructure element whose incorrect application or non-execution would cause immediate stoppage of business operations.
Mission Enabling System (Priority 2) -- Any operational system or infrastructure element which enables secondary business processes, loss of which would
not directly affect core business processes.
Non-Essential System (Priority 3) --That system or element not used in organizational business processes, loss of which would not· affect the organization's
primary, secondary or tertiary business processes.

Fire Services has multiple mission critical systems and processes. Vehicles are
being remediated by the Public Works Agency Embedded Chip project. The Fire
Services Computer Aided Dispatch system has been vendor certified Year 2000
compliant, and is scheduled for testing and validation. The 800Mhz radio communications system is supported by the Office of Information Technology, and
has been vendor certified Year 2000 compliant. It is also scheduled for testing
and validation.

"The City of Oakland Fire
Services Agency has
multiple mission critical

Callquick is an automatic telephone dialing program used in the Emergency Operations Center. This program is used, among other things, to call emergency
staff to respond in the event of a crisis and blanket call localized areas with a
safety message in the event of a chemical spill, toxic fumes, etc. The system is
rated mission enabling and has been determined to require a significant upgrade
to become Year 2000 compliant. The City's Office oflnformation Technology
and the Fire Services Agency are exploring compliant alternatives that provide
the same functionality.

Regional Coordination
The City of Oakland recently sponsored a Year 2000 Regional Readiness Roundtable. A total of thirty-three representatives from twenty-one different organizations, departments and agencies attended the four-hour roundtable on February
18, 1999. The first meeting of its kind organized in the Bay Area, the roundtable
focused on information sharing between public and private sector business partners. Each organization presented a summary of their Year 2000 compliance efforts; the scope, current status and projected outcome.

systems and processes. "

City of Oakland

Year 2000 Compliance Status Report
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The City of Oakland gained a commitment from all attendees to participate in a
"Tabletop Drill" in April. The drill will simulate various minor and major disruptions in services and operations around the region and city. The participants will
be asked to respond to these disruptions as a team, coordinating response and
resolution efforts. Results of this drill will be helpful in designing contingency
plans for city operations.
All attendees have committed their organizations to continuing the roundtable
process. The Year 2000 Regional Readiness Roundtable will be meeting a minimum of once each quarter, and more frequently as the millennium nears.
The status summaries presented by the attendees were uniformly encouraging.
There were no major compliance issues reported. No organization can guarantee
uninterrupted service, and all attendees are creating and validating contingency
plans for core business processes.

Contingency Planning
The needs of municipal governments for Year 2000 repairs are more complex
than corporate needs, due to several factors. Municipal governments will be
tasked with coordinating damage control for many possible infrastructure problems, such as loss of electric power and perhaps interruption of public water supplies. Some infrastructure issues may trigger needs for police and fire department
involvement.

~ "'-~·· · ·. ~-.~ •. c ..

"All Oty of oakland
agendes and departments

The purpose of developing a Contingency Plan is to ensure the continuity of mission critical and mission essential business processes in the City of Oakland by
identifying, assessing, managing, and mitigating Year 2000 risks.

are developing plans for
responding to the loss or
degradaflon of essenflal
services due to the Year

All City of Oakland agencies and departments are developing plans for responding to the loss or degradation of essential services due to the Year 2000 date
problem associated with automated systems.
·
Contingency planning involves the preparation and implementation of alternative
work processes in the event of systems failures of varying severity. It is perhaps
the most challenging aspect of preparing for the Year 2000, because it involves a
disciplined investigation into all aspects of City business processes. Since there
are no guarantees current remediation efforts will be totally successfu~ crisis
management scenarios must be developed and rehearsed.
The City's contingency planning process has been shared on a continuous basis
with area business partners and service providers. Communication regarding
status of plans and details of cooperation are ongoing.
The primary value of contingency planning is that planning has taken place before

2000 date problem

associated with automated
systems."

City of Oakland

Year 2000 Compliance Status Report

the crisis so as to maximize time by identifying alternatives in a non-crisis mode.
Contingency planning is proactive, 11ot reactive in nature.
Contingency planning requires analysis be performed to:
•
•
•

examine an information systems portfolio~
assess levels ofbusiness criticality for key systems~ and
determine how the business can survive in the event a given system fails.

Year 2000 Public Awareness
In addition to working closely with community based organizations to increase
public awareness, on March 31 the Year 2000 Task Force will kick off the City's
public awareness campaign, "Y2K and You." Some elements ofthat campaign
will include:
•
•
•

a City Year 2000 Speakers Bureau
a Year 2000 information hotline with topical and timely information for Oakland residents
the addition of a Year 2000 website to the City's home page

The goal of the public awareness campaign is to inform City of Oakland residents
what the City is doing to prepare for the new millennium, and what they as individuals can do to minimize the effect of any possible disruptions in service.
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Year 2000 Progress .
Network -the lAWNET infrastructure has
been upgraded and is Year 2000 compliant
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Telephone -the Countv telephone svstem is
currentlv being upgraded and will be Year
2000 compliant
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Year 2000 Costs
{!;

$800,000 over the last vear. Most costs

were covered hV generaltunds.
{!}

Probablv other additional costs which were
covered bv previous vear upgrades which
made equipment vear 2000 compliant.
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Year 2000
Law Enforcemen·t
._,_,
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O'Pera' ~~~. ,.~ . ~
• •f
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Issues
San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department

LAW ENFORCEMENT
OBJEc-~-~-

• Anticipate the 'worst case scenario' and
be prepared to respond effectively
• Ensure employees are prepared
• Don't give the bad guys ideas

LAW ENFORCEMENT
CONLJ
• We don't kn·ow what's going to ha
• Our own equipment functioning
• Public disorder resulting (rom legitimate
disruption of services like ATMs, grocery
store resupply, etc.

LAW ENFORCEMENT
CON
• ''Normal'' New Years Eve enforce
problems magnified several fold by extra
celebrations
• Public disorder resulting from disruption
of services by computer 'hackers'
• Religious zealots/Millenialists

LAW ENFORCEMENT
sz:~~,...~

• Emergency plans already exist
• Keep important resources available
(maint. Equipment, hard copies of critical
documents etc.)
• Monitor situation over next 9 months

LAW ENFORCEMENT
SI:- ·--• Continuously modify operation~ _.
based on best estimate of the threat
-.

~

Prepared
San Bernardino County Sheriff's Department

SBCSD -- .Y2K Preparedness
What happens to calls for assistance
Call I Observation
Jails
JIMS

CAD

Courts
Case Management
Public Defender .
DA

State I Federal

SBCSD -- Y2K Preparedness

I Law & Justice 1
I

I

I

I

Law
Enforcement
Initiation

Investigation

Enforcement

Custody
Management

I

I

I

I

I

Case
Development

Court
Management

Financial

Reporting

-

-

-

SBCSD -- Y2K Prepar
.r•

Law Enforcement
Initiation
I
I

I

I Proactive Initiation 1 1 Reactive Initiation

I

I

Strategic Law
Enforcement
Planning

Call for
Service

I
Crime Risk
Analysts

I

Tactical Law
Enforcement
Planning

I

Tactical Law
Enforcement
Implementation

I

911 I Dispatch

I

Observation

J

SBCSD -- Y2K Prepare.--~. ~
lnesligation
Type name here
Type title here

Forensic Exams

SBCSD -- Y2K Prepar--.
Enforcement
Actions

Financial Actions

Serving Orders

Asset Seizures

Supervision .
Case management

Arrests

Restitution

Defendant
Assistance

Citations

Collections
(Fines I Fees)

Report to
Court

Revocation of
Probation

SBCSD -- Y2K Preparedness
Custody
Management
I

I
I

I

In-custody
Person
Management

In-custody
Facilities
Management

Out-of-custody
Person
Management

I

I

Book

Facilities
Management

I

Housing

I

Jail Security

I

I

Prisoner
Transport

Personal
Property
Management

I

Release
Management

I

Food Services

I
Medical
Services

I

Assign
Individuals to
Programs

J
Manage
Program

I

Monitor I track
Performance

J
Report
Performance

SBCSD--Y2K Prepare
Case Development

I
Charge I File

Ii

Evaluate Evidence

Determine Charges

Charging
Document
Prep I Filing

;

I

Legal Services Case
Management

Victim I Witness
Management

Prosecution
Case Management

Victim I Witness
Identification

I

Defense
Case Management

Victim I Witness
Locating

Legal Research

Victim /Witness
Subpoena

Motion I Brief
Presentation

Victim I Witness
Preparation

Jury Instruction
Preparation

Victim I Witness
Interview I Document
Victim I Witness Assistance

SBCSD -- Y2K Prepare~ness

Hearings I Trials

SBCSD --Y2K Prepar~at·
I

I

Financial

Reporting

I

I

Payments &
Claims
Processing

State
Reporting

I

I

Collections

Federal
Reporting

I

I

County
Reimbursement
Processing

CYA I State
Prison
Commitment
Packet

SCSD -- Y2K Preparedness
Applications (e.g. llMS, CAD,,,
·.

~

~

• 24 are compliant
• 2 applications are in process of remediation and will be compliant
by mid-year

SB CSD --Y2K Prepar~-···~~~·

• Computers
• A rollout of new, compliant computers
will be complete by mid year
• Stand-alone computers have been
reviewed by individual stations and
units

SBCSD -- Y2K Preparedness
Non-IT embedded chips... .

n

t ~~~q

(e.g. HVAC, security systems,
elevators, medical devices, vehicles
~

• Reviewed by individual stations and units

SBCSD--Y2K Prepare_,...
STANDARD DISASTER PREP
• Be prepared for a minimum of 72 hours of
disruption
• Make sure your car's tank is filled
• Have some cash on hand
• Have warm clothing (and a change of clothing)
available

SOP'
· N .·

San Diego Police Department

AL INCIDENT MANAGEMENT UNIT
Revised M ay 6, 1999

BACKGROUND
There is a wide range of opinions as to the computer effects that the new
millennium will bring on the first day of January 1, 2000. The concern is the
response of computers that perform date sensitive functions and have older
embedded chips that read the calendar year in two digits {99 vs. 1999}.
Scenario predications of the impact have ranged from airliners falling out of the
sky to mass riots to nationwide power outages and more. As a public safety
agency, we have an obligation, in the absence of absolute technological
information, to plan for all scenarios - probable and unlikely.
The San Diego Police Department's primary responsibilities in any situation are
to:
•
•
•
•

Maintain the peace
Enforce laws
Facilitate the movement of traffic and pedestrians
Investigate crimes that have occurred

The Department's involvement in the "Y2K'' planning will focus on carrying out
those responsibilities in coordination with all support agencies including the
community.

PLANNING RESPONSIBILITIES
The mitigation of technical hardware issues within the SDPD has been the
responsibility of its Data Services Unit. The lead person for this technological
planning is Alex Vargo. Data Services has identified all hardware that could
be susceptible to the "Y2K'' problems and has initiated (and in some cases
completed) steps to ensure that these hardware items are "Y2K Compliant"
by October I November 1999. A complete inventory has also been initiated to
identify ALL pieces of hardware within the SDPD that use an embedded chip and
take appropriate mitigative efforts to resolve any potential problems.
Operational planning to respond to problems is being coordinated by th~ SDPD
Critical Incident Management Unit (Sergeant Bill Wolf} in cooperation with the
Field Operations Administration Unit (Sergeant Diane White).
Now that the
· technological issues have been better identified, these units can now conduct
their planning with a greater and more reliable foundation of information. The
remainder of this document will provide a brief overview- of this process.

Revised: May 6, 1999
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POTENTIAL SCENARIOS
As stated earlier, there is a w.ide range of opinions as to the potential problems
that can occur due to Y2K problems. The following table provides the Critical
Incident Management Unit's (CIMU} perception of potential scenarios and issues.

Civil Disorder

·

MOST PROBABLE PROBLEMS
Most law enforcement agencies feel that the most
probable problem for public safety will involve the
many Millennium parties that will take place. Because
of the significance of the year- it is anticipated that
participants will be more enthusiastic than in other
new year celebrations. A problem is that Mutual Aid,
traditionally relied upon for additional personnel, may
not be available in this situation as ALL jurisdictions

J~--~------------rm=-a~yb_e~fa~c~e~d~w_i_th~th~is_i~s~su~e~·----~--~--------~
Hoarding

j

Robberies

Communications
Problems

Revised: May 6, 1999

"Runs" on such commodities as fuel, cash, food,
water, generators, lights, etc. can create problems in
the weeks prior to the New Year. Experience has
shown that when hoarding occurs, it is the result of
high anxiety on the part of the public and that the
potential for violence is highly escalated. Again, the
concern of public safety is the inability to rely on
Mutual Aid.
Media reports of the public hoarding cash at home can
likely result in the increased number of home-invasion
robberies as the criminals anticipate greater "rewards"
being available.
In many cases the inability to access emergency and
non-emergency numbers may be impacted not by Y2K
issues, but by the high number of persons attempting
to utilize phone and cellular systems causing circuit
overloads or unavailability. Unfortunately, these will
likely be perceived as "Y2K" problems by the public
and the media.
-

2

LESS PROBABLE
While CIMU considers the following scenarios .to be less probable, operational
plans will still be developed to respond to these incidents should they occur.
Massive Power Outage

Massive Telephone I
Cellular Outage

Public Safety
Communications
Outages

Hazardous Materials
-

Revised: May 6, 1999

The utility industry has taken extensive efforts to
mitigate potential Y2K problems. A multi-billion dollar
company is not likely to leave "any stone untumed" in
preparing for such an event. SDG&E has assured local
government that they will be prepared for the new year.
Like the issue of electricity, t~e telephone industry has
taken massive steps to ensure that the systems are
operational. At a Senate hearing, the telephone
industry assured the public that their systems will be
operational. Pacific Bell has also indicated that it has
conducted Y2K tests on their equipment and all worked
well. However, as stated in the more probable
scenarios, problems may likely occur due to overuse lilOt Y2K.
SDPD and other public safety agencies have taken
extraordinary steps to identify and correct potential Y2K
problems. Hardware improvements and planned Y2K
tests will ensure that all reasonable efforts have been
taken to ensure continued operations of
communications systems.
Some feel that there is the potential for hazardous
materials releases due to malfunctioning equipment.
However, there is a general consensus among this
industry that there should be little problem with this.

3

PLANNING PROCESS
Despite the potential level of a scenario, SDPD (and the City} want to ensure that
we have plans in place to respond to all problems that may occur. Now that a
more accurate technological assessment has been made, public safety can now
begin developing more realistic ·"operational" plans. This process will follow this
progression:
·
•

INITIAL PLANNING MEETING (May 19' 1999 -1030-1200hrs)
•

Review areas of planning

•

Concurrence on list of planning tasks

•

Make recommendations for additional personnel for planning

•

Assignments prior to next meeting -draft overview of responsibilities I plans

•

CIMU TO DEVELOP PLANNING PROJECT GUIDE

•

REVIEW WITH APPROPRIATE CHIEF OFFICER (END OF MAY)

•

PLANNING MEETING - #2
•

Review draft information

•

Update planning recommendations

•

Concurrence

•

CIMU DRAFTS RECOMMENDATIONS

•

REVIEW WITH CHIEF (MID-JUNE)

•

PRACTICE AT FUNCTIONAL EXERCISE (JULY 1)

•

PLANNING MEETING #3
•

Review exercise results

•

Modifications identified

•

CIMU DRAFTS DEPARTMENT PLAN (Mid-July)

•

PLAN REVIEWED BY Y2K COMMITTEE

•

SUBMITTED TO CHIEF FOR DEPARTMENT APPROVAL (August 1st)

•

IMPLEMENTATION

'·..

Revised: May 6, 1999
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INITIAL AREAS OF PLANNING
Below are the topics that will be discussed during the May 17th planning meeting.
They are not listed in any order of priority, nor are they necessarily all inclusive.

TOPIC
PARTY INFORMATION

ISSUE
Need for a central intelligence point that can be
accessed to identify planned events and info.
What commands are involved in planning I
staffing. Needs?

MOBILE FIELD FORCE

Do we need to have MFF Platoons on duty?
How many? Where staged? Control

DOC ACTIVATION I STAFFING

When? Role? Degree of staffing

EOC ACTIVATION I STAFFING

Will it be? When? Role? Who should be there
from SDPD? Relationship/role with DOC I
ICP's

MOBILE COMMAND VEHICLES

How should they be used? Readiness I
staffing?

MUTUAL AID

Who will decide? Ordering? What if there is
none? Requests for Border Patrol/ CHP I
Mexico

FUELING

What if supplies are low? Loss of power?

COMMUNICATIONS

What if repeaters are lost? Backup location?
9-1-1 issues

ARRESTS

What if #'s exceed jail capacity. What is the
SO's plan? What would be do?

MEDIA RELATIONS

What is PO's role vs. City. Who does what?

EMPLOYEE INFORMATION

What should be done for employee information
on preparedness. What about families .

. PUBLIC QUESTIONS

USE OF VOLUNTEERS

Activation of PD CAPS? What about EOC
CAPS? TIES?" Teleminder? Coordination
with FD?
What is the best use of Volunteer forces?

•

Revised: May 6, 1999

EMV's -ICP aides
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•
•

RSVP's -Traffic posts
Reserves - Prisoner control

TRAFFIC ISSUES

What should be planned for increase in
accidents I drunk drivers.

INTERDEPARTMENTAL/AGENCY
COORDINATION

What I how should we be interacting with other
agencies and/or departments?

SPECIFIC RESPONSE PLANS

What plans should be in place and what is role
of sdpd for.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Major power outages
Major comma outages
Major phone outage
Major water outage
Major civil disorder
Terrorism I WMD
Others

. . . POTENTIAL UNITS I AGENCIES INVOLVED IN SDPD PLANNING
The planning process will include (but is not limited to) the following units I agencies:

AGENCY I UNIT

PURPOSE

CJU

Issue of centralized intelligence

DATA SERVICES

Technical information I status I planning

FJELD OPS

MFF and field operations

COMMO

Communications issues

SPECIAL EVENTS

Pre-planned event info I planning

VOLUNTEER SERVICES

Use of volunteers

RESERVES

Use of Reserves

SWAT

Role of SWAT

CANINE

Role of Canine units

TRAFFIC

Issues related to control, increased accidents, drunk driving

Mexican Uaison

Cross border issues

MEDIA RELATIONS

Public information I media relations issues.

Revised: May 6, 1999
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SPECIAL PROJECTS

Facility information

AUTO MAINTENANCE

Fleet fueling issues

WATCH COMMANDER

Issues of command and control/ booking

F&LS

Interaction

Border Patrol

Issues related to illegal crossings.

Sheriffs Department

Mutual Aid issues. Issues related to over capacity of jail
facilities.

TRAINING

Develop of emergency plans is considered to be only 20% of the "success
formulan. The real key to success is the training and practicing of the plans.
SDPD will conduct training for all employees and will participate in City
Emergency Management training and exercises. Once the Department's plan is
developed and approved. CIMU (or other appropriate agencies) will be
conducting necessary training for affected personnel. A Table-Top exercise is
being conducted on May 121h by the City's Emergency Management Office. This
will allow issues to be placed on the table and discussed. A Functional Exercise
is scheduled by the Emergency Management Office for July 1st. This will be a
much more "hands onll type of "playll.
SUMMARY

The San Diego Police Department is committed to ensure the safety of the
community and to have the ability to carry out our law enforcement
responsibilities.
This will be the result of proactive planning and
interdepartmental/agency coordination in planning. training, and exercises .

.,•.

'·

'
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CDF/TEHAMA COUNTY FIRE DEPT

Y2K CONTINUATION PLAN

1. INCIDENT NAME

INCIDENT OBJECTIVES
ICS 202

2. DATE
PREPARED

TGU Y2K

2/16/1999

3. TIME
PREPARED
1500

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD (DATE/TIME)

2/15/1999, 1530hr --- 1/2/2000,

1700

hrs.

5. GENERAL CONTROL OBJECTIVES FOR THE INCIDt:NT (INCLUDE ALTERNATIVES.\

jA.

IDENTIFY, ASSESS, MANAGE, AND MITIGATE YEAR 2000 RISKS AND THREATS TO THE TEHAMAGLENN RANGER UNIT'S CRITICAL EMERGENCY SERVICES AND BUSINESS PROCESSES.

IB-

DEVELOP AN ACTION PLAN THAT IS EASILY UNDERSTOOD BY ALL EMPLOYEES AND WILL ENABLE
THEM TO CONTINUE TO PERFORM THEIR ESSENTIAL DUTIES TO A SATISFACTORY LEVEL UNTIL
ALL Y2K IMPACTS HAVE BEEN CORRECTED.

c.

DESCRIBE AND ASSIGN PREVENTATIVE MEASURES THAT WILL TAKE PLACE PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 2001

~-

ASSIGN CONTINGENCY ACTION BASED ON THE ACTUAL IMPACT OF Y2K AFTER DECEMBER 31 , 1999 •

~

6

•

-------------- --------

--

Vfr¥JrtUCW:fil~F~A~~;~~~~

FOR 1) IN THE VALLEY, TYPICAL NIGHT TEMPERATURES OF
DAY
38- 43 DEG (F) WITH RAIN. OR 30 -40DEG (F) IF CLEAR OR PARTLY CLOUDY:
IN THE MOUNTAINS, TYPICAL NIGHT TEMPERATURES OF
TEMPERATURES 45 - 52DEG (F) • 2)
20--28 DEG (F) WITH DAY TEMPERATURES UP TO 40 DEG (F).

7. GENERAUSAFETY MESSAGE

POTENTIAL FOR INFRASTRUCTURE FAILURES, INCLUDING POWER BROWN OR BLACKOUTS, WATER
;:, % ;:,Tmii,S I NA'I'O RAL GAS REGCLA.'J.~~UNTU.t:iL---rv.c.-"-.X ;:u.w.L.c.~·~,;, 1 · .L~ -....""Ol'I'.L"'-V.L.I

····-.

PROVIDE FOR SECURITY OF FACILITIES AND SAFETY OF PERSONNEL/EQUIPMENT.

I--·
B. ATIACHMENTS ( I IF ATTACHED)

Ol ORGANIZATION LIST (ICS 203)

0 MEDICAL PLAN (ICS 206)

Ga

0 INCIDENT MAP

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT LISTS IJCS 204)

~ COMMUNICATIONS PLAN (ICS 205)
0 TRAFFIC PLAN
DEPARTMENT-WIDE Y2K CONTINGENCY PLAN

202

ICS
3·80

9. PREPARED BY (PLANNING SECTION CHIEF)

H. LOVE

I
~ FACILITIES TESTING MATaiX

~ EQUIPMENT TESTING MATRIX
~ BUSINESS CONTINUATION EQUIP

SUPPLY FUNDING REQUEST FORM
10. APPROVED BY (INCIDENT COMMANDER)

G. DURDEN

t

1. INCIDENT NAME

ORGANIZATION ASSIGNMENT LIST ICS-203
NAME

POSITION

5.

INCIDENT COMMANDER AND STAFF

HOEHMAN

INCIDENT COMMANDER

ORTIZ
LYON
WILLIAMS

SAFETY OFFICER
INFORMATION OFFICER
LIAISON OFFICER
IS.

CDC

Y2K

1/82

AGENCY REPRESENTATIVES

13. TIME PREPAP-EO

2-15-99

1500 Hrs.

• • OPERATIONAL PERIOD IDATEfTIMEI

2/15/1999 1530 -

1/2/2000

1700 Hrs.

OPERATIONS SECTION

8.

DURDEN

CHIEF

DEPUTY

AGENCY

:Z. DATE PREPARED

DEPUTY
L

BRANCH I - DIVISIONS/GROUPS

BRANCH DIRECTOR
DEPUTY

NAME

DIVISION/GROUP

LT DAWSON

DIVISION/GROUP

A COUNTY FIRE OPS - BURNS
B CAMPS - MCVAY

DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP

E ECC - LOVE

DIVISION/GROUP
b.

BRANCH II- DIVISIONS/GROUPS

BRANC~ DIRECTOR

7.

PLANNING SECTION

SCHOENDIENST

CHIEF

DEPUTY

c

DIVISION/GROUP

DEPUTY

DIVISION/GROUP

RESOURCES UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

SITUATION UNIT

OIVISION/G ROUP

DOCUMENTATION UNIT

DIVISION/GROUP

DEMOBILIZATION UNIT

c.

TECHNICAL SPECIALISTS

BRANCH DIRECTOR

BUSINESS SYSTEMS-COSTA
D AUTO REPAIR - HILBERT
F PERSONNEL - HART
G SECURITY - CARLSON

BRANCH Ill- DIVISIONS/GROUPS

DEPUTY
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
DIVISION/GROUP
8.

LOGISTICS SECTION

POUND

CHIEF

DIVISION/GROUP
d.

AIR OPERATIONS BRANCH

AIR OPERATIONS BR. DIR.

DEPUTY
SUPPORT BRANCH

L

AIR ATTACK SUPERVISOR

DIRECTOR

AIR SUPPORT SUPERVISOR

SUPPLY UNIT

HELICOPTER COORDINATOR

FACILITIES UNIT

AlA TANKER COORDINATOR

GROUND SUPPORT UNIT

10.

SERVICE BRANCH

b.

FINANCE SECTION

CHIEF
DEPUTY

DIRECTOR

TIME UNIT

MCLEAN
BRIGHT
I

PROCUREMENT UNIT
COMMUNICATIONS UNIT

COMPENSATION/CLAIMS UNI1'

MEDICAL UNIT

COST UNIT

FOOD UNIT

203

...

ICS
.,

I

PREPARED BV (RESOURCES UNIT)

7540-13Q-02B4

-

.a.

1. BRANCH

-

orvtStON/GROUP

ICS 204

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT UST

A - COUNTY FIRE OPS

(1-82)

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

DATE

TGU Y2K

2Ll5Ll999, 1530 - - 1L2L2000,

1700

TIME
5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

DURDEN

OPERATIONS CHIEF

BURNS

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR ATTACK SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6, RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS PERIOD
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

PICK UP
PT./TIME

DROP OFF
PT./TIME

NUMBER TRANS.
PERSONS NEEDED

LEADER

srATICN 1 - RBF

srATICN 3 - InJ
srATICN 9 - EL
STATICN 10 - lffi
STATICN 12 - CRN

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

15,1r:m. EMPIDYEES <IMIN; CN SHI:FT ARE 'ID BE n HR. SELFPERrSHIBLE FCXD AND WAm..
B. AlL FUEL TANKS OF APPARATIB AND :E.qJm1ENT ARE 'lOPPED OFF BY DEC 31, 1r:m.
c. HU FUEL TANKS ARE FUIL rn IE 31, 1m.
D. EI:lJ]R1ENl' AND FACILTI'IES 'OOl' MATIUCES ClM'LEIE) BY 0230 AND REroRI' FJNDTIG3 'ID EX.
E. IF ID <DMJNICATIOO: CN-IXJTY EC WTI.L aJI1.El' AND BRIM; 'ID EX.
srATIOO WTI.L RESroiD 'ID I.CCAL REFORIS OF :ociDENTS, AND REIXliD CN SELF-DISPA'IU{]}.G RE£.
F. AIL PERnlNEL WllL BE SENI' Y2K ~ PREPARATICN IDI'ICES 'ID HELP '!HEM PREPARE 1HEIR In1ES AND FAMII.J:ES FOR Y2K

A. 14--DAY

SUPI'I.m/m.JlRv1ENT AT FAQi STATIOO PRieR DEC

SUFFICIENI' FOR

~

PROBLEM:i.
8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

G. EAGI STATICN AND VCliJNIEER Cll1PMY: SIOCK SUFFICIENT AlKALINE BATIEmS 'ID fO.JER IDS AND P.AGE15 FOR 14 DAYS.

9.
FUNCTION

COMMAND

LOCAL

FAEQ.

151.265

REPEAT
159.330 1X
OIVJGROUP
SEE
RADIO PLAN
TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LOR.)

H. lOVE

DIVISION/GRO~MMUNICATION

SYSTEM

CDF 2

~-

SUMMARY

FUNCTION

6

FREQ.

CHA~.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
SUPPORT
REPEAT

GROUND TO AIR
APPROVe:O BY (PLANNING SECT, CH , J

DATE

TIME

i

2/15/g:)

15W
7540-13G-0285

.a.

1. BRANCH

- .

DI,ISION/GROUP

ICS 204

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT UST

B - CAMPS
3. INCIDENT NAME

4, OPERATIONAL. PEiiOO/
DATE 2 15 1999,

TGU-Y2K

(1-82)

1530 - - 1/2/2000

TIME
5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

OPERATIONS CHIEF

DURDEN

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

MCVAY

AIR ATTACK SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6, RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

PE~IOO

ISHI CC

WILLIAMS/DOWDY

SALT CREEK CC

MCVAY/ROSS

PICK UP
PT./TIME

DROP OFF
PT./TIME

NUMBER TRANS.
PERSONS NEEDED

LEADER

VALLEY VIEW CC

7, CONTROL. OPERATIONS

A.

B.

c.

D.
E.
F.

14 DAY SUPPLI:ES/m.JIFMENI' Kr EAQI CAMP PRIOR 'ID DEL 15, 1m-- SELF SUPFORI' RR :oc::rmiTS OR PRO.JEOS
<D-<IIDINA1E CAMP FCXJD LEVElS WTIH ax:.
AIL FUEL TANKS 00 ErnES AND OJF/ax:: CAMP VEHICLES ARE TOPPED OFF BY DEL. 31, 1m.
BUIK FUEL TANKS ARE FULL 00 DEC. 31, 1m.
EQ.JllMENI' AND FACII.Jl'IES 'IESI' MA'IRICES CrMPLEIED BY OlD AND RERRI' FINDThGS 'ID EJX:. DIVISICN CliiEF WilL
ARRAtQ: 'ID 'IRANSFORI' MA'IRICES 'ID EJX:.
IF ID a:mJNICATIOO, CRBY DISPA'ItJIDC WllL BE IX.NE BY RUNNER :m:M EJX:.
AIL ~ WilL BE SENT Y2K PERS£NAL PREPARATICN IDI'ICES 'ID HELP 'IHEM PREPARE 'IHE1R HJv1ES AND FAMILIES
RR Y2K Pm1M3.

8. SPECIAL. INSTRUCTIONS

G.

SlOCK SUFFICIDIT ALKALINE BA1'IERTIS 'ID FGJER liT'S RR 14 DAYS.
CAMPS MEr BE CAPABLE OF RE-SllPPLYIN} CliDJS WTIH MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES RR IlODENIS AND l?RO.JEOS RR 14 DAYS.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATION SUMMARY
FUNCTION

COMMAND

LOCAL.
REPEAT

D~x~~rc~~

FREQ.

151-265
159.330 TX
SEE RADIO PLAN

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LOR.)

H. LOVE

SYSTEM

CDF 2

CHAN.

6/1

FUNCTION

SUPPORT

FREQ.

CHA~.

SYSTEM

LOCAL.
REPEAT

GROUND TO AIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

DATE

2/15/99

TIME
t

I

7S4Q-1.3Q-0285

.a.

l~BRANCH

OI"ISIONJGROUP

ICS 204

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT UST

C-HBINESS SYSm13

(1-82)

4. OPERATIONAL. P~,.O~/
DATE

3. INCIDENT NAME

1 1999 1530 - - 1/2/2000 1700

TGU Y2K

TIME
5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL.

OPERATIONS CHIEF

DURDEN

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

-

BRANCH 01 RECTOR

AI A ATTACK SUPERVISOR

6, RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

u 205

PE~IOD

DROP OFF
PT./TIME

NUMBER TRANS.
PERSONS NEEDED

L.EAOER

LOVE

PICK UP
PT./TIME

COSTA

7. CONTROL. OPERATIONS

A.
B.

c.

D.

HELITACK VAN FUEL TANK TOPPED OFF 12/31/99
SPARE STATION COMPUTER, COMPLETE WITH STATION SOFTWARE
CDF APPROVED BUSINESS SOFTWARE
COMPUTER 'IDIS, ZIPDRIVE
-

8. SPECIAL. INSTRUCTIONS

ASSESS COMPUTER FAILURE BASED ON MATRICES AND RESPOND TO STATIONS/CAMPS TO REPAIR.

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATION SUMMARY
FREQ.

FUNCTION

COMMAND

L.OCAL.
REPEAT

DIVJ~~OUP
TACT CAL

SYSTEM

151.265
159.330 TX
SEE

RADICl~

PLAN

PREPARED BY !RESOURCE UNIT L.OR.J

H. I!JVE

CHAN.

FUNCTION

SUPPORT

CHA~.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

L.OCAL.
REPEAT

GROUND TO AIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.J

DATE

2/15/~

TIME

l

1.SOJ
7S40-13Q-02BS

l •.

.a. DIVISION/GROUP

BRANCH

3. INCIDENT NAME

ICS 204

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT UST

D. AUTOMOTIVE
4,

(1-82)

·-

OPERATIONAL PERIOO

DAT~/15/1999,1530--1/2/200~, 1700

TGU Y2K

TIME
5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

DURDEN

OPERATIONS CHIEF

HILBERT

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR ATTACK SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6, RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS PEI\100

STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

NUMBER TRANS.
PERSONS NEEDED

LEADER

DROP OFF
PT./TIME

PICK UP
PT./TIME

RED BLUFF SHOP
ISHI SHOP
SALT CREEK SHOP

.

VALLEY VIEW SHOP

.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

A.
B.

c.
D.

E.

FUEL TANKS OF ALL REPAIR/MECHANIC VEHICLES TOPPED OFF, DRINKING WATER & 1CS.RATIONS
DOZER TENDER FUELING . TANKS TOPPED OFF WITH DIESEL, cARRY 4 EA. JEEP CANS OF GASOLINE
BY 12/31/99.
COMBINE SHOP TEST MATRICES WITH HOST CAMP/STATION AND SUBMIT TO ECC.
RESPOND TO APPROVED REQUESTS FOR VEHICLE REPAIR OF CDF/TCFD EQUIPMENT.
IF NO COMMUNICATION, REQUESTS WILL BE TRANSMITTED BY RUNNER; RESPONSES WILL BE LOGGED ON
FC-33.
ALL PERSONNEL WILL BE SENT Y2K PERSONAL PREPARATION NOTICES TO HELP THEM PREPARE THEIR
HOMES AND FAMil..IES FOR Y2K PROBLEMS (BY . JUNE 1999).

I. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

9.

FUNCTION
COMMAND

LOCAL

FREQ.

SYSTEM

151.265

CDF2

159.330TX
SEE RADIO PL1
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LOR.)

CHAN.
6/1

FUNCTION
SUPPORT

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHA~.

LOCAL
REPEAT

REPEAT

D~~tGR~yp
T CTIC L

OIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATION SUMMARY

fN

GROUND TO AIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.J

DATE

TIME
I

7540-13()-()285

.a.

l . BRANCH

DiviSION/GROUP

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT UST

E - ECC
3. INCIDENT NAME

ICS 204
(1-82)

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
DATE

TGU Y2K

TIME
5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

DURDEN

OPERATIONS CHIEF

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

LOVE

AIR ATTACK SUPERVISOR

BRANCH 01 RECTOR

5. RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS
STRIKE TEAWTASK FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

PE~IOD

DROP OFF
PT./TIME

NUMBER TRANS.
PERSONS NEEDED

LEADER

PICK UP
PT./TIME

RED BLUFF ECC

.

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

A.

B.

c.
D.

E.

EMPLOYEES COMING ON SHIFT ARE TO BE SELF-SUFFICIENT FOR 72HRS WITH NON-PERISHIBLE FOOD
AND WATER.
FUEL TANK OF ECC VEHICLE AND GENERATOR PROPANE TANK TO BE TOPPED OFF BY DEC. 31, 1999.
EQUIPMENT AND FACILITY TEST MATRICES TO . BE . COMPLETED BY 0230~ ·
CAD CART DATABASE UPDATED BY 12/31/99. CADCART RADIO OPERATIONAL WITH A/C POWER AND
BATTERY BACKUP .
TELEPHONE,911, CAD, AND RADIOS TO REMAIN OPERATIONAL AT ANY COST.

-

8. SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

IF ANY OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS, CALL BACK (BASED ON NEED) •
1. 1 ECCO
2. ECC CHIEF
3. 1 ADDITIONAL ECCO

9. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATION SUMMARY
FUNCTION

COMMAND

LOCAL

FREQ.

SEE RADIO PI M

REPEAT
DIVJGROUP
-TACTICAL
PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LOR.)

H. LOVE

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

SUPPORT

FREQ.

CHA~.

SYSTEM

LOCAL
REPEAT

GROUND TO AIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.J

DATE

02/15/99

TIME

isoo
7540-1.3G-0285

.a.

1.• BRANCH

DiviSION/GROUP

ICS 204

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT UST

F. PERSONNEL

(1-82)

4. OPERATIONAL. PERIOD
DATE

3. INCIDENT NAME

2/15/199 1 1530 -- 1/2/2000, 1700

TGU Y2K

TIME
5. OPERATIONS PERSONNEL.

OPERATIONS CHIEF

DURDEN

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR

HART/WALKER

AIR ATTACK SUPERVISOR

BRANCH DIRECTOR

6, RESOURCES ASSIGNED THIS
STRIKE TEAM/TASK FORCE/
. RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

PE~IOD

DROP OFF
PT./TIME

NUMBER TRANS.
PERSONS NEEDED

L.EADER

PICKUP
PT./TIME

-

7. CONTROL. OPERATIONS

A.

PREPARE AND MAILOUT Y2K PREPARATION NOTICES TO ALL EMPLOYEES BY 9/1/99, TO ALLOW THEM TIME
TO PREPARE THEIR HOMES AND FAMILIES FOR Y2K PROBLEMS.

B.

ASSIST ECC IN DEVELOPING LIST OF EMPLOYEES WHO WOULD BE AVAILABLE FOR CALL BACKBY 12-15-99.

I. SPECIAL. INSTRUCTIONS

9. DIVISfON/GROUP COMMUNICATION SUMMARY
FUNCTION

COMMAND

LOCAL

FREQ.

SEE RADIO PIAN

REPEAT

DIV~~rOUP
TAC ICAL

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LOR.)

h. love

SYSTEM

CHAN.

FUNCTION

SUPPORT

FREQ.

SYSTEM

CHAI\I.

LOCAL.
REPEAT

GROUND TO AIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

DATE

2/15/99

TIME

1SOO
754o-13o-o2B5

.a. DIVISION/GROUP

1, BRANCH

ICS 204

DIVISION ASSIGNMENT UST

G.SECURITY

(1-82)

4. OPERATIONAL PERIOD

3. INCIDENT NAME

DATE

TGU Y2K

Ul5ll222. 1530 -- 1/2/2000 1700 Hrs.

TIME
5, OPERATIONS PERSONNEL

DURDEN

OPERATIONS CHIEF

CARLSON

DIVISION/GROUP SUPERVISOR
AIR ATTACK SUPERVISOR

BRANCH Dl RECTOR

8 , RESOURCES ASSIGNED THI$ PEJUOD
STRIKE TEAIWTASK -FORCE/
RESOURCE DESIGNATOR

P2521

PICK UP
PT./TIME

DROP OFF
PT./TIME

NUMBER TRANS.
PERSONS NEEDED

LEADER

CANTOS

P2522
P2524

JAKEZ

7. CONTROL OPERATIONS

A.
B.

c.
D.

ALL VEHICLES FUEL TANKS TOPPED OFF BY 12/31/99.
MONITOR AND TAKE ACTION ON CDF/TCFD SECURITY FOR STATIONS, EQUIPMENT, AND PERSONNEL.
MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH LAW ENFORCEMENT CO-OPERATORS (TEHAMA CO. AND GLENN CO. S.O.,
RED BLUFF, CORNING, ORLAND AND WILLOWS PD'S, C.H.P.)
MAINTAIN CONTACT WITH STATE FIRE MARSHAL OFFICE'S ARSON & BOMB INVESTIGATORS.

8, SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS

PROCURE BY DEC. 31, 1999, SUFFICIENT LAW ENFORCEMENT SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT TO BE
SELF-SUFFICIENT FOR 14 DAYS.
I

t. DIVISION/GROUP COMMUNICATION SUMMARY
FUNCTION

COMMAND

FREQ.

LOCAL

151.265

REPE.A T

}")g ':\':\0

DIVJGR~~p

TACTIC

154.920

SYSTEM

CDF2

1.6

'T'X

PREPARED BY (RESOURCE UNIT LOR.)

H. LOVE

CHAN.

FUNCTION

SUPPORT

CHAI)I.

SYSTEM

FREQ.

LOCAL
REPEAT

r.T .FMAl?~

1

GROUND TO AIR
APPROVED BY (PLANNING SECT. CH.)

DATE

2/15/99

,

TIME

1500
7540-130-Q285

1. INCIDENT NAME

INCIDENT RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PLAN

TGU

Y2K

2. DATE/TIME .
PREPARED

2/15/99 1500 HRS

3. OPERATIONAL PERIOD
DATEITIME 2115/1999,
1530 HRS -- 1/2/2000,
_l_"7_QQ_ ... ~

c::

4. BASIC RADIO CHANNEL UTILIZATION
I

. SYSTEM/CACHE

CHANNEL

FUNCTION

FREQUENCY

ASSIGNMENT

TGU LOCAL

TGU DISPATCH
FREQUENCY

151.370 RX
159.285 TX

NEW INCIDENT
DISPATCHING

CDF 2

INCIDENT
COMMAND
NET

151.265 RX
159.330 TX

INCIDENT COMMAND

154.385 TX/RX

TAC NET.
COUNTYWIDE

TEHAMA CO FIRE

MEDICAL/TC
INCIDENT TAC
· NET

REMARKS

~

TONE 1 POWERED BY ·
VALLEY VIEW CC
GENERATOR
TONE 6-INSKIP
TAC NET IN AMBULANCE

I

TAC 3
TAC 4

INCIDENT TAC
NETS

151.175 RX/TX
151.190 RX/TX

TAC NETS, NORTH
OF CORNING ROAD

TAC 12
TAC 11

INCIDENT TAC
NETS

151.460 RX/TX
151.445 RX/TX

TAC NETS, SOUTH OF
CORNING ROAD; AND HIGHER
ELEVATIONS

CALCORD
CLEMARS 1

~AW

INCIDENT TAC NET
156.075 RX/TX
ENFORCEMENT TAC 154.920 RX/TX
NET
. 155.085 RX/TX
~NCIDENT TAC NET

TGU CREW NET

205

ICS

TAC NET, MINERAL
TAC NET IN SENECA
INTERAGENCY L.E. TAC NET AMBULANCE, USFS MINERAl
LNP
CREW TAC/TALKAROUND NET

5. PREPARED BY (COMMUNICATIONS UNIT)

8-78
7540- 1JO-OZE

·- --- ·· -- - -----··::.-··-z • .....
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection

Equipment/Supply Funding Request Fonn
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
CAUTION: REQUESTS WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED AFTER MARCH 1,1999
Complete this form to request funding needed to prepare for potential emergencies in the Year 2000. This form
is part of each Business Continuation Plan and will be used to complete the Department of Information
Technology Year 2000 Funding Request Package.

Item Name

Explanation

AA BA'ITERIES

SUPPLY FOR

ISHI RATIONS

INCI~ENT

Amount

USE, 14 DAYS

$

1,400

SUPPLY FOR 80 PEOPLE, 14 DAYS

~

20,000

GENERATOR

EMERGENCY POWER FOR RED BLUFF HQ
OFFICE, SHOP, FIRE STATION, WAREHOUSE

~

40,000

MEDICAL SUPPLIES

SUPPLY NEEDED FOR BACKUP FOR TGU
14 DAYS

~

1,000

Completed By:

~E"t>~ l.t\,·~

Telephone Number:

S 30 ..5 23 · ~5

l t:CII .r.uvv ...,..,.,.,"'..... ~ .,..,-.,..,,~ .. ,..."••w•·~-··-.r

• ·-··

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection

Equipment Testing l\'Iatrix
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
This form shall be completed for all CDF Apparatus, Vehicles, and Equipment after January 1, 2000, as
sc hedue
I db)'i_ th e 8 atta 01on Ch'1ef or Se cti on Ch'1e.
f

Apparatus/Vehicle Call Number and "X" Number and Location:
Assigned Date and Time of Check Out:

Check Out Assigned to:

Vehicle Check Out:
Working

Engine Ignition
Pump Ignition
Radio
Scanner

Assignment Made By:

·Equipment Check Out:
Partially
Working

Out of
Service

Working

Lights.

Resuscitator
Breathing
Apparatus
Defibrillators
JAWS

Code Three Equip.

Generators

Heating/Air

Smoke Ejector

Mobile Telephone
Intercom

Foam System

Handitalkies

Breaks/Retarders

Others:

Others

-

Partially
Working

Out of
Service

4 Wheel Drive

Notes:

Information Forwarded to:

Date:

Report Prepared by:

Assigned Location:

Time:

All essential systems, facilitic;s, apparatus, equipment, and staff vehicles shall have a pre-determmed locatlon for Janu.axy
I, 2000. Quali.tied personnel shall be assigned to check out specific items using the Y2K. Business Continuation Plan
Testing Matrices. The results should be reported to the Command Center at a designated time. If all conventional
communication systems fail, personnel shall check the Plan to detennine the appropriate action of reporting the results and
continuing essential services.

.

Tear

"'UUU UO:tJGI UIIO:IIl-wiUt: "-UIIUIIgt:n~y j-ICSII

california Department of Forestry and Fire Protection

Facilities Testing l\'Iatrix
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
This form shall be completed for all CDF Apparatus, Vehicles, and Equipment after January 1, 2000, as
I d blY th e 8 atta r1on Ch'1e f or Section
. Ch'1ef.
sch edue

Facility Number and Location:
Check Out Assigned to:

Assigned Date and Time of Check Out:

Assignment Made
By:

Facility Equipment:

Utilities:
Working

Electricity

Partially
Worlciiul:

Working

Out of
Service

Partially
Working

Out of
Service

Base Radio
Quick Call

Gas

Water
Telephone
Cable
Others:
'·

Computer
Electrical Garage
Door
Portable
Generator
Power Tools
Security
Appliances:
Refrigerator
Heating/Cooling
Dish Washer
Television

Notes:

Information Forwarded to:

Date:

Report Prepared by:

Assigned Location:

Time:

All essential systems, facilities, apparatus, equipment, and staff vehicles shall have a pre-determined location for January
1, 2000. Qualified personnel shall be assigned to check out specific items using the Y2K Business Continuation Plan
Testing Matrices. The results should be reported to the Command Center at a designated time. If all conventional
communication systems fail, personnel shall check the Plan to determine the appropriate action of reporting the results and
continuing essential services.

.--· ------.---

--·-··-

···--

--··---~ -~.

California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection

Self-Dispatching Form
California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection
This form shall be completed in the event that there is no communications with the Ranger Unit ECC. When
communications is again established the information shall be use to update the normal incident reporting system.

Temporary Incident/Fire Number:
(The temporary incident number shall include the last two digits of current year, ranger unit 3 letter
identifier, 2letter station number, 4 digit month/day, sequential incident number for tba:t day i.e.,
OOMVU-02-0112-001).
Date:
Time:
Incident Number:.
Fire Number:
(Assigned by ECC)

Reporting Party's Name:

(Assigned by ECC)

JTelephone Number:

Type of Incident:

Response Time:

On Scene Time:

Reporting Party's Address:

-

Location oflncident:
Units Responding:

Narrative:

Units Returning To Quarters Time:

In Quarters
Time:

Report Prepared by:

Assigned Work
Location:

Print Name:
All essential systems, facilities, apparatus, equipment, and staff vehicles shall have a pre-determined location for January 1,
2000. Qualified personnel shall be assigned to check out specific items using the Y2K Business Continuation Plan Testing
Matrices. The results should be reported to the Command Center at a designated time. If all conventional communication
systems fail. personnel shall check the Plan to determine the appropriate action of reporting the results and continuing essential
services.

Appendix£:
Transportation Presentations & Reports

Year 2000 Compliance Update-Assembly Information
Technology Committee Hearing
March 19, 1999
Metropolitan Transportation Commission
Oakland, CA

MTC Background
• Regional transportation planning, financing,
coordinating agency for 9-counties
• State-- RTPA Federal -- MPO
'
• Close working relationships with federal,
state, local transportation agencies
• Generally not a transportation provider, but:
- Call boxes, tow trucks
- Travlnfo traveler information

Bay Area Partnership
• Formed in 1992 to coordinate across major
transp9rtation agencies in r~gion
- Congestion management agencies, cities,
counties
- Transit operating agencies, ports, airports
- Federal and state transportation reps, air quality

• Coordination through Board, committees
- Arterial Operations Improvement Advisory
Committee
- Partnership Transit Coordinating Comm.

Progress within MTC
• Review of internal business systems
completed Summer 1998
- Few problems identified
- New hardware, software acquisitions, no
separate budget

• Building systems inventoried, vendor
compliance letters received
• External, consultant-developed systems
problems found, fixes underway

Progress with External Systems
•
•
•
•

Freeway Service Patrol
Call boxes
Travlnfo, 817-1717
Transitlnfo.org web page

Coordination
• No major electronic data interchange
dependencies with other agencies
• Monitoring information on utility
preparedness
.

• Monitoring Y2K activities of U.S.
Department of Transportation, Caltrans,
American Public Transit Association
• Survey of B.ay Area transportation agencies,
workshop plans

Contingency Planning
• MTC, Partnership, OES cooperated on .
"TransResponse Plan," MTC roles:
- Information clearinghouse
· - Transportation coordination
- Public information

• Traffic control: no major system-wide
failures expected; testing underway
• Transit: Rail -- most complex systems;
Bus -- on-board electronics issues

Communications
• Through Partnership, planning for
workshops on status, information sharing,
and contingency planning for traffic control
systems and transit systems
• Reports to Federal Transit Administration,
Caltrans
• Need for a coordinated public information
program on preparedness

YEAR 1000 SURVEY

Person filling out survey - - - - - - - - - -

Organi"'tion - - - - - - - - - -

•

Phone number of person filling out survey - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1. Does your organiution have a Year 2000 program underway?
Yes No (If No, you may still be able to complete
some of the following questions.)
2. Who is responsible for your Year 2000-program? Name, phone e-mail - - - - - - - - - - - 3. Has your organiution inventoried potential Year 2000 problems in (circle answer):
Mainframe/mini-computer hardware & software

Yes . No

Not applicable

Networks

Yes

No

Not applicable

Desktop systems

Yes

No

Not applicable

Yes

No

Not applicable

On-board equipment

Yes

No

Not applicable

Maintenance systems

Yes

No

Not applicable

Embedded chips (in \_Vhat systems?

Field equipment

)

Yes

Other systems (specify

No
Yes

Not applicable
No

Not applicable

4. What is the status of preparedness for these systems? (circle answer)

s.

Mainframe/mini-computer

Fully ready

Ready by 111/2000

Not ready by 11112000

Don't know

Networks

Fully ready

Ready by 111/2000

Not ready by 111/2000

Don't know

Desktop systems

Fully ready

Ready by 111/2000

Not ready by 11112000

Don't know

Embedded chips

Fully ready

Ready by 111/2000

Not ready by 1/112000

Don't know

On-board equipment

Fully ready

Ready by 11112000

Not rea4y by 111/2000

Don't know

Maintenance systems

Fully ready

Ready by 111/2000

Not ready by 111/2000

Don't know

Field equipment

Fully ready

Ready by 111/2000 .

Not ready by 111/2000

Don't know

Other systems

Fully ready

Ready by 111/2o'OO

Not ready by 111/2000

Don't know

What difficulties bas your organiution experienced in addressing Year 2000 problems?

6. Are there any Year 2000 issues your organiution would like to see coordinated or addressed regionally?
Information sharing

Yes No

Legal issues

Yes No

Technical training

Yes No

Other?_ _ _ _ __

Yes No

7. Do you have any other comments or obsevations regarding Year 2000 preparations?

Please tax your response back to: Y2K Survey, MTC, 510-464-7848.
Thank you for your time.

t:
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•

John Wayne Airport System Distribution
Orange County
Agencies
4.6%
Not Used at JWA
7.6%

Airlinesnenants
16%
····-·-----------------------

• Airlinesnenants
FAA
3.8%

I DFAA
• John Wayne Airport

0 Not Used at JWA
• Orange County Agencies

John Wayne Airport
67%
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Phase 1
Assessment

Renovation

Validation

Implementation

m~lta [!] ~ ~ lf'eJ ~ & ~ LB

_r!.~~~~./ ~F ~-- - o.· ..

Safety

·Safety .is the single most important concern of the FM. he overall goal of the FAA
ear
rogram
1ce 1s o ensure a e a 1ona Airspace System (NAS)
operates safely through the Year 2000 and beyond. Several steps have been taken
toward achieving that goal:
.
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1. A schedule has been established that requires all FM systems (including the '.·:::-·
NAS) to be Year 2000 compliant by ~..lune 30th, 1999.

f~·.
·. ~~

. . .. .....,.,.

News &: Eventa

·.

...

http://www.faay2k.com/html/safety.html

. ~l

_., ;:~n~•'~.!IJt.~~nal _ . \.

;~J~:::;p·,~:,':j. ·

2. To augment existing operational contingency plans for the NAS, Year 2000
contingency plans are being developed for each FAA system. These
contingency plans detail alternate courses of action in the event of system
outages due to Year 2000 issues.
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3.

In addition, an agency level Year 2000 contingency plan is also being
developed.
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Lastly. the FAA would reduce air traffic capacity before compromising the safety of
the National Airspace System.

,.
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The FAA has always been committed to maintaining the highest level of air traffic
safety. We will maintain that commitment into the Year 2000 and beyond.
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San Francisco International Airport

YEAR 2oo-o PRO-G RAM
Presentation to the ·

California Legislative Committee
On Information Technology
March 19, 1999

MARCH 19, 1999

SF IA Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure

AIRPORT YEAR 2000 GOAL
TO HAVE ALL AlRPORT SYSTEMS ....

!t • • •

+

·Identified

+

Tested

+

Certified

Y2K C-O MPLIANT BY JUNE 30,1999

.... CONTINGENCY PLANS JUNE 30 -DEC. 31, 1999

MARCH 19, 1999
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Year 2000 Program Objectives
1. To avoid any disruption to the operations of San
Francisco International Airport
2. To avoid any disruption of·revenue production
based on the operations of San Francisco International
Airport
3. To ensure the continued s_afety and security of public,
tenants, suppliers·and staff.

MARCH 19, 1999
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SFO Projects Summary
Category

Priority 1

Priority 2

Priority 4

Total Projects

Operations

12

20

28

1

61

FOM

6

17

9

6

38
-.

2

0

Business & Finan.ce
-·---·- ·- - - . ..... - -·

13

Adminstration

5

10

9

2

26

~~~~!~~ & En. Affairs

0

0

1

1

-

BDC
.. ..

0

1

3

0

4-

Public
. . . .. Affairsllnform.

0

0

5

0

5

"!"otal SFO Projects

36

50

57

10

153

N~N-SFO

10

6

5

0

21

46

56

62

10

174

...

~

Projects

Total Projects
-

MARCH 19, 1999

Priority 3

-

-

-

-

-

--2 -

-

. ...

- -
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·- · - - -
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Major Projects

•
•
•
•

Airfield Lighting

• Not Compliant
.
• Install new system June 1999

Parking Garages

• Not Compliant
• Install new system June 1999

MUSE

• Not Compliant
• Install new software June 1999

Safety 911 System

• Compliant, Tested, Certified
February 1999

MARCH 19, 1999

SFIA Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure
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Y2K Contingency
Planning
~

+

Special contingency planning project

+

Project.Manager - Dale Dunham, Airport Emergency
Planning
·

+ . Two Phases
1. Adapt Existing Emergency Plan
2. Enhance special systems backup

+

References·
•

City/County of San Francisco

•

AAAE, AT A, Other Airports

MARCH 19, 1999
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San Francisco International Airport
Year 2000 Prnnr:.r

ill

I
1

2

lffia

3 l[iB
4
5

6

9
10

Inventory

Planning

l!iB
lffia

Implementation

!

~~"'

===
----

OperaUons

l[!g

Business & Finance

13

lie

Administration

14

16

Bureau of Design & Const.

15

I[HB

Burearu of Planning & EN. Affairs

"16

liD

Public Affairs & Information

17

IO

Embedded Chip

28

IO

Aviation Support

4~0

Concessions

58

Suppliers

0
IO

~

SFO Projects

12

I

..

~
I

vi
I!
I
I

'

i

i

I

11
11
11
ll

New International Terminal Complex
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Post Rollover Remediation

Facilities, OperaUons, & Maint.

.....

~~

Contingency Planning
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Appendix F:
Utility Presentations & Reports

.
S'IATE OF CALIFORNIA

GRAY DAVIS, Governor

PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION
505 VAll NESS AVENUE
SAij

FRANCISCO, CA 94102-3298

January 28, 1999
Honorable John Dutra
California State Assembly
State Capitol, Room 6001
Sacramento, CA 95814
Dear Assemblyman Dutra:
The Commission is doing all that it can, within its jurisdictional abilities, to verify that the Y2K problem
will be solved. The first step was the approval ofResolution M-4792, on November 19, 1998. The
resolution was approved in order to ensure that, at the very least, our energy, telecommunication, major
water, and transportation utilities currently, have plans and are implementing those plans, are vigorously
testing their systems, as well as, having established contingency plans for their systems. The Commission
closely monitors the utilities efforts in this area, as the utilities are required to provide quarterly progress
reports on their efforts. Currently, the major utilities have provided responses to a PUC survey sent out last
year.
The Commission is also coordinating its efforts at the state level with Governor Davis' office.through
DOlT and with other State agencies, such as Office of Emergency Services. The Commission has also
been in contact with other states' Commissions in an effort to determine what othet efforts have been
utilized to deal with the problem and whether they are taking similar steps.
The bottom line is we can not guarantee that the problem will be eliminated. No body can give that
guarantee, however, by taking reasonable, energetic steps, and overseeing the utilities efforts, its likely that
the impact of Y2K will be mitigated in a large degree.
Bruce DeBarry of the Information and Management Services Division is coordinating the PUC's inquiry
into both the agency's and the regulated utilities' efforts to prepare for January 1, 2000. He would be
happy to meet with you to discuss the status of these efforts to date, at your convenience.
Should you require more information on this issue, please don't hesitate to call me at (916) 3271418.
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PUBLIC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA
Resolution M-4792
November 19, 1998

RESOLUTION
REQUIRES UTILITIES TO PROVIDE INFORMATION TO THE
COMMISSION REGARDING THEIR EFFORTS TO ACHIEVE
READINESS WITH RESPECT TO THE YEAR 2000 PROBLEM,
TO CERTIFY THAT THEY ARE READY BY NOVEMBER 1,
1999, AND TO DEVELOP CONTINGENCY PLANS TO
ADDRESS YEAR 2000 PROBLEMS WHICH MAY
NONETHELESS RESULT. REQUIRES CERTAIN UTILITIES
TO PARTICIPATE IN INDUSTRY-WIDE YEAR 2000 EFFORTS
AND TO PROVIDE INFORMATION SUBMITTED TO
INDUSTRY GROUPS AND/OR TO THE SECURITIES AND
EXCHANGE COMMISSION.

BACKGROUND
The California Public Utilities Commission ("CPUC" or "Commission") has regulatory
authority over certain essential telecommunications, energy, water, and transportation
services throughout California. Most of these essential services are interrelated.
Disruption, even for a few hours, of one or more of these services can significantly and
adversely affect many people, communities - or even the entire state - as well as daily
commerce in California.
California, along with every other state, is facing the possibility of such disruptions unless
providers of these essential services adequately address what has become known as the
Year 2000 ("Y2K") issue. Many date-sensitive software programs, computers and
embedded controls, processing and control systems are based on having date codes that
accept only two digits as a year indicator (i.e. mm/ddlyy). The two-digit date convention
assumes that the century is "19." Thus, 98 equals 1998 and 99 equals 1999. Thus, 00
may indicate to most computers the year 1900. When the calendar reaches January 1,
2000, these systems may produce nonsensical results, or shut down because they will read
the date as 1900 rather than 2000. Many essential processes in providing public utility
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services are automated and based on microprocessor and microcomputer controls and are
programmed with dates for a variety of purposes. The Y2K problem, if not properly
addressed, may affect the fmanoial control, customer and shipper service, billing, and
lo~d forecasting systems, as well as the ability of the utilities to provide utility services,
which could have serious health and safety implications. Illustrations of the potential
magnitude of the Y2K problem may be found in each regulated industry. For instance: a
five minute telephone call placed just before midnight .on December 31, 1999, may be
billed as a fifty-two million-minute call, lasting from 1900 to 1999 because of software
inabilities to distinguish between the year 1900 and the year 2000.
Dates other than January 1, 2000, may also cause problems for unremediated computer
systems. For instance, leap year calculations are complicated by the fact that the rules for
leap year calculations suggest that a year is a leap year if it is divisible by four, but if it is
divisible by 100 it is not a leap year. However, the year 2000 is a special case leap year
which occurs only once every 400 years. Software programs and embedded systems must
recognize this fact. Also, in order to write more efficient code, which allowed for the use
of less memory, may date fields were used to provide special functionality, The most
common date used for this was 9/9/99. This code was used in some applications to
indicate "save this data item forever" or "remove this date item automatically after 30
days." The specific meaning for this code varies by organization and software
application. The solution for 9/9/99 obviously cannot wait until the year 2000. Data
entries which refer to September 9, ·1999 will invoke this problem.
DISCUSSION
There are less than 450 days remaining until the year 2000. Numerous reports, including
one study just released by the United States Senate Special Committee on the Year 2000
and another undertaken by the National Regulatory Research Institute, show utility
companies lagging behind in their preparedness for the change in millennia. California
has taken a leadership position on the Y2K issue, exemplified by Executive Order W163-97 issued in October 1997. The Commission has coordinated its efforts with the
state Department of Information Technology, which is managing a statewide effort ensure
that essential services in all industries are maintained. While the Commission has already
taken a number of steps to evaluate the readiness of California utilities with respect to the
Y2K problem, as the immovable deadline approaches, the Commission has determined
that the focus must change from technical compliance to actual business readiness.
Pursuant to our authority under,~ Public Utilities Code§ 451, 761, and 762, the
Commission must seek to ensure that the utility industries remain ready to serve
California ratepayers into the next century.
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Letters were sent earlier this year to CPUC-regulated utilities and companies requesting
confirmation of their Y2K plan, preparation, and timetable for readiness. Response has
generally been very good. For instance, some of the larger utilities have advised the
Commission that they have commenced implementing solutions to this problem by
creating dedicated program offices which have carried out analysis of systems requiring
re~ediation and have begun to install new equipment and software. We are informed that
California's municipal and public utilities, under the direction of their respective
managing boards, are similarly addressing this issue.
While the Commission views the Year 2000 issue as a managerial problem and its
solution as a managerial decision, the Commission is concerned about the adequacy and
reasonableness of such solutions, and wants to ensure that solutions are implemented not
only by the largest utilities but by all of the entities under our jurisdiction. Thus the
Commission is taking action today to formally require responses from each utility with
respect to potential Y2K problems.
We understand that under generally accepted industry standards, to be considered Year
2000 compliant, a device or system must:
•

Handle date information before, during and after January
1, 2000, including but not limited to accepting date input,
providing date output, and performing calculations on
dates or portions of dates;

•

Function accurately and without interruption before,
during and after January 1, 2000 without any change in
operations associated with the advent of the new century;

•

Respond to two-digit year input in a way that resolves the
ambiguity as to century in a disclosed, defmed and
predetermined manner;

•

Store and provide output of date information in ways that
are unambiguous as to century; and

•

Accurately determine and process 2000 as a leap year.

This definition can be applied to all systems and components where dates. are gathered or
manipulated; hardware, software, embedded systems, facilities infrastructure; to any
suppliers of goods, commodities, or services; and to any business partners.
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We further understand that under generally accepted industry standards, a device or
system is considered to be Year 2000 ready where, after study and analysis, it is
determined to be suitable for continued use into the y~ar 2000 even though it is not fully
compliant. For instance, a company may find that after analyzing a critical system, the
only problem found is a report that will show 1900 as the report date, when the actual
year will be 2000. Suppose the estimate to repair this problem is approximately 4 staff
months. If the report is only used internally, the decision may be made to let the error
occur and make all recipients aware of the problem. Since this scenario violates one of
the requirements of year 2000 compliancy, but is deemed suitable for use into 2000, the
system is classified as year 2000 ready.
Utilities should use the definitions of "Year 2000 compliant" and "Year 2000 ready" set
forth above in providing their responses to the attached checklist and survey.
While every effort should be expended to prevent service disruptions, utilities must have
plans for response to unforeseen or unpreventable disruptions, minor or major. As
awareness of the scope of potential Y2K problems increases, it would be unrealistic to
assume that all Y2K problems will be resolved. Utility service providers must begin to
raise questions of "what if' and to prepare for those potential outcomes. Disaster
preparedness is one component, but other contingency plans can contribute to the
protection of the public welfare. For example, the Federal Reserve recently announced
that it would increase the amount of cash available in the economy near the end of 1999
in case people began to withdraw cash from banks in fear of being unable to withdraw
funds from ATM machines. It marks the first time in history that the Fed has planned for
a nationwide demand for extra ca5h. IfY2K problems are extensive, the Fed has also
announced its capability to put additional cash into the system by ordering extra shifts at
its regional banks, print larger denominations of currency, and slow the
retirement of worn currency. The need for specific utility contingency plans will become
more apparent after utilities complete the assessment and testing phases of their
implementation plans. Some contingency planning can begin now. For example, electric
utilities should consider contingency planning for fuel supply fairly early.
The Commission is committed to providing the public with information regarding the
Y2K readiness of California utilities. To that end, the Commission has begun to publish
information pertaining to Y2K readiness on its web site, www.cpuc.ca.gov. Additional
material will be published on the web-site in the weeks and months to come. In addition,
consumers may contact the Commission staff by telephone or in writing for such
information.
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FINDINGS OF FACT
1. The Y2K issue, if not properly addressed, has the potential to cause serious
disruptions in essential utility services to California ratepayers, which may affect the
public health, safety, and welfare.
2. Commission oversight can enhance the utility response to the Y2K issue and public
confidence in that response.
3. To be considered Year 2000 compliant, a device or system must:
•

Handle date information before, during and after January
1, 2000, including but not limited to accepting date input,
providing date output, and performing calculations on
dates or portions of dates;

•

Function accurately and without interruption before,
during and after January 1, 2000 without any change in
operations associated with the adv~nt of the new century'

•

Respond to two-digit year input in a way that resolves the
ambiguity as to century in a disclosed, defined and
predetermined manner;

•

Store and provide output of date information in ways that
are unambiguous as to century; and

•

Accurately determine and process 2000 as a leap year.

4. A device or system is considered to be Year 2000 ready where, after study and
analysis, it is determined to be suitable for continued use into the year 2000 even
though it is not fully compliant. For instance, a ~ompany may find that after
analyzing a critical system, the only problem found is a report that will show 1900 as
the report date, when the actual year will be 2000. Suppose the estimate to repair this
problem is approximately 4 staff months. Ifthe report is only used internally, the
decision may be made to let the error occur and make all recipients aware of the
problem. Since this scenario violates one of the requirements of year 2000
compliancy, but is deemed suitable for use into 2000, the system is classified as year
2000 ready.
5. There is a reasonable probability that some level of Y2K problems will occur even
with the best of utility and Commission efforts to address the Y2K issue. Thus,
utilities should prepare contingency plans to address Y2K problems which may
develop.
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1 The Commission should exercise its jurisdiction to require utilities to respond to the
Year 2000 problem, report on their progress to the Commission, certify to the
Commission no later than November 1, 1999, that all essential service delivery
systems under their control are Y2K ~ompliant or Y2K ready, and develop and report
to the Commission contingency plans to address Y2K problems which may
nonetheless ensue.
2. Prompt enforcement action should be taken against utilities which fail to respond to
the attached checklist and survey and otherwise comply with the Commission's orders
with respect to Y2K issues.
ORDER
1. All investor-owned utilities subject to the Commission's jurisdiction shall comply
with each of the following. For the purpose of these ordering paragraphs "utility" is
defined to include rail transit agencies and heavy commuter rail operations. Vessel
Common Carriers and Passenger Stage Corporations are excluded. The Executive
Director shall advise California's municipal and public utilities of the Commission's
efforts in this regard by transmittin·g a copy of this Resolution to them.
2. Each .utility shall prioritize its Y2K efforts to address safety and reliability of service
delivery systems ahead of billing and other administrative systems.
3. Each utility shall respond to the checklist and survey attached hereto as Exhibit 1 not
later than December 15, 1998. Failure to respond in a timely manner may result in the
imposition of fines or other penalties. ·
4. Each utility shall provide the Commission with quarterly updates of its responses to
the checklist and survey. Quarterly updates shall be due on March 15, 1999,
September 15, 1999, December 15, 1999, and March 15, 2000. The Commission
may require subsequent additional updates.
5. Each telephone and energy utility shall participate in regional and industry-based Y2K
efforts. For example, electric utilities shall participate in NRC, NERC and WSCC
efforts, and the EPRI Year 2000 Embedded Systems Project. Not later than December
15, 1998, each telephone and energy utility shall: (a) advise the Commission of
existing regional and industry Y2K efforts, and advise the Commission of which such
effort(s) the utility is participating in; and (b) provide copies to the Commission of.any
responses submitted to regional or industry-based Y2K efforts. Future submissions to
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such efforts shall be provided to the Commission contemporaneously with submission
to the regional or industry-based Y2K effort.
6. Each utility which is required by the Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC") to
report to the SEC on Y2K issues shall provide copies to the Commission o(all such
information it has provided to the SEC not later than December 15, 1998, and shall
provide any and all additional such information to the Commission
contemporaneously with submission to the SEC.
7. Each utility shall certify to the Commission not later than November 1, 1999, that all
of its essential service delivery systems are Y2K compliant or Y2K ready. The
certification should provide that all new systems, software and equipment purchased
or implemented thereafter will be compliant as well.
8. Each utility shall develop contingency plans to address Y2K problems which may
ensue, and report such contingency plans to the Commission not later than July 1,
1999. A utility may report updated contingency plans to the Commission when the
utility provides the certification required· by Ordering Paragraph No. 7.
I certify that this Resolution was adopted by the Public Utilities Commission at its regular
meeting ofNovember 19, 1998, the following Commissioners approved it:

Is/

WESLEY M. FRANKLIN
WESLEY M. FRANKLIN
Executive Director

RICHARD A. BILAS
President
P. GREGORYCONLON
JESSIE J. KNIGHT, JR.
HENRY M. DUQUE
JOSIAH L. NEEPER
Commissioners

STATE OF CALIFORNIA

ELECTRICITY OVERSIGHT BOARD

•

Gray D:tvis, G.wmor

February 24, 1999

Mr. Vince Hall, Staff Director
Governor's Office
State Capito]
Sacramento, CA 95814
(Via Facsimile)
Subject: Year 2000 I ISO and Power Exchange
Dear Mr. Hall:
With the enactment of comprehensive electricity industry restrucruring legislation in California in
: 996 (Callfornia Assembly Bill 1890, Chapter 854, Statutes of 1996 and related enactments), the
California Independent System Operator (ISO) and California Power Exchange (PX) are two new entities
with major roles in California's electric system. This recent deregulation also created the Electricity
Oversight Board (Oversight Board), which is responsible for overseeing the ISO and PX and its various
operations and market functions. One major responsibility of the Oversight Board is to monitor and
evaluate the operation of the electricity system related to the ISO and PX to ensure that reliability is
maintained and enhanced in the restructured electricity industry.
As such, the Oversight Board has been very active in monitoring the emergency preparedness
activities of the ISO and PX. We are giving the potential impact of Year 2000 problems our utmost
attention as it relates to the ISO and PX. Because of the relatively recent establisrunent of the ISO and
PX, these entities' major application software was developed during 1996-1997 with Year 2000
compliance in mind. Additionally, the !SO's and PX's computing environments do not contain legacy
systems which require extensive Year 2000 remedial actions. Despite these facts, the ISO and PX have
nevertheless initiated proactive measures with regard to Year 2000 readiness efforts. Overall, we are
pleased with the Year 2000 compliance programs that the ISO and PX have put into place and will
continue to monitor their progress.
We w:ill keep you apprised as the ISO's and PX's efforts progress. If you require additional
information or if I can be of additional assistance, please let me know.

Executive Director
Cc:

Oversight Board Members
Senator Debra Bowen
Senator John Vasconcellos
Assemblymember John A. Dutra

td !>16.65.3.0761

OCT-24-1998

11:14

1S16 Ninth Street, s~cramento. CA ~5814

916 653 0686

98%

fax !>16.653.0686
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Where Could the Y2K Problem Surface?
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What Is The ISO Doing About It?
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The Good News is ...
"k ISO's major application subsystems were developed during
1996-1997 with Y2K compliance in mind

*

*

*:

*

ISO does not have legacy systems (older technology)
ISO does not have_many embedded system components
ISO has a Y2K Project Plan and team in place to achieve
'Y2K Readiness'
ISO has many existing Contingency Plans for
potential Y2K problems

YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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... But Y2K Problems are MORE THAN Technical
- Financial and Risk Disclosure
- Directors' and Officers' Liability
- Insurance Coverage
- Corporate Communications
- Cooperative Efforts and Information Sharing
- Supply ·c hain Risk Management
- Vendor Management and Contracts
- Regulatory and Reliability Concerns
-Legal Issues
YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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How Does the ISO Address These Issues?
- Ensure Awareness and Commitment
- Support Y2K Compliance Standards
- Deliver a Consistent Message
-Participate in Industry-wide Cooperative Efforts
- Conduct Thorough Testing
- Perform Due Diligence
- Document All Actions Taken
- Communicate Frequently
YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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What's the Electric Utility Industry Doing About it?
• NERC conducts the industry-wide coordinated effort on behalf of DOE
• More than 98% of the electric systems in the United States and Canada
participated in the industry coordinated Y2K readiness assessment
process in Q4, 1998
• NERC and its regional Reliability Councils coordinate regional Y2K
contingency plans
• NERC and its regional Reliability Councils will conduct two industry-wide
drills on April9, 1999 and September 9, 1999
• NERC will facilitate coordination efforts with the telecommunications industry
to better understand and prepare for interdependencies
• Industry expectation date for Y2K Readiness - June 30, 1999
YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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Electric Utility Industry Y2K Readiness Progress To Date
With more than 44% of mission-critical components tested through
November 30, 1998,findings continue to indicate that transition through
critical Year 2000 rollover dates is expected to have MINIMAL IMPACT
on electric system operations in North America.
-NERc 01-17-1999 Report ro DOE

Average percent complete on mission-critical
electric systems as of November 30, 1998:
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YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to Califomta ISO only, not universally applicable

• Inventory- 96%
• Assessment - 82%
• Remediation & Testing- 44%
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What Contingency Measures Are Being Considered
by the ISO and the Industry?
• Setting aside operating reserve of 20% versus
the normal 7%
• Limiting the amount of power flowing from one
control area~ into another to prevent cascading outages
• Requesting Scheduling Coordinators to ~nticipate the needs of the~r
electricity customers by submitting 1-3 days of backup schedules in advance
• All of operations and support personnel on-site during the rollover

YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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What Should Market Participants Do?
• Ensure your own system's Y2K readiness
• Work with ISO on coordinated contingency measures:
Generation Owner - Increase operating reserve
Scheduling Coordinator - Backup schedules in advance
• Participate in joint interface testing with the ISO systems
·• Participate in NERC-coordinated industry Y2K efforts .
such as readiness surveys and industry-wide drills
• Operate in a steady-state manner during the rollover

YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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What Should Electricity Customers Do?
• Identify possible impacts of Y2K to your business
• Initiate actions necessary to assure safety and
business continuity
• Review your emergency power supply provisions
and procedures if you have a critical need for
uninterrupted power supply
• Check the Y2K information and progress of your electricity provider
• Operate in a steady-state manner during the rollover

YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Pertains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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Everyone
Contributes to the Overall Y2K Solution

YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE
Penains to California ISO only, not universally applicable
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CITIZENS
communications

April23, 1999
"YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE STATEMENT"

California Legislature
John A. Dutra
1020 N Street, Rrn 122
Sacramento, CA
95814

Dear Mr. Dutra,
Citizens has implemented a Year 2000 program which is expected to protect the safety and
continuity of our service delivery and support capabilities, computer systems and other critical
functions.
As part of our Year 2000 program, Citizens has initiated a Year 2000 mitigation plan and has
established a Year 2000 Project Office. Citizens' Year 2000 mitigation activities include formal
communications with all of its significant suppliers to determine the extent to which the company
may be vulnerable to external factors. While we believe that systems and software under our
direct control will handle Year 2000 processing requirements, we do not have full control of
systems provided to us by others.
Citizens Utilities is taking appropriate actions to deal with the Year 2000. The company is using
internal and external resources to achieve the necessary Year 2000 readiness. The company plans
to complete its critical Year 2000 modifications and conversions related to business operations by
June 30, 1999.
Thank you for your inquiry regarding Citizens' Y2K readiness. Citizens has prepared the
enclosed documentation for your Y2K inquiry request.

G::;G~
Tim~wafd" ~.
·

Y2K Project Lead

Enclosure

6300 DAl l/97

CITIZENS COMMUNICATIONS ·
Y2K READINESS DISCLOSURE
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Contingency plans are a key element of Citizens' Y2K efforts. Contingency Plans are designed to
have a structured plan in place to handle any unforeseen issues. The plan identifies responsibilities,
functions, operational procedures and working relationships within Citizens departments and with
customers and state and federal agencies. The contingency plans are on-going developments that
are written as remediation and testing is facilitated.
Citizens and our primary vendor are working towards stopping production changes in computer
coding within applications for the fourth quarter of 1999 and into the first quarter of 2000. System
freezes will stop (freeze) production changes in computer coding in applications. This freeze will
allow Citizens and our primary vendor to identify issues that are caused by the millennium rollover. If
enhancements are necessary and deemed an emergency, Citizens and our primary vendor will make
the needed modifications.
Citizens has augmented the Program Management Office (PMO) with employees from each sector
that are considered to be subject matter experts as well as staff from outside consulting and resource
companies. By using multiple vendors to interview and recruit augmented resources, Citizens is able
to staff the PMO with the best available talent in a widely rich telecommunication employee base.
Citizens currently has close to 50 dedicated resources working on the Year 2000 issues and
numerous employees across the sector providing support to the PMO as required.

Citizens' Y2K Policy and Century (Date) Compliance
Citizens Year 2000 Polley
~

We have set a completion date of no later than June 30, 1999, for Citizens' Year 2000 readiness.
Year 2000 planning and corrective action will be targeted to this date, although some initiatives
should be completed earlier. Year 2000 remediation work must be accelerated to the greatest
extent possible.

~

Year 2000 effort must be comprehensive in examining and correcting not just our computer
systems, but our operational facilities, embedded technology throughout the company, our
vendors and our on-going projects.

~

Every Citizens employee, starting with the officers, is accountable for achieving Year 2000
readiness in their area.

~

Each sector will appoint an empowered Year 2000 coordinator, with Year 2000 correction as
their primary job function.

~

All sectors will conduct a Year 2000 readiness assessment and inventory in cooperation with the
Year 2000 Program Office.

~

All sectors will develop contingency plans in conjunction with the Program Office to mitigate any
risk of failure to achieve Year 2000 readiness.
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The implementation process includes the physical migration of successfully tested components from
the isolated Year 2000 test lab into production.
Embedded Chips are addressed through surveying Citizens Third Party Vendors and suppliers. A
comprehensive inventory has been completed to initiate mailings, web searches, and phone calls to
vendors and suppliers.
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Citizens Project 2000 Budget
A Year 2000 budget has been submitted and approved by the Board of Directors. Citizens
Communications will spend approximately 26 million dollars to become Y2K ready. Over six million
was spent on Y2K efforts to December 31, 1998.

Citizens Project 2000 Methodology
Citizens adapted a certified methodology from our primary service provider for staff augmentation.
This methodology comes from a vendor assisting Citizens with Y2K efforts. The methodology is
based on well-accepted principles and practices in the area of Y2K compliance. The methodology is
comprised of 4 process areas for both IT and Non-IT assets.
};>

Inventory Phase- defining the set of application components, which will be processed through
the remaining phases. In an enterprise-wide assessment, a physical inventory was recorded.

};>

Assessment Phase- a specific inventory of application components is reviewed in a detailed
analysis through automated and semi-automated tools. The assessment phase strives to
determine the degree of exposure and overall application impact prior to conversion activity.
Vendor Management - Work with vendors and suppliers to determine Y2K compliance or
remediation approach

};>

Remediation Phase- identifying and implementing strategies to modify software and hardware to
eliminate Year 2000 processing problems. As part of remediation, Citizens has prioritized its
efforts by identifying systems as critical, worthy of action and insignificant. This entailed an
understanding of which item, if failure were to occur, would place people at risk, seriously impact
delivery of services or cause business failure.

};>

Testing Phase- executing one or more programs or other components of a system to verify that
the functional capability of that system meets the user's requirements specified during a prior
development or maintenance modification.

Clean management is the task of assuring that once an application or system has been made Year
2000 ready, non-Year 2000 compliant components are not inadvertently introduced back into the
clean environment. Citizens has implemented clean Management to ensure that compliant assets
remain compliant as changes are made in the normal course of business.
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Quality Assurance
Citizens' Quality Assurance (QA) team develops Standards for internal compliance to national and
international Y2K guidelines. As a key part of this responsibility, the developed Standards must
provide assurance to external agencies of Citizens' compliance. The QA Team also develops quality
policies and procedures to ensure a smooth and uniform implementation and compliance with
Compliance Center processes. Routine process and deliverable audits are conducted throughout the
life of the Y2K project to ensure conformance with standards, procedures, practices and
requirements.
Citizens has long used the external services of an outside auditing firm for corporate wide audits.
The external auditing firm has an aggressive program in place with full time representatives in our
office where the PMO resides. Detailed surveys are frequently sent to us to update and in no event
exceed quarterly evaluations. Face to face meetings routinely take place between the auditing staff
and the Citizens PMO management team to assess our progress and ascertain that Citizens is
appropriately addressing Year 2000 issues.
The development and implementation of standards and policies & procedures formally document
Quality Assurance guidelines and requirements of the Y2K Program. These standards and policies &
procedures provide guidance to the Y2K Compliance Center Team. Objective evidence of
compliance is primarily through the use of formal Quality Assu~nce Audit Reports and Corrective
Action (Issues} reporting.

Progress Within Each Phase
Inventory Phase
Citizens began a comprehensive inventory in early 1997 to identify all:
))))))))))))))-

operating systems
desktop workstations
local area networks (LAN)
wide area networks (WAN)
servers
routers
hubs
facilities
fleet and service vehicles
all third party vendors and suppliers
embedded chips within components
switches
network operations equipment
central offices
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Citizens contacted all interfaces and business partners that we may have had business. An audit of
all contracts, account payable records, and procurement record files were obtained to validate and
compare to the inventory results manually gathered.
An automated software tool was selected to roll out across the server to inventory all hardware and
software components connected to the Citizens network, which includes the local desktop hardware,
softwa~. network servers, operating systems, and other required information.
The results of this survey are compared to the manual inventory record and checked for
completeness. The combined inventory was then summarized to a report level that was forwarded to
a t~ird party vendor and supplier for verification.
Assessment Phase

Citizens Communications assessed the inventory in determining the extent of a Y2K problem. The
assessment phase determined what needs to be done and in what order. The results are classified
into one of four stages, mission critical, high, medium, or low. This required an understanding of the
consequences of failure for an item, including whether it would place people at risk, seriously impact
delivery of services, cause business failure or to fall out of compliance of any legal or regulatory
contract or agreement. Assessment was all encompassing, involving the Project Management team,
the business owners and users, and determined by numerous business criteria that includes our
corporate three to five year IT business plan, a down stream system approach, interfaces in or out of
the system or application, and other key components.
Citizens Communications utilizes numerous development platforms and languages that support 70
percent of the business critical applications. These applications combine for over 50 million lines of
code that are required to be identified and assessed to function and process normally in an year 2000
environment. The process to identify date sensitive lines of code consist of automated tools which
scan each line and determine potential risks based on the Citizens Communications Century
Compliance Standard (STD-001 RO). The Subject Matter Expert (SME) assessed each identified risk.
Automation tools were purchased and utilized to satisfy Citizens Communications Year 2000 efforts:
Remediation Phase

Remediation takes ·place after a thorough assessment has been completed. Remediation is the
correction of the defect or problem within the system or application. Remediation includes the repair,
replacement, upgrade, downgrade, retirement, or combination of, in order to complete the
remediation process. Remediation is both an automated and manual process whereby, the Citizens
team appropriately decides the best option considering impact to our customers, time, price, impact
to other systems and applications, revenue, and/or business partners.
Citizens purchased an AS400 remediation tool after reviewing numerous companies and products.
Our entire remediation efforts are over 55% complete overall. A portion of our remediation efforts are
being facilitated by a Y2K certified vendor. This includes all of IT and Non-IT systems and
applications for Citizens Communications.
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Lines of code that need to be assessed and possibly remediated are illustrated in the following chart.
This chart includes Citizens and AIS efforts.
·

Number of Applications

Platfonn

Number of Unes of
Code

8

3,403,556

Other Platforms lines of code <
25,000 or databases

51

NIA

Other platforms Lines of code >
25,000 or databases

2

127,000

Mainframe

9

5,022,000

70

8,552,556

AS/400 lines of code

(Time and Materials)

TOTALS

Testing Phase
Citizens has developed and built a testing lab in its Year 2000 Program Office to simulate our
production environment. With mission critical systems, the test lab enables Citizens to recreate the
same environment in which the application is used. This type of testing is done so as not to affect the
current day to day operations. Switches are tested during times of low traffic to avoid impacting the
customer. Citizens has chosen not to recreate a switch environment for all switches.
The equipment and platforms residing in the test lab includes, but is not limited to, the AS400,
RS600, Proliant 1600, 2500, and DecALpha.

Testing philosophies
Date driven testing will be applicable to
);;>

Operating Systems

);;>

Hardware

);;>

Firmware

Functional testing

will be applicable to

);;>

Applications

);;>

Databases
11
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The following dates will be utilized in the testing phase:

>

August 22, 1999

GPS

);;>

September 9, 1999

End of File

);;>

December 31, 1999

Year 2000 Rollover

);;>

January 1, 2000

Year 2000 Rollover

);;>

February 28, 2000

Year 2000 Leap Year

);;>

February 29, 2000

Year 2000 Leap Year

);;>

March 1, 2000

Year 2000 Post Leap Day

);;>

December 31,2000

Year 2001 Rollover

);;>

January 1, 2001

Year 2001 Rollover

Additional test dates will be defined and tested as required.
For testing of items defined as applications and databases, the following criteria must be utilized:

>

Accept, process, calculate, sort, store, display, and report dates using correct
century and year.

>
>

Cross into the year 2000 without automation failure.

>
>

Treat the year 2000 as a leap year.

Prevent premature expiration of security, licenses, or files due to year 2000
cross over.

Interface with other year 2000 compliant software and data.

Relationships with Vendors and Customers
Vendors
All vendors and suppliers have been sent a Y2K survey and/or questionnaire. Critical supplier lists
have been developed using qualifying criteria unique to each major service provided. Citizens has
been contacting its critical suppliers and service providers to ascertain their abilities to continue
providing service and product into the year 2000. Citizens has an External Tracking Coordinator that
researches the company's website, sends follow up letters and makes follow up phone calls to the
vendor to investigate their Y2K readiness. Citizens compiles a list of vendor product lnformation and
sends it to a consulting company that has developed a "Y2K ready producr database. Citizens'
product list is compared to this database to determine readiness.
The course of action, if a vendor or supplier has indicated it will not be compliant, or if Citizens does
not receive a response to its inquiry regarding that vendor or supplier's Y2K plans, depends on if ifs a
critical vendor. Citizens has had some key vendors indicate that they will not be compliant by
12
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Citizens June 30, 1999 date, but will be Y2K compliant before 11/30/99. There have been no critical
suppliers that have indicated they will not be Y2K compliant. Other non-critical vendors that are
determined will not be Y2K compliant are replaced by vendors that will be compliant.

Customers
It is one of Citizens' primary initiatives to bring awareness to our customers regarding Y2K issues.
Customers that are inquiring about Citizens Y2K readiness receive this document in response to their
inquiry. Customers may also obtain Y2K information at Citizens' Internet site at www.czn.net or send
their questions to asky2k@czn.com, or call (214) 365-3700 for the Year 2000 voice mailbox. In
January of 1999, a bill insert was mailed out to all of our customers stating what the Y2K problem
was and what Citizens was doing to address the issue. Another bill insert is scheduled to be mailed
in May.

Status Report
% Com~leted

Telecommunications
IT
Inventory

100%

Assessment

96%

Remediation

50%

Testing

8%

Non-IT
100%

Inventory
Assessment

90%

Remediation

59%

Testing

8%
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Contingency Plans
Contingency planning is an ongoing process as part of our Year 2000 methodology. While the
Citizens overall contingency plan is now being documented specifically for Year 2000, existing
disaster recovery documentation and procedures are the first line of contingency. Our contingency
planning is further noted by the CitiZens corporate position to obtain Year 2000 compliance for all
critical services and applications by June 30, 1999. Without compromising the integrity of our
methodology, our contingency efforts are always focused on meeting our corporate dates and
stringent quality standards.
The objective of this contingency plan is to provide Citizens Communications with a systematic
approach to solving Y2K related systems or service disruptions that occur during the Year 2000
rollover from December 31, 1999 to January 1, 2000. the plan identifies responsibilities, functions,
operational procedures and working relationships within Citizens departments and with state and
federal agencies.
Citizens does not anticipate any s'gnificant interruptions to the quality of service as a result ofY2K. A
dedicated Y2K Help Desk will be s~ffed through the holidays and into the first quarter of 2000 to
assist our employees in responding to customer Y2K issues. Trouble shooting teams will be
deployed when necessary. Citizens is developing a plan to staff the appropriate personnel during the
transition and rollover to January 1, 2000.
Citizens is currently developing comprehensive contingency plans that include temporary power loss.
Backup battery power and diesel generators that would operate in place of electrical power systems
are available. Other areas of the contingency plans are developed as remediation is completed. As
Citizens remediates its applications and systems, contingency plans are developed based on the
necessary procedures needed to reach Y2K readiness.

For More Information
For auditing purposes, Citizens Communications requires all Y2K inquiries in writing. You may mail
your request to Timothy Howard, Y2K Project Manager, 8800 N. Central, Suite 500, Dallas, TX 75231
or fax your inquiry to (214) 365-4021. You may contact Citizens Communications at (214) 365-3700
or by email asky2k@czn.com.
Responses to your inquiries are handled in the order that they are received. Due to volume
fluctuation delays may be incurred. Any response r~questing specific information may require
research with other departments. Citizens will make every effort to respond in a timely manner. Your
understanding and cooperation is appreciated in advance. Citizens is confident that this summary
has provided the information to inform you of Citizens Year 2000 efforts. Thank you for contacting
Citizens Communications Year 2000 Program Management Office.
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Fact:

Cal Water's main computer systems have been Y2K compliant since 1998.

Fact:

Cal Water can operate for 2 1 day s without power, on existing fuel
supplies, thanks to 17 standby auxiliary boosters located throughout the
Chico distribution system.

Fact:

The Chico system has five storage tanks tha t hold a Iota of 1.375 million
gallons.

Fact:

Cal Water's Year 2000 Oversight Committee was formed to ensure that
the Year 2000 Program is proceeding as scheduled .

Fact:

Cal Water has retained an independent audit firm specializing in Year
2000 compliance.

Fact:

The Year 2000 Program calls for conversion of all key systems to Year
2000 compliance by June 30, 1999.

Fact:

Cal Water will continue to test all computer systems for Y2K compliance
throughout 1999 to ensure against any potential problem .

Fur further infurmutiun please contact the Custumer Center at 530·895·8486.
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Y2K PROGRAM OBJECTIVE

GTE' s Year 2000 efforts
are designed to make a
seamless transition into
the Year 2000 without
serious interruption
to our network or
measurable adverse
impact on GTE
customers.

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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GTE OVERVIEW

Glle

One of the largest publicly held telecommunications companies
- Network Services provides local exchange operations in 28 states
- Long distance service is available in all 50 states
- International operations in 14 countries

Y2K PROGRAM SCOPE
• Established Corporate Program Office in 1995
• Program offices established in each of 13
major business units world-wide
• Estimated cost for Y2K compliance -- $370M
• 1,200 equivalent employees addressing Y2K issues
• 324 Applications converted
• 408 Clusters going through FACT Testing
• 11,318 Vendor supplied products under review

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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Y2K STANDARD INDUSTRY MODEL
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Y2K requires the assessment, remediation and test of the full operational infrastructure of:
Legacy systems, networks, customer premise equipment, end-user desktops, facilities;
emergency support systems.
Impact
Inventory ~
~
Assessment

Analysis

~

Remediation/Replacement/Conversion
Testing

~

Enterprise
Testing
(FACT)

FORWARD COMPLIANCE - - - - - - - - - - •

~

""""!

Prioritization
ot svstems
.. .

··••·•·•····•••··············••··•••·····••••························· •···•···

.

.

•................................................•................................•.
-

I

I
Essential/Critical or Key Systems

,r
Schedule for 1998 Remediation
Completion; June 1999
Testin_g_ Com_J!}etion

...............•....••.••.........•...........•.•.........................••.•

All Other Systems and Products

+

Schedule for
1999
Completion
...................................................••.......................•...••

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without noHce.
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INTEGRATED TESTING IS KEY
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Planned Time Line

I

1/98

6/98

9/98

12/98

Start
Enterprise
Test

Complete
Critical "A"
Products Testing
for System
Compliance

AII"A" and
"B" Systems
Converted

All
Systems
Converted

Y2K

Ready

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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NETWORK SCHEDULE STATUS - California

Timely Supplier Delivery of Compatible Year 2000 Compliant
Products is essential to success
• Compliant Central Office

Access Lines

s.ooo

--·-"--·-·-

4,500
4,300,000
94%

4,000
3,500

% of Lines Within

l

4,567,000
99.8%

4,567,000
99.8%

California

4,576,000
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Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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911 Y2K OBJECTIVES

Gm

Determine the Y2K -· readiness

of the products GTE provides
Customers and uses for internal

operations for 911 services and
Public Safety features.

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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911 Y2K TIM ELINE

Gil

January- Pilot inventory completed
February - Customer lists identified
March - Y2K PC diskettes available
March/April - Equipment inventories completed by field
technicians
March/April - Inventoried components evaluated for Y2K
readiness
March/June - Y2K readiness discussed with 911 customers

Material in this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subfect to change without notice.
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WORKING TOGETHER

US Govt
President's Y2K
Council
FCC Y2K Task Force
Network Reliability and
Interoperability Council
(NRIC)
•

Y2K Working Group

• Oversight Committee
• Share readiness,
testing and
contingency planning
information

International
Organizations
International
Telecommunication
Union
Regional
Groupings
Early WarningSystems

Industry
Telco Year 2000 Forum
• Network
• Business Continuity
• IT

Alliance For
Telecommunications
Industry Solutions
(ATIS)
• Inter-LATA testing
• Long Distance
• Test plans/scripts

Cellular Telecom Industry
Association
• Wireless
• Test plans/scripts
• WorK underway

Canadian Telco Forum
Alerting and Coordinating
Network Expansion

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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MUlTI-lEVEl NETWORK TESTING
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Materiailn this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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VL< NETWORK INTEROPERABILITY TESTING
~

Company to Company - Bilateral testing agreements by region
• Through 1999

Intra-Network Testing - Telco Year 2000 Forum component testing
• Through December 1998
Emergency Services
Basic, Enhanced, and intelligent services
Management Services
Data Networks

Inter-Network Testing- ATIS Testing qf Operations
• Through February 1999

LNP effects of Y2K
Network congestion
LEC toiXC
Time zone transition
"800" data base access
Network management

Material in this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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Y2K BUSINESS READINESS

Essential elements that need assessment:
• Systems and Product Conversion and Implementation (Technical Compliance)
• Forward Compliance (Addresses Y2K in the future)
• Staffing
• Organizational Vendors
• Principal Strategic Vendors
• Pivotal Strategic Customers
• Bilateral Service Providers/Business Partners
• Legal Assessment
• Insurance Coverage
• Local SBU Facility Coverage
• Regional Y2K Risk Assessment
• Contingency Planning (all types)

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as or March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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VL< ONE GTE Y2K SUPPLIER VIABILITY
~

The goal of the "ONE GTE Y2K Supplier Viability" effort is to
confirm major GTE suppliers are addressing the Y2K issue for
not only external products and services, but also internal
processes such as order entry, product design, billing and
production.
How Are Suppliers Selected?
• Designated "business critical" by the Y2K PMO (AlB Rank)
• Deemed "strategic, key or major" by ONE GTE Supplier Management
How Are Suppliers Reviewed?
• Century Compliance Agreements are required in all new and existing GTE supplier
contracts.
• Independent Year 2000 Surveys are being conducted to "assess the supplier's
preparedness to address the year 2000 issue".
Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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BOnOMLINE-Due to the Advanced Completion
Status and_Favorable Industry
Testing Results, GTE sees no
indications that the Public
Switched Telephone Network and
Public Switched Data Networks
will suffer major adverse impacts
due to the Year 2000.

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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GTE CUSTOMER CONTACT INFORMATION
VL<
me
Customers can send specific Y2K inquiries to:
GTE Y2K Awareness
MC: HQM06C13
P.O. Box 152252
Irving, Texas 75015-2252
or Fax: 972-507-1272
or Internet Email: online.customer.response@gte.com
GTE Website: www.gte.com/y2k
Please include: equipment manufacturer, system type, model/part number and
software release number with your inquiry.

Material in this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subject to change without notice.
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• What is Year 2000 Compliance?
• Compliant Central Office Switches
• Is my GTE local service telephone switch Year
2000 ready?
• GTE Year 2000 Product Readiness - General
Information

What is Year 2000 Compliance?

In 1996, under the leadership of GTE Technology and
Systems, GTE prepared a working technical document,
"Criteria for Cent~ Compliance," which details the scope
of the Year 2000 1ssue and provides suggested standards
for century compliance.
GTE defines network components and systems as "century
compliant" ifthey are either "Year 2000 compliant" as
defmed in the above-referenced document, or will
otherwise operate without any substantial decrease or
interruption in performance as a result of processing date
data into the next century. This means that products and
systems will properly perform in the processing of date
and date-related data (including but not limited to
calculating, comparing and sequencing) by all hardware,
firmware and software components individually and in
combination. Proper performance includes manipulation of
this data with dates prior to, through and beyond January 1,
2000. The "Criteria for Century Compliance" also includes
special date-related processing issues, such as 9/9/99, and
leap year processing in and beyond 2000.
GTE's "Criteria" document has been posted on other
general Year 2000 web sites as an example of an effective
definition ofYear 2000 compliance. A copy ofthis book is
available on our Year 2000 Internet site.
Back to Top

Compliant Central Office Switches
Central Office switches are the heart ofthe
telecommunications network. They provide the billing
information, call routing, connection to Internet service
and other local or long distance providers, and many other
services to GTE customers. The following chart indicates
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the currently planned Year 2000 readiness of GTE's
switching infrastructure.

Year 2000 Status of GTE Network Switches
To determine if the network'switch that provides your
GTE local telephone service is Year 2000 ready, click
here.
--

GTE's WIRELINE PUBLIC SWITCHED
TELEPHONE NETWORK SCHEDULE
STATUS
GTE's success depends on timely supplier delivery of
compatible Year 2000 compliant products.
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GTE's Year 2000 Ready Access Lines as a function
of planned Central Office Year 2000 Conversion
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Other
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GTE's% of Access Lines by Switch Type
Back to Top

GTE Year 2000 Product Readiness - General
Information
Customers are generally responsible for making their
equipment and systems, which connect to or interact with
GTE networks, Year 2000 compliant.

GTE residential customers
Residential customers, in most cases, will not need to
upgrade or replace typical residential telephone equipment.
· Single line telephone instruments without displays and/or
programmable features will probably not need to be
replaced. Although some residential products may be
affected, residential answering machines, fax machines and
cellular telephones are generally less likely than more
~omplex business equipment to experience Year 2000
ISSUeS.

GTE business customers
Business customers are advised to evaluate their specific
equipment to determine whether there might be Year 2000
issues. PBXs, advanced key systems and data networking
equipment are examples, but not a thorough list, of
equipment that might be affected by the Year 2000 issues.
Information regarding many such products is available on
the original equipment manufacturers' web sites.
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In Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) transactions GTE
is principally a distributor for manufacturers or suppliers.
Title and ownership of these CPE products pass to
end-user customers who own the equipment. In the
absence of an express contractual commitment to the
contrary, the customer, rather than GTE, is responsible for
the Year 2000 compliance status ofthe CPE products that
they own. However, GTE may work with its customers to
identify resources that the customer can use to determine
the Year 2000 status of their particular products. As a
distributor, GTE may also assist customers with the
identification of upgrades and replacement products,
offered by the various suppliers, that are Year 2000
compliant.
All CPE product questions should be discussed with your
GTE sales representative.
This page last updated 5/7/99.
Back to Top
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Year 2000 General Information
GTE and the Year 2000
GTE's Year 2000 Progx;am Scope
GTE Business Continm and the Year 2000
GTE Pro ucts and Services
GTE's Networks
GTE Systems

PLEASE NOTE: All schedule and plan dates depend
on GTE's suppliers of hardware, firmware and
software products, including but not limited to
applications, systems, tools and telecommunications
equipment, delivering to GTE Year 2000 compliant
products, without defects and on the dates committed.

Year 2000 General Information
• What exactly is the Year 2000 challenge?
The Year 2000 challenge spans all industries. The
phenomenon exists because for decades it was standard
practice to use two digits, rather than four, to designate the
calendar year (e.g., 11 89 11 rather than 11 1989 11 ). Calculations
involving dates after December 31, 1999, but using two
digits rather than four, may yield incorrect results because
the computer interprets the first two digits as 11 19 11 rather
than 11 20. 11 For example: 00 - 99 would equal -99 rather
than 1, as would be the case if four digits were used or
implied (2000 - 1999 = 1). Unless this issue is addressed,
equipment that uses date-sensitive firmware, hardware
and/or software with date fields - like desktop and laptop
PCs, copiers, faxes - could fail or produce incorrect results
when performing operations that include years beyond
1999.

• What is the position of other telecommunications
carriers?
Other telecommunication carriers have Year 2000 issues
similar to those faced by GTE. Although they may have
different network components and structures, all
telecommunications carriers are attempting to reach the
same objectives. GTE is a member ofthe Telco Year 2000
Forum, an organization composed ofthe nation's maJor
local telecommunication carriers. This organization has
been formed to facilitate the exchange ofYear 2000
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information, and to organize network interoperability
testing between and among the carriers.
The Telco Year 2000 Forum intra-networking portion of
interoperability testing has begun and is currently
scheduled to end by December 1998. The Forum's testing
efforts are both voluntary and self-funded. These tests are
planned to evaluate hardware and software configurations
for: (1) emergency services, (2) basic, enhanced and
intelligent network services, (3) network management
systems, and (4) data networks.
Additional Public Switched Telecommunications Network
intemetworking testing is currently being planned through
the Network Test Committee (NTC) of the Alliance for
Telecommunications Industry Solutions (ATIS). GTE and
most other North American telecommunications providers
are members of ATIS and participate in the NTC. The
ATIS inter-network testing is planned to determine the
extent to which the U.S. public switched telephone
network, under operational load as the Year 2000
transition occurs, will continue as normal. This testing will
focus on the following:
• Time critical events on December 31- January 1,
• Model and monitor potential network congestion,
• The transmission of voice and data from local
exchange to interexchange carriers,
• Year 2000 interactions on local number portability,
• Mass calling events on December 31, 1999,
• Cross network services and
• Calls crossing time zones.
ATIS and the Telco Year 2000 Forum are cooperating to
develop Year 2000 testing scenarios that are designed to be
complementary and to avoid unnecessary duplicative
testing. As a result of these voluntary corporate and
industry efforts, GTE presently believes that the Year 2000
issue, from a network interoperability perspective, is being
addressed.
Back to Top

GTE and the Year 2000
How does GTE define "Year 2000 Compliance"?

In 1996, under the leadership of GTE Technology and Systems, GTE
prepared a working technical document, "Criteria for Century
Compliance," that details the scope ofYear 2000 issue and provides
suggested standards for "century compliance."
GTE defmes network components and systems as "century compliant"
if they are either "Year 2000 compliant" as defined in the above
referenced document, or will otherwise operate without any substantial
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decrease or interruption in performance as a result of processing date
data in1:() the next century. This means that products and systems will
properl y perform in the processing of date and date-related data
(including but not limited to calculating, comparing and sequencing) by
all hardware, firmware and software components, individually and in
combina.tion. Proper performance includes manipulation of this data
with dates prior to, through and beyond January 1, 2000. The "Criteria
for Century Compliance" also includes other, special date-related
processing issues, such as 9/9/99, and leap year processing in and
beyond 2000.
GTE's "Criteria" document has been posted on other general Year 2000
web si1:es as an example of an effective definition ofYear 2000
compl:iance. A copy ofthis book is available on this Year 2000 Internet
site at llttp://www.gte.com/CustomerSupport!Y2klindex.html.
Is GT:E currently Year 2000 compliant?

Compliance of GTE's networks and systems is set to occur in stages.
GTE's current plans target December 3.1, 1998, for the implementation
of Yea.J 2000 compliant versions of most critical and key application
systeJ.T:1s and Year 2000 remediation of most network elements. GTE's
plans also include the implementation of most Year 2000 compliant
first o:ftice elements, network support systems and unique network
elements by December 31, 1998. Overall domestic wireline network
roUoutand enterprise testing are currently targeted for a June 30, 1999,
completion. Wireless network components are scheduled to have Year
2000 remediation efforts complete during the first half of 1999 and
some GTE Intemetworking Year 2000 efforts are currently scheduled
for com pletion on or before September 30, 1999. Enterprise testing and
the renediation of non-critical and non-key systems are expected to
continlle through June 30, 1999. Telecommunications systems and
infonna.tion technology are both highly complex and interdependent.
Moreover, data inputs from external sources may or may not be Year
2000 C()mpliant. It is thu~ impossible to guarantee full Year 2000
compl]ance for all systems despite serious efforts to achieve that goal.
GTE's target dates for Year 2000 compliant systems depend upon our
suppli<:rs meeting the dates that they have quoted to GTE for delivery
of Year 2000 compliant software and/or hardware.

When will GTE be Year 2000 compliant?
GTE clliTently believes that its essential processes, systems and
business functions will be ready for the millennium transition. Our
curren t plans provide a target date of December 31, 1998, for the
implenentation of most Year 2000 compliant critical and key
application systems, subject to additional compliance testing. GTE's
target Year 2000 network sc4edule is for most first office, unique
network elements and support systems to be Year 2000 compliant by
Dece:n:tber 31, 1998. Overall domestic wireline network rollout and
ente;Jrise testing are currently targeted for a June 30, 1999,
competion. Year 2000 remediation efforts ofwireless network
comp<ments are scheduled to be complete during the first half of 1999;
additi ()nally, some GTE Intemetworking efforts are currently scheduled
for completion on or before September 30, 1999.
Telec<Jmmunications systems and information technology are both
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highly complex and interdependent. Moreover, data inputs from
external sources may or may not be Year 2000 compliant. It is thus
impossible to guarantee full Year 2000 compliance for all systems
despite serious efforts to achieve that goal. GTE's target dates for Year
2000 compliant systems depend upon our suppliers meeting the dates
they have quoted to GTE for delivery of Year 2000 compliant software
and/or hardware.

Is GTE actively involved in solving the Year 2000 problem and is a
target completion date available?
GTE has established a Year 2000 Program Management Office (PMO)
to oversee, plan and coordinate Year 2000 activities across the
corporation. This PMO reports directly to GTE's executive vice
president for Technology and Systems, and works full-time addressing
the Year 2000 challenge. GTE's corporate Year 2000 PMO also has
established standards and methodologies for implementing and
measuring Year 2000 compliance throughout GTE, and regularly
reviews the status of the program:
Additionally, each ofGTE's strategic business units has an active PMO
to implement Year 2000 compliance. Each strategic business unit
manages and implements its own Year 2000 programs internally.
GTE's current plans target December 31, 1998, for the implementation
ofYear 2000 compliant versions of most critical and key application
systems and Year 2000 remediation of most network elements. GTE's
present plans also include the implementation of most Year 2000
compliant first office elements, network support systems and unique
network elements by December 31, 1998. Overall domestic wireline
network rollout and ente!)?rise testing are currently targeted for a June
30, 1999, completion. Wireless network components are scheduled to
have Year 2000 remediation efforts complete during the first half of
1999, and some GTE Intemetworking Year 2000 efforts are currently
scheduled for completion on or before September 30, 1999. Enterprise
testing and the remediation of non-critical and non-key systems are
expected to continue through June 30, 1999. All ofthese plans are
contingent upon GTE's suppliers delivering compliant products as
committed.

Has GTE's management clearly established the implementation of
Year 2000 actions as a high priority?
In recognition of the priority associated with the Year 2000 issue, GTE
has established a Program Management Office (PMO) at the corporate
level to lead the company's Year 2000 effort. GTE has taken a
leadership role in Year 2000 activities, and fully expects to be among
the first telecom companies to be Year 2000 compliant. It should be
noted that GTE's plans are dependent upon our suppliers delivering
Year 2000 compliant products as committed.

Is GTE's Year 2000 program status regularly reported to GTE's
top management?
GTE's corporate Year 2000 program office and the internal executive
management of each GTE business unit review each business unit
monthly for adherence to its Year 2000 Enterprise Plan. The results of
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these monthly reviews are regularly presented to GTE senior
management and associated audit and quality functions (both internal
and external to the company). GTE's president, business unit
presidents, and board of directors receive periodic updates consistent
with their organizational level. GTE's top executive management
receives formal updates no less than quarterly, and often on a monthly
basis.

Is GTE's Board of Directors notified of the progress of the Year
2000 Program?
GTE's president and board of directors· receive periodic updates
appropriate to their organizational level. The GTE board of directors
and senior executive management receive formal updates no less than
quarterly, and frequently on a monthly basis.

Are external consultants assisting GTE with Year 2000
remediation issues?
GTE currently has 1,000 - 1,200 "full time equivalent" contractors and
employees mobilized throughout its business units and corporate staff
to address the Year 2000 issue. GTE's Year 2000 program includes a
mix of experienced and knowledgeable GTE employees as well as
reputable consultants.

Has GTE hired a third party to do its Year 2000 conversion?
Each GTE strategic business unit is charged with achieving Year 2000
compliance. Some of those SBUs periodically have secured outside
help to reach this goal, while others are performing the work internally
in accordance with each business unit's Year 2000 strategic plan. None
has outsourced its overall conversion.

Has GTE participated in any external Year 2000 certification
programs?
·
'
GTE's approach to the Year 2000 challenge has been assessed
independently and certified by the Information Technology Association
of America (ITAA) as meeting the industry's best practices. The
ITAA *2000 certification program is one of a relatively few
independent Year 2000 process assessment mechanisms available
today.
Is GTE following any standards on Year 2000 compliance?

In 1996, under the leadership of GTE Technology and Systems, GTE
prepared a working technical document, "Criteria for Century
Compliance," which details the scope ofthe Year 2000 issue and
provides suggested standards for "century compliance." This document
has since been posted on other general Year 2000 web sites as an
example of an effective definition ofYear 2000 compliance. A copy of
this book is available on this Year 2000 Internet site at
http://www .gte.com/CustomerSupport!Y2k/index.html.
Additionally, GTE may reference other Year 2000 guidelines and/or
methodologies for some applications and their integration with other
applications. The two principal de-facto industry standards being
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employed in addition to GTE's own criteria are Bellcore's document
GR-2945-CORE and ISO Standard 8601.

Does GTE have a project team dedicated full-time to the Year 2000
project?
GTE has established a Program Management Office (PMO) at the
corporate level to lead the company's Year 2000 effort. This office
reports to the executive vice president for Technology and Systems. It
has been charged with: 1) developing strategies for meeting the Year
2000 challenge across GTE; 2) coordinating common approaches,
methodologies and reporting criteria; and 3) providing information,
planning support, vendor information, technical and management
assistance to GTE's business units. The corporate PMO is also
responsible for oversight, reporting and external communications on
Year 2000 issues, as well as for planning and coordinating GTE's
industry initiatives to address Year 2000. Operational Year 2000
program implementation is the responsibility of each of GTE's
individual business units and separate companies, both nationally and
internationally. In each business unit, a Year 2000 program office
reports directly to local executive management, and, on a dotted-line
basis, to the GTE corporate PMO.

What is GTE's Year 2000 project plan objective for completion of
all critical and key network elements and legacy systems?
At this time, GTE's current plans target December 31, 1998, for the
implementation of Year 2000 compliant versions of most critical and
key application systems and Year 2000 remediation of most network
elements. GTE's present plans also include the implementation of most
Year 2000 compliant first office elements, network sutfort systems
and unique network elements by December 31, 1998. verall domestic
wireline network rollout and ente[lfrise testin~ are currently targeted for
a June 30, 1999 completion. Wire ess networ components are
scheduled to have Year 2000 remediation efforts complete during the
first half of 1999, and some GTE Internetworking Year 2000 efforts are
currently scheduled for completion on or before September 30, 1999.
Enterprise testing and the remediation of non-critical and non-key
systems are expected to continue through June 30, 1999. Note,
however, that GTE's target dates for Year 2000 compliant systems
depend upon our suppliers meeting the dates that they have quoted to
us for delivery of Year 2000 compliant software and/or hardware.

Based on the established schedule, is GTE's Year 2000 project on
time?
GTE's overall Year 2000 program performance, when compared to the
established schedule, is within reasonable variances.

Has an independent third-party auditor reviewed GTE's Year
2000 project and plans, and does it conduct an ongoing review of
the process and associated progress?
GTE's internal audit function includes, as part of its scope, oversight of
the Year 2000 effort at all busine~s units and the independent reporting
on progress to GTE executive management. Our external auditor,
Arthur Andersen & Co., has also reviewed GTE's plans for achieving
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Year 2000 compliance and conducts quarterly reviews of GTE's
progress toward that objective.

What is the total expected cost ofGTE's Year 2000 efforts and
current costs expended to date?
The current estimate for the total cost of Year 2000 remediation for
GTE and all affiliates is approximately $370 million. Year 2000
expenditures through the end of 1997 were $67 million. Through the
end of June 1998, expenditures totaled $135 million.

Has GTE approved funding for all of the expected Year 2000 cost?
Budgets are approved on an annual basis. All Year 2000 efforts have
been funded to date, and it is currently anticipated that they will
continue to be funded as necessary through completion.

Has GTE t~ken any steps to ensure key staff does not leave prior to
completion of all Year 2000 work?
GTE has prqvided a variety of incentives for key staff members to
complete their Year 2000 assignments.

Where and When will further information on GTE's progress
toward Year 2000 compliance be available?
This listing ofFAQs and this web site will be maintained on a regular
basis. Progress and changes in GTE's Year 2000 status will be posted
as appropriate. Questions regarding the Year 2000 compliance of
specific products and services, if not available on this site, may be
submitted by selecting Contact Us on the navigation bar at the top of
this page.
Back to Top

GTE's Year 2000 Program Scope
Does GTE maintain an overall plan for its Year 2000 initiative?
Each of GTE's business units has developed an Enterprise Plan for
Year 2000 remediation, which includes system inventories, impact
analysis, remediation plans, test schedules, and redeployment
strategies. These plans, which are constantly updated with new
information, form the basis of GTE's Year 2000 program. A corporate
Year 2000 Program Management Office with general oversight
responsibility coordinates individual business unit efforts.

Is a total system replacement necessary for GTE to become Year
2000 compliant?
No. GTE has performed extensive analyses of existing systems to
identify those elements potentially affected by Year 2000. Components
identified as being affected will be upgraded or replaced. If a
component is not affected by Year 2000, there is no need to modify or
replace it.
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Does GTE plan to conduct full system tests of critical and key
systems in 1998 and/or 1999?
GTE is testing software applications after the renovation stage of the
conversion process. In addition, many phases of product and software
testing - including forward compliance testing, interoperability testing
and the like are ongoing processes. GTE is planning to complete
entemrise testing of information systems by June 30, 1999.
Additionally, GTE is participating with other major
telecommunications companies to conduct network interoperability
testing in conjunction with the Telco Year 2000 Forum and the ATIS

NTC.

---

What are GTE's plans to address Year 2000 issues in its data
centers, including system software?
GTE is currently renovating the software of various business systems.
GTE currently plans to have most key renovations completed by
year-end 1998. Current operational infrastructure, including hardware
and utility software, has been inventoried and reviewed, and the plans
developed to address any Year 2000 issues are now being implemented.
GTE is currently performing the necessary upgrades, replacements and
modifications outlined in those plans for data center infrastructure
·
compliance.

Has GTE examined its PC and server-based Office Automation
systems and determined that they will continue to properly
function on 01/01/2000?
GTE's current PC and server-based Office Automation systems,
including hardware and software, are being inventoried, reviewed, and
plans are being developed to resolve the Year 2000 issues identified.
GTE is performing the necessary.upgrades, replacements and
modifications outlined in those plans. As with other elements included
in GTE's Year 2000 plans, it is currently anticipated that most critical
and key elements of its PC and server-based Office Automation
systems will be Year 2000 compliant by December 31, 1998, with the
remaining components expected to be completed by June 30, 1999.
GTE also has implemented a Year 2000 forward compliance
purchasing program with the goal of acquiring Year 2000 compliant PC
and server Office Automation systems and software.

Are GTE's testing facilities included in its Year 2000 plans, and
will those facilities be able to support accurate testing in the Year
2000?
GTE's test facilities, including hardware and software, are being
inventoried and reviewed; also, plans have been developed to resolve
the Year 2000 issues identified. GTE is performing the necessary
upgrades, replacements and modifications outlined in those plans. As
with other elements included in GTE's Year 2000 plans, it is currently
anticipated that most critical and key elements of its test facilities will
be Year 2000 compliant by December 31, 1998, with the remaining
components expected to be completed by June 30, 1999.

Do GTE's Year 2000 plans include reviewing
computer/microprocessor controlled systems such as security
8 of 16
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systems, climate control arid other functions associated with the
usage of physical space, including development of appropriate
contingency plans should these services fail?
GTE facilities have been examined to detennine the compliance of
products such as HVAC, security!access, elevators, PBX, fire and
alarm systems resources. Efforts are currently in place to either replace
or to upgrade systems that do not meet GTE Year 2000 compliance
objectives. GTE's facilities review has determined that most facility and
support functions are generally non-critical, as defined within the
context of Year 2000 planning prioritization, and GTE does not
currently expect a major impact if a failure occurs. In the event of any
such failure, most identified workarounds are rather straightforward
and easy to exercise.
As with other elements included in GTE's Year 2000 plans, it is
currently anticipated that most key elements of its building
infrastructure, management and support systems will be Year 2000
compliant by December 31, 1998, with the remaining components to be
completed by June 30, 1999.

Does GTE's Year 2000 plan include supplier compliance?
In 1996, GTE established a Supplier Management Program which is
headed by a vice president in the Corporate Program Management
Office. This group tracks the thousands of products acquired by GTE to
validate and verify their Year 2000 compliance and to promote the
timely delivery ofYear 2000 compliant versions from GTE's suppliers.
This organization also has responsibility for negotiating appropriate
Year 2000 compliance tenns and conditions, and for coordinating the
Year 2000 supplier products testing.

Does GTE have a test environment to adequately simulate Year
2000 conditions, and have plans been created which require that all
critical systems and network elements be thoroughly tested?
GTE has test environments and routinely tests and maintains key
business processes in manageable units, with careful control of
interfaces so that they will continue to operate in a "live" production
environment. These test facilities, along with additional test facilities
specially created for Year 2000, will provide capability for Year 2000
testing ofthe internal systems at GTE. Additionally, GTE is
participating in the Telco Year 2000 Forum, the ATIS NTC, and others
to conduct interoperability testing of telephone networks.
Back to Top

GTE Business Continuity and the Year 2000
Will GTE be able to pay employees, produce financial statements
and conduct normal business that is not directly related to
supplying its customers with products and services in the Year
2000?
GTE's Year 2000 plans currently include those internal systems that
support GTE's infrastructure, financial operations and facilities. These
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systems and applications have been identified and analyzed, and
remediation plans for Year 2000 purposes have been initiated, as
necessary.

Has GTE upgraded its business systems to handle Year 2000?
GTE is currently taking the actions it believes are required for its
essential processes, systems and business functions to be ready for the
millennium transition. GTE is currently renovating and testing business
system software. GTE's current plan is to have most renovations to
most critical and kefe s~stems completed by year-end 1998, with the
balance to be compete by June 30, 1999.
.

Has GTE assessed the impact that its product suppliers might have
on its operations and taken action so that these suppliers can
provide an uninterrupted flow of products to GTE?
Through GTE's established Year 2000 Supplier Management Program
within the Year 2000 Program Management Office, key suppliers and
other outside sources have been identified and contacted by GTE to
assess their Year 2000 readiness and plan product upgrades or
replacements as necessary.

Has GTE developed contingency plans for disruption to key
suppliers?
On the basis of negotiated contractual requirements, responses to GTE
product surveys, and written notification and discussion with key
suppliers, it appears that most of GTE's major suppliers have agreed to
deliver Year 2000 compliant products in sufficient time for GTE to
complete the associated Year 2000 remediation. These key suppliers
have generally indicated that they will be able to continue to provide
uninterrupted service to GTE into the Year 2000. GTE continues to
~ork aggressively with suppliers regarding Year 2000 continuity
Issues.
Is GTE developing contingency plans to mitigate risk if critical
pieces of the Year 2000 effort are not completed on time?

GTE develops contingency plans "as required," system-by-system,
based on business process/function criticality. Contingencies may be
triggered by many things, such as conversion schedule slippage past
acceptable milestones, technical failure of a Year 2000 conversion plan,
or a third-party supplier's failure to supply a critical product on
schedule. As of this date, GTE has not encountered any conditions
requiring tactical contingency planning; however, contingency
planning for business and network operations and customer contact
during 1999 and 2000 is ongoing.
Back to Top

GTE Products and Services
What do GTE customers need to do in order to make their
equipment or systems compatible with GTE Year 2000-compliant
products and services?
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Customers will generally be responsible for making equipment and
systems that connect to or interact with GTE networks Year 2000
compliant. All customers, business and residential, are advised and
encouraged to assess their telecommunications equipment and
determine whether it will function properly with respect to all Year
2000 and related issues.
Residential customers, in most cases, will not need to upgrade or
replace typical residential telephone equipment. Single line telephone
instruments without displays and/or programmable features will
probably not need to be replaced. Although some residential products
may be affected, residential answering machines, fax machines and
cellular telephones are generally less likely than more complex
business equipment to experience Year 2000 issues.
GTE business customers are advised to evaluate their specific
equipment to determine whether there might be Year 2000 issues.
PBXs, advanced key systems and data networking equipment are
examples, but not a thorough list, of equipment that might be affected
by the Year 2000.
Information regarding many such products is available from the
original equipment manufacturer's web site. All CPE product questions
should be discussed with your GTE sales representative.

What costs can GTE customers expect in order to make their
equipment or systems compatible with GTE Year 2000-compliant
products and services?
In Customer Premise Equipment (CPE) transactions GTE is principally
a distributor for manufacturers or suppliers. Title and ownership of
these CPE products pass to end-user customers who own the
equipment. In the absence of an express contractual commitment to the
contrary, the customer, rather than GTE, is responsible for the Year
2000 compliance status of the CPE products that they own. However,
GTE may work with its customers to identify resources that the
customer can use to determine the Year 2000 status of their particular
products. As a distributor, GTE may also assist customers with the
identification of upgrades and replacement products, offered by the
various suppliers, that are Year 2000 compliant.

How can a GTE customer get a list of products and services
provided by GTE to that customer?
Business customers may obtain this information by contacting their
GTE sales representative.
Unless they are leasing equipment, GTE will not have product
information available for residential, paging and/or cellular service
customers. Services provided to residential customers are usually
detailed on their monthly billing statements.

Will GTE provide its customers te~t plans and results provided by
GTE's suppliers?
Test plans, test scripts and the associated results are usually provided to
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GTE only after a non-disclosure agreement has been executed. Under
the terms of these agreements, GTE is not allowed to share sensitive
business information protected by these agreements. Customers that
require this information should contact the supplier directly. Otherwise
some testing information may be available on the original equipment
manufacturer's (OEM) web sites.

Does GTE have plans to provide customers copies of the test plans
and test results of GTE's Year 2000 compliance testing?
Interoperability testing between and among major local
-telecommunications carriers was announced in July 1998
(http://www.telcoyear2000.org/primary.h1. The Telco Year 2000
Forum that is coordinating this testing will e making information from
these interoperability tests available beginning in the fourth quarter of
1998, with a final report in·the first quarter of 1999.

Will GTE jointly perform Year 2000 testing with GTE customers?
GTE is performing extensive testing and analysis of its own network
and systems, as well as the interoperability of GTE's network and
systems with. the networks and systems of other major US
telecommunications carriers.
GTE is not planning to perform JOint testing with customers at this
time. Because ofthe vast and varied nature of the telecommunications
network and specific products and services purchased by individual
customers, it is nearly impossible to replicate each customer's specific
environment in a GTE testing lab. GTE believes its current and planned
testing programs will address Year 2000 issues associated with the
telephone services provided.

Is there anything that GTE customers need to do to make sure that
they receive Year 2000 compliant' products and services?
After GTE has made the identified modifications and upgrades to
networks and systems, the services provided to GTE customers should
generally be Year 2000 compliant. However, telecommunications
systems and information technology are both highly complex and
interdependent. Data inputs from external sources not under GTE's
control may or may not be Year 2000 compliant. It is thus impossible
to guarantee full year 2000 compliance for all systems and products
despite serious efforts to achieve that goal. Further, it is anticipated that
the tangible products that GTE distributes will be compliant according
to the OEM's definition of compliance as soon as the OEM makes such
Year 2000 products available to GTE. Considerable effort has been
devoted to working with suppliers to determine the availability of Year
2000 compliant products.

Once GTE's critical and key systems and network elements are
Year 2000 compliant, are all the telecommunications products and
services that GTE's customers use Year 2000 compliant?
Customers that own or lease non-GTE equipment or connect to other
telecommunications services through GTE's network should review
those products and services for Year 2000 compliance. The customer's
GTE account representative should be able to assist with inquiries
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about equipment acquired from GTE.
When evaluating their own equipment for potential Year 2000 issues,
GTE customers should pay particular attention to equipment that
perfonns date calculations or routines or that contains mfcroprocessors
or software.
Customers can find further infonnation regarding compliance on GTE's
Year 2000 Readiness page.

Are there any problems expected that might affect the services that
are offered to any ofGTE's customers?
Based upon progress compared against existing plans, GTE currently
believes that its essential processes, systems and business functions
will be ready for the millennium transition. Note, however, that GTE's
target dates for Year 2000 compliant systems depend upon our
suppliers meeting the dates that they have quoted to us for delivery of
Year 2000 compliant software and/or hardware.
GTE's current plans target December 31, 1998, for the implementation
of Year 2000 compliant versions of most critical and key application
s~stems and Year 2000 remediation ofmost network elements. GTE's
ans also include the implementation of most Year 2000 compliant
first office elements, network support systems and unique network
·elements by December 31, 1998. Wireless network components are
scheduled to have Year 2000 remediation efforts complete during the
first half of 1999, and some GTE Intemetworking Year 2000 efforts are
currently scheduled for completion on or before September 30, 1999.
Enterprise testing and the remediation of non-critical and non-key
. systems are expected to continue through June 30, 1999.

p

Back to Top

GTE's Networks
GTE believes that 99% of the hardware and/or software upgrades or
workarounds required for Year 2000 upgrades of central office
switches are available from the suppliers of this equipment. As of June
30, 1998, the wireline switching equipment, that supports 46% of GTE
local lines in service, has been upgraded. It is currently expected that
the remaining 54% will be completed no later than June 30, 1999. GTE
anticipates that Year 2000 remediation of its wireless networks will be
completed in the first half of 1999. All of these plans are contingent
upon GTE's suppliers delivering compliant products as committed.
When will local telecommunications services provided by GTE,
e.g., business telephone lines, Centrex lines, ISDN lines and PBX

trunks, be Year 2000 compliant?
GTE's current plans target December 31, 1998, for the implementation
of Year 2000 compliant vers'ions of most critical and key application
s~stems and Year 2000 remediation of most network elements. GTE's
pans also include the implementation of most Year 2000 compliant
first office elements, network supbort ~stems and unique network
elements by December 31, 1998. veri domestic wireline network
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rollout and enterprise testing are currently targeted for a June 30, 1999
completion. Wireless network components are scheduled to have Year
2000 remediation efforts complete during the first half of 1999, and
some GTE Intemetworking Year 2000 efforts are currently scheduled
for completion on or before September 30, 1999. Enterprise testing and
the remediation of non-critical and non-key systems are expected to
continue through June 30, 1999.

Will GTE customers experience any service disruption as a result
of work activity associated with installing upgrades to its network
systems for Year 2000 compliance?
Installation of network system upgrades generally and for the Year
2000 in particular, are planned by GTE so as to minimize the potential
for disruption of customer services. The timing of upgrades is
scheduled to correspond with periods of minimal network activity.

Is the access service provided by GTE to customer-designated long
distance providers Year 2000 compliant?
GTE's current plans anticipate that Year 2000 compliant versions of
most critical and ke a lication s stems and Year 2000 remediation of
most networ elements wll e accomp 1shed by December 31, 1998.
GTE's plans also include the implementation of most Year 2000
compliant first office elements, network support systems and unique
network elements by December 31, 1998. Overall domestic wireline
network rollout and ente!J?rise testing are currently targeted for a June
30, 1999 completion. W1reless network components are scheduled to
have Year 2000 remediation efforts complete during the first half of
1999, and some GTE Intemetworking Year 2000 efforts are currently
scheduled for completion on or before September 30, 1999. Enterprise
testing and the remediation of non-critical and non-key systems are
expected to continue through June 30, 1999. The ability to meet the
dates as indicated above is contingent on GTE's suppliers delivering
Year 2000 compliant products as committed and the long distance
carriers performing Year 2000 remediation on their own networks and
systems sufficiently before the Year 2000.

What are GTE's plans to make its network Year 2000 compliant?
GTE has assessed the impact of the Year 2000 on its business
operations and is actively working to address these in a timely and
responsible fashion. Since within its service areas basic telephone
operations depend upon its networks, a high priority is assigned to the
remediation, testing and redeployment of its public switched telephone
network (PSTN) components in a Year 2000 compliant environment.
Operational Support Systems (OSS) that directly support the company's
telecommunications network and the interaction with GTE's customers,
and the legacy software that supports GTE's basic business operations
are also priority items for Year 2000 remediation. As with daily
operations, customer needs and requirements underlie the priorities set
by GTE in planning its Year 2000 efforts. GTE currently anticipates
that most critical and key elements of its wireline PSTN, OSS, and
legacy software will by Year 2000 compliant by December 31, 1998,
with the remaining components, including wireless systems, to be
completed by June 30, 1999. Additionally, some elements of GTE
Intemetworking's Year 2000 remediation efforts are slated for
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completion on or before September 30, 1999.

How will GTE test its telecommunications network for Year 2000
compliance?
GTE's Year 2000 plans include testing telecommunications network
elements individually and between and among various components.
Additionally, GTE is actively participating in the interoperability
testing with the members of the Telco Year 2000 Forum and the ATIS
NTC. Legal Disclaimer- Linked Sites.
--

What is GTE doing about the interoperability of its network after
all Year 2000 compliance activity is complete?
As a member ofthe Year 2000 Telco Forum, GTE is participating in
the interoperability testing of its network with the network equipment
and systems of other major telephone companies. In addition, Year
2000 testing is being integrated into GTE's business processes so that
once systems and networks are determined to be compliant, future
releases and upgrades do not re-introduce Year 2000-related issues.
Additional interoperability testing is planned in conjunction with the
ATIS NTC.

Will there be any impact to GTE's network from time zones rolling
over from 1999 to 2000?
The Alliance for Telecommunications Indus Solutions (ATIS)
Networ Test Committee (NTC, o w c GTE an most of the
industry in North America) is a member, currently has scheduled
testing to assess the potential impact of this and other issues for early
1999. The inter-network testing is planned to determine the extent to·
which the U.S. public switched telephone network, under operational
load as the Year 2000 transition occurs, will continue as normal. This
testing will focus on the following:
• Time critical events on December 31 -January 1,
• Model and monitor potential network congestion,
• The transmission of voice and data from local exchange to
interexchange carriers,
• Year 2000 interactions on local number portability,
• Mass calling events on December 31, 1999,
• Cross network services and
• Calls crossing time zones.
We are also working both internally and externally with the Telco Year
2000 Forum to explore and minimize the possible consequences of any
recurring events that may happen.
Back to Top

GTE Systems
What process or methodology is GTE using to convert software
applications?
GTE is using a four-phase strategy for achieving Year 2000 readiness
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for each of its application systems. Fi.i:st, GTE established a corporate
Year 2000 Program Office and infrastructure. Second, the GTE Year
2000 Program Management Office established Year 2000
recommended compliance standards and associated policies. Third, all
business units convened teams that performed a high-level analysis of
GTE's applications to understand the effort required for our Year 2000
efforts, assembled full application and product inventories, and
developed conversion strategies.
The fourth and longest phase of the GTE's Year 2000 program consists
of conversion and testing of each application. Once current applications
are made Year 2000 compliant, it is planned that any new applications,
whether internally developed or purchased, are also Year 2000 ready.
Ongoing software quality efforts include regular Year 2000 regression
~ for applications, code inspections, and readiness certification for
products.

arrnew

GTE business units are using both date expansion (i.e., two-digit to
four-digit year representations) and windowing (i.e., assuring that the
software assigns the correct date interpretation to a specified range of
two-digit year designations). The specific methodology used depends
upon the application and the date interfaces that it may have with other
systems (both internal and external).
Back to Top
This page last updated 11/4/98.
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Year 2000 Date
Readiness Project

Frequently Asked Questions
This web page contains some ofthe FAQ's (Frequently Asked Questions) regarding
the Year 2000 preparedness of the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (DWP).
YEAR 2000 READINESS DISCLOSURE,

made pursuant to the Federal Year 2000 Information and Readiness
Disclosure Act of 1998
(P.L. 105-271), and the California Civil Code Sections 3269 et seq. Information disclosed herein might be based in part on or
contain republication of third party Year 2000 information, the accuracy of which, the DWP did not verify.

What is the Year 2000 Issue?
The Year 2000 issue, also known as the "millennium bug" or "Y2K", is a date-change
problem that can affect any system that uses computer programs or computer chips. The
problem may occur because some date standards used only two digits (e.g. "98") instead of
four (e.g. 1998) to represent years. Some ofthese computer systems may not recognize two
digits dates beyond year 1999 and mistake "00" for the year 1900 instead of the year 2000.
This mistake could disrupt the business functions of some organizations.

What is DWP doing to address the Year 2000 date change?
DWP initiated its Year 2000 Date Readiness Project in 1996. DWP management has taken
the issue very seriously and allocated significant resources to it in an effort to avoid serious
business operation failures and to minimize the impact of any other Year 2000 date-related
problems. Subsequently, the General Manager has communicated to DWP employees that
the Year 2000 Project is the number one priority project for this department.

What is the goal of the Year 2000 Date Readiness Project?
DWP's primary goal is to have all mission-critical systems ready for the year 2000 by June
30,1999.

What is the scope of the Year 2000 Date Readiness Project?
The Year 2000 Date Readiness Project encompasses the DWP's mainframe-based business
ap_Plication software, its distributed desktop computer systems, and systems with embedded
microprocessors.
Additionally, we have included a contingency planning component to our date-readiness
process that will provide for alternative methods of doing business, if needed. The
contingency planning process covers mission-critical functions necessary to deliver water
and power services to our customers in case of an unforeseen Y2K event. The Contingency
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Plans were finalized on December 31, 1998.
With regard to external coordination, DWP is working with various water and electric utility
groups in order to explore information sharing, peer reviews, and cross-checks on readiness
strategies. DWP is also monitoring the progress of the major electric utilities in the western
United States (Western Grid) and based on reports by the North American Electric
Reliability Council (NERC), the impacts ofY2K on electrical systems appear to be less than
first anticipated.

Can DWP guarantee no disruption of services?
Although DWP believes that it is taking the necessary steps to prepare for the year 2000,
naturally, it can not guarantee or warrant that DWP or others will not experience year 2000
problems. Nevertheless, we are confident that our Year 2000 Date Readiness Project,
including its well prepared plan and contingencies, will successfully achieve its goal of
having all mission-critical systems ready for the year 2000 by June 30, 1999.

What can I do to get ready in case of an unforeseen Y2K event?
As individual cases are different, DWP may not make any specific Y2K recommendations.
However, as a minimum, it is prudent to be prepared for the year 2000 date change as you
would an earthquake. For more information on earthquake preparedness, please check the
white pages of your telephone book.

Where do I get more information on Y2K activities at DWP?
We have the following communication channels available for our customers:
• Y2K web site at www.ladwp.com
• Message Line at (213) 367- 4Y2K (213-367-4925)
• Written inquiries should be directed to:
W. C. Byrd, Year 2000 Project Office
Los Angeles Department of Water and Power
P. 0. Box 51111 Room 1164
·
Los Angeles, CA 90051-0100
or by e-mail to: wbyrd@ladwp.com

Where do I get information on the Y2K Readiness of the electric utility
industry?
• North America Electric Reliability Council at www.nerc.com
• California ISO at www.caiso.com

Are there any last words on the Year 2000 issue?
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With continued support from our customers, vendors and fellow utilities, and based on our
current progress, we fully expect the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power to be
successful in its Year 2000 Date Readiness Project.
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Y2K
The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California has kicked-off it's Year 2000 Compliance effort
and will be reporting its progress on this page in the future.
METROPOLITAN PREPARES FOR POTENTIAL Y2K PITFALLS

Comments or Questions - send email to Year 2000 Project Manager
The Metropolitan Water District of Southern California
P.O. Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153
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METROPOLITAN PREPARES FOR POTENTIAL Y2K
PITFALLS
October 15, 1998 --The last time the century rolled over, most Southlanders got their
drinking water from shallow wells drawn by windmill. Not a second thought was given to
water service glitches when 1899 rolled into 1900 because there were no intricate
aqueduct systems, no meters measuring water use or computer-driven water treatment
protecting against disease.
One hundred years later, the water world is very different. To ensure safe water continues
to flow at the strike of midnight in the new millennium, the Metropolitan Water District
expects to spend $7.8 million. The agency wants to be 100 percent sure it will be able to
read meters, control flows and operate treatment facilities.
"Nearly 16 million Southlanders depend on us ·for reliable, safe drinking water supplies,"
said Ed Means, Metropolitan's deputy general manager. "We cannot afford to have any
system breakdowns that jeopardize public health. A smooth transition into the coming
century is a paramount concern for us."
Coordinating Metropolitan's year 2000 (Y2K) response is an internal task force that
reports directly to Means. Comprised of information technology specialists, as well as
representatives from Metropolitan's audit and legal departments, the te'a m has an upper
management liaison to each division in the organization.
"The rule of thumb is that anything that does date arithmetic is vulnerable," said Dick
Avery, Metropolitan's Y2K contract administrator. "If it's a computer chip, it's guilty until
proven innocent."
Their scavenger hunt for suspect computer chips covers a huge territory that includes
business systems, embedded systems, locally developed systems, suppliers, and
contingency planning and training. Metropolitan's goal is to inventory ·and analyze up to
35,000 devices, ranging from elevators to security systems and chemical monitors, by
June 30, 1999.
"Once we have a list of what systems need attention, we'll set up a computer triage that
deals with those systems most critical to Metropolitan's operations and safety," Avery
said. "We have around 150 qualified staff members from our engineering and water
quality divisions who can help update the necessary equipment."
Avery's team will work from an inventory of equipment that separates the systems that
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are Y2K compliant from those that do not have this assurance from their manufacturers.
"Even though a piece of equipment is certified compliant by the manufacturer, we will
still run tests. We cannot afford to take any chances," Avery said.

l

Metropolitan commissioned an audit this summer to assess its vulnerability to century
change computer problems by looking at a variety of systems ranging from its data
acquisition systems to all water quality analysis instrumentation.
"We recently changed our financial and billing systems, as well as our automated
computer system to be Y2K compliant," Means said. "Our main focus now is on water
treatment systems and the programs that allow us to monitor and analyze water quality."
Suspect chips will be prematurely programmed to Jan. I, 2000 for testing to simulate the
start of the new century. While this technique works for many of Metropolitan's systems,
some pieces of equipment have.no duplicates and cannot be taken offline. In the case of
real-time water quality monitors that operate around the clock, for example, Metropolitan
will purchase an extra piece of equipment for testing.
"What makes this project difficult is that there is no one fix," Avery said. "There are
many problems and many solutions. 11
U.S. businesses are looking at an estimated $300 billion to retrofit their operations, Avery
said. Like many businesses, Metropolitan is following guidelines published by the federal
government and other professional associations.
"There is an abundance of information on the Internet," he said. "Thankfully, advances in
computer technology have given us the tools to fix the problems we made for ourselves
when our programming knowledge was more limited. 11

The Metropolitan Water District is a regional water agency that imports water from
Northern California and the Colorado River, and delivers it on a wholesale basis to the
coastal plain of Southern California. Through its 27 member public agencies, the
district provides almost 60 percent of the water used by nearly 16 million people living
in portions of Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside, San Bernardino, San Diego and
Ventura counties.

Mailing Address:
P.O. Box 54153
Los Angeles, CA 90054-0153
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Results/Status by Business Area
• Contingency Planning
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• The Year 2000 Project Pla11 encompasses every
Department and Compa11y within Roseville
Communications.
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Year 2000 Pr~ject

ny,.
Project includes a review of overall corporate
readiness for the Year 2000
Year 2000 Project Coordinator has formed teams
to address various aspects of the issue, and reports
to the highest levels of management
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Year 2000 Project
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• Roseville Telepl1one Co111pany Systems
- Public Switched Networl(
- Internal System
}~~@Jrfi

• Non-regulated and Affiliates
- Non-regulated, custotner equipment, sales and leases
- · Customer CPE
;'=t:

- Affiliate Companies

Working task forces support each team
..

Year 2000 Project
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Inventory
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•

Evaluate

•

Plan

•

Inaplennent
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Inventory all systems potentially affected by the Year 2000
• The inventory may include:
·[~~~~r~t

- hardware, software, fir1nware
special or stand alone equip1nent
- Outside suppliers, business partners or data exchange partners
- Anything with a chip: Anything with silicon
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Year 2000'J?roject
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Identify systems not Year 2000 compliant and why
The evaluation includes:
- contacting vendors and Inanufacturers

1lf:@#.

- We are requesting that our suppliers provide the Company with
Year 2000 compliance information.
- Determine the impacts if something is not Year 2000 compliant:
What breaks?
: ~;ltt,

• Trust but verify policy for compliant systems

· Year 2000 ·. ~roj ect
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Determine a plan of actio11

The plan may include:
- maintenance

j~1f~l .

- upgrades
- replacements
- retirement ofnon-co1npliant systems
appropriate cost analysis
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- overall fmancial impact to the co1npany
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Implement the plan for eacl1 system
• Implementation may inclt1de:
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- testing
- verification

.

conversion
customer contact
- training
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- documentation
- installation

Year 2000·:·Project
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Inventory Complete
Assessment, Plan, Implement almost done
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-CO Switch tested: 5ESS
.

"

- 5ESS switches are Y2K . cotnpliant (official, per
vendor)
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Inventory Complete
Assessment, Plan, Implement almost done
.
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- CO Switch tested: 5ESS

- 5ESS switches are Y2·K .compliant (official,'· per
vendor)
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Inventory Complet
Assessment, Plan, Implement almost done
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- CO Switch tested: SE SS

- 5ESS switches are Y2K . compliant (official, 'per
vendor)·
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Y2K AWARENESS

Internal
•
•

Employees
~anagement

External
•
•
•
•
•
•

Customers
SEC
FCC
State Commissions
Community Groups
General Public

Material In this Year 2000 Readiness Disclosure Is current as of March 15, 1999 unless otherwise Indicated and Is subJect to change without notice.
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ompleted:
-Inventory, Assessment, Planning and Policy
- Sales has completed custo1ner

~,~rtlt

Upgrade leased systems (June)
Upgrades to customer owned eq_uipment ·
(Customer responsibility)

'

I
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Inventory and Assessment Complete
Planning near complete · ·. '
t~ift·

Implementation:
- Systems re1naining comple.t ed mid-year 1999
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Inventory, Assessme11t and Planning
complete
Implementatio11:
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-Systems remaining co1npleted June 1-999
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Includes
- Network Equip1nent
-

NT Servers

.~&.:i:·:·--·
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- PCs and Workstations

• Inventory, Assessment, Planning and
Implementation is complete _
Assessment and Implementation is on-going

: ~1t·
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Alarm Monitoring
E 9-1-1
Coin Services
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Buildings and Environmental Systems
Outside Plant
Directory Company
RCS Wireless
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oordinated Corporate Plam1ing
- Every operatio11al area is developing
Contingency Plans for Y2l( events

\lit:~

-Substantially complete by mid-year 1999
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Last two quarters of 1999 are contingency time for
Roseville Com1nunications Year 2000 Project
~~)~~1i4:

Evaluating a Chill and Freeze period.

Customer Services Contingency Plan is in place.

:;*~rt

Year 20oo·· Project
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The Company is fu

ware of the problem

We are totally committed to being Year
2000 Compliant by second quarter 1999
We have assigned tl1e resources (both time
and dollars) and developed a plan to support
the project

*~~~ti
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• Contingency plans are being developed.and
will be substantially complete by mid-year.
Year 2000 Project

ORAL STATEMENT OF

BONNIE WOODSON
TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT MANAGER
CITY OF ANAHEIM PUBLIC UTILITIES DEPARTMENT
BEFORE THE
ASSEMBLY C0MMITIEE 0N INFORMATIG>N TECHNOLOGY
CALIFORNIA LEGISLATURE

INFORMATIONAL HEARING
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
APRIL 16, 1999

...

INTRODUCTION

My name is Bonnie Woodson, Technology Development Manager for the City of
Anaheim Public Utilities Department (Anaheim Public Utilities). This city department
provides electric and water services to the community of Anaheim through its
municipally-owned systems. I am responsible for the coordination of all efforts dealing
with the Y2K issues within these utility systems. I also represent Anaheim Public
Utilities on the City's general Y2K Task Force. With your permission, I would like to
read and submit the following written statement for the record. This will briefly
summarize the project underway by Anaheim Public Utilities in its preparation for the
Year 2000.
OVERVIEW

The City of Anaheim has taken a proactive approach to dealing with this issue.
For the past two years, a large portion of its major computerized business systems
have been replaced or updated to operate normally beyond the year 2000. However,
Anaheim is unique in Orange County-it is the only city with its own electric and water
utility. Therefore, we are dealing with the issue from two perspectives-that of a
municipal operation and also from a utility industry perspective. The good news is that
both public and private sector utilities have been aware of this situation for some time
and have been working together minimize its impact.
For almost two years, Anaheim Public Utilities staff have been aggressively
researching, assessing and testing the City's electric and water systems relative to this
year 2000 (Y2K) issue. Anaheim Public Utilities has replaced or updated all of its major
internal informational applications and the associated hardware in an attempt to ensure
that these operations will not be interrupted by date errors. As of July 1, 1998,
Anaheim Public Utilities has dedicated over 1100 man-hours to the Y2K project and this
number will continue to grow over the next several months. The department initially
estimated costs related to the Y2K project at $1-1.5 million. To date, approximately $1
million has been expended or encumbered.
""-·,,
In addition, Anaheim Public Utilities has been and is continuing to take a close
look at what are known as "embedded" systems in an attempt to minimize any adverse
effect that embedded systems could have on our electric and water utility operations
when the year 2000 commences. These embedded systems are micro-sized computer
chips that rely on dates or time intervals or cycles for control and operations. They are
actually microprocessors or microcontrollers embedded into equipment, such as
switching gear, lighting systems, elevators, pumps, heating and air conditioning
equipment.

1

.An active assessment program was completed in February, 1999. This
assessment was conducted to evaluate where Anaheim Public Utilities had embedded
systems that could potentially adversely affect our operations. Since most of the
electric and water utility syst~m within Anaheim has been well-maintained and
upgraded through routine operations, it is felt that most of the system will continue to
provide reliable service in and beyond the year 2000. The assessment, however, was
necessary to attempt to identify potential risks to the system and to allow our engineers
and field crews to perform checks and make corrections where necessary. This
evaluation was conducted with the assistance of a nationally-renowned firm that
specializes in this type of assessment. The results of this assessment identified only
six (6) non-compliant items out of approximately 1,450 embedded systems that were
assessed. None of these six (6) non-compliant systems would have a negative impact
on the actual operation of the utilities, but would inaccurately report the year in any data
generated by the systems. These issues could be easily remedied with the manual
reset of the year after 1999. An additional 100 items will require more research before
compliance statements can be generated. Concurrent to this formal assessment, staff
also contacted approximately 300 major suppliers and vendors requesting information
on their Y2000 preparations.
In addition to this intensive assessment, Anaheim Public Utilities is also
conducting extensive testing of all its systems, with special attention being given to
those identified as "mission critical" to ensure that operations can be maintained within
the actual operating environment. Most compliance statements will only ensure
products tested within a manufacturer's test environments. Anaheim feels it is
important to further test all systems under its own operating conditions. It is also
important to test all interfaces for correct operation of connections and data
transmissions between systems.
Contingency planning is the final step in Anaheim Public Utilities' plan. Despite
all efforts to minimize any problems related to Y2K, we feel it is imperative to be
prepared in the event of failures within the system. As a utility, our daily operations
depend on being prepared for isolated failures as well as major events. Therefore, we
have emergency response and contingency plans in place at all times. As an added
measure of support, our routine contingency plans are being updated to incorporate
operations relative to technological failures associated with the date-related issue for
Y2K. The~e plans will be further evaluated and tested, through simulated drills,
·-.. . Jhroughout
the balance of 1999 .
.

l

Anaheim Public Utilities also recognizes the importance of working with
neighboring utilities and its major electric and water suppliers during this transition into
the year 2000. On the electric side, we are continuing to.work with the California
Power Exchange, the Independent Systems Operator (ISO), the Western Systems
Coordinating Council (WSCC) and the North American Electric Reliability Council
(NERC). Our project and contingency plans are also being filed with the WSCC and
NERC to further support this cooperative effort. In addition, Anaheim Public Utilities
recently participated in the first of several electric industry drills which occurred on April
9, 1999. This drill focused primarily on the loss of communications and telemetry, both

2

very vital to the transmission and delivery of electricity. Back up communication
systems were tested and the drill was evaluated as being successful. Anaheim will
continue to participate in these drills, especially the large-scale electric drill scheduled
for September 8-9, 1999. The purpose of this drill is to provide bulk electric power
systems of North America an opportunity to rehearse, under simulated conditions, key
portions of their administrative, operating, communications, and contingency response
plans for the transition into 2000. On the water side, Anaheim staff is continuing to
work with the Orange County Sanitation District, the Metropolitan Water District and
other Orange County water agencies to test systems and provide reliable support to
each other.
The following high level outline is provided to demonstrate the level of activity.
being employed by Anaheim Public Utilities in its preparation for the year 2000 and
beyond.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Total System Inventory and Assessment
Final Testing of Internal Business Applications
and Embedded Systems-due May 30, 1999
Evaluation of Major Vendor/Supplier Systems
to Attempt to Ensure Uninterrupted Deliveries
Necessary to Support Daily Operations-due May 1, 1999
Repair and/or Replacement of High Risk Embedded
Systems-due June 30, 1999
Contingency Planning for Mission Critical and Medium
Impact Operations-due May 3, 1999
Replacement of Non-Compliant Personal Computing
Equipment-final installation due September 30, 1999
Continued Monitoring and Preparation

100% Complete
70% Complete
95% Complete

98% Complete
60% Complete
40% Complete
On-going

CLOSING

In closing, I would like to say that Anaheim remains concerned about the Y2K issues
facing its community and is committed to diligently address these concerns. We
continue to monitor and test the condition of our systems to be prepared for the Year
2000. It is important to note that utilities operate cooperatively with each other, public
' , and private, for the purpose of delivering reliable, uninterrupted services at all times.
O~casionally, there are unforeseen problems that even the best planning efforts cannot
adequately address-such as accidents, acts of sabotage or violence and even natural
events. Whether it be one of these types of events or one of a technical nature,
Anaheim prides itself on prompt response and immediate resolution. This will continue
into and beyond the Year 2000.
Thank you for the opportunity to address this important issue today. I would be happy
to ansWer any questions you may have.
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Contact:

Tom Murnane
SDG&E
877/866-2066
Internet: www.sdge.com
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SDG&E POWER PLANT PASSES YEAR 2000 TESTS;
ALL CRITICAL SYSTEMS ON TARGET FOR
READINESS BY JUNE 30
SAN DIEGO, March 1, 1999 -- At San Diego Gas & Electric's (SDG&E) Carlsbad
power plant, the year 2000 already took place.
An automated control system for Unit 3 of the power plant was set forward, and it passed
Year 2000 (Y2K) tests with flying colors. Similar tests will take place at other power plant units
in the coming months, while they are off-line for regularly scheduled maintenance.
"We're working to ensure that every system in place to deliver energy to our customers
safely and reliably is Y2K ready by June 30," says Steve Malowney, Y2K program manager for
both SDG&E and its parent company, Sempra Energy.
The Y2K issue is that many automated systems use two digits to store the year portion of
a date, such as "99" for 1999. Ifnothing is done to resolve this issue, the year 2000 may get
recorded as the year" 00," and that may cause problems such as equipment malfunctions or the
use of incorrect dates.
-more-

SDG&E Power Plant Passes Year 2000 Tests ... /Page 2
Y2K upgrades were made in January to both microchip controls and computer software at
Unit 3 of the Encina Power Plant in Carlsbad, while that unit was off-line for regularly scheduled
maintenance. Once the upgrades were installed, Y2K tests were performed with the unit off-line.
The power plant unit was then started again, and, on Feb. 12, its control system was set to
simulate a date of Dec. 31, 1999. At midnight that day, the controls rolled over to January 1st in
the year 2000.
"We ran the power plant unit in the year 2000 mode for more than a week, and there
were no problems," said Mike Loper, manager of the Encina Power Plant.
Y2K upgrades will be made to Unit 2 ofSDG&E's South Bay Power Plant in Chula
Vista while it is off-line for regularly scheduled maintenance for a five-week period that began
this past weekend. After that power plant unit is back on-line, it will get tested in the Y2K mode
for one week.
SDG&E began Y2K preparedness efforts nearly three years ago. More than 500
software, hardware and operating systems were analyzed. The utility is in the process of making
all needed changes to automated systems, telecommunications equipment and energy
transmission systems.
SDG&E customers can leam more about the utility's Y2K efforts via the Internet at
www.sdge.com/y2k, or by dialing a toll-free number, 1-800-411-SDGE (7343).
San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E) is a public utility that provides service to three
million customers through 1.2 electricity meters and 720,000 natural gas meters in San Diego
and southern Orange Counties. SDG&E is a subsidiary of Sempra Energy (NYSE: SRE), a
Fortune 500 energy services holding company based in San Diego.
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Sempra Energy Overview

l:nergy

* Created by merger between Pacific Enterprises (Southern California
Gas} and Enova (San Diego Gas & Electric} in June, 1998
-~~

Southern California Gas subsidiary provides gas transmis.s ion and

distribution services to over 17 million consumers through 4.8
million meters in the Southern California area
~¥

San Diego Gas & Electric subsidiary provides service to 3 million
consumers through 1.2 million electric meters and 720,000 gas
meters in San Diego and southern Orange counties

* Regulatory oversight bodies include:
~

California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)

).. Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)
,

Department of Transportation (DOT)

);.. Environmental· Protection Agency (EPA)

2
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The Sempra
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Year 2000 Team
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A special task force has been created to identify Year 2000 problem
areas for SoCaiGas, SDG&E and other affiliate companies...

* Consists of the Program Manager and over 75 technical resources
*
*

Dedicated Business Unit representatives are included in the Project Office
personnel
Business experts representing over 55 departments participate in the project

* The Chief Information Technology Officer participates on a regular basis
* Monthly status to 5 top executives and quarterly update to Board of Directors
•

*

*
*

Full time internal auditors review all critical systems
The SoCaiGas Year 2000 information# is (800) 427-2000
Visit the SoCaiGas Year 2000 website at www.socalgas.com/y2k

~Sempra

•-

Year 2000 Program Scope

t:nergy

.....

The Y2K Program at Sempra Energy includes assessment and compliance of information technology
applications & infrastructure as well as assessment and compliance of company facilities, process control
systems, and other equipment and electronic devices used in gas and electric operations. Overall
ownership and accountability of the program is shared between the Chief Information Technology Officer
and Sempra Operating Unit Officers.
Year 2000 Program
at Sem pra Energy
..
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What Is Our Current Status?

lnergy

• Gas trans1nission n 1onitoring and control systen-Js passed Y2K tests
• We are addressing all areas including mainframe, non-mainframe, embedded _
systems and telecommunications
• More than 900 applications and systems have been inventoried and assessed
(400-SoCaiGas)
• Over 250 mission critical systems have been identified (50-SoCaiGas)
• Approximately 55% of our systems require remediation
• We are converting, replacing or upgrading all impacted applications and
products and have completed over 85% of our critical applications
• Contingency planning is in final stages (due to CPUC on 7/1/1999)
• Our estimated budget for these solutions is $28 million for SoCa/Gas and $48
million .overall for• Sempra Energy
• We have undertaken an aggressive pursuit of our key external vendors and
suppliers to ascertain their compliance
• We are ·proactively communicating our status to our customers

The project is on schedule to have critical systems ready by June of 1999
with continued readiness management through the end of .f ourth quarter
___._._..
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Key 1999 Dates
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March, 1999 - PUC quarterly update due

o

June 30, 1999- All critical applications and systems Year 2000 Ready

o

July 1, 1999- Contingency plans reported to the CPUC

o

August, 1999 - Western Gas Pipeline companies contingency drill

o

November 1, 1999- Certify V2K readiness to the CPUC

CJ

December, 1999- Freeze on applications and systems

o

.
.
December 31, 1999- Emergency Operations Center open

•
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Year 2000 Contingency Plan·ning
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Objective - Construct alternative work processes for the continuity of critical business operations
in the event that systems.belioved to be ''Y2K Ready" experience Y2K production failures .
~

•I ,

... • •, ...........

o Project team in place focusing on all Business Groups
o Participation from all key departments
o Basic framework completed 12/31/1998 with full plan completion
target of 6/30/1999 o Key contingency actions
•

Application "ffeeze" in place from 12/13/1999 to 1/14/2000

•

Hour by hour plan developed to cover actions beginning on 12/31

•

On-site staffing at key operational and administrative locations

•

Designated standby staff on-call with 30 minute availability ·

•

Emergency Operations Center (EOC) activated at 9:00pm on 12/31/1999

•

Walk-through drills scheduled for fourth quarter, 1999

News Releases

http://public .sempra .cornlnewsreleases/viewpr.cfm?id= 199

Sempra Energy declares SoCalGas/SDG&E Natural Gas
Transmission Y2K Ready
Ed VanHerik

Contact:

Tom Murnane
(877) 866-2066
SAN DIEGO, March 30, 1999 -- Sempra Energy today announced that Year 2000 (Y2K) upgrades
were completed on the gas transmission control system for Southern California Gas Co. (SoCaiGas)
and San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E), its two utility subsidiaries.
SoCaiGas and SDG&E provide natural gas distribution service to a total of about 20 million people
through 5.5 million natural gas meters in Southern California.
"With the upgrade of our gas transmission control system, we have reached a key milestone in our
efforts to prepare for the Year 2000 at both SoCaiGas and SDG&E," said Mike Forster, project
manager for Gas Operations at SoCaiGas.
SoCaiGas began managing the gas transmission system for SDG&E after the former parent
companies of those utilities merged to create Sempra Energy in Junely 1998.
"We are also on target for ensuring that all our systems that deliver energy safely and reliably to our
customers will be Y2K-ready by June 30," says Steve Malowney, Y2K program manager for Sempra
Energy, SoCaiGas and SDG&E.
The Y2K concerns center around the fact that many automated systems use two digits to store the
year portion of a date, such as "99" for 1999. In such cases, the year 2000 may get recorded as the
year "00," causing problems such as equipment malfunctions or the use of incorrect dates, if the
date mechanism is not corrected.
An automated system near downtown Los Angeles monitors and controls gas transmission for both
SoCaiGas and SDG&E. A duplicate, backup control center, about 75 miles east of Los Angeles,
goes into operation if there is a proble.m with the primary system.
Recently, at the backup control center, a "mock-up" control system was set up that included identical
computers and software and, more importantly, the same fully integrated controls as are used at the
primary control center. After Y2K software upgrades were made to the mock-up operating system,
dates in that system were rolled over to the Year 2000 as a test.
"The Y2K test was very successful," said Forster. "The system continued to operate as we ran it in
the Y2K mode. This test verifies that our automated system for gas transmission will continue to
monitor and control the flow of natural gas to our customers on Jan. 1, 2000, and beyond."
The same software upgrades that had been made to the mock-up system before its Y2K testing
were also made at the primary control center. The digital control system that helps to control natural
gas transmission at both SoCaiGas and SDG&E is now Y2K ready.
During the Y2K testing:
o The system date successfully rolled over from 12/31/99 to 1/1/2000.

The entire system operated uninterrupted during the date change. There were no
problems with any of the monitoring, control or data storage processes.
o Data were gathered and displayed properly during and after the date change.

o

o

Data were transferred and stored with correct dates.

o The computers went through the normal scheduled processes and the system was

monitored for correct operation using a check list.
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Keleases

Sempra Energy now has 200 employees working on Y2K efforts at its headquarters site and at
SDG&E and SoCaiGas. More details about Y2K efforts are available at the Web sites for Sempra
Energy
Sempra Energy now has 200 employees working on Y2K efforts at its headquarters sites and at
SDG&E and SoCaiGas. More details about Y2K efforts are available at the Web sites for Sempra
Energy (www.sempra.com/atsempra/index.html), SoCaiGas (www.socalgas.com/y2k) and SDG&E
(www.sdge.com/y2k).
Southern California Gas Company is the nation's largest natural gas distribution utility, serving 18
million consumers through 4.8 million meters. The company's service area encompasses 23,000
square miles in most of central and Southern California. San Diego Gas & Electric is a public utility
that provides service to 3 million consumers through 1.2 million electric meters and 720,000 natural
gas meters in San Diego and southern Orange counties. SoCaiGas and SDG&E are both
subsidiaries of Sempra Energy (NYSE: SRE), a Fortune 500 energy services holding company
based in San Diego.
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California Legislative Hearing regarding Year 2000 (Y2K) readiness
Questions and Responses

1) Have you identified an inventory of all Y2K non-compliant computer programs or
embedded chips operating in your environment? If not, when do you plan to complete
this inventory?
Response: SDG&E has been working on Y2K efforts for nearly three years. We have identified
and inventoried all critical applications and embedded systems in our environment. More than
500 systems have been inventoried, of which 200 have been identified as mission critical.
2) Do you have a remediation plan that articulates milestones, responsibilities and
progress indicators?
Response: Approximately 60 per cent of our systems require remediation. We are converting,
replacing or upgrading all impacted applications and products. This includes mainframe and nonmainframe applications and technology, transmission sys.tems and telecommunications. We
have a detailed remediation plan in place that articulates milestones, responsibilities and
progress indicators.
3) How far have you progressed in remediation of non-compliant systems? When do you
plan to complete the remediation efforts?
Response: We are on target to have all critical systems completed by 613011999.
4) Have you completed testing to ensure Y2K readiness of all parts of your network? Will
it be completed by December 31, 1999? If not, which systems will not be compliant?
Response: We are currently in the process of end-to-end testing of our communications and
electrical grid networks. We are making necessary upgrades to the systems with all testing to be
completed by 613011999. For example, after making upgrades in January 1999, to both microchip
controls and computer software at Unit 3 of our Encina Power Plant in Carlsbad, we ran the unit
with its control system set to .simulate a date of 1213111999. The controls then rolled over to
11112000 and the power plant unit ran successfully in the Y2K mode for more than a week.
5) How have you tested and prepared your network to deal with problems that may occur
in networks belonging to others, which are connected with yours? How have you dealt
with the impact of third parties (i.e. suppliers, vendors) on your abili!Y to provide
service?
Response: In April1999, we will take part in the electric utility industry's nationwide drill,
coordinated by the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC). That same month, we will
take part in statewide tests with the Independent System Operator (ISO) and the Power
Exchange (PX) . In addition, we are working closely with our outside critical vendors and
suppliers in order to make sure that equipment and services continue to be delivered after the
year 2000 arrives.
6) What is your contingency plan if things go wrong?
Response: We currently have a dedicated team in place whose objective is to develop a
contingency plan that will preserve the company's ability to produce minimum acceptable levels
of critical functions in the event of Y2K-related failures. This contingency plan is scheduled for
completion by June 1999.

Contact:

Ed VanHerik
Tom Murnane
(877) 866-2066
www.sempra.com

SEMPRA ENERGY DECLARES SOCALGAS/SDG&E
NATURAL GAS TRANSMISSION CONTROL
SYSTEM NOW Y2K READY
SAN DIEGO, March 30, 1999-- Sempra Energy today announced that Year 2000 (Y2K)
upgrades were completed on the gas transmission control system for Southern California Gas Co.
(SoCalGas) and San Diego Gas & Electric (SDG&E), its two utility subsidiaries.
SoCalGas and SDG&E provide natural gas distribution service to a total of about 20
million people through 5.5 million natural gas meters in Southern California.
"With the upgrade of our gas transmission control system, we have reached a key
milestone in our efforts to prepare for the Year 2000 at both SoCalGas and SDG&E," said Mike
Forster, project manager for Gas Operations at SoCalGas.
SoCalGas began managing the gas transmission system for SDG&E after the former
parent companies of those utilities merged to create Sempra Energy in June 1998.
"We are also on target for ensuring that all our systems that deliver energy safely and
reliably to our customers will be Y2K-ready by June 30," says Steve Malowney, Y2K program
manager for Sempra Energy, SoCalGas and SDG&E.
-moreThe Y2K concerns center around the fact that many automated systems use two digits to
store the year portion of a date, such as" 99" for 1999. In such cases, the year 2000 may get
recorded as the year" 00," causing problems such as equipment malfunctions or the use of
incorrect dates, if the date mechanism is not corrected.

- - - - - - -- - - -- - - ------ . -

Sempra Energy

Year 2000 Project Update
California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology
May 7, 1999
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Sempra Energy Overview

* Created by merger between Enova (San Diego Gas & Electric)
and Pacific Enterprises (Southern California Gas) in June, 1998

* San Diego Gas & Electric subsidiary provides service to 3
million consumers through 1.2 million electric meters and
720,000 gas meters in San Diego and southern Orange
counties

* Southern California Gas subsidiary provides gas transmission
and distribution services to over -17 million consumers through
4.8 million meters in the Southern California area

* Regulatory oversight bodies include:
~ California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
~

Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC)

~

Department of Transportation (DOT)

~

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)

2
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The Sempra Energy Year 2000 Team

.... .. , ·.-~-.

000:

A special task force has been created to identify Year 2000 problem
areas for SDG&E, SoCaiGas and oth~r affiliate companies ...

*
*

Consists of the Program Manager and over 75 technical resources
Dedicated Business Unit representatives are included in the Project Office
personnel

*
*

The Chief Information Technology Officer participates on a regular basis

*

Monthly status to 5 top executives and quarterly update to Board of Directors

*
*
*

Business experts representing over 55 departments participate in the project

Full time internal auditors review all critical systems
The San Diego Gas & Electric Year 2000 Hotline# is (800) 411-SDGE
Visit the San Diego Gas & Electric Year 2000 website at www.sdge.com/y2k
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What Is Our Current Status?

Energy

~ ~ · ~·: · .

..
·~ -

• Encina power plant generated electricity using Y2K dates
• We are addressing all areas including mainframe, non-mainframe,
embedded systems and telecommunications
• More than 900 application systems have been inventoried and
assessed (500-SDG&E)
• Over 250 mission critical systems have been identified (200-SDG&E)
• Approximately 55% of our systems require remediation
• We are converting, replacing or upgrading all impacted applications
and products and have completed over 80% of our critical applications
• Contingency planning is in final stages (due to CPUC on 711/1999)
• Our estimated budget for these solutions is $20 million for SDGE
and $48 million overall for Sempra Energy
• We have undertaken an aggressive pursuit of our key external
vendors and suppliers to ascertain their compliance
• We are proactively communicating our status to our customers
The project is on schedule to have critical systems ready by June of 1999
with continued· readiness management through the end of fourth quarter
•

141t

·

•• , .
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Key 1999 Dates
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March, 1999 - PUC quarterly update due

'

April, 1999 - First industry wide North American Electric Reliability
Council (NERC)IIndependent System Operator (ISO)/Power
Exchange (PX) coordinated Y2K drill

o June 30, 1999- All critical applications and systems Year 2000
Ready

o July 1, 1999 - Contingency plans reported to the CPUC
o September, 1999 - Second industry wide North American Electric
Reliability Council (NERC) coordinated Y2K drill

o

November 1, 1999 - Certify Y2K readiness to the CPUC

o

December, 1999 - Freeze on applications and systems

o

December 31, 1999 - Emergency Operations Center open

5
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How Do We Communicate Year 2000 Status
to Our Customers?

o Direct phone and E-mail
0

o

SDG&E Year 2000 Hotline# is (800) 411-SDGE
E-mail questions to y2000po@sempra.com

o Customer Service Telephone Center representatives
o

Answer questions based on "talking point" responses

o

Generate letter response from phone requests

o Year 2000 Project Team communications
o
o

Responses to customer surveys and other customer requests
Send requests to: Sempra Energy, Year 2000 Project Office, 555
Fifth Street, ML 20E3, Los Angeles, CA, 90013-1011

o Internet web site at www.sdge.com/y2k provides
answers to frequently asked questions
o SEC and CPUC filings
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April 9 Drill
Summary
• Dnff was successful
• !\·let our objecm·es
• Demonstrated that our backup system works
• Areas to help improve communic11tions
• Relocation of equipment such as anteMas .!1:. base
stations
• Review the location of rcpeah:rs
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Year 2000 Readiness
California Legislative Hearing
March 19, 1999

Assembly Committee on Information
Technology
Bay Area Year 2000 Preparedness
Utilities, Emergency Services, Transportation

Testimony of
Karen Lopez
Division Manager
Silicon Valley Power
City of Santa Clara

-Silicon
Valley
CITY OF SANTA CLARA

Year 2000 Readiness Progress Within Silicon Valley Power.
SVP has a Year 2000 readiness project plan that articulates the steps we are
taking to be ready to maintain that reliable supply of power to our customers into
and through the next millennium. As a part of this plan SVP has formed a project
team consisting of representatives from each of our major divisions. That team is
coordinating SVP's Year 2000 readiness activities. The Project team has
established milestones, assigned responsibilities and monitors the progress
toward minimizing the Year 2000 risks to SVP and the reliable supply of services
to our customers.
SVP has internally inventoried all computing systems, equipment and software
for the Year 2000 Readiness. SVP contracted with an external vendor for the
inventory and assessment of all SVP equipment. For potential Year 2000 risks
from embedded systems. That inventory and assessment has been completed.
SVP has not identified any internal system that is critical to our supply of
electrical service to our customers that is not Year 2000 ready. All of our
business critical and non-critical systems and equipment either have been
remediated or are in the process of being remediated. This process is expected
to be completed before September 1, 1999. All systems capable of being tested
without impact to our customers completed by September 1, 1999. Due to the
constant demand for the supply of electricity to our customers, it is not possible
to fully test our entire energy distribution system without the disruption of that
supply. However, let me say again, SVP has not identified any non-Year 2000
ready system or equipment that is critical to our supply of electricity to our
customers.
The amount of dollars that SVP has and plans to expend in total on our Year
2000 readiness efforts have not been formally developed. Year 2000 readiness
concerns have been incorporated into all SVP technology proje(fts for the past
several years. However, since Year 2000 concerns were not the exclusive
drivers of the projects, a breakdown of costs that relate directly to the Year 2000
would be extremely difficult to perform.
The Impact of Third Parties
SVP staff have met with all of SVP's business partners regarding their and our
Year 2000 readiness efforts. SVP sends representatives to and participates in
the Year 2000 readiness meetings of various agencies including Western Area
Power Agency (WAPA), Northern California Power Agency (NCPA), North
American Electric Reliability Council (NERC), California Municipal Utilities
Agency (CMUA), and the Independent Systems Operators (ISO).
Although there are no plans at this time for SVP to be a formal participant in
interagency testing, SVP has, and will continue to, monitor the Year 2000

readiness activities of ·our partners, supplies, vendors and customers for any
potential impact on our ability to supply services to our customers. SVP will
remain vigilant in this area.
Contingency Plan·if Things Go Wrong

For over 100 years SVP has provided a reliable supply of electrical services to
our customers. During this time, the City of Santa Clara has experienced several
major natural disasters such as floods and earthquakes, from these experiences
Silicon Valley Power has developed emergency plans to minimize external
impacts on its ability to continue to provide electrical service. In addition, we are
in the process of developing Year 2000 specific contingency plans. On April 9, in
conjunction with the North America Electrical Reliability Council's drill, SVP will
conduct a Year 2000 readiness contingency planning drill with representatives
from all SVP divisions.
The City of Santa Clara is planning a citywide Year
2000 readiness preparation exercise on May 5, 1999, in which SVP will also
participate.
Communications

SVP has been extremely active in its efforts to educate and communicate
regarding its concerns and efforts for Year 2000 readiness. SVP has held
educational meetings with all SVP staff, with our major industrial customers, both
individually and as a group, and with our City Council. Future meetings have
been planned with our commercial customers, industrial customers, SVP staff,
and the citizens of Santa Clara. These meetings will be used to not only
continue our educational efforts, but to provide information on SVP Year 2000
readiness status.

Year 2000 Project

General Customer FAQs
Table of Contents
• Will my phone service work in Y2K
• How do you know it will work
• Is your network ready
• How many lines of code are you reviewing
• Systems, applications, and network elements
• SBC's definition of compliance?
• Senior management involvement
• Questionaires/certificates of compliance
• How is SBC testing its network
·Telco Forum testing
·Test strategy for the network
• Incurred customer costs
• Freedom Phone product information
• SBC Year 2000 Timeline
• Progress tracking and milestones
• Full integration testing
·Work days necessary to achieve compliance
• Employees working on Y2K efforts
• Third-party reliance and involvement
• Fail-safe measures for systems and software
·..-.o:~·r=~,..,...~"'"""~J • Customer interfaces and bridges
• Sharing Y2K readiness status with customers
ili.~~m Sharing test information with customers
~
·Testing systems with customer systems
• Project review and auditing
'~"~. . .rn~>i·'il • Y2K contingency plans
·Staff additions for Y2K support
·What are SBC's critical dates

·

Yes. A team of professionals has been working on this effort since 1996 to
ensure the components of our operations are prepared for the date change
challenge in 2000. We fully expect to meet our obligations and responsibilities
to our customers.

How do you know it will work?
We've made the Year 2000 project one of our top priorities at SBC . We're
spending approximately $250M to ensure every customer-impacting system,
network element and application will work as it should when the new century
arrives. We have several teams of professionals working to ensure the project
stays on track. We have more than 300 programmers spending 3,000
combined hours per day to ensure the code fixes are being accomplished . Our
project is on target.

No We are continuing to work through the several stages involved in ready1ng
our network for the Year 2000 We have substantially completed the inventory.

.; 2 I 99 9:5') -\'
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assessment and remediation phases and are focusing on testing our systems.
We expect to be ready by June 30, 1999.
How many lines of code are you reviewing?
We have approximately 300 million lines of code.
How many different systems, apphcaflons and netWork elements are
involved In your project?
•
•
•
•
•
•

1,1 00 central office switches
100,000 personal computers
950 internal applications
1,200 vendors
13,000 vendor products
6,800 building facilities

What is your definition of compliance?
SBC uses the term "Year 2000 ready" to describe the status of our systems,
applications and services . To be considered Y2K ready, the system/service
must successfully pass the inventory, assessment, testing and implementation
phases and be able to read, compute, store, process, display and print
calendar dates falling after December 31, 1999, without interruption or
degradation to serv1ce.
Is your· senior rrianagement'involved in your Year 2000 project?
Yes. Our Year 2000 project is cha1red by one of our most senior executives
The oversight by our executive steering committee attests to our
management's serious attention to this issue. The Year 2000 project is also
one of our company's top prioritj projects
Willyoucom-plefeour' comparl'y's questionnaire 'flfaf ask-s for a certificate
of compliance?

It is important that we provide consistent communications to all of our
customers so we are not completing individual surveys or questionnaires We
have determined it's best if we present the details of our project in a prepared
response. Beyond that, it's important to know that our contracts and tariffs
already outline our commitment to provide good, dependable service with or
without the challenges of the Year 2000

For the network, SBC relies on many suppliers to provide the components
needed for the netNork. Each of these suppliers is responsible for conducting
readmess testing on their individual products SBC plans to conduct its own
testing of the network elements in several phases:
•
•
•
•

Guest testing at the supplier's location
Monitoring the supplier's testing
Conducting lab unit and interoperability testing
Participating in A TIS (Alliance for Telecommunications Industry
Solutions) network testing , which involves testing between the long
distance and local networks .
• Participating in the Nat1onal Year 20CO Telco Forum interoperability
testing

,·,

Year 2000 Project

What Is involved with the Telco Forum testing?
The interoperability testing effort includes 82 elements and/or management
systems from 21 suppliers. Collectively, these elements represent the suite of
equipment commonly deployed in the network in North America. The focus of
the testing is on the mteroperability of interconnecting systems from different
suppliers. The premise is that stand-alone testing of a specific product to Year
2000 requirements and the interconnecting systems from the same supplier is
the responsibility of the supplier and has been performed by the supplier. This
testing has also been verified in some cases by the individual Forum member
company testing activities.
The test cases that are being executed in the project represent transitional
scenarios which demonstrate that the features and fun~tions are supported per
their requirements when they are initiated before the critical date and continue
through the critical date. The critical dates that were tested are:
• December 31, 1999 to January 1, 2000
• February 28, 2000 to February 29, 2000
• February 29, 2000 to March 1, 2000
The Bellcore Generic Requirements GR-2945-CORE, Year 2000 Genetic
Requirements: Systems and Interfaces Issue 1, January 1997 are being used
as the basis for the interoperability testing requirements . GR-2945 has
emerged as the industry standard for telecommunications products for the
Year2000
What is your test strategy tor the network?
Our test strategy includes several phases to assure r.et:Nork integnty .
• Obta in and analyze supplier test plans and resu lts
• Design and execute advance soak and testing of both the "patch" and
retrofit software and/or hardware 1n our lab environment.
• Utilize lab facilities and expertise. de·Jelop and execute ind1•1idual
component tests on network elements, network management systems
and operational support systems, as well as 1nteroperability tests
• Deploy and test Y2K ready software/hardware in a carefully momtored
network element First Office Application scenario
• Through the Telco Forum, contract with Bellcore to perform additional
interoperability tests.

Willi incur any· costs fa m·ake ·my SBC ·p-roducts and s·ervices ready for
the Year 2000?
This depends on many factors including whether you acqu ired the existing
product or service from SBC, the agreement governing the provision of the
product or service and the terms and cond•tions of any agreement or contract
you may have with SBC for the maintenance of the product or service

For Freedom Phone products, please check the bottom of your un1t for the
correct 800 customer service number or call 1-800-255-8480 for information.
You will need to know the model number(s) of your unit(s) to obtain Y2K
information

SBC Year 2000 Timeline
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Complete
Complete

Hardware/Software Fixes

Complete

Software Testing

Underway

X

Hardware/Network Testing Underway

X

Y2K Ready•

X

6/30/99

* Reflects the majority of our systems and networks.
There will be few minor systems that will be upgraded past this date.

How is your progress tracked and reported against milestones?----Work progress is reported by business unit to a corporate project office, which
oversees and monitors SSe's project. Each business unit prepares a monthly
status report that includes a set of milestone dates and progress toward
completing those milestones .
Do you 'pTan-fo
conversions?

condi.'Tcffulrln{e~fr·a-tion

"teslin£fiipo"fl"-completion of yo_u_r

Integration flow through testing will be completed for all C:)re critical
functions .

bus . ~. ess

Whaf arc--tne·tofal-numo-eTof work days-nec-css·a-ry·ta·achieve
compliance?
SSe does not track its Year 2000 Project work by days. For the syster.-,s trat
support our services, we measure progress against application work-p!an
dates.

We have more than 300 programmers modifying code for our core buc:; =ress
systems. In addition, we have another 100 employees who serve on OL:'
various project teams We estimate that these employees are spend1ng a tota:
of 3,000 hours per day fixing the embedded code in our hardware, softvtare
and applications

SSe is working with many suppliers to address Year 2000 issues We r,ave an
aggressive vendor compliance program to obtain vendor products that are
Year 2000 compliant. As of November 1998, 75% of our vendor products were
ready, with 25% needing to be repaired, replaced or retired.

lf you have determmed tnafSome of your systems or software are not
likely to achieve Year 2000 compliance, what fail-safe measures have you
put into place?
We have contingency plans tr.at wi;l protect us against vendor surprises I"'
most cases. if 1t IS determined !hat t~e system or software must be corr.1=1 , ar.~
and the venr.Jcr rk:es r.ot plan to or fa rl s to adequately upgrade 1t, we wli i
contact otr.er ·;o::ndors If probl-2•ns conce~n.ng the date has cnly an 111ter;ai
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impact, we may adopt procedures that correct any internal problems with or
without replacing or upgrading the systems or software. We intend to test fixes,
upgrades and new products to ensure they work.
Wilflfiere be any new mtertaces or bridges that need to be developed
between you and your customer's systems after the Year 2000
adjustments are made. And, if so, please provide a description of the
necessary steps.
We will continue to send files in the same formats in the Year 2000 as we do
today unless otherwise requested by the customer. The one exception to that
is for our EDI customers. SBC has reviewed its EDI interface and developed a
strategy to address the Year 2000 issues associated with those interfaces. EDI
customers will be notified of any changes.
How do you plan to share your V2K readmess status w1th your
customers in the future?
Progress reports are posted on the SBC world wide web site at
www.sbc.com/year2000.
·
Do you plan to share your test information with custo-mers?
SBC has entered into non-disclosure agreements with many of its suppliers to
ensure the confidentiality of sensitive business information that may be
exchanged between their respective compan ies These agreements typica'ly
preclude SBC from sharing any confidential information from its supplier aM
supplier test scripts and test results may fa ll 1nto that categor1 Customers who
are interested in obtaining information, includ1ng test scripts and test resu lts
from sse suppliers, should contact the suppliers directly

Due to the complexity and enormity of this project, we are currently unable to
conduct one-on-one testing with customers
Is your project being reviewed by outside auditors_?_______________ _____ _
No. However, our project is reviewed by internal auditors on a regular basis.

sse is developing

an overall business continuity plan that will prepare us for
any problems or failures that may occur during the date change rollover. For
our network, part of our continuity plan includes working with our Emergency
Operations Centers that are located in our major metropolitan areas We will
work with these centers to ensure plent'/ of generators and back-up fuel are on
hand in the case of a power outage or natural disaster. A Year 2000 Command
Center is being established and will have lmks to all Emergency Operations
Centers in our territory. The sse Y2K Corr.mand Center will serve as a central
point of contact to report and address any situations that may arise. The center
will be linked with our critical vendors, the National Security Emergency
Preparedness organization (NSEP), the Telco Forum members, lnterexchange
carriers and international telecommunications companies so that we may
monitor and quickly address Year 2000 situations that could impact our service
and our customers.

As part of ItS continUity plar.r ng. sse plars to add additional staff to ItS
customer c:Jntact centers du nng the crit1ca 1 t~ans1tion dates associated w1th U e
Year 20CO Tn ;s would tr'pJ:t the res1de r. -:e and bus:ness serv 1ce centers as
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well as the repair and billing centers.
In addition to increased staff, SBC plans to have Y2K response teams
engaged in every business unit of the company, which will be linked to the
company's overall Y2K Command Center. The Y2K Command Center, which
will be housed in a facility in San Antonio, Texas, will serve as a central point
of contact for the Y2K response teams to report any anomalies . The center will
be linked with critical vendors, the National Security Emergency Preparedness
organization (NSEP), the Telco Forum members, interexchange carriers and
international telecommunications companies so that all Year 2000 issues can
be ~onitored and quickly addressed .

What are SBC's critical dates?
We have several dates that we are monitoring and testing . Those dates run
from September 1999 through March 2000.

:'
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Southern California Edison

Year 2000 Program
California Legislature Update

......

Y2K Hotline: 1-800-816-8112
Internet: http://www.sce.com/y2k

~
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• CPUC

• DOE

• Insurers

• SEC

• NERC

• NRC

• wscc

• Bond Rating
Agencies

• EPRI

Audit Committee

Mo

Edison International
CEO John Bryson

• Investment
Analysts
• Media

Bi-Weekly

¥ear·2ooor·~:_ :.

. Pr,9gra&i~ .·_ · · ·

Mana ge.ni~ht:
Office, ·
Business Unit
!oeli J__ -~i-Weekly
Points of
---------':
Contact
T
T
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Board of Directors
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Bi-Weekly

President -

Steve Frank

Chief Financial Officer -

AI Fohrer

Chief Information Officer - Mahvash Yazdi
Senior Vice President -

Dick Rosenblum

Executive Vice President - Harold Ray
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Year 2000 Scope - Mission Critical Portfolio
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Mainframe
Portfolio

.,

Principal Business
Information Systems

Distributed
System
Portfolio

Physical
Asset
Portfolio

Operations Information j
,__S.=..}'.stems Include: -·__j

• Financial - Repair completed 4th Qtr 1997

• Outage Management

• Human Resources - Replacement
completed 2nd Qtr 1998

• Power Management

• Material Management - Repair completed
3rd Qtr 1998

• Examples of potentially impacted Assets
• Generation
-

• Transmission

• Plant Monitoring and Access
Retrieval

- Voltage Control Systems
- Line Fault Test, Control, and Monitoring Systems

• Distribution
-~-----~---··

• Work Order Management (Passport)
Replacement completed 3rd Qtr 1998
• Customer Information - Replacement
planned 1st Qtr 1999

- Circuit Breaker Control and Protection Systems
- Transformer Control Systems
- Revenue Meters

Business Information j
Systems lnclud~~

• Telecommunications
• Data Acquisition System for Billing

- NetComm Radios
- PBX Systems

• Call Center Support

• Other

• Credit Support

Inventory Results
•
•
•
•
•
•

TDBU- 87 Systems
CSBU - 12 Systems
HR - 2 Systems
IT - 12 Systems
Shared Services - 3 Systems
Other Business Units - 47 Systems

- 24 Million Lines of Code
Rev. March 1999
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Reactor Protection System
Turbine Monitoring and Control System
Core Protection Calculators
Air Monitoring Systems

-

• Work Order and Maintenance
Management

Inventory Results

Inventory Results
•
•
•
•
•

GBU- 116 Systems
TDBU - 28 Systems
CSBU - 17 Systems
HR - 3 Systems
Shared Services - 3 Systems

- 26 Million Lines of Code

Security Access Control Systems
SSID Calibration Equipment
HVAC Equipment
FAX Machines

•
•
•
•
•

GBU - 4,056 Components
TDBU- 7,171 Components
IT- 65,070 Components
CSBU - 352,440 Components
Shared Services - 7,292 Components

2,265 Unique Device Types (Same make/model)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Year 2000 Status
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1a99
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2a99
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3Q99
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oY2K Critical Asset
Contingency Plans in Plac~
o·311

:1

•

Detailed
Inventory

oCritical Asset
Inventory Complete
o7/6.

r

•
oCritical Asset
Analysis Complete
o7/31
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Testing
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.'

•IT Appl Test
Environment
Ready
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0

Production

~ Implementation
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·• 75% Critical IT
· Appl Assets
Remediated
• 9/25

:

• 75% Critical IT
Appl Assets Test
Plans in Place
o9/25

.-

. - i

• 75% Ctitical
Phys Assets
Remediated
o11/30

'

-

• 75% Critical IT
Appl Assets In
Y2KTest
•11115

.
i
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otoO% Critical Iff
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I
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0
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Year 2000 Metrics
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~ual-- lr::l Estimate

FTEs

Full-time 200+
Part-time 240+

300

Physical
Assets
(Weight=.&)

I

250

Total

200

I
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] Total Estimated Y2K Budget :.

Y2K Budget Breakdown

Capital
$29.3 M

Y2K
PMO

Test
Env.
3%

Shared
Svcs.
3%

Other
1
BU s
1%
41%

IT
18%

O&M
$43.3 M
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CSBU
2%

$41 M spent as of February 28, 1999

GBU
23%

m
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m
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What Is the Potentia/Impact to/from
Critical Business Partners?
ESPs/MDMAs

Other Utilities
• Non-Ready Municipalities
• lntertie Vulnerability

• Service Impacts
• Revenue Impacts

Large Customers
• Sudden Demand Drop
• Revenue Loss

Transportation

Critical Suppliers
• Products/Services
Impacted
• Water/Sewer
Operability

• Fuel Service Impacted
• Field Service Impacted

When Edison Systems,
Applications, and Physical
Assets Are YEAR 2000 Ready ...

Telecomm

150/PX

• Call Centers Offline
• OCR Impacted

• New Market
Functions
Unavailable

Other Generation

More ...

• Supply Disruptions
• Collateral Impacts

• Financial Institutions
• Federal, State, Local
• Small Business

Rev. March 1999
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Contingency Planning: The Next Major Focus

An EDISON IN1'1!RNATIONAL'" Company

[ ___

S~E is :'!orkin;lo-.,. _

J

E9 Understand the extent and nature of potential events
E9 Examine how we normally respond to unplanned outages
E9 Identify most critical external interfaces

/fJJti/IJJJ.

.....

E9 Conduct event scenario planning

-

E9 Document planned contingency actions
E9 Conduct test exercises

Year 2000 is not
unlike planning for
an earthquake,
except we know

[ SCE is coordinating with ...
-

J

'

E9 Independent System Operator (ISO) and Power Exchange (PX)

when it will happen

E9 Western Systems Coordinating Council (WSCC)

but are not sure of

E9 Edison Electric Institute (EEl)

the magnitude.

E9 Key customers, business partners, and critical suppliers
E9 Employees for appropriate staffing

Rev. March 1999
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Status of Year 2000 Preparation
Telecommunications
Energy
Water
Transportation
Y2K Within the

CPUC

The California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) has regulatory authority over essential telecommunications,
energy, water, and transportation services throughout California.
Most of these essential services are interrelated. Disruption, even for a few hours, of one or more of these
services can significantly and adversely affect many people, communities - or even the entire state - as well as
daily commerce in California.
In this context, Year 2000 (Y2K) preparation by providers of these essential services takes on added
significance. The Commission has taken several steps to evaluate their readiness.
With the exception of some transportation companies, letters have been sent to CPUC-regulated utilities and
companies requesting confirmation of their Y2K plan, preparation, and timetable for readiness.
Response has generally been very good. However, we are currently evaluating whether there is need for more
formal action by the Commission to require a statement of compliance or certification from each utility confirming
it has corrected, or will correct before January 1, 2000, potential Y2K problems. If additional formal requirements
are needed beyond this, the Commission will act this Fall and expect compliance in 1999.
We also are looking at facilitating and/or requiring utility participation in joint industry-wide information-sharing
and other efforts to address Y2K readiness.
Here is an update on CPUC-regulated utility Y2K readiness:
Telecommunications

1·- -- -1
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•

•
•
•

All local phone companies have responded to our inquiries, as have all of the major long distance
·
companies serving California.
34 out of 52 wireless carriers (cellular and PCS) have responded.
The CPUC Telecommunications Division staff is following-up with non-respondents individually. The
Commission may take formal action if they ignore follow-up requests.
li!l Pacific Bell, GTE-California, Roseville, and Citizens utilities serve 22 million customers. All are
aware of the problem and are taking action to ensure Y2K compliance for data and voice
communications services.
111 Pacific Bell and GTE-California are members of the Telco Year 2000 Forum, a nationwide group of
major telecommunications companies. The group has contracted with Bellcore, a leading supplier of
telecommunications software, consulting and testing, to coordinate and supervise Y2K for the
nation's telecommunications infrastructure.
Pacific Bell expects all its critical systems to be Y2K ready by September 30, 1999.
GTE-California's action plan has received certification by the Information Technology Association of
America (ITAA).
_
m This April, the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) announced initiatives to improve
awareness and encourage U.S. communications companies and users of telecommunications
services to solve the Year 2000 problem.
The FCC's Network Services Division required major landline and wireless telecommunications carriers
(including those in California) to respond in detail to a data request on Y2K issues, and to prioritize
problems they foresee in preventing service disruptions or degradation of service.
The FCC has requested details of carriers' Y2K action plans, including schedules for system remediation
or replacement, unit testing of compliance, internal system integration testing for compliance, and where
appropriate, testing with interconnecting carriers.
Through its website, the FCC is conducting an outreach program with industry and trade associations, and
is working closely with state Public Utility Commissions.
m However, telecommunications is perhaps California's most deregulated industry. Some 70
facilities-based carriers and over 400 long distance carriers and resellers now provide services
which are interrelated with the four major local phone companies.
11 Assuring reliability of service thus becomes far more complicated. The incentive for business is to
adequately preparing for the year 2000 to make sure they maintain service. The risk being that if
service is not maintained when the clock strikes 12:00 a.m. 2000, companies will lose their
customers to those companies which do reliably maintain service.

Energy

I~
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Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E), Southern California Edison (SoCal Edison), San Diego Gas & Electric
(SDG&E) and PacificCorp serve 10 million electric customers.
PG&E, SDG&E and Southern California Gas (SoCal Gas) serve 9 million natural gas customers.
B All of the investor-owned energy utilities are aware of the scope of the Y2K problem, some for
several years.
The large investor-owned energy utilities have established Y2K project teams to coordinate remediation
efforts throughout their companies and systems. They are spending several hundred million dollars to:
review code, hardware, and systems; implement remediation solutions; and test for compliance. PG&E
and Edison have even posted their Y2K preparation plans and activities on their Internet websites.
PG&E, the largest energy provider in the state, reports that its approach to the Y2K problem targets all
computers, hardware and software, their Customer Information System, and all systems with any kind of
embedded computer chip such as control panels in power stations, electronic security systems, and
customer service meters. PG&E's approach also identifies all vendors critical to providing reliable service
to customers, such as power plant fuel suppliers and telecommunications services.
SoCal Edison has focused its efforts on three areas: (1) mainframe computing, including financial systems
(for which :V2K compliance was completed last year), (2) distributed computing-that is, plant monitoring
information systems and outage management, and (3) physical assets--generation, transmission,
distribution, telecommunications, and facilities environments.
Sempra Energy's Y2K project team has been working since 1996 and expects to continue through
December of 1999. The project staffing plan includes over 100,000 hours of technical resources and
30,000 hours of business expert resources representing all departments within the utility. Sempra Energy
was formed when SDG&E and SoCal Gas recently merged into one corporation.
Ill To date, the CPUC's Energy Division has not noticed any problems with energy utilities' Y2K
preparedness efforts-though we will continue oversight of their efforts. ·
11 We realize, though, that even with our oversight role and the best efforts of the utilities, we cannot
guarantee that disruptions to electric and/or gas service due to Y2K problems will not occur.
Independent System Operator (ISO) - The State's transmission system is operated by an independent
not-for-profit corporation called the Independent System Operator. The ISO has a Y2K preparedness plan
underway in cooperation with its infrastructure system vendors, and the external entities with which it
deals daily including: scheduling coordinators, transmission owners, utility distribution companies, the
Western States Coordinating Council, adjacent control areas, generation owners, and financial institutions
including the Power Exchange.
Power Exchange (PX)- Electricity is bought from and sold to the three largest investor-owned utilities,
PG&E, SoCal Edison, and SDG&E through an independent not-for-profit entity called the Power ·
Exchange. The PX is coordinating its Y2K preparation with the ISO and utilities as all must function in a
coordinat~d manner to assure power gets to users reliably.

Water

1:...

·-,

CPUC-regulated water utilities provide 20 percent of all drinking water in California.
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In January of this year, the Director of our Water Division sent a letter to all of our water utilities asking if
they had any software or hardware that might be affected by the Y2K problem. All of the large and
medium-size utilities responded to assure the Commission that they are aware of the problem and either
have solved it, or have projects in place to address it. Approximately half of the water utilities have not
responded. However, the good news is that they are small and either do not use computers, or use only
simple programs that will not be affected by the Y2K problem, such as spreadsheet-based billing
programs that do not do "date" arithmetic. None of these utilities have embedded control systems with
firmware that could cause a problem.
.
The CPUC Water Division will continue to monitor the preparations of the larger utilities and contact the
smaller ones during the normal course of business, but does not plan any formal auditing of utility efforts.
The Division does not expect the state to have any significant Year 2000 problems with investor-owned
water utilities.

Transportation

I· -- :J
The CPUC has critical safety oversight over 30 freight and commuter railroads, six rail transit systems, and all
sites where railroads cross the state's public roadways at grade. We also have licensing and insurance
regulatory authority over 3,300 household goods moving and passenger carriers as well as 23 ferry systems
and 278 other water transportation companies.
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FREIGHT RAILROADS: Surveys have been sent to privately-owned freight railroads serving the state
asking if they are aware of the Y2K problem, and what plans they have in place to address it. Responses
are due by September 21 , 1998.
1!1!1
Two major railroads, representing over 96% of freight revenues generated in the state, have already
reported to us that they have established project teams to evaluate all systems and will replace or
retire systems found non-compliant. Each railroad has established deadlines for the work to be
done.
11 Six shortline railroads indicated they are aware of the Y2K problem, and are either presently
evaluating their systems, or state to us that their systems are compliant.
m Our next steps will be to follow up with railroads that did not respond to the survey. We will also
evaluate the responses we do receive to determine if additional follow-up or further action is
warranted- for instance, formal action to compel any railroad without a Y2K plan to comply.
1!1 We also are monitoring the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) actions with respect to Y2K, since
this Federal agency has primary railroad safety oversight responsibility.
COMMUTER RAILROADS: We will soon be sending surveys to these operators similar to the ones sent
to privately-owned freight railroads.
RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEMS: Surveys raising the Y2K problem were sent to the six rail transit systems we
oversee, and we are awaiting their responses.
RAILROAD/HIGHWAY CROSSINGS: In late January a letter was sent to all governmental agencies,
signal equipment suppliers and railroads asking them to verify to us that their highway crossing signals
and gates, or the traffic signals under their control that are preempted by railroad grade crossing signals,
will continue to perform reliably after December 31 , 1999.
• About 80 of the 320 recipients have responded to this letter, and a follow-up letter has been sent to
non-respondents.
HOUSEHOLD GOODS, PASSENGER STAGE, WATER CARRIERS: These firms are primarily small
businesses that do not use sophisticated computer systems to provide service, so we have no plans to
survey them concerning the Y2K issue.

Consumer Education

[•

::J

Once we are assured of utility Y2K readiness, the CPUC will inform the public about the measures taken to
assure reliability of utility service as well as contingency plans to minimize any service disruption. Our intent will
be to provide information that will prevent undue public concern.
Nevertheless, contingency plans are necessary parts of Year 2000 readiness in case remedies are delayed or
fail in part. Some experts, for instance, advise consumers to have a ready supply of cash on hand before
January 1, 2000 in case of outages involving Automatic Teller Machines, credit card verification circuits, or at
credit card pay gasoline pumps. It may be prudent, too, for consumers to keep hard copies of bills and
payments made for the last six months of 1999.
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Y2K Within the CPUC

I· - n:d
Because of the critical nature of the services provided by utility companies, much of our focus is· on assuring the
preparedness of the utilities we monitor. However, we are also looking at our own internal agency Y2K
preparedness.
We have inventoried our systems, hardware, software, network servers, routers and other peripherals that
support our key business practices to make sure they are Y2K compliant. This involved a check and correction
of every personal computer in the Commission, analysis and correction of all mainframe computer systems, and
evaluation and correction of other electronic systems within the CPUC including security and parking access.
Many of these have already been modified, and the remaining ones will be corrected within the next twelve
months.
Part of our remediation process has been to request written Y2K compliance information from all of our vendors
- and some, but not all, have responded.
We are also in the process of identifying and correcting the "embedded chip" variant as it pertains to the Y2K
issue.
The Commission is doing everything that it can internally, and through our regulatory authority, to contribute to
the state's overall effort to protect Californians and welcome the millennium without disruption in essential
services.

r· --- :::J
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California Public Utilities Commission
Year 2000 Program Assessment Checklist & Survey for Jurisdictional Companies1

Company Name:
Address:
Type of Utility:
Utility No.
Name of individual with primary responsibility for addressing the Year 2000 problem in your
company:
Title:
Address:
Telephone No.:
Fax No.:
Email address:

PLEASE DIRECT YOUR RESPONSES TO THE APPROPRIATE INDUSTRY
DIVISION AT THE CPUC, ATTENTION Y2K COORDINATOR
Preliminary Questions

D

If the company's ONLY computerized systems are related to billing or other
administrative tasks, please check this box , STOP HERE and return this page.

D

If the company has computerized service delivery systems under its control, please
complete the remainder of this survey. For the purposes of this question, include
embedded systems necessary to delivery of the utility services you provide. If you do not
know whether you have embedded systems necessary to delivery of the utility services you
provide, please complete the remainder of this survey.

I certify that the·responses provided to this survey are true and correct, and that I have the
authority to represent the company on these issues.
By:
Title:
Company:
1

Modeled primarily on the U.S. GAO's Year 2000 Program Assessment Checklist

Executive Division *
'Page 2

For each question below which requires a ''yes" or "no" answer, please check the corresponding
box if your answer is ''yes". For questions which require an additional response, please provide
your responses on separate sheets of paper.

Awareness

0

Has the company defined and documented the potential impact of the Year 2000 problem?
Please provide a summary of these efforts to the CPUC.

0

Has the company conducted a Year 2000 awareness campaign with respect to:

0
0
0

Employees?
Customers?
Vendors?

Please summarize your efforts and provide the CPUC with copies of sample
documentation relating to any such awareness campaign which could be helpful to an
evaluation of your effort.

0

Has the company assessed the adequacy of its program mam~gement policies, capabilities,
and practices, including configuration management, program and project management, and
quality assurance?

0

Has the company developed and documented a Year 2000 strategy? Please summarize
your strategy.

0

Is the Year 2000 strategy supported by executive management?

0

Has the company established an executive management council or committee to guide the
Year 2000 program?

0

Has a program manager been appointed and a Year 2000 program office been established
and staffed? Who is the manager and what is his/her title and level in the company? How
many employees and contractors are dedicated to this effort?

0

When did you begin your effort to become Year 2000 compliant and what is your
estimated completion date for your compliance plan?

0

Summarize the resources you anticipate will be necessary for your company to remedy
your Year 2000 issues.

0

Has the company identified technical and management points of contacts in core business
areas?

Executive Division ••
Page3

0

Does your particular industry have an organization that is providing Y2K guidance and
information? If so, please identify the organization.

Assessment

0

Has the company defmed Year 2000 compliance? Please provide your definition.
Describ~ what tests or standards your company uses to determine "Y2K compliant"
status.

0

Has the company defined Year 2000 readiness? Please provide your definition. Describe
what tests or standards your company uses to determine "Y2K ready" status.

0

Do you (or does your parent company) have a Year 2000 Compliance statement? If so,
please attach. If not, do you plan to have one in the future? When?

0

What is the date at which you expect to be fully Year 2000 ready?

0

What is the date at which you expect to be fully Year 2000 compliant?

0

Has the company identified core business areas and processes?

0

Has the company assessed the severity of potential impact of Year 2000-induced failures
for core business areas and processes? Please describe such potential impacts and the
respective severity of each.

0

Has the company conducte<;i a comprehensive enterprise-wide inventory of its information
systems?

The company has

0
0
0

system inventory listing components and interfaces for each system
comprehensive plan to identify and eliminate obsolete code

Has the company developed a comprehensive list of automated systems?

The company's list identifies

0 links to core business areas or processes
0 platforms, languages, and database management systems
0 operating system software and utilities
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0
0

D
D

0

Has the company analyzed its automated systems and identified for each system?

0
0

0

telecommunications
internal and external interfaces
owners
the availability and adequacy of source code and associated documentation

non-repairable items (lack of source code or documentation)
conversion or replacement resources required for each platform, application, database
management system, archives utility, or interface

Has the company prioritized its system conversion and replacement program?

The company's prioritization process includes

0
0
0
0

service delivery systems prioritized ahead of billing and administrative systems
ranking by business impact
ranking by anticipated failure date
identification of applications, databases, archives, and interfaces that cannot be
converted because of resource and time constraints

0

Has the company established Year 2000 project teams for business areas and major
systems?

0

Has the company developed a Year 2000 program plan? If so, please provide the CPUC
with a copy of the plan.

The company's program plan includes

0
0
0
0
0
0

schedules for all tasks and phases
master conversion and replacement schedule
assessment and selection of outsourcing options
assignment of conversion or replacement projects to project teams
risk assessment
contingency plans for all systems

0

Has the company identified and mobilized required resources and capabilities? Please
describe.

0

Has the company developed validation strategies and testing plans for all converted or
replaced systems and their components?

Executive Division
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D

Has the company analyzed and identified requirements for a Year 2000 test facility?

D

Has the company identified and acquired Year 2000 tools?

D

Has the company considered implementation scheduling issues?

The company's program plan addresses

D
0
0

where conversion will take place (data center or off-site location)
time rieeded to place converted systems into production
conversion of backup or archived data

0

In priority order identify the top twenty hardware and the top twenty software systems for
whose operation your company is responsible that directly and immediately support the
utility services you offer.

0

For each of the systems identified in response to the prior question, provide your
company's assessment of its Year 2000 compliance, identify components of the systems
that are internally produced and those that are not internally produced.

0

For each of the systems identified in response to the prior question that are not assessed as
Year 2000 compliant, set forth your schedule for (a) initiating remediation or replacement;
(b) unit testing of compliance; (c) internal system integration testing for compliance; and
(d) where appropriate, testing with interconnecting utilities. Explain the transactions that
will be used in conducting those tests. Identify any systems which you intend to make
Year 2000 ready but do not intend to make Year 2000 compliant, and _explain why. Of
these systems, identify the systems which are currently year 2000 ready, and set forth your
schedule for making the remaining systems year 2000 ready.

0

For each of the systems identified in response to the prior question that are not assessed as
Year 2000 compliant or Year 2000 ready, set forth your schedule for (a) developing
contingency plans in case remediation plans are delayed or fail, including failure just before
or after the change in date to the year 2000, and including the leap year date of February
29, 2000; and (b) testing of those contingency plans.

0

Has the company addressed interface and data exchange issues?

The company has

0
0
0

analyzed dependencies on data provided by other organizations
contacted all entities with whom it exchanges data
identified the need for data bridges or filters
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D made contingency plans if no data are received from external sources
D made plans to determine that incoming data are valid
D developed contingency plans to handle invalid data
D

In assessing potential Y2K problems, which of the following best describes the anticipated
impact for your utility operations? (check one) please add additional information where
appropriate:

D
D

We will identify and correct all Y2K problems before Jan. 1, 2000.

D

We will be 100% compliant and/or ready sometime after Jan. 1, 2000 with some
significant disruptions to service or billing.

D

We will be 100% compliant and/or ready sometime after Jan.1, 2000 but our
assessment is not accurate enough to identify all problems that may significantly
affect service or billing.

D

We are not following a compliance plan that calls for prior assessment of potential
Y2K problems.

We will be 100% compliant and/or ready sometime after Jan. 1, 2000 with no
significant disruptions to service or billing.

D

What is your plan for monitoring for potential problems after January 1, 2000?

D

Has the company initiated the development of contingency plans for critical systems?
Please provide a copy of your contingency plan.

D

Does the impact assessment document identify Year 2000 vulnerable systems and
processes outside the traditional information resource management area that may affect
the company's operations? Please provide the CPUC with documentation of such
identified impacts.

The assessment document addresses the impact of potential Year 2000 induced failure of

D telecommunication systems, including telephone and data networks switching
D

equipment
building infrastructure

Renovation

D

Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in the conversion of targeted
applications, platforms, databases, archives, or interfaces?

D

Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in developing bridges and filters to
handle non-conforming data?
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0

Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in the replacement of targeted
applications and system components?

0

Is the company documenting all code and system modifications and using configuration
management to control changes?

0

Is the company scheduling unit, integration, and system tests'?

0

Is the company meeting its budget and schedule in eliminating targeted applications and
system components?

0

Is the company communicating the changes to its information systems to all internal and
external users?

0

Is the company tracking the conversion and replacement process and collecting and using
project metrics to manage the conversion and replacement process'?

0

Is the company sharing information among Year 2000 projects?

The company is disseminating

0
0

"lessons learned"
best practices

0

What actions remain to be taken for your computer hardware to be fully Year 2000
compliant?

0

What actions remain to be taken in order for your infrastructure to be fully Year 2000
compliant?

0

What actions have you taken to identify and test embedded chips within your
infrastructure?

0

What specific embedded chip Year 2000 problems have you found and in what way could
they affect the services you provide?

Validation

0

Has the company developed and documented test and validation plans for each converted
or replaced application or system component?

0

Has the company developed and documented a strategy for testing contractor-converted
or replaced applications or system components?

Executive Division •
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D

Has the company implemented a Year 2000 test facility?

0

Has the company implemented automated test tools and scripts?

D

Has the company performed unit, integration, and system tests on each converted or
replaced component

The company's testing procedures include the following types of tests

0
0
0
0

regression
performance
stress
forward and backward time

D

Is the company tracking the testing and validation process and collecting and using test
metrics to manage the testing activities?

D

Has the company initiated acceptance tests?

Implementation

0

Has the company defmed its transition environment and procedures?

D

Has the company developed and documented a schedule for the implementation of all
converted or replaced applications and system components?

0

Has the company resolved data exchange issues and intercompany concerns? Has the
company dealt with database and archive conversion?

D

Has the company completed acceptance testing?

0

Has the company implemented contingency plans?

D

Has the company updated or developed disaster recovery plans?

D

Has the company reintegrated the converted and replaced systems and related databases
into the production environment?

Executive Division •
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Program and Project Management

0

Has the company established a Year 2000 program management structure?

The company has

D
D

0

appointed a Year 2000 program manager and established a Year 2000
program team
identified technical and management representatives from each core business
area

Based on the assessment of its program management capabilities, has the company
developed and implemented policies, guidelines, and procedures to manage a major
program?

The company's policies, guidelines, and procedures include

D
D
0
D
D
D

configuration management
quality assurance
risk management
project scheduling and tracking
metrics
budgeting

0

Is the company monitoring the Year 2000 program to ensure that projects are following
required policies and procedures for configuration management, project scheduling and
tracking, and metrics? ·

0

Have you addressed Y2K compliance and/or readiness with external suppliers,
contractors, and other business partners or vendors?

0

Have you determined if your suppliers and vendors are Year 2000 compliant and/or year
2000 ready? If no, why not? If yes and your suppliers and vendors are not Year 2000
compliant, what negative impact can this have on your provision of utility service?

0

What facilities and equipment have vendors certified as Year 2000 compliant?

0

What facilities and equipment have vendors certified as Year 2000 ready?

:set. customer :service Center· Y2K Keadmess
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Y2K Readiness
This electronically provided information is
Disclosure.

a Year 2000 Readiness

It's known as the "Year 2000 Problem," the "Millennium Bug," and other
names. At SCE, we've created a comprehensive strategy to address the
potential Year 2000 (Y2K) issue affecting our critical automated
equipment and computer systems.
The Year 2000 issue involves how dates are read by computer systems.
Many of today's computers use only the last two digits to represent the
year. If the first two digits are assumed to be "19," on Jan. 1, 2000 many
of these systems may assume it's Jan. 1, 1900. If not corrected, this
problem could result in systems shutting down or providing incorrect
calculations.
Although it might sound like a fairly easy problem to correct, SCE has
examined thousands of systems and devices -- from our customer call
center support system to outage management systems -- to check for
Year 2000 issues and respond as necessary.
SCE is seriously committed to identifying and correcting Year 2000
impacts on its systems that, if not addressed, could significantly affect
important areas like customer service. Our Year 2000 Program
Management Office coordinates company-wide efforts to make our critical
automated equipment and computer systems "Year 2000" ready.
In 1998, we completed an inventory of all systems and determined which
ones are critical for customer service, company revenue, regulatory
compliance, and the health and. safety of SCE employees and the public.
These are called our "mission critical" systems. We are implementing a
broad corporate effort to remediate -- or "fix" -- and then test and
implement each system in preparation for the Year 2000 .
SCE is proud to say we have not only met but exceeded our goal to
have all work completed for 75% of mission critical systems by the
end of 1998; actual status at year-end is 80% of mission-critical
complete. We are on track to meet our goal to have 100% of mission
critical systems Year 2000-ready by July 1999.
At the same time, we are working with our vendors and other business
partners to assess the Y2K readiness of them and/or their products, and
are seeking their assurances that delivery of supplies and services will
not be disrupted.
While our program is well underway, it's important to note that SCE's
transmission and distribution system is part of a large, regional electric
grid that includes much of the western half of the United States. In
California, we are working with the state Power Exchange (PX), and the
Independent System Operator (ISO), the new state entity that controls the
electric grid in California, to address our interfaces with these two
organizations.
We also are cooperating with the North American Electric Reliability
Council and its regional reliability agency for the Western U.S. and
Canada, the Western Systems Coordinating Council, the Electric Power
Research Institute, as well as a variety of other utilities, power generators,
and others as we prepare for the Year 2000. SCE is planning to
participate in two region-wide tests of the electric grid's Y2K readiness in
1999.
SCE regularly reports its Year 2000 progress to several agencies,
including the Securities and Exchange Commission, the California Public
Utilities Commission, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.
While we are confident that we will be ready for the advent of the Year
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2000, we also are creating contingency plans and developing strategies
for dealing with Year 2000-related processing failures or malfunctions due
to either SCE's internal systems or problems caused by external parties.
Our contingency plans are scheduled to be in place by March 1999.
Visit Quick Answers on the Year 2000 for more information about
Southern California Edison's Y2K Readiness efforts.
If you have more questions about our efforts, please write to:
Southern California Edison Company
Year 2000 Program Office
Attn: External Agent Management
2131 Walnut Grove Ave.
First Floor, Drop 4
Rosemead, CA 91770
More general information about the Y2K issue also is available at the
following Web sites:

North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) Y2K Web Site:
http://www .nerc.com/-y2k

Electric Power Research Institute Y2K Web Site:
http://year2000.epriweb.com/index.html
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Southern California Gas Company is taking steps to ensure that all our infonnation
technology systems continue working smoothly in the year 2000 and beyond. We know you
may have concerns about the potential problems that might come up ifbusinesses are not
adequately prepared with system solutions and contingency plans for the Year 2000 issue.
Here are frequently asked questions (F AQs) concerning this issue.

What is the Year 2000 issue?
Back in the 1960s, computer and microchip manufacturers decided to use a two-digit
approach to storing the year portion of a date, such as 98 for 1998. In the 1960s, when
computer memory and storage costs were much higher than they.are today, that approach
made sense, because it kept costs down. But if nothing is done to resolve this issue, the year
2000 will appear to some types of electronic equipment as the year "00, " and that may
cause problems such as equipment malfunctions or the use of incorrect dates.

Does SoCalGas have a formal plan for dealing with this issue?
Yes. SoCalGas and its parent company, Sempra Energy, established a special task force to
identify the problem areas and work to resolve them by June 30, 1999.

Have you identified what needs to be done?
• We've been cataloguing and assessing all software, hardware and operating systems.
More than 400 applications have been inventoried and assessed, and over 50 mission
critical systems-- those involved with delivering energy, safety and cash flow-- have
been identified.
• Approximately 50 percent of our systems require changes. We are converting,
replacing or upgrading all the applications and products that need changes. This
includes mainframe and non-mainframe applications and technology, transmission
systems and telecommunications equipment.
• A complex series of tests are run periodically to check the systems and the solutions
put in place.

What resources are you devoting to this effort?
At SoCalGas, we have more than 50 full-time employees working on this effort along with
business experts representing over 55 departments. We expect our Y2K efforts to end up
with a price tag estimated at between $27 million and $30 million.
When do you expect to complete the work?
Our goal is to complete the work by June 30, 1999, and we are on schedule for meeting that
target. ·
Are you working with your suppliers to make sure they are "Year 2000" compliant?
Yes. We are working closely with our outside vendors and suppliers to make sure that
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equipment and services continue to be delivered after the year 2000 arrives. We are being
very aggressive in making sure our compliance efforts won't be hindered by the operations
of our vendors and suppliers.

Are you developing contingency plans in case there are Y2K-related problems at your
company when the New Year arrives?
Yes. We are now developing Y2K contingency plans, and by July 1, 1999 we will file our
contingency plans with the California Public Utilities Commission. We don't expect any
Y2K-related problems, as we have carried out extensive efforts to get Y2K ready. However,
we will be prepared to respond quickly if problems do occur.
At Southern California Gas Company, we have identified all of the work processes we carry
out to deliver energy, to ensure safety, and to keep the business running smoothly for you
and other customers. For each of those critical work processes, we have listed alternative
options that can be carried out if systems believed to be Y2K ready experience Y2K-related
problems.
Other contingency actions include:
• SoCalGas will carry out Y2K drills both internally and with other industry and
community organizations during the last months of 1999.
• The SoCalGas Emergency Operating Center will open on Dec. 31, 1999 and remain
open as the New Year begins so we can monitor operations and move quickly to
resolve any problems that may occur.
• SoCalGas employees will be on duty at key operational and administrative locations.
• Additional stand-by staff will be on call and ready to respond on 30-minutes notice.
• A detailed, hour-by-hour contingency plan will guide how we monitor and respond to
Y2K issues starting on Dec. 31, 1999.
• The contingency plans and process will continually get reviewed and updated as they
are tested in drills during the last six months of 1999.
Also, please keep in mind that because ofthe different time zones, any Y2K issues that do
occur will not take place in every part of the world- or even in every part of the nation- at
once. At SoCalGas on Dec. 31, we will monitor Y2K issues at utilities in other countries,
such as Australia, and in other parts of the U.S., such as the East Coast, to see if there are
any Y2K problems. Our detailed contingency plans, combined with this "Y2K preview,"
will help us to make sure we continue to deliver energy safely and reliably to you and other
customers on Jan. 1 and beyond.

Can you tell me more details about the changes you're making to become Y2K
compliant?
We can't tell you more about the specifics of our plan-- confidentiality prevents us from
sharing all the details. We believe this communication provides you some assurance and
answers your questions regarding Southern California Gas Company's commitment to
delivering "century date" processing for all the systems used to support all of its products
and services. We also will provide updates on our Y2K efforts in our Press Releases.

Is there a contact for more information?
If you have any questions or concerns, please call our Year 2000 office at (213) 244-4321 .
Or send correspondence to: SoCalGas; Year 2000 Project Office, 555 West Fifth Street, ML
20E3, Los Angeles, 90013-1011.
Related Links: [ FERC I AGA ]
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Fact: Cal Water's main computer systems have been Y2K compliant since 1998.
Fact: Cal Water operates 29 well pumps in E.L.A., Commerce and Montebello
that supply water to the various distribution systems. There are 4 standby
auxiliary boosters or generators located throughout the various distribution
systems and six interconnections with neighboring water .systems.
Fact: The E.L.A., Commerce & Montebello Systems have 24 storage tanks that
hold a total of 34.934 million gallons.
Fact: These three Water Systems have a total of 6 connections with the
Metropolitan Water District. These connections combined have the ability
to supply a total of 7 4 cfs or 33,000 gallons per minute.
Fact: Cal Water's Year 2000 Oversight Committee was formed to ensure that the
Year 2000 Program is proceeding as scheduled.
Fact: An outside, independent consultant reviewed our preparations and gave
Cal Water a very positive review.
Fact: The Year 2000 Program calls for conversion of all key systems to Year
2000 compliance by June 30, 1999.
Fact: Cal Water will continue to test all computer systems for Y2K compliance
throughout 1999 to ensure against any potential problem.

For further information please contact our Customer Service Center at 323-722-8601

Testimony of Stephen E. Carlson, Executive Director
Cellular Carriers Association of California
April 6, 1999
Joint Hearing on Year 2000 Readiness

Chairs and committee members:
I am pleased to report that the overwhelming majority of providers ofwireless services are
aggressively planning and working to meet the Year 2000 challenge.
You will hear today from a number of the largest telecommunications companies on their
advanced state of Y2K readiness. All of these companies have wirel~ss affiliates covered
by and part of the overall Y2K plans of their parent companies.
My testimony today will reassure you of the significant focus and resources devoted to
this issue by the industry including those wireless providers that are not part oflarger
telecom companies.
I have been asked by AirTouch, one of our members and the largest wireless only
company in the world, to respond to the committees' requests on their behalf. My
testimony will not only confirm AirTouch's Y2K readiness, but their readiness will serve
as an example and confirm the high state of industry readiness in a more focused.
Inventory - Inventory of all mission-critical systems, network components and service
providers is complete.
Remediation - The remediation , as will be evident from my testimony, is based on a plan
that contains appropriate milestones, responsibilities and progress indicators. The
remediation effort is 99% complete concerning mission critical systems and networks.
The current focus is on integration testing and business continuity planning.
Testing- Testing is a very high priority and significant testing is underway on all phases
of wireless systems and networks, including the interconnection with other networks and
interaction with third party vendors.
Networks- The entire wireless industry has been very involved with the Year 2000
testing effort for the wireless industry sponsored by the Cellular Telecommunications
Industry Association (CTIA). A nationwide test of major wireless infrastructure vendor
products was completed in February of 1999.

Wireless carriers are interconnected with numerous networks and systems operated by
others including: landline telecommunications networks, long distance networks,
networks of other wireless service providers and networks operated by utilities.

The wireless industry is represented by CTIA at the Network Testing Committee (NTC),
which is performing interoperability testing for the wireline industry. The vast majority of
wireless calls, including 9-1-1 emergency calls, are completed by the public switched
telephone network. Therefore, this interoperability is crucial and we are dependent on the
landline networks for a significant portion of our operations.
These two forums enable service providers and equipment manufacturers to perform tests
in a controlled environment to assure there are no adverse consequences of the Year 2000
on interconnected networks.
A number of carriers have installed redundant microwave relays which will allow them to
by pass some landline network outages and complete some mobile to mobile calls during
outages, but this is a relatively small number.

Internal testing of high risk areas in AirTouch's networks will be completed by 6/30/99.
Systems- AirTouch and all wireless carriers are very dependent on technology provided
by third parties- phones, switches, software, radios and more. These carriers have
extensive compliance validation programs where important systems are tested even when
they are claimed compliant by the vendor. As an example, AirTouch has put into
production compliant versions of software/hardware/operating systems/application codes
for over 95% of their systems with integration testing scheduled for substantial completion
by 6/30/99.
Business Continuity Planning/Contingency Planning- Ongoing planning includes
developing and implementing work-arounds for critical processes, operations, systems,
facilities and network elements. It also includes procedures to quickly identify and fix
problems.
The industry is working with third party vendors to determine the appropriate level of
support during the transition. In many cases there will be on site support from vendors.
Much of 1999 will be spent doing rehearsals of these plans and refining plans as a result.
In September, AirTouch, like other carriers, will begin a company wide freeze of systems
and software to stabilize systems for consistent readiness testing.

Conclusion - The wireless industry is cognizant of the importance of the continuity of
wireless service to our customers and to the general public. Significant assets, resources
and planning have been devoted to assure the maximum state of readiness for the wireless
industry.

The
Gas
CompanyCompany Name:

Southern California Gas Company

Company Address:

Year 2000 Program Office
555 W. 5th Street, ML 20E3
Los Angeles, CA 90013-1011

Year 2000 Program Manager:

Steve Malowney

Telephone Number:

(213) 244-4321

Fax Number:

(213) 244-8201

E-mail Address:

Y2000PO@sempra.com

Website Address:

www.socalgas.com/y2k

Dear Customer:
The attached survey was prepared in response co the large number of requests The Gas Company
has received for Year 2000 Compliance information. We are unable to respond to each of the many
individual questionnaires we receive and believe this statement provides sufficient informacion for
you to document our level of Year 2000 compliance.
If you have any additional ·quescions, we will be happy co address them. You ·may contact us
by telephone or by email at the address above.
•
Sincerely,

Steve Malowney
Year 2000 Program Manager

Project Overview cont'd.

Project Ma nagem·a nt

Has the company educated and communicated
the Year 2000 Project requirements to
appropriate internal personnel? .. . . ........ . .... YES

Does the project have ~tive sponsorship? .. . ....YES

Do other customers currently request
infonnatio~ regarding the company's

Y2K preparation and execution? ................YES

Does the company anticipate that the Year 2000
problem will cause a disruption in our ability to
provide productS and/or services?

Not' unless remediation is insufficient ·

Has an officer of the company been designated
as accountable for the execution of the
company's entire Year 2000 Program? ... .' ... . ....YES
What is the tide of that person?

Chief Information Technology Officer .
· Has the company a.ssigned overall
responsibility for the Year 2000 Project
to a single manager? . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .YES
What is the tide of that person?

Proj_ect Schedule
Whac was the project start ~ate?.

. ............. 10/96

What is the target completion date? .......... . . .6/99
As oLt~ date of this response, what is the
statuS for each of the project phases?

Awareness? .......................Completed
Inventory? .......................Completed
Prioritization.? ... . .. . ............. Completed
Assessment?

...... . . . .... .. ..... .Completed

Remediation? .... • ..............- . .In process
Testing? ...... _ ... . ..... ~ ....... .In process
Implementation?

. . . . .. ·. .....-..... .In process

Contingency Planning? ............. .In process
Have critical milesto~es ·been established to
indicate that c~rrent initiatives are on target?

...... YES

Is the company generally on track in meeting
its plan milestones? .............. . ........... YES

_Year 2000 Program Manager

-,

Does the Year 2000 Plan have the full
support of a:ll levels of management in
the organization? ~ ................ .· ..... ;..... YES

-

Has the Year 2()()(). Project been established as
.
•
•
L.
•
)
YES
a top pnonty
10 cue orgaruzauon. . ........ . : ... .
Has the ~ompany established a cencraliud <:e -team, such as a program or ·project office,
.
to oversee the Year 2000 efforts? ........... . .... YES

How many people are included
on the cask force? ....... . .......... .More than 50
Does the task force include botb fotemal 'and· I .
external resources? .................. _.... : ..... YES
Have the appropriate resources been secured
for the Year 2000 Projea? .....................YES

Does the company have sufficient resources now in
place t~ maintain the current operating environment
- and to complete Year 2000 projectS? .......... : ..YES
Has senior management established a
reporting mechanism for the company's
Year 2000 Program? .....................•...YES

What is t~ frequency of the reporting? -. ...... Month~

.,.,OJ&CT uverv1ew

'-'UIDplClCQ ~'YCII!I;UI'f~-. • •• • • • • • • • • • .• • • .. • • • • • W.._....

Completed assessment? ...........• ·••.•. -; ••YES

Has the company established a formal
program for monitoring and measuring
Year 2000 readiness? ... . ......................YES
Has a comp~hensive Year 2000 Plan
been developed? ........ . ...................YES
Have senior management and the board of
directors reviewed ~d approved the plan? .........YES

Does Year 2000 awareness exist
throughout the org~izacion? ..................YES

Completed remediation? .......•............NO
Completed testing? ....................... NO
Completed implementation? ................. NO
Contingency planning?

.................... NO

Were the following areas included in the inventory?
Mainframe Applications? ...................YES
CHent/SCrver Applications? ................•YES
..

Embedded Systems? ........... ............YES
Has a Risk Analysis been performed on all
business functions within the organization? · ........ YES
Has the company prioritized the
conversion of the most--critical systems~ ........... YES
Has a Year 2000 ~udget been established? ......... YES
What is the total Year 2000
project budget? ....... .. . . .........$27-30

MainfiameiMinicomputer Hardware? ......•..•. YES
Main&ame~Minicomputer Software?, -~· ..........YES

End-user Computing Hardware? ...... ~ ...... YES
End-user Computing Software? .......... ~ ... YES
Network·related Hardware? ....... :- .•...... YES

million_

Does the Year 2000 Plan include the
following .areas?

Network·related Software? .................YES
Facility Systems? .. .. ....................•. YES
Telephone Systems? ........•.............YES

Business Systems? ... . ...... .... ..........YES

Service Providers? ........................YES

End·user Community? ........... ~ .... , ... YES

Vendors? ....... : ................. :· ....YES

Production Suppliers? ..... ~-~ ............. .YES

Suppliers? .............................. YES

Non-production Suppliers? ................. YES
Financial Services? ....................... YES

Were the following areas included in the dare
impact assessment?

Utilities? .................- ............. YES

Mainframe Applications? ................. _..YES

Communication Providers? . ·................ YES

Client/Server Applications? .................YES

.................... YES

Embedded Sysc.,ems? ..................•...YES

Business Partners/Joint Ventures? ............ YES

Mainframe/Minicomputer Hard~? ........... YES

Outsourcing Vendors?

Have the following project activities
been C?mpleted?
Created awareness? .......................YES
Sized the impact? ...................... . .YES
Evaluated options? .......................YES
Developed a plan? ........•...............YES
Approved a plan? ........................YES
COmmitted funding? ..................•... YES

Mainframe/Minicomputer ~ftWare? ..•.........YES
End-user Computing Hardware? ....•........YES
End-user Compu.t ing Software? ..............YES
Network·related Hardware? ................YES
Network-related Software? .......•.........YES
Facility Systems? .................... ·.....YES
Telephone Systems? .................. -· •.YES

-

Project Testing·
Does the company have a Year 2000
Acceptance Testing strategy? ....... . .......... .YES
Does the company have documented
Year 2000 testing procedures? .................. YES
Does the Year 2000 program include a
determination of the anticipated failure
dates of critical components? .............. : ... .YES
Does the Year 2000 program methodology
- include a step to verify that remediation ..
work is executed and _tested properly? ........... .YES

Project External Agents
Does your project address the Year 2000 readiness
or preparations of your key:
Vendors? .... ·............. : . . . ...... : • . .YES
Suppliers? ..............................YES
Customers? ........................ .-....YES

Does the plan include a Year 2000 risk assessmmt
of key:
Vendors? ........... . .....· ....... '; ..... YES
Suppliers? ...................•...... ·~. · . ..YES

-

Do the users of the systems currently
participate in test data preparation,
_
and execution? . . . . ... .. ... ·.. . ...... . ..... YES
Are the users of the systems aware they
will be involved in test preparation and
execution for the Year 2000? .................. .YES
Are the users of the systems aware they
will be performing Year 2000 testing alo·ng
with their usual tasks? ......... . . . ........... .YES
_ Are the following compliance approaches being
implemented?
Wil\"dowing? .. . ........................- .YES
Field Expansion? .................. ·....... .YES

.

.

Customers? .......
. ..•....... .. : . ........ .YES
.
Have your major vendors, suppliers and
customers been contacted with respect
to Year 2000? .. . : . .......... . . ·...... ·...... .YES
.•.

i~dude contingencies to deal widl
possible Year 2000 bwiness interruptions caused
by key vendors, suppHers or ~comers? ........... YES

Does the plan

Project Conting-ency
Is the company developing contingency plans
to mitigate risk if the Year 2000 Project is

not completed on time? ....... .'. ·• ............. YES

System Replacement? .. . ...... . .......... .YES
Has the company determined what
Year 2000 interface issues exist? .................YES
Is the company EDI Compliant? . . ............... .NO

What are the company's future plans for EDI?

Upgrade to Sterling GENTRAN MVS R6.0 •
V004010; Target Date • 1st Qtr. 1999
Has the company a~opted century compliance
requirements in the development of all new
products and services as well as enhancementS
to existing products and services? . . . . . . . . . . . . . YES
Has the company reviewed technology-related
projects currently in progress for Year 2000
readiness? .............. . ...... . ........ . .. YES

Does the company have contingency and/or
business recovery plans in the event of criticalsyst-:ms failure? ........- .................. -.. .YES

•

The
Gas
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Y2K:

ENSURING COMPLIANCE

Southern California Gas Company (SoCalGas) is taking steps to ensure that all its information technology
systems continue working smoothly in the year 2000 and beyond. We know you may have concerns about
the potential problems that might come up if businesses are not adequately prepared with system solutions
and contingency plans for the Year 2000 (or Y2K) issue. Here are frequently asked questions concerning
this issue.

What is the Year 2000 issue?
Back in the 1960s, computer and microchip manufacturers decided to use a two-digit approach to storing
the year portion of a date, such as 98 for 1998. In the 1960s, when computer memory and storage costs
were much higher than they are today, that approach made sense, because it kept costs down. But if
nothing is done to resolve this issue, the year 2000 will appear to some types of electronic equipment as
the year "00," and that may cause problems such as equipment malfunctions or the use of i~correct dates.

·ooes SoCaiGas have a formal plan for dealing with this issue?
Yes. SoCalGas and its parent company, Sempra Energy, established a special cask force to identify the
problem areas and work to resolve them. We expect to have all our mission critical systems Year 2000 ready
by the end of June 1999.

Have you identified what needs to be done?
• We've been cataloguing and assessing all software, hardware and operating systems. More than 400
applications have been inventoried and assessed, and over 50 mission critical systems - those involved
with delivering energy, safety and cash flow- have been identified.
• Approximately 50 percent of our systems require changes. We are converting, replacing or upgrading
all the applications and products that need changes. This includes mainframe and non-mainframe
applications and technology, transmission systems and telecommunications equipment.
• A complex series of tests are run periodically to check the systems and the solutions put in place.

What resources are you devoting to this effort?
At SoCalGas, we have more than 50 full-time employees working on this effort, and we expect our Y2K
efforts to end up with a price tag estimated at between $27 million and $30 million.

Are you working with your suppliers to make sure they are ·vear 2000• ready?
Yes. We are working closely with our outside vendors and suppliers to make sure that equipment and
services continue to be delivered after the year 2000 arrives. We are being very aggressive in making sure
our compliance efforts won't be hindered by the operations of our vendors and suppliers.

In terms of service to your utility customers, what do you expect to be the worst-case
Year 2000 problems that may occur at your company?
In terms of service to our utility customers, the most likely worst case scenario is for small, localized
outages of natural gas service. If such outages take place, they would be restored in the same time frame that
occurs when we have outages for other reasons.

Appendix G:
Public Awareness Brochures and Pamphlets

• Evaluate the nature of the threat, e.g., Y2K
vulnerabilities (can be internal and controlled
by your business, or external and subject to
the ability of others to continue to provide
you services or products).
• Plan to manage business operations when
confronted by worst case scenarios (power
outages, failure of a supplier to rrovide
essential product or service, etc.).
• Train your employees.
The difference between planning for Y2K and
a fire, flood or earthquake is that we know
when this will happen. If anything, everyone
should be better prepared.
However, some of the normal assumptions
used in emergency planning may not be valid
when dealing with threats unique to Y2K. For
example, to overcome problems it is common
to rely on backup methods or systems to
accomplish various tasks.
A company, to ensure effective communications,
may have several types of communications
equipment (e.g., wired, cellular and satellite
telephones, pagers, handheld radios, etc.).
Because these devices rely on automated
systems and embedded chips, your planning
should consider the possibility that most or all
may be threatened by Y2K. Your planning
should include checking with communications,
and other suppliers to determine if their systems
are vulnerable to potential Y2K problems.
Plan for how your business will continue to
function and survive if any of its essential
activities are directly or indirectly impacted by
a Y2K interruption. Your ability to manage
around Y2K related, or any other type of
emergency, and continue to operate with little
or no disruption will strengthen your business
future.

Emergency Preparedness ...
... it's an L A Thing!

For more Y2K information you may want to check
some of the Internet web sites listed below:
• http://www.sba.gov/y2kl - Small Business
Administration Y2K help and information.
• http://www. Y2K.gov - Provides general
information about the federal government's
Year 2000 activities and links to a number of
useful sites, including every state location.
• http://www.FEMA.gov- Provides information
about the Federal Emergency Management
Agency (FEMA).
• http://www.redcross.org/disaster/safety/y2k.h
tml - Provides a variety of emergency
preparedness information and checklist
useful for small businesses and individuals.
• http://www.cityofla.org/year2k - Provides
access to information on the City of Los
Angeles Y2K Compliance Project and copies
of other City Y2K brochures.
• http://domestic.bug2000.co.us/htmldocs/indes.shtml - Millennium bug home
check, questions and answers, help and
advice.
• http:/lcnnfn.com/smbusiness/9807/03/sbaProvides useful information for small
business owners regarding emergency
preparedness and Y2K contingency
planning.

~ sm@~~ ~~~~~~
~~~d~ t@

If you do not have Internet service, call
(213) 228-7272, for the
nearest City library with
Internet access.
For more information on
preparing your business for
emergencies, contact the
Fire Department's Disaster
Preparedness Section, (818)
756-9674 or the City's
Emergency Preparedness
Division.

EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS
ORGAIIZATION

Emergency Preparedness Division
Office of the City Administrative Officer
200 North Main Street, Room E-121
Los Angeles, California 90012
(213) 485-5231
http://www.cityofla.org
Toll Free: 1-888-356-4661

Richard J. Riordan
Mayor

WHAT IS IT?

IS YOUR BUSINESS Y2K OK?

The Year 2000 technology problem, Y2K, or
the Millennium Bug, is a result of programming
decisions made in the early days of computers,
when memory was scarce and expensive.
Instead of using a four-digit code for year
dates, a two-digit code was used. This practice
continued for decades and found its way into
embedded chips (microcomputers) that exist in
many devices used in factories, offices, homes,
vehicles, vessels and aircraft. Many of these
devices have become an important part of your
life (e.g., cellular telephones, pagers, satellites,
vehicles, VCRs, office and manufacturing
equipment, etc.).

The biggest mistake any business can make
is to assume that some easy fix is on the way
to save the day at the last hour. Some small
businesses may be unaware the problem
even exists.

This problem may pose challenges for your
business because it could effect cash flow,
inventory, financial calculations, invoicing,
employee payrolls and more. You could be
affected by insurance issues regarding Y2K
liability coverage or have legal concerns due to
Y2K litigation.
Besides the direct impact on your own business
systems, there is also the "business supply
chain" problem. You buy goods and services
from some businesses and you sell goods
and services to others. If your suppliers or
customers suffer Y2K interruptions, you could
be impacted.
WHAT IS LOS ANGELES DOING?
The City of Los Angeles, working in close
cooperation with county, state and federal
agencies and its private sector partners,
is aggressively working to ensure Y2K
compliance for all of its systems by:
• assessing and prioritizing potential risks;
• testing and validating all systems;
• taking corrective action where necessary;
• developing specific contingency plans to
ensure the effective management of any
direct or indirect Y2K eventuality; and,
• providing awareness education to the public,
City employees and small business owners.

Because information systems in all businesses
rely heavily on dates and date processing, the
Y2K issue is not a "big" business issue, it is
an "every" business reality! Small companies
are particularly vulnerable to the Y2K
technology problem.
• Unlike larger public and private
organizations, they have no task forces
working to resolve their Y2K issues.
• The collective health of America's 23 million
small businesses is one of our economy's
vital signs and must be protected.
• A small business may be exposed to Y2K
problems through its own computer system
or its reliance on an outside entity whose
system fails due to Y2K problems.
Regardless of Y2K's ultimate impact, we know
that sound emergency preparedness is an
important part of Southern California living.
The Los Angeles area has experienced ten
events in the past seven years that have
resulted in Presidential Disaster Declarations.
Although the City of Los Angeles is working
hard to ensure that its systems are not
affected by Y2K, common sense tells us that
we all must be prepared for the possibility of
problems.
HOW CAN SMALL BUSINESSES PREPARE?
Because no one can be certain about the
effects of the Y2K problem, every small
business owner is urged to take the following
steps: .
• Determine your business' Y2K risk wit;, a
self-assessment test. {A self-assessment
test is available on the SBA 's web page
(www.sba.gov/y2k/).

• If you determine that your business is
vulnerable, take action now. Don't wait. Fix
as many problem areas as you can, now.
• Develop contingency (emergency) plans
to deal with Y2K problems outside your
control. See the back panel for Internet
and City planning assistance.
• Stay informed on this issue. The Internet
sites on the back panel can assist you.
• Check with the manufacturers of any
essential electronic equipment operating
with time-dependent embedded
microprocessors. Security cards,
telephones, elevators and refrigeration
are some examples.
• Examine your fire and security alarm
systems now. If your alarm systems are
hard wired into your building's electrical
system (most newer ones are), check to
see if they have battery backups. Every
fall, replace all batteries in all fire alarm
systems as a general safety precaution.
• If you plan to use a portable generator,
connect what you want to power directly
to the generator. Also, be sure to keep
the generator in a well-ventilated area.
Do not connect the generator to your
building's electrical system. Do not
put the generator in the basement or
anywhere inside your building.
AN EMERGENCY PLANNING PROCESS
Y2K contingency planning is emergency
planning. The process of putting together
a Y2K contingency plan is basically the
same process used to prepare for other
emergencies.
• Identify critical business functions/essential
services.
• Prioritize critical functions/essential
services.

- Continued on reverse side -

..
· Verifique con ·fabricantes d~ programa!; de
. camputadoras p~ra determlnar si son.
vulnerabl~s al an.o 2000(Y2K).
.
• .Mantenga proviciones de emergencia ·
q~e le duren una seman8'.para ..usted y
todas las personas que viven: con · . ·
·· usted. Esto _incluye comida enlatada,
agua; y un amplio SUJT1inish 6 de
_medicamentos de receta y general y de ·
uso personal.
.
~ Dele extra.cons'ideraci6n las
· necesidades especiales de todos
aquelfos· que dependen de ·su apoyo· y
asistencia diaria por ejemplo, a gente
mayor; ninos; mascotas~ etc.
·
• Mantenga dinero extra en mano en
caso de que_tra.nsacciones bancarias ·
controladas por computadoi'as como
cajeros automaticos, tarjetas de credito,
etc. no puedan ser procesadas durante·
el fin de semana del a rio nuevo. ·
Mantenga dinero en··un Iugar segllro; y
;·
antes de el 31 de Deciembre, 1.999·,
acumlilel~ en pequeiias cantidad.es.
• Mantenga el tanque de gasolina de su
auto'movi'llleno. Si hay interrupcion en · ·
el suministro de gasolina, es menos
probable-que usted. sea afectado. .
• En caso de interrupci6n en el. servicio
de electricidad, u~e metodos-alternos
para cocinar de acuerdo· coil las
instrucciones de los fabricantes. No us~
garrillas de carbon o encienda llamas :
·
entro de su casa.
• Tenga a mano suficientes linternas y
baterias de repue~to en ca~o de·
emergencia. No use velas .para
.
. .
· iluminar. ·
•. Tenga sacos·, abrigos, sombreros, ·y
guantes adicionales para mantenerse
abrigado. No use hornos y estufas de
gas para mantenerse cahenfe. lgual, no
use estufas de mad~ra y parnllas qu~
usen. lfquidos flamables, porqu·e no
fueron disenados para us~ den~ro de
casa.

a

.. -. • _· Ex~~ine su alarma d~ humo 'e incendi~
- . tioy mismo. Si sus alarmas de h~;Jmo .
estan conectadas al sistema electrico
de su casa (inuchas ·casas· ahora .l.o . ·
. tienen), verifique quetenga Lin sistema·. ..
. de respaldo de ~aterias que se active
· en caso de _que el suministro electrico
· _llegue a falta·r. · Cada Otorio, reemplase
: todas !as· baterias de sus alarmas de
· humd e inciendo como una medida
genenil de·.seguridad .. ·
· .
• Si planea usar Lin generador portatif;
· conecte los aparatos ·electricos · ·
directamente al· gerierador. NO :con.ecte
el gener~dor al sistema electnco de su
casa. · Tambten; asegurese de mantener
ei generador en un Iugar con s_uficiente
ventilaci6n(fu~ra de casa c;> en el
.
. garage, ma_nteniendo Ia puerta abiertC!).
NO instale generadares de gasolina en
I

I

l
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I

I

I

· No .· Le De

Pclnicb .· .· . .
Preparese!

I

lnformes de ~omo
prepararse para
.
emergencias proveido por
Ia-Cruz Roja Americana

Hay mas informacion sabre el ario 200·0. en
ingles, en .los sltios del internet. Si usted .no·
tjene servicio del internet, llame al (2.13)
228-7272 para averiguar Ia localizaci6n de Ia
·biblioteca mas cercana a. usted que tenga
· serviCio.de acc~so al intern~t.
Para asistencia con el pial"! de contingencia
6 para cualquier emergencia relacionada
con Ia preparaci6n del Y2K, llame a Ia
division· de preparaci6n de emergencia de Ia
Ciudad ~e Los Angeles.
CAO • Division de-Preparaci6n de Emergencia
200 N. Main St., Rm E-121, LA CA 90012
(213) 485-2862 Sin Cobra: 1-888-356-4661

http://www.ci.la.ca.us

'Richar:d J. Riordan
·Mayor

.

QUE ES "Y2K"?
.
El pro~iema tecnol6gico del ano 2000 6. del
Milenio, es·el resultado de decisiones de .
..
programaci6n 'de las computadora.s que se
. hicieron P.riricipios de su creaci6n, cuando.
· lc:Js capacida.des .de memoria eran e~casas y·
. caras. En ·Jugar d_e ~sar un c6d;go de:cuatro
. drgitos, usai"on c6digos de dos d_fgitos . .
Como resultado, las · computadora~. puedeh_
confundir el afto -2000 con el ·ano1 ~oo y
com~ter errO(es, ·o dejar ~e ·funcionar. Esta
practiea continu6 por varias decadas y lleg6 a ·
ser·incor.porada en muchos ·micro- .· . ·
procesadores que aun forman parte de varies ·
productos usadoffen fabricas, oficinas, casas,
·vehiculos, embarcaciooes y aviones. Una .
gran cantidad ·de estes prodl!ctos se .han . ·
convertido en articulos important~s de .
ni.Jestras vidas cotidianas(telefonos celulares,
·.bipers, satelites, auto!'ll6viles., vide?s· ~tc:).

Mientras· no sabemos exactamente que
impacto el Y2K tendra, sabemos que·si viene.
. Sabemcis que los tecnicos y expertos estan
. tomandolo muy en serio, y.las organizaciones
de los sectores publ!cos y privados ·estan
gastando billones .de d6lates para preven.i r
situaciones ·desastrosas. · ..
··

a

Cualquiera que sea ellmp~cto dei .Y2K.
sat1enios que una buena ·prep~raci6n 'forma
una parte lmportante de Ia vida del Sur .de ·
California. .EI area de Los Angeles ha tenido
diez eventos en los ultimos.siete aiios que
resultaron en· el presidents de los E.E.U.U.
declarando a·Ia Ciudad de Los Angeles como
zona de desastre; Aunque Ia Ciudad de Los
Ang~les esta trabajando arduamente para
aseg1.,1rar.que sus sistemas no sean afectados
por el Y2K, el senti do comun nos dice. que
tenemos que prepararnos para Ia posibilidad
.de los sigientes problemas : .
· • lnterrupciones en el servicio de
electricidad
• Congestiones de transite debido a
. . semaforos afectados por apagones
electricos ·. ·
• lnterrupci6n en Ia entrega de pr'oductos
y serviCios, como gasolina, alimentos,
servicios bailcarios, etc.
·
• inabilidad para usar tarjetas de credito y
· · bancarias.
• lnterrupci6n en los medics de
co·municaci6n, ~6mo ·telefonos, bipers,
telefonos celulares, etc.'

POSIBLES ·IMPACTOS
.
: Mieritras mucha gente cree que el Y2K
· llegara Ia media noche ·del di~ 31 de
Diciemb~e de 1999; muchos ex·pertos
.
. pronostican que algunos problemas podrah · ·
occurir antes de eso y .podran persistir por .
varies anos. Por ejemplo, el 9 ·de Abril, 1999
(el dia # 99 de este ano); .e19 de Septiembre
.d.e 1999 (9-9-99) ambas son fech~s que
tienen .cuatm nueves; uno de· los metodos ·
usados en ~I tiasado por progr~r:nado~es para ·
.,', tetminar programas de comput~~oras. ·
·.
El estudio d~l Senado de Los Estados Unidos
.sobre el Y2K se enfoca en echo areas . .
• · Suministros· nacionales de· agua, .
~lectricidadr gas · , ~
· · .· ·
.,
• Bancos y sistemas financieros
intema~iona!es .
.·
• · Industria de Ia Salud
- .'
• Transports . ·
• Telecomunicacior.ies ·
• Perisiones y Fondos ·Jnversionistas
• Planea'Ciori de Emergencia.~
· • Uses .Generales ···

.tctj,. n~'~
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Preparar~e para·Eme.rgencias ....
. . . . Costi.Jinbre Angel!nal .

QUE E~TA.HACIENDO LA CIUDAD.DE LOS
. ..
.
·ANGELES?
La Cil.ld.ad .de Los Angeles esta trabajando en ·
.colaboraci6n ~on.las agencias del Condaqo, Estado y g9bierno Federal, y ·con empresas
del sector privado para: ·
.• evaluar y· establecer· un orden de · .
pfioridad 'de los posibles.riesgos ·
• · ·comprobando y eval.uando todos los
··
·
sistemas
·• .. tomando acciones correctivas cuando
sea necesario
• Desarrollando planes e~pecificos de
contingencia para.asegurar ei control
: efectivo de cualquier problema
directamente· 6 indirectarnente
relacionado al Y2K y,
·• Proporcionar educaci6n publica y hacer
concientes ~ los·dueiios de negocios
, peq~:~enos ..
QUE PODEMOS HACER?
Nuevamente, no se. alarme, ipreparese! Hay
varies pasos ,que u~ted debe consid~rar en
. preparaci6n para el ano 2000(Y2K): .
~- Asegures~ de tener sus ·archivo·s . .
finanderos y personates al dia e
identificacion personal incluyendo
cuentas bancarias de sus ·inversiones,
recibos de sus cuentas·, p61izas de
·seguros, etc. .
.
• Asegurese de mantener copias en
papel de sus archives importantes que
ahora tiene en su computadora
• Verifique 'can el fabricante de productos
.. electr6nicos. ~senciales 6 equipo de
_ computaci6n que ahora tiene en casa y .
.. asegurese que ·no vaya a ser afectado .
· Est.o incluye alarmas de seguridad· e
. incendios, 'termostatos programables •.
abridores de garage •.·equipo electr6nico, cerraduras ·electr6nicas, y.
· cualql)ier .otro· equipo-ele~tr6nico con
. circuitos ~lectr6niccis que pueden
..afecta~ su operaci6n.
Continua~o

al .d orso
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In case the power fails; ·plan to use
alternative caoking devices in accordance ·
with manufacturers' instructions. Do not ·use
open flames or charcoal grills indoors!·
• -Have ·plenty of flashlights an (:I extra batteries
ori h~nd. Do not use candles for emeraencv
lighting.
.
. ·
.
• Have extra .blankets, coats, 'lats and gloves
to .keep warm. Do not use gas.:.fueled . ·
appliances. like an oven. as an·altemative- ·
heating source. The same goes for wood.:.
burning or liquid-fueled heating devices tl)at
. are not designed to be used indoors ..
• Examine your smoke alarms now.. If you . · ·
have s~oke: alarm,s that are. hardwired into ·
your horne's electrical system(most newer
ones are}: check to see ifthey have batteFy ·
backups. 'If not,· consider ·the use of batte,.Y .
. operated-smoke detectors as backups in ·
case of power failures, Ever)l fall, replace. -.
all batteries in all smoke alarms as.a general
·· ·
fire safety precaution. ·
·• If you plan tq use a portable generator, r
connect household items directly to ·the ·
generator. Do not connect the generator to
vour home.'s electrical system. Also, be sure
to keep the generator-in a well-ventirat~d. -.
area (either o_
ut$ide or in a garage, keeping
the -door open). Do not' put a gasoline. powered generator in your basement or
anvwhere inside· your home.·

+

Preparedness Information
from -the

AMERICAN.. . RED c~oss

.

F~r m~re Y2K information you -may:want_to

Qheck some ~f these·. Interne~ adq~esses: _
• http·:/lwww. Y2K.gov - General information
about-the federal government's Year 2000 ·
activities .and links to a number of ~seful
sites.. Available by calling (8~8) USA-4Y~K. ·
• http://Y.tww.FEMA.gov-:- Provides access to
a variety of preparedness information useful
to individuals; families and businesses
· c;ieveloped by-the:FederarErnergency ' - .
' Management Agency (F~MA).
-.
•· littp://www.redcross.org/disaster/safety/y2k.t)r·
mi.- Provides access to excellent Y2K
preparedness information ~~etul to
individuals and families.
• : http://www.cifyofla.org/year2k- Provides
· · aecess to infqrm~tion on· the City of Los ·
. . ·Angeles Y2K Comp.liance Proje<;:t.
. : ..
• http://domestic.bug2000.co.u!<fhtml- · ·
· · d~cs/in'dex.shtml ~ -Millennium· bug liome
check, questions-and an~wers, help.and
advice. :
'

t

Don ··t

•''

•

I

·Panic · ..

·· - . B·e·-Prepa~ed:l

.if you do riofhave Internet service, cali (213)
· 228-7272; for ttie neare-s t CitY library with
Internet acces$.

For assistance with
Y2K contingency
planning issues or:
for any emergency
· prep~ redness
information, call the
City's Emergency
Preparedness
Division .

EMERGENCY
OPERATIONS ·
ORGANIZATION

Emergency Preparedness Division

·Emergency Prepared~Jess _. .
... it's an L A ·Thing!_.

Office of the City Administrative Officer
200 North .Main Street, Room E-121
Los Angeles, California 90012
. (213) 4'85-5231 - .
http://!NWW.Ci.la.<;:a.us .
Toll Free: 1-888-356-4661

·Richard J. Riordan ·
Mayor .

·WHAT IS.IT? .
Tt)e Year 2000.tect:mology problem, Y2K, or ·
the Millennium ~ug, is a- result of programing
decisions made in the early days of co'mp~,.~ters,
wheh memory. capacity was scarce· and . ·
exp-ensive. Instead of usin~ a four-digit cod~ ·
. for year dates,-·a·Jwo-digit code W'3S. used. As a.
. result, ·cqmput~rs n'lay confiJ~e the Year 2000.with 1900 and make·errors, or·~top operating.
T~is practice· continued fpr decades and also
found its way Into the .embedded chips .
. (microprocessors) that.exist i11 many everyday
devices used in factories'; offices, homes,
.vehicles, vessels and aircraft. Many of these
devices have become important parts of our
.everyday lives (e.g., cellular telephones, · .·
· pag~rs, satellites; automobiles! VCRs,. etc.).

POTENTIA~ IMPAC'tS?
Wh»e most people expect Y2K to strike at
midnight on December 31, 1999, many experts
predict that some problems are more likely to
·occur soQner and·could persist over several .
.· years. For example; April 9, ·1999 (9~1h day of
tt)e year), and September 9, 1999. (9/9/99) are
both·dates hivolving four. riines, used in the
.ppst bY computer programmt:m; to terminate a
· ·
·
computer prqgram ..- .
· The United States Senate's Y2K.study has
.· focused ·oil eight areas. .
: • . Utilities arid tile national -power grid
. • lntematio.nal banking and fi~ance · · ·
. • · Health care industry . .
• Transportation.
• Telecommunication
• · Pension and mutual funds
• "Emergency p!anning .. ·:
• Gen·~ral bus.iness ;
·.

WHAT CAN· YOU DO?
While ·we do not k11ow the ex~ct impact Y2K
will have, we do know it is·coming. We do
. know that technical and business experts are
·· taking it very seriously ahd public and· private
sector organizations are spending billions of
dollars in an effort to preve~t disastrous results .
Regardless of Y2K's ultimate impact, we know
that sound emergency preparedness is an
important part of Southern California living.
The Los-Angeles area has experienced ten
events in the past seven year~ that have
resulted in Presidential Disaster Declarations .
AltHough the City of Los Angeles is working
hard -to· ensure that ·its systems are· not affected
by Y2K, common sense tells us that we niust
be prepared for the possibility-of problems.
• Power interruptions
· • Traffic congestion. due to traffic signals
·. ·
affected by power outages
• Interruptions in the delivery· of products
and services, e.g., gasoline, food, banking,
·
·
etc . . ·
• ·Inability to use credit and ATM cards
• . Interruptions.to communications devices
and networks, e.g., telephones, pagers, .
cellular telephones, etc.
· WHAT IS LOS ANGELES DOING?
The City of Los Angeles, working in close
cooperation with .county, state and federal
. agencies and its private sector partners ,.is
·aggressively: ·
· . · ·.
·
• asses~irig and prioritizing potential risks; ·
• testing and validating all systems·;
• taking ~orrective action where necessary;
• developing specific contingency plans to
ensure the effective management of any
direct or indirect Y2K problems; and,
• p~oviding awareness e.ducation to the
public _and small business owners.

Again, do not panic, be pre.pared! There are
; · several. steps that you should consider in
preparation for Y2K.
··
• 'Ensure that you have accurate financial and
personal identification records, including
bank I investment statem~nts, · bill receipts;
insurance policies, etG .
• ·.Make sure you have hard copy backups .of
important records maintained on your home
· · computer.
• Check with manufacturers of any essential
· electronic or computer equipment in·your
. home to see if that equipment may be
affected. This 'includes fire and security ·
alarm systems, programrnable thermostats,
.'appliances, consumer electronics, garage
door openers, electronic locks, and any .
other electronic equipment in which an. .·
"emb~ded chip" may control its operation.
• Check with. manufacturers of computer
software to determine its Y2K vulnerability.
. ·• Stock disaster supplies to last-'several days
·- to a week for yourself and those who live
with ydu .. This includ~s having
nonperishable .food, water; and an ·ample
supply of prescription and nonprescription
medication~ that you regularly use.
• Give extra con·sideration to the sp¢cial
needs of those who depend ·o n your daily
support and assistance, e.g., elderly,
children, pets, etc.
.
• Have some extra cash on hand-in case
·computer-cqntrolled ele'ctrpnic transactions
involying ATM cards, credit. cards, etc.cannot.be processed over the New Year's.
weekend. Keep· cash in a safe place, and ·.
accumulate it in small amounts well in .
advance of December 31 , 1999.
• Get in the habit of keeping your automobile.
gas tank filled. If there are Interruptions in
the St,Jpply of gasoline, iris.less likely that
you
be .affected.
·
. will
. ..
.

.

.

.

.

Continued on reverse.s1de .
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Your
Family Disaster Supplies Kit
~

MMIIJIIBECYPIIPIIUII

r;:, isasters happen
1.:.1 anytime and any·

After a disaster, local officials and relief workers will be on the scene,
but they cannot reach everyone immediately. You could get help in
hours, or it may take days. Would your family be prepared to cope with

aa0

where. And when
disaster strikes, you
may not have much time
to respond.

the emergency until help arrives?

~·- -

Your family will cope best by prepa.riflg for disaster before it strikes.
One way to prepare is by assembling a Disaster Supplies Kit. Once
disaster hits, you won't have time to shop or search for supplies. But if
you've gathered supplies in advance, your family can endure an evacua-

A highway spill of haz·
ardous material could
mean instant evacuation.

tion or home confinement.

I
.i

A winter storm could
To prepare your kit
confine your family at
home. An earthquake, I • Review the checklist in this brochure.
flood, tornado or any
I • Gather the supplies that are listed. You may need them if your
other disaster could cut I
family is confmed at home.
off basic services-gas,
I • Place the supplies you'd most likely need for an evacuation in
water, electricity and
an easy-to-carry container. These supplies are listed with an
telephones-for days.
asterisk (*).

I

+

SUPPUES

Water
Store water in plastic containers such as soft drink bottles. Avoid using containers
that will decompose or break, such as milk cartons or glas.." bottles. A nonnally
active person needs to drink at least two quarts of water each day. Hot environments
and intense physical activity can double that amount Children. nursing mothers and
ill people will need more.

1:'::1 here are six basics ·
U you should stock in
as·

0

your home: water,

0

Store one gallon of water per person
per day (two quarts for drinking, two

quarts for food preparation/sanitation)*

food, first aid supplies,

Keep at least a three-day supply of
water for each person in your
household

clothing and bedding,
mo&ande~~ncysu~

plies and special items.
Keep the items that you
would most li~ely need

Food
I
i

during an evacuation in an I
easy-to-carry containersuggested items are

Store at least a three-day supply of non-perishable food Select foods that require no
refrigeration, preparation or cooking and little or no water. If you must heat food,
pack a can of sterno. Select food items that are compact and lightweight.
*Include a selection of the following foods in your Disaster Supplies Kit:

0

I 0
i
1

marked with an asterisk(*).

j

Possible containers include

i

0
0

Ready-to-eat canned meats, fruits
and vegetables
Canned juices, milk, soup
(if powdered, store extra water)
Staples- sugar, salt, pepper
High energy foods- peanut butter,
jelly, crackers, granola bars, trail mix

0
0
0

Vitamins
Foods for infants, elderly persons or
persons on special diets
Comfort/stress foods- cookies,
hard candy, sweetened cereals,
lollipops, instant coffee, tea bags

I!

First Aid Kit
Assemble a first aid kit for your home and one for each car. A first aid kit* should
include:

0
a large, covered
trash container,

a camping backpack,

or a duffle bag.

.0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Sterile adhesiye bandages in assorted
sizes
2-inch sterile gauze pads (4-6)
4-inch sterile gauze pads (4-6)

0 Assorted sizes of safety pins
0 Oeansing agent/soap
0 Latex gloves (2 pair)
Osunscreen

Hypoallergenic adhesive tape

Triangular bandages (3)
Non-prescription drugs
2-inch sterile roller bandages (3 rolls) 0 Aspirin or nonaspirin pain reliever
3-inch sterile roller bandages (3 rolls) 0 Anti-dianhea medication
0 Antacid (for stomach upset)
Scissors
0 Syrup oflpecac (use to induce
Tweezers
vomiting if advised by the Poison
Needle
Control Center)
Moistened towelettes
0 Laxative
Antiseptic
0 Activated charcoal (use if advised by
Thermometer
the Poison Control Center)
Tongue blades (2)
Tube of petroleum jelly or other
lubricant

Contact your local American Red Cross chapter to obtain a basic first aid manual.

Tools and Supplies

0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Mess kits, or paper cups, plates and
plastic utensils*
Emergency preparedness manual*
Battery operated radio and extta
batteries*
Aashlight and extta batteries*
Cash or ttaveler's checks, change*
Non-electric can opener, utility knife*
Frre extinguisher: small canister,

0
0

Tubetent
Pliers

ABC type

DTape

0

0
0

0
0
0

Compass
Matches in a waterproof container
Aluminum foil
Plastic storage containers
Signal flare
Paper, pencil

0
0
0
0
0
0

Needles, thread
Medicine dropper
Shut-off wrench, to tum off
household gas and water
Whistle
Plastic sheeting
Map of the area (for locating
shelters)

*Include at least one complete change of clothing and footwear per person.

0
0

Sturdy shoes or worlc boots*
Rain gear*
Blankets or sleeping bags*

Store your kit in a
convenient place
known to all family
members. Keep a
smaller version of the
Disaster Supplies Kit
in the trunk~ your car.

•

Keep items in air tight
plastic bags.

•

Change your stored
water supply every
six months so it
stays fresh.

Sanitation
0 Toilet paper, towelettes*
0 Soap, liquid detergent*
0 Feminine supplies*
0 Personal hygiene items*
0 Plastic garbage bags, ties (for
personal sanitation uses)
0 Plastic bucket with tight lid
0 Disinfectant
0 Household chlorine bleach

Clothing and Bedding

0

•

0

0
0

Hat and gloves
Thennal underwear
Sunglasses
1
•

1

•

Special Items
Remember family members with special needs. such as infants and elderly or
disabled persons.

For Baby*
Formula

0
0
0
0
0

Diapers
Bottles
Powdered rr :11c
Medications

For Adults*

0
0
0
0
0
0

Heart and high blood pressure
medication
Insulin
Prescription drugs
Denture needs
Contact lenses and supplies
Extta eye glasses

0

Entertainment- games and
books.

0

Important Famlly·Documents
Keep these records in a waterproof,
portable container.

•

Will, insurance policies, contracts,
deeds, stocks and bonds
Passports, social security cards,
irrununization records
Bank account nwnbers
Credit card account nwnbers and
companies
Inventory of valuable household
goods, important telephone nwnbers
Family records (binh, marriage,
death certificates)

•

•
•
•
•

I•

Rotate your stored food
every six months.
Re-think your kit and
family needs at least
once a year. Replace
batteries, update
clothes, etc.
Ask your physician or
phannacist about
storing prescription :
medications.

CREATE A FAMILY DISASTER PLAN
To get started...
Contact your local
emergency management or
civil defense office and your
local American Red Cross
chapter.
• Fmd out which~ are most
likely to happen in your community.
• Ask how you would be warned.
• Fmd out how to prepare for each.
Meet with your family.
• Discuss the types of disasters that
could occur.
• Explain how to prepare and

respond
• Discuss what to do if advised to
evacuate.
• Practice what you have discussed.

Plan how your family will
stay in contact if separated
by disaster.
• Pick two meeting places:
1) a location a safe distance from
your home in case of fire.
2) a place outside your neighborhood in case you can't return home.
• Choose an out-of-state friend as a
"check-in contact" for everyone to
call.
Complete these steps.
• Post emergency telephone numbers
by every phone.
• Show responsible family members
how and when to shut off water, gas
and elecnicity at main switches.

-

• Instal] a smoke detector on each level

of your home, especially near
bedrooms; test monthly and change
the batteries two times each year.
• Contact your local fire department to
learn about home fire hazards.
• Learn first aid and CPR Contact
your local American Red Cross
chapter for infonnation and training.
Meet with your neighbors.
Plan how the neighborhood could work
together after a disaster. Know your
neighbors' skills (medical, technical).
Consider how you could help neighbors
who have special needs, such as elderly
or disabled persons. Make plans for child
care in case parents can't get home.

Remember to practice and maintain your plan.
The Federal Emergency Management Agency's Family Protection Program and the American Red Cross Disaster Education
Program are nationwide efforts to help people prepare for disasters of all types. For more infonnation, please contact your local
or State Office of Emergency Management and your local American Red Cross chapter. Ask for "Your Family Disaster Plan"
and the "Emergency Preparedness Checklist"
Or write to:
FEMA
Local sponsorship provided by:
P.O. Box 700.74
Washington, D.C. 20024
FEMA L-189
ARC4463
Rev. March 1992

.

.

.

'
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Emergency Preparedness
Checklist
he next time disaster
strikes, you may not
have much time to
act. Prepare now for
a sudden emergency.

+ <i>
American

Red Cross

For additional information
about how to prepare for
hazards in your community, contact your local
emergency management
or civil defense office
and American Red Cross
chapter.

checklist will help you get
started. Discuss these
ideas with your family,
then prepare an emergency
plan. Post the plan where
everyone will see it--on
the refrigerator or bulletin
board.

ii

Learn how to protect yourself and cope with disaster
by planning ahead. This

Federal Emergency

Management Agency

Emergency Checklist
0
Call Your Emergency
I
Management Office
0
or American Red Cross
Chapter
0 Find out which disasters could occur I 0

·I

0
0
0
0

in your area.
Ask how to prepare for each disaster.
Ask how you would be warned of
an emergency.
Learn your community's
evacuation routes.
Ask about special assistance for elderly
or disabled persons.

Also...

0
0

Ask your workplace about
emergency plans.
Learn about emergency plans for
your children's school or day care
center.

Create an Emergency
Plan
0 Meet with household members.
0

Discuss with children the dangers of
fire, severe weather, earthquakes and
other emergencies.
Discuss how to respond to each
disaster that could occur.

Discuss what to do about power
outages and personal injuries.
Draw a floor plan of your home.
Mark two escape routes from each
room.
Learn how to tum off the water, gas
and electricity at main switches.

0

Post emergency telephone numbers
near telephones.

0

Teach children how and when to call
911, police and f~.re.
Instruct household members to tum on
the radio for emergency infonnation.
Pick one out-of-state and one local
fiiend or relative for family members
to call if separated by disaster (it is
often easier to call out-of-state than
within the affected area).

0
0

0
0

0
0

!

Teach children how to make long
distance telephone calls.

Prepare a Disaster
Supplies Kit
Assemble supplies you might need in an
evacuation. Store them in an easy-to-<:arry
container such as a backpack or duffle bag.

Include:

0

0
0

I

0
0

I

I 0
0

I0

Pick two meeting places.
. I) A place near your home in case of II
a tire.
!
2) A place outside your neighbori
hood in case you cannot return home i
i
after a disaster.
I
Take a basic first aid and CPR class.
Keep family records in a water and
tire-proof container.

0
0
0

I
0

A supply of water (one gallon per
person per day). Store water in sealed,
unbreakable containers. Identify the
storage date and replace every six
months.
A supply of non-perishable packaged
or canned food and a non-electric
can opener.
A change of clothing, rain gear and
sturdy shoes.
Blankets or sleeping bags.
A first aid kit and prescription
medications.
An extra pair of glasses.
A battery-powered radio; flashlight
and plenty of extra batteries.
Credit cards and cash.
An extra set of car keys.
A list of family physicians.
A list of important family information; the style and serial number of
medical devices such as pacemakers.
Special items for infants, elderly or
disabled family members.

/ Emergency Plan

Escape Plan

I Out-of-State Contact

n a fire or other emergency, you
may need to evacuate your house,
apartment or mobile home on a
moment's notice. You should
be ready to get out fast
Develop an escape plan by drawing a
floor plan of your residence. Using a
black or blue pen, show the location of
doors, windows, stairways, and large
furniture. Indicate the location of
emergency supplies (Disaster Supplies
Kit), fire extinguishers, smoke detectors,
collapsible ladders, first aid kits and
utili~ shut off points. Next. use a colored
pen to draw a broken line charting at least
two escape routes from each room.
Fmally, mark a place outside of the home

I

:~---------------------------------------------

I

Telephone (Day) --------(Evening) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

1

I Local Contact
1 .

Nmne ______________________________________
Telephone (Day) ___________ (Evening) ___________

Nearest Relative
Nmne _________________________________

II

where household members should meet in

0~----------------------------

case of fire.

Telephone (Day)-------------- (Evening)------------

Be sure to include important points
outside such as garages, patios, stairways,
elevators, driveways and porches. H your
home has more than two floors, use an
additional sheet of paper. Practice
emergency evacuation drills with all
household members at least two times
each year.

Family Work Numbers
Father __________________ M o t h e r - - - - - - - - Ofuer _____________________________________

, Emergency Telephone Numbers
In a life threatening emergency, clial911 or the local emergency medical services system number.

Police Department-----------------------------FueDepmunent _____________________________________

Ho~~------------------------------------

Family Physicians
Nmne _________________________

Tekph~-------------

Name __________________ Telephone----------Name ------------------Teleph~ - - - - - - - - - - - -

Reunion Locations
1. Right outside your home-------------------------2. Away from the neighborhood, in case you cannot return home--------

A~------------------------------------------
Tclephone----------------------------------------Routetotzyfirst - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Example:

Floor Plan
Floor One

Floor Two

,.._. Normal Exit Route

fiiiJil" Emergency Exit Routes

®

Fire Extinguisher

®

Smoka~rs

~ Disaster Supplies Kit
....... I Doors

~

*

~

Stairways

((@;) Utility Shut Off

Collapsible Ladder

~ Windows

Reunion Location (Outside)

~

First Aid Kit

Home Hazard Hunt
In a disaster, ordiruuy items in the home can
cause injwy and damage. Anything that
can move, fall, break or cause a fire is a
potential hazard.

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Repair defective electrical wiring and
leaky gas connections.
Fasten shelves securely.
Place large, heavy objects on lower
shelves.
Hang pictures and minors away from
beds.
Brace overhead light fixtures.
Secure water heater. Strap to wall
studs.
Repair cracks in ceilings or
fowtdations.
Store weed killers, pestic:ides and
flammable products away from heat

sources.

0

I

Place oily polishing rags or waste in
covered metal cans.
Clean and repair chimneys, flue pipes,
vent connectors and gas vents.

0

Wear protective clothing and sturdy
shoes.
0 Take your Disaster Supplies Kit
0 Lock your house.
0 Use travel routes specified by local
officials.
If you are sure you have time ...
0 Shut off water, gas and electricity, if
instructed to do so.
0 Let others know when you left and
where you are going.
0 Make arrangements for pets. Animals
may not be allowed in public shelters.

Prepare an
Emergency Car Kit

Fire Safety
0 Plan two escape routes out of each room.
0 Teach family members to stay low to
the grotmd when ~g from a fire.

0

Teach family members never to open
doors that are hot In a tire, feel the
bottom of the door with the palm of
your hand. If it is hot, do not open the
door. Find another way out

0

Install smoke detectors. Clean and test
smoke detectors once a month. Change
batteries at least once a year.

0

Keep a whistle in each bedroom to
awaken household members in case of
fire.

0

Cleek electrical outlets. Do not
overload outlets.

0

Purchase a fire extinguisher (5 lb.,
A-B-C type).

0

Have a collapsible ladder on each upper
floor of your house.

0

Consider installing horne sprinklers.

Include:

0

0
0
0
0
0
If You Need to Evacuate 0
0 Listen to a battery powered radio for the 0
location of emergency shelters. Follow
instructions of local officials.

0Maps
0 Shovel
0 T:tre repair kit and pwnp
0 Flares

Battery powered radio and extra
batteries'
Flashlight and extra batteries
Blanket
Booster cables
F:tre extinguisher (Sib., A-B-C type)
Fll'St aid kit and manual
Bottled water and non-perishable high
energy foods such as granola bars,
raisins and peanut butter.

The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and the American Red Cross are pleased to provide you with this brochure. FEMA 's Emergency
Public Infonnation Program and the American Red Cross' Disaster Education Program are nationwide efforts to increase the ability of citizens to respond
quickly and efficiently to disasters and emergencies of all types.
For more information, please contact you local
emergency management office and your local
American Red Cross chapter.
Write to FEMA, ask for "Are You Ready?"
H-34, Item #8-0908
ARC4471
P.O. Box 7CJ2.74
Washington, D.C. 20024
~® Nov.1991
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Food and Water
in an Emergency
Ho'ftr t.o St.cra Water

Store your water in thoroughly
washed plastic, glass, fiberglass
or enamel-lined metal containers. Never use a container that
has held toxic substances.
Plastic containers, such as soft
drink bottles, are best You can
also purchase food-grade plastic buckets or drums.
Seal water containers tightly,
label them and store in a cool,
dark place. Rotate water every
six months.

D

fan earthquake, hurricane, winter storm or other disaster
strikes your community, you might not have access to food,

iiiiillll water and electricity for days, or even weeks. By taking

some time now to store emergency food and water supplies, you
can provide for your entire family. This brochure was developed
by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency in cooperation with the American
Red Cross and the U.S. Department of
Agriculture.
Having an ample supply of clean water is a
top priority in an emergency. A normally
active person needs to drink at least two

Emergency Outdoor

quarts of water eac~ day. Hot environments

Water Sources

can double that amount. Children, nursing

If you need to find water outside your home, you can use
these sources. Be sure to purify
the water according to the
instructions on page 3 before
drinking it.

mothers and ill people will need even more.
You will also need water for food preparation and hygiene. Store a
total of at least one gallqn per person, per day. You should store at
least a two-week supply of water for each member of your family.

•Rainwater

If supplies run low, never ration water. Drink the amount you

• Streams, rivers and other
moving bodies of water

need today, and try to find more for tomorrow. You can minimize

• Ponds and lakes

staying cool.

the amount of water your body needs by reducing activity and

• Natural springs
Avoid water with floating material, an odor or dark color. Use
saltwater only if you distill it
first You should not drink flood
water.

•

Federal Emergency
~anagementJ\gency

+

American
Red Cross

·FOOD SUPPLIES

l

Short•Tarm Food
Supplies

Even though it is unlikely that an
emergency would cut off your food
supply for two weeks, you should
prepare a supply that will last that
long.
The easiest way to develop a twoweek stockpile is to increase the
amount of basic foods you nonnally keep on your shelves.
Storage Tips

• Keep food in a dry, cool spot-a
dark area if possible.

----------------------------~'· ~
Hidden Water Sources in Your Horne
fa disaster catches you without a stored supply of clean water, you can use the
water in your hot-water tank, pipes and ice cubes. As a last resort, you can use
water in the reservoir tank of your toilet (not the bowl).

I

Do you know the location of your incoming water valve? You'll need to shut it off to
stop contaminated water from entering your home if you hear reports of broken water
or sewage lines.
To use the water in your pipes, let air into the plumbing by turning on the faucet in
your house at the highest level. A small amount of water will trickle out. Then obtain
water from the lowest faucet in the house.
To use the water in your hot-water tank, be sure the electricity or gas is off, and open
the drain at the bottom of the tank. Start the water flowing by turning off the water
intake valve and turning on a hot-water faucet Do not tum on the gas or electricity
when the tank is empty.

• Keep food covered at all times.
• Open food boxes or cans carefully so that you can close them
tightly after each use.
• Wrap cookies and crackers in
plastic bags, and keep them in
tight containers.
• Empty opened packages of
sugar, dried fruits and nuts into
screw-top jars or air-tight cans to
protect them from pests.
• Inspect all food for signs of
spoilage before use.
• Use foods before they go bad, and
replace them with fresh supplies,
dated with ink or marlcer. Place
new items at the back of the storage area and older ones in front
Nutrition Tips
During and right after a disaster, it
will be vital that you maintain your
strength. So remember:

• Eat at least one well-balanced
meal each day.
• Drink enough liquid to enable
your body to function properly
(two quarts a day).
• Take in enough calories to enable
you to do any necessary work.
• Include vitamin, mineral and
protein supplements in your
stockpile to assure adequate
nutrition.

When Food Supplies

Are

Low

f activity is reduced, healthy people can survive on half their
usual food intake for an extended period and without any food
for many days. Food, unlike water, may be rationed safely,
except for children and pregliant women.

I

If your water supply is limited, try to avoid foods that are high in
fat and protein, and don't stock salty foods, since they will make
you thirsty. Try to eat salt-free crackers, whole grain cereals and
canned foods with hlgh liquid content
You don't need to go out and buy unfamiliar foods to prepare an emergency food
supply. You can use the canned foods, dry mixes and other staples on your cupboard
shelves. In fact, familiar foods are important They can lift morale anu give a feeling
of security in time of stress. Also, canned foods won't require cooking, water or special preparation. Following are-recommended short-tenn food storage pians.

Special Considerations

A

s you stock food, take into account your family's unique needs and tastes.
Try to include·foOds that they
enjoy and that are also high in calories and
nutrition. Foods that require no refrigeration, preparation or cooking are best

will

Individuals with special diets and allergies will need particular attention, as will
babies, toddlers and elderly people. Nursing mothers may need liquid fonnula, in
case they are unable to nurse. Canned dietetic foods, juices and soups may be helpful
for ill or elderly people.
Make sure you have a manual can opener and disposable utensils. And don't forget
nonperishable foods for your pets.

Hovv to Cook

If the Povver Goes

Out

or emergency cooking you can use a fueplace, or a charcoal grill or camp stove
can be used outdoors. You can also heat food with candle warmers, chafing
dishes and fondue pots. Canned fOod can be eaten right out of the can. If yop
heat it in the can, be sure to open the can and remove the label first

F

FOOD STORAGE
Three Ways to Purify Water
n addition to having a bad odor and taste, contaminated water can contain
microorganisms that cause diseases such as dysentery, typhoid and hepatitis.
You should purify all water of uncertain purity before using it for drinking, food

I

preparation or hygiene.

There are many ways to purify water. None is perfect. Often the best solution is a
combination of methods.
Two easy purification methods are outlined below. These measures will kill most
microbes but will not remove other contaminants such as heavy metals, salts and
most other chemicals. Before purifying, let any suspended particles settle to the
bottom, or strain them through layers of paper towel or clean cloth.

BOILING. Boiling is the safest method of.purifying water: Bring water to a
rolling boil for 3-5 minutes, keeping in mind that some water will evaporate. Let the
water cool before drinking.

Shelf•life of Foods for
s~orage

Here are some general guidelines
for rotating common emergency
foods.
• Use within six months:
-Powdered milk (boxed)
-Dried fruit (in metal
container)
-

Dry, crisp crackers
(in metal contain~r)

-Potatoes
• Use within one year:
- Canned condensed meat
and vegetabie soups

Boiled water will taste better if you put oxygen back
into it by pouring the water back and forth between two
clean containers. This will also improve the taste of
stored water.

-Canned fruits, fruit juices
and vegetables

DISINFECTION. You can use household liquid bleach to kill microorganisms.
Use only regular household liquid bleach that contains 5.25 percent sodium
hypochlorite. Do not use scented bleaches, colorsafe bleaches or bleaches with
added cleaners.

- Peanut butter

- Ready-to-eat cereals and
uncooked instant cereals
(in metal containers)

-Jelly
-

Add 16 drops of bleach per gallon of water, stir and let stand
for 30 minutes. If the water does not have a slight bleach
odor, repeat the dosage and let stand another 15 minutes.
The only agent used to purify water should be household
liquid bleach. Other chemicals, such as iodine or water treatment products sold in camping or surplus stores that do not
contain 5.25 percent sodium hypocl1lorite as .~e only active
ingredient. are not recommended and should not be used.
While the two methods described above will kill most
microbes in water, distillation will remove microbes that resist these methods, and
heavy metals, salts and most other chemicals.

DISTILLATION. Distillation involves boiling water and then collecting !Qe
vapor that condenses back to water. The condensed vapor will not include salt and
other impurities. To distill, fill a pot halfway with water. Tie a cup to the handle on
the pot's lid so that the cup will hang right-side-up when
the lid is upside-down (make sure the cup is not dangling
into the water) and boil the water for 20 minutes. The
water that drips from the lid into the cup is distilled.

Hard candy and canned nuts

-VitaminC

• May be stored indefinitely
(in proper containers and
conditions):
-Wheat
-Vegetable oils
-Dried com
- Baking powder
-Soybeans
- Instant coffe, tea and cocoa
-Salt
- Noncarbonated soft drinks
-White rice
-Bouillon products
-Dry pasta
- Powdered milk
(in nitrogen-packed cans)

DISASTER SUPPLIES

I

Supplies
t's 2:00a.m. and a flash flood forces you to evacuate your home-fast There's no
time to gather food from the kitchen, fill bottles with water, grab a first-aid kit from
the closet and snatch a flashlight and a portable radio from the bedroom. You need
to have these items packed and ready in one place before disaster strikes.

I

Pack at least a three-day supply of food and water, and store it in a handy place.
Choose foods that are easy to carry, nutritious and ready-to-eat In addition, pack
these emergency items:
• Medical supplies and fiJ'St aid manual
• Hygiene supplies
• Portable rilciio, flashlights and
extra batteries
• Shovel and other useful tools
• Household liquid bleach to purify
drinking water.

• Money and matches in a waterproof
container
• Fire extinguisher

• Blanket and extra clothing
• Infant and small children's needs
(if appropriate)
• Manual can opener

If the Electricity Goes Off.

• •

FIRST, use perishable food and foods from the refrigerator.
THEN, use the foods from the freezer. To minimize the number of times you open
the freezer door, post a list of freezer contents o~ it. In a well-filled, well-insulated
freezer, foods will usually still have ice crystals in their centers (meaning foods are
safe to eat) for at least three days.

FINALLY, begin to use non-perishable foods and staples.

Learn More
f you are interested in learning
more about how to prepare for
emergencies, contact your local
or State Office of Emergency
Management or local American
Red Cross chapter, or write to

I

FEMA
POBOX2012
JESSUP MD 20794-2012
and ask for any of the following
publications:

Emergency Preparedness
Checklist
(L-154) Item #8-0872
ARC4471
Your Family Disaster
Supplies Kit
(L-189) Item #8-0941
ARC4463
Your Family Disaster Plan
(L-191) Item #8-0954
ARC4466
Are You Ready? Your Guide to
Disaster Preparedness
(H-34) Item #8-0908
Emergency Preparedness
Publications
(L-164) Item #8-0822

Your Local Contact is:

ARC-5055
FEMAC·l210
November 1994
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What You C.n Do To Protect Yaureelf
1is very dillicuft Ia get your money back if you

...., been~ aver the phone. Before you
>uy anything or conduc1 busintiSS over the
elephone, remember.
Don't buy from an unfamiliar company.
LegKimate businesses understand that
you want more Information about their
~ny and will happily provide you with
call back numbers, company addr111es
and ralerances upon request. Be wary of
b..o- that nolule to provide this type
alinlorm8tian.
Always uk far and wan until you , _ . ,
wrlll8n material about any telephone aller.
If you get brochures about costly
investments, ask someone whose
financial advice you trust to review them,
arcallY,urtacal police deplr1melll'o fraud
unll.

Always taka your time making a decision.
Never respond to an offer you don't
understand thoroughly.
Nevergiwt 0U1 your credK card inlar!ralian,
bank accountinlarmation, Sadal Sec:urily
N..-or any ather persanallnlarmalian
to anyone, unless you haveinKiated the
caU or you ara oura that you era talcing to
a raprasenlalive of the company or bank.

Be aware that any personal or financial
information you provida may be aold to
other companies.
Never pay lor a prize or send any money
to improve your chances ol winning . You
never have to pay taxes pnorto receiVing
your winnings.

v service,
Never w1re money by ovamight delivary
unless you have Initiated the
tranudlon
So far the information on Y2K scams are
scan:e. As it gals closer to lheyear2000, ftis
expaclad many mono seams wilt awlace. If In
doubt caD your local poica fraud unft.lhe Belt8r
Buolness Buraau. state Attomey General, or
the National Fraud Information Center.
Remember, If It aouncla too goad to ba
true, IT IS II
Other Frsud Prevention nfl!

v Avoid ATM machine• at night or In
18Cfuded areas.

v Do nat toss pre-approved credK offers In
the traah without firlt shredding them.
Always do the same with othet sensitive
lnlarmatior• like credl card ..-tpts, phone
bOis and such.

v Order your credft report anon year from

an major credit reporting companies.
Chack lor any unauthorized aclivlty.
Should any information not pertaining to
you ohow up on your credft file, contac1
the credftor and question the account and/
or inquiry.
If You Are The VIctim Of Fraud

v Immediately report aD otolen credl cards

to the Issuers. and raquast new credft
cards.

v Notify your bank if your checks wera

stolen, and close your account and file a
police report reference tha theft of your
checks

v Fll out alfidavitsollargerytoestab&sh your

Innocence The financial inslilulion Is then
the victim and will file a forgery case.

Resourte Phone Numben
and Web Pa1es
E1 CojDD Pollee Dopsr1mml

Emcrt!mcr 911
Non Emer;erx:y 579-3311

City of El Cajon
Police Department

www.ci.el-cajon.ca.us
A.A.R.P.
(213) 380-1800

www .earp.org
Natloul Fn•d laformalloo Cealel'

(800) 876-7060

www.fraud.org
Better Busla111 Bu-•
(619) 496-2131

www.bbb.org
FBIBoUcrRoemTukJa~

'

Fraud and Yac

R Gtide fa Sen/as

(619) 557-5913
www.fbi.aovfmoj~lc&od.lum

Credit Buraus
Espcriao (fonnerf)o TRW)

1-800.301-7195
Equtru
1-800.525-6215
TnDIUDIDD
1-80D-6IO·n19
To Ropor1 Fnudulml UoeorVoorO.tcks
ChcckRiu: .......................... 1-800.766-2748
c.....,._ ...................... 1·8011-428-9623
CrussCheck ....................... I·707-586-0551
National Praccssins ............ 1·800.526-5380
SCAN ............................... 1·80D-262·7nl
Equililx ............................... 1-100-437-5120
TeleChek ........................... 1·800.927..0111

El Cajon Police
Financial Crimes Unit

SENIOR CITIZENS ANO Y2K SCAMS
>en1or citizens are the largest target of
elemarketing scams This type of criminal
1olds the victim up at his or her own home,
Jut not wHh a gun. The criminal's weapon of
:hoice is the telephone
There are more than 12,000 fraudulent
.elemarketing operations cafting hundreds of
:housands of American cansumera everyday.
Senior citizens are prime targets of these
:rimlnala and Y2K just compounds the
1fllblem.

The u.s.Department of Justice estirTWa that
one out of six consumers is cheated by
.elemarkeling criminals 111/8ry year and in one
study nearly eighty pen:ent of lalemarketers
the FBI Investigated, were targeting their
fraudulent calls at older customers.
last year telemarketing crime cost Amerlcen
:onsumers mora than $40 billion

Who Is the target ?
The older people preyed upon by dishonest
1elemarl<eling campanies are weDeducaled,
with above average incomes. and they are

sociaUy active In their cammunllies. Sales
oitches Include : phony prizes, Illegal
•-pstakes. sham Investments. crooked
charities. and ·recovery rooms• whete vicUms
are scammed again by talemarketers wtth
promises thal for a fee, !hay will help them
recoverthe money they have lost
Few reports of Y2K fraud have been reported
locally as of this date. As the millennium
apprOICMs, variations of currant scams win
most likely be seen. A variation of the bank
examiner scam, consumer electronics
scams, investment scams, and companies
charging to make home computers Y2K
~8181ikely1Dbeuen.

Some scams to be awara of:
The Bank Examiner Scam
The Victim receiVes a phone call from a
subject claiming to be a Bank Examiner for
their bank He tells the victim he needs their
asaetance with a delicate investigation al the
bank. They are told a teller is otealing from
senior cut~lomers and their help Is needed.
They are Instructed to go to the bank and
withdraw S3,800and hand nover to the Bank
Examiner. II is stressed ID the victim lhallhey
can help to catch the teller and that HIs their
duty to help. After turning the monay over to
the bank examiner, they never see Hagain.
The Funds Transfer Scam

The victim gats a caft from a subjed who
says he represents the victim's bank. The
subject says the bank is having difficulty
meeting requirements to be computer
ready for Y2K. He says aU bank customers
need to transfer their accounts to a bonded
account specially designed to protect the
victim's money, until the bank can fully
comply to Y2K requirements. Hestates that
to verify that he is ta1KinQ to the right account
holder. he needs to verify account numbers
and get verbal authorization to transfer
funds to this specially designed account.
Aller providing this information. the account
is cleaned out and the funds are transferred
to the suspect's account.

The Consumer Electronics Scam
The millennium bug is another name lor the
Year2000problemorY2Kcomputerglilch.
The terms refer to !he inabiiHy of some
computers and computerized systems to
correctly recognize dates after 1999 The
problems exist because many computer
programs and computer chips recognize
only the last two digHs of a year and assume

!hat the first two digits of !he year are 19
This could cause some products that use
microchips in their systems to shut down
or malfunction
Some consumer products that use
microchips are large and amall home
appliances. heating and cooling
equipment, home entertainment audio/
video produds, photographic equipment,
watches , calculators , alarm clocks,
thennostals and seaJrity systams. Producls
!hat only use the lime o(day or day of week.
such as microwave ovens and
caffeamakars, are not likely to have Y2K
problems. Many manufacturers of atracted
products have toll free phone numbers 8lld
Web sHes to answer Y2K problems and
offer solutions . As an example, Y2K
problems In some VCR's may simply be
correcled by manuaDy reeetllng the date to
2000.
The con artist wftl call the victim and claim
that their products wftl cease to work after
12·31·99 and for a fee the con artist will
come Into the victim's house and make an
appliances and computers Y2K compliant
In reaiHy, the can artist wftl aim ply pretend
to fix the appliances when In fad nothing
has actually been done to correct !he
problem. In the new year, when the victim
dlscavers that they have been acammed,
the con artist is nowhere to be found
The Y2K Fix Your Computer Scam

Similar to the electronic scam. a camputer
Web sHe sells a program for $25.00, to
"fix" your computer to be safe from the Y2K
bug. This program tests your system lor the
"bug", and then recommends that you
purchase a "repair" program that the
company then sells you for $180.00. In
reaiHy. most computers produced In the
peat few years are already sale from the

bug and several PC manufacturers ofler the
test, and the ·repair" program for free .
Check your computer manufaclutar's Web
arte. or calliham before you pay anyone
money for a "fix".

The Free Computer Scam
A IIUbjecl caDs the victim and tells him that he
hu won a !rae Y2K cornpT•nt computer.
The subject 18111 the vicllm he will have to pay
the taxa on the computer and all he naedo to
do Is give the subject his Social Security
Number. Aller providing this Information, the
victim doesn, get his computer and the call
back number Is not answered. The ausped
then UIIIS the vicllm'a Social Security Nurrber
to obtain cradll. open checking socounlllnd
destroying.the victim's good crad~ rating.
Other Scams
The lelemarketar calls and explains that for
$250.00 they wDI register au of your cradH
cards, and In the event they are stolen, ona
phone caU to their company wW cancel the
cardo and guarantee you are nol charged any
fees. A package Is aent to you Fed·Ex
overnight and your cradn card Is charged the
$250.00.

In reality II you are the victim of crad~ card
fraud, you wBI not be charged lor any of the
fraudulent charges •• long aa you have
reported the Incident to your ctedH card
company In a Umely manner. and have not
given anyone pennlulon to use your ctedll
card or the number. Most credit card
agreements stale that you are responsible lor
the first $50.00 of fraudulent charges but In
reallly,lhe victim Is saldom charged this faa

What can I do to get ready for the Year 2000 date
changel

It is always a good practice to check your
transaction receipts and periodic statements,
and to keep records of your deposit investment,
and loan accounts. If you don't already do so,
you may want to start keeping records of
banking transactions made a few months before·
January 1, 2000, and beyond. These records will
help you to resolve any account errors that
might occur due to the Year 2000 date change.
Are there any dates other than January I, 2000,
that could affect my bank or savings association's
automated systemsl
Some other dates may affect some systems. As
part of their Year 2000 readiness efforts, FDICinsured banks and savings associations are
taking steps to make sure that their systems are
able to handle these calendar dates properly.

Four federal regulatory agencies supervise banks
and savings associations:
State<liartered bankS that are not members of the federol Reserve
System are supervised by:

Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Compliance and Consumer Affairs
550 17th Street, NW
Washington, DC 20429
(8001 934-3342
Internet: www.fdic.gov

NatioOOibOnks are supervised by:

Office of the Comptroller of the Currency

The
Year
2000
Date

Customer Assistance Group
Suite 3710
Houston, TX 77010
(8001 613-6743
Internet: www.occ.treas.gov

Chanae

State and (eaetOifY diOrtereCJ savrngs assoaations are supervised by:

What the Year 2000

Office ofThrift Supervision
Consumer Affairs Office
1700 G Street, NW
Washington, DC 20552
(8001 842-6929
Internet: www.ots.treas.gov

Date Change Means to

Bonks with state Charters th<lt belong tothe Federol ReserveSystem
are supervised by:

You and Your Insured

How canTget more Tnformatlonl

Your bank or savings association is the best
source of information about its plans to get
ready for the Year 2000 date change. Many
banks and savings associations have prepared
information for customers describing their
efforts.

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System
Consumer and Community Affairs
20th and Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20551
(2021 452-3693
Internet: www.bog.frb.fed.us

Financial Institution

If you ask your bank or savings association for
information about its Year 2000 readiness plans,
be sure to direct your inquiry to an appropriate
person. If the person you ask is not aware of the
institution's plans, ask to be directed to someone
who can answer your question.

Y2K-3 (8198)
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here has been a lot of public attention
lately concerning the impact that the Year
2000 date change could have on
businesses, utilities, and other organizations that
rely on computerized systems to help run their
operations. This brochure answers sorT'~
questions you may have about the Year 2000
date change, its effect on companies like banks
and savings associations, and steps that the
banking industry and its regulators are taking to
minimize the effect the century date change may
have on consumers' personal financial
transactions.

Why Is so much attention being paid to the Year
2000 date change?
The Year 2000 date change can affect any system
that uses computer software programs or
computer chips, including automated equipment
and machinery. For example, many software
programs and computer chips store calendar
dates as two-digit rather than four-digit numbers.
These software programs record the year 1998 as
"98." This approach will work until the Year 2000
when the "00" may be read as 1900 instead of
2000. Businesses, utilities, and other
organizations are fixing their systems to make
sure they will operate properly when the calendar
changes.

How could the Year 2000 date change affect
services provided by my bank or savings
association?
Banks and savings associations use computer
systems to perform financial calculations, track
deposits and loan payments, transfer funds, and
make direct deposits. Computer software and
computer chips are also used to run security
systems, vaults, communications networks, and
other essential bank equipment. Because of their

reliance on these systems, banks and savings
associations of all sizes are placing great
emphasis on making sure their systems are ready
for the Year 2000 date change.

What is my bank or savings association doing to
make sure that its systems will work correctly
when the Year 2000 arrives?
From the smallest to the largest, FDIC insured
banks and savings associations are taking steps
to make sure their systems will operate smoothly
in the Year 2000.
• Banks and savings associations are checking
their systems to identify potential problems
that could be caused by the Year 2000 date
change.
• The Boards of Directors of banks and savings
associations are adopting plans to ensure that
their institutions are ready for the Year 2000
date change. These plans are detailed
roadmaps that set out specific dates when
critical steps must be taken. Banks and savings
associations are expected to have critical steps
completed well before the Year 2000.
• Banks and savings associations that rely on
outside companies to support their operations
are working closely with these companies to
make sure the firm's systems will be ready for
the Year 2000 date change.
• As part of the planning process, banks and
.savings associations are establishing
contingency plans that will provide for
alternative methods of doing business, if
needed.

What are federafbanldng regulaton- doing to make
sure my bank or savings association follows through
on its plans?
Four federal regulatory agencies share responsibility for supervising efforts by banks and savings
associations to prepare for the Year 2000 date
change. (See the back page of this brochure for a
listing of the agencies.) The agencies are
conducting special examinations of insured banks
and savings associations to make sure they are
taking necessary steps now to get ready for the
Year 2000 date change. The agencies are closely
monitoring the progress made by banks and
savings associations in completing critical steps
required by their Year 2000 plans.

Could the Year 2000 date change affect my deposit
insurance coverage?
No. The Year 2000 date change does not affect
Y<?Ur deposit insurance coverage. Your deposits at
an FDIC insured bank or savings association will
continue to be protected up to $100,000 against
loss due to the failure of the institution.
For more information about FDIC deposit
insurance coverage, call the FDIC's Consumer Call
Center at 800-934-3342(800-925-4618 for the
hearing impaired) or visit the FDIC's website on
the Internet at www.fdic.gov.

What if the Year 2000 date change causes an error
in my account?
Banks and savings associations are required to
keep backup records for account transactions so
they can recover this information in case of an
emergency. These backup records could be used
to identify and correct errors that might affect
your deposit, Joan, or other account due to a Year
2000 computer problem.
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Get the latest on:
Electricity
Food Supply
Banking
Personal Computer6
Government Agencie6
Air Travel
...and more.

Call Toil Free
1-888-USA-4-Y2K

Recorded information
24 houn; a day, everyday. :
Information !?peclali!?t!?
availal11e 9am to 8pm ET :
Monday-Friday.
·
President's Council on
Year 2000 Converalon
www.y2k.gov
Con5umer Information
www.con5umer.gov
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What2Do

Gme.nurl Ol1'ke of
Emergency Services

California Governor's Office of Emergency Services

Y2K Individual and Family Preparedness
Back·ground
As .Pte xear 2000 arrives at midnight December 31,
1999, thousands of computers and countless computer
chips have the potential to malfunction. The problem,
known as "Y~K" or .the "millennium bug", arises
from the facr that· computer programs recognize only
the last two•digits in years, s4.ch. as 99 for 1999. That
shortcut has the 'potential to confuse computers and
software that cannot distinguish between 1900 and
2000, causing output of in~orr.~c~. data qr computer
system disruptions. AmoJ;Ig the services which may
suffer potential .disruptions are the delivery of utilities
such as electriGity, water and gas; electronic financial
transactions; transportation; and healt~ care. These
potential disruptions may create emergency situations
that can be mitigated with some advance individual
and family preparedness planning. Because it is
impossible to .determine at this time exactly what the
impact might be, the Governor's Office of Emergency
Services (OES) is encouraging California residents to
prepare now for Y2K using similar steps as those
used for other emergencies such as earthquakes and
severe winter weather.

Begin Preparations
While some problems may become evident immediately, others may take a little longer to have an impact. OES suggests that all households be prepared to
be self-sufficient (able to live without running water,
electricity and/lll gas, telephone and assistance from
safety devices) for three to seven days. The best
place to start is by examining your needs and those of
your family. Try to imagine how Y2K may impact
your family's safety and well-being. How would you
cook if gas and electrical service was disrupted?
What appliances can your household function without
for several days at a time? Do you keep enough
money at home to cover immediate expenses in case
ATM machines do not work? How often do you shop

for groceries and other supplies? Does your car have
enough gas in the tank to allow you to function for
days at a time without stopping to refill?

Suggested Preparations
Water
Store one gallon of water per person per day (at least
two quarts for drinking, two quarts for food preparation and sanitation). Store water in sound plastic
containers, such as soft drink bottles. Avoid using
containers that will decompose or break, such as milk
.gallons or glass bottles. Never use a container that
has held toxic substances. Boiling water before use is
the safest method of purifying water, but also have a
water purification kit on hand. For the boiling
method, bring water to a rolling boil for at least one
( 1) minute. Increase boiling time to at least three (3)
minutes if you live at high elevations above 6,500
feet. Hint: When used for drinking, after cooling,
pouring the water back and forth between two containers will help improve the taste as oxygen is added
during this process. Other water sources in your
home can be found in ice cubes, the toilet tank at the
back of the toilet (if no chemical disinfectant is used),
swimming pool, and spa. Water used from these
sources must be purified before drinking, or use the
water only for toilet flushing and other non-ingested
purposes.

Food
Have plenty of nonperishable food on hand for your
family to survive on for three days to a week. Keep
in mind the needs of all members of your family,
including your pets, as you stock up. Store nonperishable basics such as dry and canned goods (soups,
juices, milk, vegetables, boxed food, beans, and
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pasta.) If you experience a power failure, use perishable and refrigerated foods first and then foods from
the freezer. Be sure to have a non-electric can opener
and utility knife available.

You may want to store a three to seven day
supply of the following:

Cooking/Heating

II Paper plates, cups, plastic utensils

You may need to use alternative sources for cooking
and heating should Y2K cause a disruption in delivery
of gas and electricity.
Cooking: You may already have several alternative
cooking means on hand. Barbecues and camp stoves
are just two ideas for alternative cooking (for outdoor use only). If you use propane, be sure the tank
is full and consider having a second full tank on hand.
Another idea for an alternative cooking device might
be a "canned heat" stove. Remember, safety first
when using fire as an alternative cooking source.
Heating: Have sleeping bags available as well as
plenty of blankets and warm clothing. Make sure you
have plenty of wood for wood-burning stoves and
fireplaces. If you use a non-electrical alternative
heating device, make sure it is approved for ind~or
use and always follow manufacturer's operating
instructions. Ensure there is adequate ventilation to
prevent build up of carbon monoxide, other gases, or
smoke inside the home. Never use barbecues or any
similar outdoor cooking appliance in your home
since the fumes these create can kill you.

II Flashlights, battery operated radio and/or TV

Refuse
Make sure you have enough sturdy covered garbage
containers to hold two weeks' worth of refuse should
Y2K disrupt garbage collection. Tight sealing lids on
garbage cans will help keep rodents and other pests
away. Never burn waste in your fireplace.

· Health/Medical/Dental
It is always a good idea to maintain an up-to-date
copy of health, medical, and dental records for yourself and your fanJ ly. It is also wise for each member
of the family to be current on all necessary immunizations. Keep an extra supply of prescriptions and
medications or other medical supplies used by your
family. (A list of basic health and medical supplies is
listed in the "Basic Supplies" section of this document.) If you or anyone you know is dependent on
medical devices, it is important to contact the manufacturer to ensure these devices are Y2K compliant.
People with special needs, such as the elderly and
those with disabilities, may wish to ask two friends or
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Basic Supplies

II Extra batteries
II Matches (keep out of reach of children)
II Battery operated lamps, lanterns and fuel (keep
out of reach of children)
II Battery operated smoke alarm
II Battery operated carbon monoxide detector
II Toilet paper, towelettes
II Personal hygiene items
II Plastic garbage bags, zip-locking bags
II Waterless antibacterial hand soap
II Disinfectant I bleach
II Fire extinguisher
II Freshly stocked first-aid kit
II Cleansing agent/soap
II Antiseptic
II Non-prescription drugs you use regularly
II Full supply of prescription medication (when
purchasing prescriptions after 12/31/99, check
your prescription information carefully)
II Also, learn basic first aid and CPR

relatives they trust to check on them in case Y2K
causes disruptions or other problems. Show them
how to operate any special equipment you use and
where you keep your emergency supplies, as well as
giving them a spare key.

Banking
Cash: Prepare for possible disruption of electrical
power. Have some extra cash on hand in case computer-controlled electronic transactions involving
ATM cards, credit cards, and the like cannot be
processed. You should have already purchased your
emergency supplies before the anival ofY2K. The
amount of cash you keep on hand should be based on
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your family's needs. Keep in mind that keeping large
amounts of cash in the home could make you vulnerable to theft. Please use discretion and common sense
when deciding this. Keep cash in a safe place and
withdraw money from your bank in small amounts.
~redit and D~bit Cards: Be prepared to pay in cash
or by check while retailers who are not Y2K compliant work out problems. Be sure to save receipts.
Finance: Keep a paper record of all holdings, loan
balances, and transactions.

Communications
Telephone lines may still work if power is off or
sporadic during short periods. There is a possibility
portable telephones will not work without electricity.
Make sure you have at least one non-portable telephone in the house for emergency situations. Cellular
telephone systems may be operational without electricity. Make the inability to use a telephone part of
your family's emergency .preparedness plan.

Transportation
Try maintaining your car's gas tank at least half full
during the weeks prior to Y2K. This will keep you
from possible long lines at the gas stations on December 31, 1999. Consider alternate transportation such
as public transportation or a bicycle in case Y2K
causes disruptions in the delivery of gasoline. Storing
gasoline at home is not recommended since it can be
extremely hazardous.

Portable Generators
Connect electrical devices directly to a portable
generator if you decide to use one. Connecting the
generator to your home's electrical system is against
~e law unless a fail-safe switching mechanism,
mstalled by a licensed electrician, is used. Always
keep the portable generator in a well-ventilated area
outside the home or in a completely open garage. Do
not put a portable generator in your basement.

Legal
Keep copies of all important documents such as wills,
trusts, loans, house deeds, insurance/life policies, tax,
he~th, education, and military service records, birth
certificates, passports, credit card and bank account
statements on hand in a safe place.

Entertainment
Plan activities and have supplies on hand for your
family to engage in if there are Y2K-related power

disruptions. Playing cards, books and board games
are but a few items that you might want to have
available. Stock up on plenty of extra batteries if you
use portable radios, CD players, and televisions.

Preparing Your Home
Check with manufacturers of any essential computercontrolled electric and computerized equipment in
your home to ensure they are Y2K compliant. This
includes fire and security alarm systems, programmable thermostats, appliances, garage door openers,
and electronic/computerized equipment such as locks
in which an "embedded chip" may control its operation. Winterize your home and any other structure
that may provide shelter for your family, neighbors,
livestock, or equipment. In the event of heat loss,
~ake sure your water pipes are protected from freezmg.

Pets/Livestock

Do not leave your pets and/or livestock out of you~
contingency plans. Be sure to store extra food, water,
and other supplies for them also. If they take reoular
medication, have a full supply on hand. Determine
where you will take your pets and/or livestock if it is
necessary to move them. Be sure to have leashes and
pet carriers for.each of your pets on hand.

Summary
• Prepare a bit at a time each month between now
and December 1999.
• Do not overlook the value of working with your
community, neighborhood, or religious organizations. All these can be your partners in preparedness planning.
• Learn more about the Y2K problem and its potential impact on you and your community. Referring
to the Internet is an excellent way to stay current of
Y2K and its implications.
• Above all, don't panic. Get involved in your
preparedness planning now!
Everyone should be prepared for the potential impact
ofY2K. Encourage your friends, relatives, neighbors
and community· to prepare accordingly. Provide
assistance with Y2K preparedness planning to elderly
persons and those with disabilities. Your local Office
of Emergency Services can help by providing additional information.
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Conclusion
It is not clear at this time exactly what the impact of
Y2K may be. It is prudent to prepare just as you
would for any other potential emergency. Government and private industry are working diligently to
minimize Y2K problems and their effects. As the
year 2000 approaches, federal, state and local governments, working with private industry, will be better
able to determine how much of an impact to expect.
Currently preparedness information can be accessed
on the OES homepage at http:// www.oes.ca.gov.
I
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California Governor's Office of
Emergency Services
P.O. Box 419047
Rancho Cordova, CA 95741-9047

Suggested Y2K
Preparedness Web Sites
California Governor's Office of Emergency
Services
www.oes.ca.gov
Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA)
www.fema.gov
The American Red Cross
www.redcross.org
United States Senate Special Committee on
the Year. 2000 Technology Problem
www.senate.gov/-y2k
The President's Council on Year 2000
Conversions
www.Y2K.gov
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A new spin on washers

S

wiltPr,c..•nc..•rgy and
\dlt'n \ 'IHf
purchn~l' n t,"i ~h J'l'rfornt.ltK<'
clollws w~~lwr duri n~ SI\IUD's
~pccial n·b.ll<• pro~ram . If ynu
i'1\'l'

fllUlll'\'

hnvc..' an t'lt•ctric \Valt'r lwiltrr
and buy a qual i fyin~ ENERGY STAll'
cl<•lhcs washt•r from a
participating dcal<'r, vou may
be l'ligihlt· for a rl'l•ale lll'h\'L't'll
$225 nnd $17<;. ENERGY STIIR'
cloth<•< wnslwrs us•• 11l'•trly c;n
pt•rccnl lt•s< w.tll•r and ~~~
p•·rn•n!lcss ••n•·rgy p••r load .

~-·~Y2-K
I ~uPDATE
. ,1:~

'W" S

Sp•·•·i.tl SI\IL11l rt•hnlt•s t'tlll
lulv 11 nr wlwn funds an•
tlt-pll'lt•d 1\fiL'r 111.11, ru<h•nll'r<
can ~l'l n•hnl<•< nf $7S h• $1 c;u
undt•r SMUD's stnndnrd rt•hnlt•
program.
Al~o.

you c;m win a frt'l' dotlll's

\\'ilsher or rc..'fri~c..'rtltnr in a

drawing Sl'l for Angu<l. Chl'cl.
\'nur l\lav bill f••r •·nlrv ft•rms In
;dn ••m• ·,,f llw applia.tKl'~
tl••n.llt•tl by Equator, 1\ l.tyl.tg
Nt•pllnll', Whirlpoul and ll;N-h.

- ··Year 2000 R<raolfness Dfsdesure

---1

SMUD community forum I
on Y2K set for June 7
hnslin~

MUD is
a
n•mntnnily fnmm In
discuss ils pn•paratitm~ fur !Ill' Y••ar
211()() (also r<'fl•rn•d In as Y2Kl wmpul••r hu~. Thl'
fnrum is sclwdnl••d fnr 7 p .m ., Munday. Jum• 7,
alllw SMUD l·l••atlquarlt•rs Autlilnrium, ll21ll
"S" Slrt'l'l, Sacrantenht. SMUD sl.1ff will prt•<t•nl
inft•rmalit•n nn the District's Y2K pm~r.tm. ami
a question and answl'r S<-<sit•n will f••llnw. Smting
is limill•d, sn pllw;e arrin• t•arly. Tiw prn~ram
will ht• vidl't•lapL'tl and sht•wn )lllll' Ill at Ill p.m ..
)tllll' 17 at 2 p.m., and Jmw It! a!(, a.m . nn A.-n~s
Sacramt•nto. Channt•l 71. nn S•..-r.lmt•nln C.thll·.

Communfca&fons drill successful
lltl' N<•rlh Anwrican Fleclrk l~t·liahililv l"nun.-il.
nn in.tu~lry gn•u p lhnlpnnnul<'< t•lt'l·irk
rl'linbilih·. n•nrdinnlt•tl n nalinnwidt• tlrillln
dt•ntunsiralt• llw ahililv In <usl.tin n•li.tblt•
upt•raliuns w ith n lnss ,;f ,·nnllllttnk.tlinns. Sl\ IUU
parliripa!t•d a~ pari of il~ Y2K pr•·p~r~linns.
Under normal circumslnnCl'S, SMUD
ren•h•cs information fmm kl'Y

autnmalic~lly

Fur rn orc..' infonn,ltiun, Cel li

51\-IUD a! (916) 455-2020. •

t'ltoclrk~l f;,.·ilitil'<. for lhl' tlrill. ~MUD simul~!ed

in~tead

llw II,.;< nf thai <1.11a flow. and
transmitted
il manna II~· \"ia lwn-way r.1 ditls. SMUD also
sta~•·d a parlii11 f.tilure nf !he back-up, two-way
r~din s\'Sit•m; staff was fon:cd In relay infnmtation
lw h,,nd-lwt.l r.1dios. Tin• drill w~s successful,
dt•mnnslr.llin~ !hat SMUD and nlher
parlkipalin~ ulililil'S can uper.1!e electrical
svslt•ms m.1nually.
Basically. !lw Y:!K hu~ me~ns Ihal in Ihe Year
21Ul. a n•mpult•r !hal hasn't hl'cn fixed may read
!Ill' war as !Ill nr )'lllll. To dale, more than 1,500
ih•ms
bt•t•n im•t•ntoried and asscs<t.>d at
Sl\ Ill I>. with llw majority bl'in~ Y2K compliant.
Fnr mnro • infnrmalillll, log onto !he SMUD Web
~ilt• a! www.smud.org and click un !he Y2K link.

)t.,,.,.

Thi' Y<•M 2111111 Rt•adines< Disclosure is m~de
pursnmtl In lh•• Year 2111111 lnfnrmatinn and
Rt•adinl'ss Disclnsurc Acl, Public L1w 105-271.
Fdil<•r's """': l.ft.•k fi•r Y2K "lldntrs i11 j11111rr rditio11s
<l( Cust<lmrr C<11111rctio11s. •

rrt•ee

a~~IIIUu.:;aau5 wva.~aavp ~"'-

trimming
stepped up

~ .1

~ f \'tttt'rt•.pl.lnnin~ ,, tn,ljl•r rt•nuttlt•l4'1 y•urr t'\i'-'ling h1mtt'

ftl'l' S~ lUI l hPint•huypr ,1\\',lft..'lll' ... .,. "-t'l11in,n t '.lll lwlp
with tlw lllolll\ dt•t·isinns \'1111 will bt• fadn!\.

\'ttll

Tlw w••rk'l"'l'· "l{t•mt•tlt•lin!\ Ynur llnnw," willlwlwld <:aturdav.
.11111<' I'I, frnm lll.un In nnnn at Sl\IUD's l'u,lnn1l'r St·n·in• Ct•nh'r,
(lJill <;St., S.1cranwntn.

l.l'l SI\ILII )'s ~rdtitl'rt' ",,lk ' '"" thrnu~h tlw ~"'I'' ,,f ,, "'·'tnr
hunl\' rt•ntt•dt.•l. ''' thP '-t'lllin,u. '""u'lf lt.•.u·n ,tbnut \\'or kin~ \\'ith
illll.lrt.'hih•d, -.dl'llin~ ,) t'Cllllr,1d.o r, ).;l'tlinJ..: rwnnitlOo ,lnd nhtililllll~
fin:mdnj;

~ ree branches hitting

- t,., nr leaning into power

for mnrt• informati••n . nr In rt•!:i•lt•r for tlw worl..~hop. call SI\·IUD
at (9161 732-67311. • ·

lim•s c;m cause power
nuta!:t's. Alsn, trees ~n•wing

intn pnw(-r lint•co c;~n bl"
tl,ln~t.'n'tl"-. prc,\·idin~

rhildn•n ;md t•tlwrs a path to
J'llln"r lim•s. With mnn• than
.l'itl,lltHl tn•t•s !:ruwin!l nt•ar
<:1\JUI>'s t•quirnwnt. th1•
I )istrkt is stt•ppinj; up its tree
lrin1n1in~ Glrnpni~n.

ru rt•tlttn• dnm.l~(' to trrcs,
SMUD uses "din.'Ctional
pruninj;" k'Chniques instead
nf the old method of topping
off nr ruundin~ o\·er trees.
Tlw din•ctiolloll technique,
fan•n•d lw trl'l' care
spt•cialist~. im·oh•es cutting
nut the branches that affect
pnwerlines.
Dinoctinnal pnming may give
the tree a lop-sided crown or
a V-shaped g.,p in the tree top.
nut. it causes less stress to
the tree and may allow the
tree to reach normal heights,
l'\'en if it is directly under the
utility line.
If work must be done to trees
t•n your property, a SMUD
employee or representative
will contact you or leave a
dnnr h.m~er at your home
before the project begins.
If vnu h;l\'e questions about
th~ 1vork being done in your
nt'i~hborhood, call the SMUD
lrl'l' dh·isinn nffice at
(916) 732-5854. •

Help SMUD erase graffiti
~ f SI\IL'IJ t'tf111pnwnt in ynur lwighh,,rJ,..ud ha' h·t•n tlw

~ t.u~l'l ,,f Jlfilifiti \'illl<lal~.

plt'ilSl' Colii51\IL'D's ( ;raffiti

llntline at (916) 732-6043.
Cuslunwr~ whn find marl..inj;< nn SI\IUD's tran<furnwr< or
<witchinj; cubiclt•s, nftl'n ~alll•tl "j;rt'l'll bows," can call the
hntlim• and lmn• a 111l'SSilj;<' with tlwir nanw, number and thl'
location of till' <'<]Uipment to L1l' clt•aned .

SMUD l'mplt•yel>s will rt•<pnnd within 2-1 hnurs to cll'an off the
~raffili, weather permitting.
llelp us kl'l'P your nl'ij;hbnrhnod l11okinj; beautiful - give thl'
SMUD Graffiti I Inti inc a calL •

Screen out sun's rays
1~\lwn tlw sun bt•.lls tlnwn

VV nn n•ur windt•ws. ilnot
only raist•s tlw lt•mr••ratun• nf
\'ll\lf htlOU'\

[lut Ci'lll ft1dt• \'llllf

~irap<"S. fumiture and carrl't. By
inslallinj; •hadt• s.-rt•t·n~ ''"
o•rtilin \\'indrt\\'"0, \"nu ~t111 blnrk
••ut 71lJ'L'rn•nt nf till' <un's rays
and reducl' tht• t'nl'r!\y nE'l'dt•d
In cnnl ynur hnuse by as much
as 311 percent.
5MUIJ is nfferinj; it< customers
a rl'balt• nf 15 n•nl< a s<JUan• font
nn purchil~·~ nf l'XIt•ric'r -;hiJdc
SCrt.'l'llS. lht.• cn·eri'l~l' ctlSI of
shadl' ~.-n·•·n• l'lij;ihlt• fur till'
51\IL'D rn•j;roll11 r.mgt'S llt•hn~·n
$2511 ami ~ - ~11 pt•r s'luan• tnul.
Wht"ther vuu in~! all the scn•l'n~
you~lf,,;rchollSC f"'m SMU()·,

list uf partidp;ltinj; wntr~rlurs.
y<•u can j;<'t mont•y bark whil<•
atldinj; tn tlw b1·~uh•. dfidt•ncy
and privan· uf \'tmr hnnll'.
rtlr tlltlrl' inrnnnntion (\11
SMUI )'s Sh~dt• St·n't'll l'n~ram,
ca II (916) 455-2020. •

SMUD Board ofDirectors
Unda Davis, l'mldl!nl, Word I
Lany Con, VIer I'IP.AMII~ Ward 6
Su!lln Pattf'r.;on, Ward 2
Howard rt"!mPr, Ward 3
C.mt•\-it!\'t" 5hintmol, WMd -1
f'rh•r kf"o11,

w.,nt :;,

k ,u.,l Cuttn·ll. \\',mf;

Roard OWer (916) 732-6155
.SMUD
l&ll: .. alllt•IO -u1u t1PAL Ulll ll• DoSfiiiC:I
~ o o A '"I• • o. , I , o 1 o I ' "
• • o I "' ' ' •

The Gas Company has been delivering safe,

a

SAFETY
Pages 4 - 12
Important safety practices for you and your family,
including eanhquake preparedness. Plus tips on safe
installation and use of appliances .

•

HEATING
Pages 13- 14
Ways to operate your home heating system to get the
greatest amount of comfon and still keep your gas bills
as low as possible.

•

APPLIANCE EFFICIENCY
!'ages 14- 16
Ways to make your alread}·-efficient gas appliances work
even better. Simple. inexpensive changes you can easily
do yourself

•

GAS METER
Page~ 17 - 18
Hov. to read your gas meter. Why our representatives
need access to it. How you can assist us in keeping
rates as low as possible.

•

YOUR GAS BILL
Pages 18- 21
Understanding the charges and terminology shown on
your gas hill. Also, why your bill can vary from month
to month. or vary from your friend's or neighbor's.

a

SERVICES
Pages 20 - 23
lnduding free services, services for a fee, special
payment plans and assistance progrdms.

•

WATER HEATER STRAPPING
Pages 24-27
Securing your water heater is an important safety
measure for your home. Learn how you can
do-it-yourself and save.

•

SPECIAL GAS APPLIANCES
Pages 27 - 28
Enhance your lifestyle while you save money and
improve the environment with special gas appliances
like natur.tl gas fireplace logs and barbecues.

•

HOME ENERGY FITNESS
Page 28
Save$$$ and energy with your own, personalized
Home Energy Fitness Repon - details in this section.

•

TELEPHONE NUMBERS
Page 29
A convenient section to list the telephone numbers
for services you may need in an emergency.

dependable natural gas energy to the homes and
businesses of southern and central Californians
since 1867.
It's a tradition with us _
We also have a tradition of high-quality service that
help~

you achieve the best energy value around.

Now, in one handy booklet, here's everything you'll
need to know about natural gas- safety, service and
saving energy. Plus much more valuable information.
Each section of this booklet contains imponant facts and
suggestions. By following these guidelines, you'll he able
to make the safest, most efficient use of natural gas and

attain the greatest value for your energy dollars.
Want to save $$$and energy? See special energyefficiency tips, pages 14 - 16.

Improve your lifestyle nsturelly with special gss
appliances -see page 21 for detlli/s.
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SAFETY

SAFETY
•

B Appliance Safety Tips

Water Heater Safety
All gas appliances have a main burner flame and most
also have a pilot flame. 1be pilot flame is large enough
to ignite anr vapors which come into contact with it.

To operate efficiently and safely, your gas appliances
{OUSt be kept clean and in good working order.
Improperly installed or maintained appliances m~1y
produce carbon monoxide, a toxk gas . There are many
sources of carbon monoxide, such as automobile engines,
gasoline-powered lawn mowers, charcoal grills, and
cigarette smoke. Some of the conditions that can
cause its formation in appliances arc:

• Do not install a water heater v.•here flammable
products will he stored or used . Water heaters
installed in garages should be elevated a minimum
of If!" above the floor. This will reduce. but cannot
diminate, the risk of vapors being ignited by the
main burner or pilot flame.

• Lint or dust in the burner companment
• Obstructed vents, exhausts or chimneys
'

• lll-fitting or missing blower dmm on forced-air
furnaces

j

• Blocked or restricted fresh air intakes or openings.

I

Although carbon monoxide is colorless, tastelt!ss and
odorless, exposure to it can cause nausea , drowsiness,
and other flu-like symptoms. Prolonged exposure to
high concentrations can result in death . If you suspect
rour natural gas appliances arc not oper.i!ing properly,
please have them inspected and serviced by contacting
a qualified service provider (for example, a licensed
plumber or heating contractor) or The Gas Company.

I

DANGER

I

Remt•miJI!r: VajHJrs L'amwtlx· $('('1/. nJt')' art•

IISIUII~l'

lwcwit•r t1Ja11 ttir a11d nm trar't•l gretll dislun!'es.
cttll /Jt• t'tlrrit•tl J•vmt utbc:r rmmu

•

Safety Tips

• Do not store or use flammable products in the
same room or :~rca ncar any gas or heat-producing
appliance. Flamm:1hle products include:
spr.tr paints
insecticides
foggers
other pressurized containers

Keep these flammable products far from gas appliances
in approved, tightly dosed containers and out of the
reach of children.

6

1l~t')'

currc•11Lt tu

lbt• pilot tmd mllin buntt'I'Jitmtc:s.

• Never store rags. mops, paper or other
combustibles near any gas appliance.

gasoline
solvents
adhesives
varnish

~l' <lit·

- • Lowc::r water tempc::ratures to prevent scalding
ac:cidc::nts. Children, the disabled, and elderly people
are panicularly
vulnerable to scald...
Water temperatures
over 125"F can cause
severe bums or even
death from scalds.
Read your water
heater instruction
manual before setting
the temperature. Feel
water temperature
before bathing or
showering. Temperature-limiting valves
are available- see
your hot water heater
owner's manual.
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SAFETY

•

SAFETY

• Do NOT turn off your gas meter unless you
smell gas or hear gas leaking. If you
do need to shut off your gas meter,
refer to the diagrams on pages 4 - 6.

Earthquake Safety Tips

• Check your water heater ant! furnace
vents. If the venting system becomes
separated during an earthquake. there is
a chance dangerous fumes could enter your
living quarters. Signs of an improperly vented
appliance may be moisture on the inside of
windows or the presenLe of an unusual odor
when the appliance is in operation.

• Know where your gas meter is lm:ated, locate
the shut-off valve, ant! have a 10" or 12"
adju:.tahlc wrench handy.
• Strap };our water heater to a wall or holt it to
the tloor or stand to prevent any movement.
(Sec page .24 for strapping instmctinns.)
• Replace any semi-rigid aluminum or copper
tuhing that carries gas to appliances with
approved corrugated tlexible metal appliance
connectors - shaking can cause leaks on
semi-rigid tuhing.

'
Range with corrugated, flexible metal appliance connector.
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Furnace with a separated venting system at three pointsbelow the ceiling, in the attic,. ab011e the roof

11
.
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SAFE

F

• For safc:t\'. a shut-off 1·ah·l· sh11uld ill· in.-;talll'd
at c1·cry ;rppliamT. If :1 kak occur" at a spL'l"ific
appliance . you ma) hl' al>k to turn nff thl' gas
m thl· :rpplia nn: .~hut-off 1 ah·l· rat lilT than at the::
meu:r. Sorm: appliance shut -oil , - ,lin: ~ rvqurrc
a wrench to turn thl'lll .

•

Heating Efficiency and Safety
Look :ll thl· drawings of the different types of heating
systl·rns and find the one that heaL~ your home.
Aoor Furnace
• Vacuum the floor
furnace regularly to
avoid lint build-up.

• The grill on your floor
furnace gets very hot.
so keep children aw.1y
from it.
• Never place rugs,
furniture, or combustible
items over the grill or
stop air circulation in
any way. Otherwise, a
fire may result.
Wall Furnace
• Clean the burner
compartment of built-in
vented wall furnaces
once a month during
the heating season to
ensure safe and efficient
operation of the burner
and vent system.

• Until you art: sure that there :trl' no ).!:1 .~ h:aks. do
not turn electrical switchL'~ on ur ofl . do nnt w;e
the telephone . :md do not lll'>l: matdrt:~ or candles.

Enhance Your Lifestyle and Help Ow· EmJironment see page 27 for details about Special GCis Appliances.
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Central Gravity Furnace
• Keep furnace heat registers free of lint and dust.
• Don't store items nearby
v>hich might stop the
air flow.
Central Forced-Air
Heating
• Most centr.1l forced-air
heaters have a filter that
cleans the air before
heating and circulating
it throughout the home.
A clogged filter can
reduce your heater's
efficiency and its ability
to circulate heat.
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APPLIANCE EFFICIENCY

HEAT
• Cht!ck your fiht..·r once a
month h) holding it up to a
light. lf the filter i' l'l< •gged,
light will not p;.~,~ tim •ugh it.
A eloggt'd fihl"r ~l•"uld he
cleaned or replan:d.
• \'\'IH:n installing a nt..·w or
cleaned filter. Ill' ~ur~..· to
rt'insl:lll the ftltcr :IL't..t..'S'
pancl:door corrl'ctl~ If this
panel is n"t 't'L·url'ly in plact..· before opcr:lling your
furn:tt..'L' Y"ll m:t) ri~k pt'rsonal injury or I<"" "f lift:'
from asph~ '"Xi;lll! 111. l'lt'a~e refer to your o\\ ncr"-.
manual f, 1r , 1 IITL'l't pant:! loc.1tion~ .

•

Save By Being Energy Efficient
Here an: some energy-saving tips from The Gas
Company to help you reduce the amount of gas
you use for home heating, laundry, hot water
and cooking.
Home Heating Tips

• Save on heating costs by adding in~oulation
to your uninsulated or inadequatdy
insulated attic.
• Install an automatic

~ethack

thermostat.

• Caulk cracks around your windows and doors
• Weatherstrip your windows and doorways.
• Check your furnace filter every month during
the heating season and rt:place or clean it
when it is dirty.
• Repair cracks or broken seams in forced-air
heating duns.
• Set your thermostat at 6H 0 during the day and
;:;o or lower at bedtime.
• Turn the thermostat off if you're going to be
away for more than one day.
• Close your drapes at night to keep the heat in.
• During cold weather, close all openings to
cooling uniL~ (evaporative coolers, wall and
window air conditioners) to keep the heat in.
• Don't block heating outleL~ or return registers
with furniture or other objects.
• Choose a high-efficiency model when you're
in the market for a new gas furnace.

II Natural Gas Appliances Lower
Operating Costs
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• Laundry Tips

• Wash full load<; or adjust the water level to fit
the size of your load.

New gas appliances are more energy efficient than ever.
And when you save energy, you save money- your
appliances can actually help pay for themseln:~ a~o you
use them.

• Wash with wam1 or cold water rather than hot
water whenever possible.

This emphasb o.., efficiency helps you get more value
from your enerb'Y dollar. It also helps explain why the
majority of homes in southern and central California
use gas heater.~. gas water heaters, gas ranges and
gas clothes dryers.

• Clean the lint filter before drying each load.

• Dry full loads of clothes rather than half loads.
Don't overdry.

• Every so often, check to see that the outside
moisture exhaust of the dryer is open and
remove any lint that has collected.

15

APPLIANCE EFFICIENCY
• When you replace your clothes dryer, buy an
efficient gas dryer with energy-saving features.
Hot Water Tips

• Set thermostat dial at mid-range (120"F).
Extremely hot water not only uses more
energy. but can also cause instant, severe
burns or death from scalds.
• Tum your water heater control valve to
"pilot" when you're away from home for
a week or more.
• Install a water heater insulation blanket if
your hot water heater is locat'e d outside or in
the gamge and doesn 't have an "Energy Guide"
label indicating it is energy efficient.

The Gas Company Must Have Access
The Gas Company owns and maintains the meter,
regulator and related piping that are on your property.
Publil" Utilities Commission Rule 2S requires yo~ to
guarantee that we will be able to reach our meter
and other equipment at all reasonable hour~> .
Your metl!r is read once a month. If your meter
cannot be accessed due to vegetation, an unfriendly
dog, or a locked gate, we must estimate your bill. If
you choose to keep your gate locked, please contact
The Gas Company to make arrangements to have
your meter accessed on the "scheduled read date."
You'll find this date printed on your last bill.

• Take shorter showers

We may also contact you because of a locked gate
when we need to work on the meter or survey the
underground piping. And in an emergency, the fire
department or The Gas Company may need to shut
off your meter. So make sure the meter is eao;y to reach .

• \\:'hen you're washing dishes by hand. rinse with
cold water Wash full loads in your dishwasher.

Gas Theft

• Install water-saYing showerhead-;.

• Fix leak·y faucets.
• Insulate exterior hot water ptpt:s which
aren't cm·ered.
• When buying a new water heater, choose an
encrE:,')'-cfficient gas model.
Cooking Tips

• Don't preheat your gas oven unless the
recipe specifically require!! it.
• Don't open the oven door while food is
cooking.
• Cover pots when cooking.
• Adjust the top burner flame to fit your pan
size, then simmer after cooking stans.
• Cook by time-and-temperature guides.
• Be sure all burners are off when not in use.
• Never use the gas range for room heating it's unsafe.
• Prepare an entire meal using just the broiler,
or the oven, or just one top burner.
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Talce our •s-Minute Home Ene111y Fitness
Survey .. to receive pel'flonalized energyefficiency tips- see page 28 for details.

Tampering with a gas meter and/or gas piping
could cause a fire or an explosion. The California
Penal Codt' makes it a ft!lony to willfully remove,
obstruct. or interfere with any valve, meter. pipe, or
other device installed on any gas main or pipeline.
All paying customers have to bear the cost of gas thefts
If you art' aware of gas thefts or an} one tampering

with gas meters or piping, you should report it to The
Gas Company - your call will he kept confidential.
How To Read Your Gas Meter

::.:.•
••
0.0

..

___

--.,//

: ..

_:

-~___."

___

/

Read only the dials marked 1,000 and higher. (The
small dials are for test purposes only.) In each of
these dials, there's a hand that points between two
numbers. Write down the smaller of the two numbers.
Read the dials from left to right. The sample reading
shows 6084.
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GAS METER
To check the amount of gas you use, look at the
reading at the start of the hilling period and again at
the end . The differcm:e between the two numbers is
the amount of gas used in hundreds of <.·ubic feet.

•

YOUR GAS BILL
•

Neighbors who live in homes like yours and have the
same numher of family members don't necessarily use
the same amount of natural gas as you do.
The gas bills may differ hec:ause som<.· people lik<.·
room tempcraturcs higher. others lower. The amount
of gas used for washing clothes, bathing and cooking
can he differenl. too. Guests or a new addition
to the family may also increase gas usage.

Gas Rates
Tht- California Public Utilities Cnmmissiun
seb the rates we charge for natural gas. Its goal
is !('I encourage the dftdcnt usc of natur,d gas
hy setting "baseline thcrm allowances" for all our
residential customers
Baseline Therm Allowances

l!ndcr the direction of the Stale I.egislature. the
California l'ublil Utilities Commission has established
the amount of natural ga~ needed to meet the minimum bask need.~ of the average home . referred to
a ... tht· baseline therm allowance.
The Gas Company hills these "baseline" amounts at
ito, lowest residcnual rate
Medical Baseline Allowance

An additional "hasdinl•" allowanct· is available for
customers with l'ertain medical conditions, such as
parJplegics, hcmiplegics, quadriplegics. persons
afflictetl with multiple sclerosis and sderoderma,
ami persons dependent on life support equipment.
For an application, call The Gas Company.

Why Your Gas Bills Vary

Why Your Gas Bill Is Different
From Your Neighbor's

•

What To Check If Your Gas Bill
Seems Higher Than Usual
• Docs your fumac<.· thermostat have an on :off
switch? If not, the furnace will go on automatically
when the temperature drops hclow the lowest
setting.
• Have you left evaporative cooler ducts open
during tht· heating season?
• Arc any <>f your hot water pipes or fixtures lc-Jking'
• Haw you turned your pool or spa heater
burner \'alve to the ·orr· or "pilot" position for
the wimcr? If you 've simply turned the themlOstat
tn the lowest settmg, the heater may come on if
temperatures drop low enough .
• Have you recently received notification of an
increase in gas rJtes?
Thcre are a number of low-cost or no-cost steps
you can take to reduce the amount of energy you
usc and still maintain yt:ar-round comfort at substantial
savings. See the Appliance Efficiency section
(pagc 14) for some gas-saving tips.

Seasonal we-ather conditions, more than anything
else, affect the amount of natural gas you use.
When it's cold outside, your furnace goes on more
frequently and runs longer to warm your home to
a comfortable temperature. Additionally, incoming
water is colder, so your water hearer stays on
longer to heat your water.
You will use less gas if you keep the furnace
thermostat turned down, take shorter showers
and wash full loads in your dishwasher and
wa.c;hing machine.
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Y 0 U R GAS BILL
YOUR ACCOUNT NUMBER

When you have questions or need service, give
us this number to help us serve you faster.
DATE AND AMOUNT OF LAST PAYMENT

The date and amount of the last payment
applied to your account. .

®
®
®
®

FoR SERVICE AND BILL INQUIRIEs
lise this toll-free number to call us
SERVICE ADDRESS

The address where gas is used (may differ from
your mailing address).
NEXT METER READING DATE

On this day, the meter reader needs
safe access tn your meter.

lo

have

DIFFERENCE

The amount of gas you've used since we las!
hillt:d you.
MESSAGE AREA

Information about your hill, customer programs
and energy-saving tips appear here.

®
®

ENERGY COMPARISON

Helps you keep track of your energy use by
comparing this year's use with last year's.
THERMS, RATE, BILLING FACTOR

Explanations of these terms and more are on
the hack of the hill.
PAYMENT DUE DATE

Current charges past-due if not paid by this date
(nineteen days from mailing date).

You can arrange many services by phonejust call 1-800-427-:Z:ZOO, Automated payment
information an_ payment locations are available
by phone using our Customer Express Line,
24 hours a day, seven days a week.
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•

24-Hour Emergency Response
If you have an emergency involving natural
gas, call us any time of the day or night at
1-800-427-2200.
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SERVICES

SERVICES
II

Residential Service Calls and
Appliance Adjustments
Our trained se!Vice personnel make se!Vice
calls and limited repairs. They can also make
adjustments to gas burners and pilots and verify
that your appliances are operating safely and
efficiently.
Free Appointments

For no charge, you may request that a representative
arrive during the morning hours of 7:00a.m. to noon,
the afternoon hours of 12:00 p.m. to 5:00p.m., or
the evening hours of 5:00 p.m. to 8:00 p.m.

For more information, call The Gas Company
at 1-H00-427-2200.

•
•

Special Appointment Times- Fee

For a fee, you may request the convenience of a
specific appointment time . This se!Vice is offered
between the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.,
Monday through Friday, on the hour and half hour.
Our representative will arrive within one-half hour
before or after the specified time.

•

•

Safety Reminder Messages
We provide booklets, bill insens and reminder
messages on gas bill~ to inform and remind you
about the safe and efficient use of natural gas.

Level Pay Plan
You may find that our Level Pay Plan is a
more convenient way to pay your monthly gas
bill. With this plan, The Gas Company projects
how much your hill would be for an entire year,
based on your previous usage, current rates and
average weather conditions. The total bill is then
divided into 12 averaged monthly bills.
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Bills are due and payable the day mailed and
become past-due 19 days later. If you are unable
to pay the total amount due. you should contact
The Gas Company immediately.

Limited-Income Assistance
In every area we se!Ve, there are agencies to help
customers who have difficulty paying their energy
hills. Call The Gas Company at 1-800-427-2200 for
information abclUt these agencies or about our
California Alternate Rates for Energy (CARE)
l'rogro~m . which provides a 15% discount to
income-qualified customers.

•

Multilingual Call Center

•

Telecommunication Devices
for the Deaf (TDD)

Third-Party Notification
To help prevent shut-off for nonpayment of bills,
a customer can designate another person or agency
(third party) to receive a copy of past-due notices.
This can be especially helpful to seniors, those with
language barriers and others who may require
assistance with their gas bill.

Payment Assistance

Representatives are available Monday through
Friday, H:OO a.m. to 5:00p.m., to assist customers
speaking Cantonese. Korean, Mandarin and
Vietnamese. See the back of your gas bill for the
telephone numbers. To reach a Spanish-speaking
representative. call toll-free, 1-800-427-2200.

Hearing-impaired customers who are unable to
use a conventional tdephone can call toll-free,
HI00-2'i2-0259. 7:00a.m. to 7:00p.m., Monday
through Saturday. This number connects you to
special TDD equipment. If you have an emergem:y,
you can <.·all this numbcr any time, day or night.
For more information about this special equipment,
contact your local telephone company.
See pages 14- 16 for energy-saving
hints and tips!
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nsccured water heaters can move or topple
Jring the shaking of an earthquake. For a fee,
1c Gas Co~pany or a licensed contractor or
umber can help you anchor your water heater to
e wall. However. many of our customers enjoy the
.vings and personal satisfa<.·tion of doing this home
1provemcnt project.thcmsclvcs.
ere arc directions for securin~ a typical water heater.

tJols & Materials
:It-Tip ;\;larker
tpc \Ieasure
~mmcr

·ire Cutter. Tin Snips or Hacksa\v
.ljustahle Wrench. Open-End Wrench or Socket Set
>wcr Orill with -~' I<>". .:;,. H1" and -~ ' H''Bits
krs
Feet of Plumhers· Tape. 2!H~auge :\linimum
\'\'ood Studs. '1-Foot 2"x 4"
~ La~ Bolts. ') . 16" x .i I · 2"
Lag Bolts. '1 . I CJ" x I I 2 ''
Standard Holts \Vith ;\/uts. 1:··•" x jl-l"
-;tandard Holt!-! with :'-Juts. I. 4" x I I. 2"
-;hdf Brackets. Predrillcd Size to Fit
1 Steel Washers. '1 1 16"
1 ;-itccl \'X'ashcrs. I. ·i"

l"x -!" SIUd
.! ' \ t"

sh~l'lruck

1\ith lag hoiL~

11 .lll'r hl'atcr
.;ilh ·· .,. ·' 1/.!''lag
hohs wilh washers

Figure 1

,now These Steps
l !sin~ a felt-lip marker. mark water heater on
both sides. six inches dmvn from the top and
four inches above the thermostat control valve.
Transfer these marks horizontally across to the
wall behind it.
Locate and mark the center of existing wall
studs. approximately 24 inches from either side
of the water heater when possible. Place marks
two inches abc we ·md below marks on wall. The
2 x 4S will he centered between these marks.

.•

.•

11'1 .. x V-1 ·• s1:1ndard
11i1h wa.'h~r and nut
.. water hratcr

5116" x .i 1/2" lag holt

l/-1 .• x I 1/2" hull \\it
1\·a.,her and nut

5/16" x I Ill" lag holt

plumbers' tape comp.
around water heater

steel shelf brJckeL~
Figure 2

Cut the 1 x "+s to reach across at least four
existing wall studs. Orill S/16" holes in the
2 x -is at 16 '' +,'- on center to match the
center of the wall studs marked in Step 2.
Sec figure 1 on page 2S.
Holding the 2 x 4s level against the wall with
the holes lined up on the center of the wall
studs. mark the wall at the center of the holes.

· hrJcing straps \\ilh
plumbers' l:lpe
/
5/16" x 1 1/2" lag bolt
with w:J.Sher

~,. - 6 ·• lip of brackel ~
hrJce ~lrJp

wall'r he-Jier
· 11-1 " x .V-1 " st:uld:lrd

1\ith washer :md nul
Figure 3
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-IT- vouRsELF wATE R HEATER
Drill 3/16" diameter holes through the wall at
the marks, approximately one inch into the
wall studs. See Figure 1. Note: Use caution not
to drill through electrical circuit or water pipes.

5. Attach 2 x 4s to the wall behind the water
heater with 5/16 "x 3 1/2 "lag bolts and washers,
through holes drilled in the 2 x 4s, as described
in Step 3. See Figure 1.

6. Wrap the plumbers' tape (str..lp) completely
around the top of the water heater with two
inches of overlap and cut the str..lp. Make a
90° bend in the strap 1 1/4" from each end.
Make bottom strap the same way.

7. Place the straps at the top and bottom marks on
the water heater. Insert 1/4"x 1 l/2"stamJard
bolts with washers through holes in each end
of the straps . Install nuts and tighten enough to
put tension on straps. Sec Figure .2 on page 2S.

8. To install ... hdf brackets, three .3/R" holes
are required. Drill or enlarge one hole near
each end of the shelf br:Kkct and another
hole 1 l/2" +/- from the center bend. (The
side with two holes will go against the 2 x -is.
and the other side will go against the straps
on the water heater.)

9. Hold shelf bracket against 2 x -l. Slide it over
until it touches the str..1p on the water heater.
line up the hole in the bracket with a hole in
the strap . <You m:1y have to slide the strap ·
around :1 little.) ~lark this hole . Loosen the strap
around the water heater and put a 1/-i" x )i-f''
bolt with washer through the· hole in the str:lp
from the hack side and through the shelf bracket.
Attach with nut and washer. Repeat for all
brackets. See Figure 2.

Is TRAPP1NG
i

the bracket. Locate and mar.k a matching
hole in the straps. Insert a 1/4" x 3/4" bolt
from the inside of the strap that is wrapped
around the water heater and through the
new bracing strap. Attach with a nut and
w:isher. (You will have to loosen the water
heater strap again.) Repeat this operation on
the other side and snug up the water heater
strap again . Hold the loose end of the bradng
strap up to the 2 x 4. Mark and drill :.1 3/16"
hole where the lag bolt will go. Do this in all
four locations . Then install the :;, 16" x l 1/2"
lag bolts through the strap and into the 2 x 4.
Tightening the lag bolts will normally apply
tension to the br..1cing straps satisfactorily. If
not. adju~t rhe tension by tightening the
water heater straps as disl:USscd In Stt•p -:.
See figure .3 on pa~e .2) .

12. Change semt-rigid gas connector. such as
aluminum tuhing. The: connel:tor should
be sc:veral inches longer than the distanl:e
between when: it anachcs to the wall anJ
the applianl:t: to pn:vent the connector
from being damaged in the ~:vent of a
slight movement of rhc water heater.
For energy-saving hot water tips,
see page 16.
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Enhance Your lifestyle- And Help Our
Environment- Naturally

I0. Drill .3/ 16" holes into 2 x 4 through holes in
shelf bracket. Install 5/16" x 1 1/2 ''lag holt
with washer throu..::.h the end hole to attach the
bracket to the .2 x 4s. Install 5/ 16" x .3 1/2" lag
bolt with washer through the hole near the
center bend. Repeat for all hmckets. See Figure .2.

Natural gas appliances arc a conv'-.'nient way to
enhance your lifestyle year-round. at . 1 surprisingly
low cost. And because gas appliances arc dean
and energy dfkient, you can feel good about
helping our environment.

11. Cut four pieces of plumbers' tape (strap)
approximately .24 inches long. Hold one strap
next to the water heater, with one end two to
six inches in front of the tip of the shelf bracket
where it's attached to the .2 x -4. Place the other
end against the strapping on the water heater,
approximately two inches in front of the tip of

Enjoy the beauty and warmth of your fireplace without the hassles of buying ~tnd storing wood,
cleaning up ashes. and \Vorrying about sparks and
flying embers. A natural gas fin.: not only looks
just like a wood fire. it burns cleaner for just
pennies an hour.

Natural Gas Fireplace Logs

2

Natural Gas Barbecues
!\o charcoal to huy . no \\·~uting for coab to ht.·at
up. 110 )i~hter nuid taStt' to your food. no ashe~ to
dean up. And no clumsy tanks to rc.·fill or running
out of fuel in the middle of a meal. A natural gas
barbecue burns c.·kan for only He an hour- much
les~ than charcoal or honkd fuds.

•

Natural Gas Pool Heaters
An enc.•rgy-effident gas pool heater means your
·whole family will enjoy a longer. more comfortable
swimming ~c.·:.1~on at a lower cost titan alternatiYe
heating "YStt:ms. You can t.'\'l'n ust· a timer dock to
prcst:t the c.·xact llou rs you \\·ant your pool heatt·d.

Important Telephone Numbers
Paramedics

911

Fire

911

Police

911

Sheriff

911

Highway Patrol

911

The Gas Company

Natural Gas Spa Heaters
En·r passed on :1 rl'laxing dip in your spa hc.•cJusc.·
tt just t:1ke~ too long to )Jc.'at up~ A natural ga~
hl'ater will bring ~·our spa or hot tuh up to the
temper:.ltllrt.· you want mud1 tastt.'l'. \\'hat'!- more.
it usc.·~ le~~ t'tlL'rgy than :111 l'lt.·l·tril IJeatt.'t and
cost!' ks~ to OJ1l'ratt: .

1-800-427-2200
Family Doctor

Hospital

Natural Gas Patio Heaters
Add t.'Xtr~J hnur.., to your outdom Ji,·ing . l'ortahll' or
JK'rlll~ll1t.'ntly inst~JIIt.·d natural ga.., p:ttiCl hv:ltt.·rs ,,·ill
make ~wimming. lounging and outdoor eating a
lot mort.· Cfllllfortahlv when it' ..., rust a littll' too
l·ool. :\nd fc 11 ttht .1 tvw l ·ent~ an IHnJr~

Poison Control Center

Fm· more i1!{cwmalio71 about special ga ... appliancc•s. r•isit yo111" 1ware...t gtls appliance dealer.

Father's

~'ork

Number

Mother's \X1ork Nun1ber
Save More $$$ and Energy
l'st: natural gas more dfkic.·ntly throughout your
honw: Thc.·rc.· arc.· many simple. low-cost and nocost measures you can take that will help you sa \'e
money- and hdp sa\'e our en\'ironment.

School

Others

Just take The Gas Company's free "5-Minute Home
Energy Fitness Sur\'e)'. ··We use the results of your
survey together w··h your current gas usage to give
you a complete Home Energy Fitness Report including simple tips and recommendations to help
make your home more enerh")'-efficient.

To receirJe your free "5-Minute Home EnergJ'
Fitness Sun'e.J', "just caU 1-800-427-2200.
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Appendix H:
Budgeted Year 2000 Funding Levels

BUDGETED YEAR 2000 FUNDING LEVELS
AU lnformatiDn Baed on Testimony Provided w the Committu rtt HI!IU'inp.

STATED COSTS

PROJECTED COSTS

Cities

· Anderson

$120,000
$150,000

Cypress
El Cajon

$256,000

Firebaugh

$26,000
$10,000,000

Fresno
Lodi

$2,500,000

$3,000,000
$109,000,000

Los Angeles
Manteca

$579,000

Sacramento

$6,000,000

Santa Monica

$11,5000,000

Shafter

$269,000

Tracy

$160,000

Wasco

$~70,000

$8,000,000

Counties

Fresno

$20,000,000

Los Angeles

$155,000,000

Sacramento

$60,000,000

Public Safety
County Sheriffs Departments
$3,000,000

Orange
Riverside

$6,800,000

San Joaquin

$275,000

City Police Departments
Fremont

$2,800,000

Kingsburg

$120,000

Orange

$721,000

Stockton

$337,000

County Fire Departments
Riverside

$800,000

$2,000,000

Transportation
Orange County
Transportation Authority

$2,000,000

Airports

$2,200,000

Oakland
San Jose

$2,000,000

Utilities

$1,500,000

City of Anaheim
California Water Service,
Chico

$300,000

Citizens Utilities

$10,000,000

$20,000,000

East Bay
Municipal Utilities

$14,000,000

$20,000,000
$125,000,000

Pacific Telesis
Park Water Company

$2,150,000
$100,000,000

P.G&E
City of Redding

$475,000

Sempra Energy

$74,000,000

Silicon Valley Power

$29,500,000

Water Service, Fresno

$7,000,000
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Association of Bay Area Governments (ABAGJ
Presentation on Local Government Liability
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ASSOCIATION OF BAY AREA GOVERNMEJ:\TS
Representing C1ty and County Governments of the San Franc1sco Bay Area
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California Legislature
Assembly Committee on Information Technology

Testimony of Albert T. Fierro, Vice President
ABAG PLAN Corporation
Regarding Year 2000 Preparedness of Bay Area Emergency Service Providers in
relation to General Liability Exposure for Local Governments
Elihu M. Harris State Building
Oakland, CA
March 19, 1999
Introduction
Good Morning ladies and gentlemen, my name is Albert T. Fierro, Vice President of
ABAG PLAN Corporation. ABAG PLAN Corporation is the largest self-insurance
municipal pool for cities in Northern California, and is managed by the Association of
Bay Area Governments (ABAG). ABAG PLAN Corporation provides general liability,
property and public official bond coverage for nearly one-third of the cities in the San
Francisco Bay Area.

ABAG's Awareness of the Year 2000 (Y2K) Preparedness Issue
ABAG as a regional agency has been keenly aware of the issues associated with Y2K
preparedness. We have been diligently working with our members to advise them on the
"repair and funding process" for resolving the Y2K riddle.

Mailing Address:

P.O. Box 2050

Oakland, California 94604-2050

Location·

Joseph P. Sort MetroCenter

101 Eighth Street

(510) 464-7900

Fax: (510) 464-7989

Oakland, California 94607-4756

plan@abag.ca.gov

Danger to Large Local Government Functions
The Y2K puzzle presents the greatest general liability danger to large local government
functions that provide "date sensitive transactions." For example: a county hospital
that dispenses pharmacy products to patients on a calendar year basis, or a welfare
program that issues millions of dollars in payments annually to recipients, or the release
of prisoners held in county jails, etc. These governmental transactions present significant
general liability exposure for large local governments that are involved in "date sensitive

transactions." Let me underscore the element of date sensitive transactions. Yes, local
governments provide many services through computer technology; however, not all
transactions are date sensitive transactions. Certainly, police and fire services are date

sensitive transactions; however, there is clear immunity under the California
Government Code for public safety operations. For example, if an agency's 911 system
is found to be inoperable on January 1, 2000, because of the Y2K glitch, the granting of
immunity under the code may apply based upon the facts of the case.

Need for Legislation to Grant Local Governments Immunity
There is no doubt the Y2K bug presents for large local governments a serious potential
disruption of some governmental services and exposure under general liability tort. Our
agency is asking this committee to consider active legislation that shall grant local

governments immunity under law for governmental operations that may be interrupted
as a result of the Y2K mess. The Y2K problem was not created by government;
however, we have been charged with "fixing the problem" to meet the needs of our
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citizens. It is not within the "public interest", to hold local governments liable for
millions of dollars under tort law for a quandary, we did not create. In drafting your
legislation, provisions must be made to penalize or sanction those governments who have
not made a good faith attempt to solve the Y2K issue. For example, a city that failed to
establish a city task force to identify the problem, develop a strategy to fund the computer
upgrade and ultimately to resolve the Y2K defect.

General Liability Exposure for Small Local Agencies

Except for large cities like Los Angeles, San Diego, San Jose or San Francisco most
small cities in California will not face massive general liability exposure under tort.
Why? Because most small cities and local agencies do not execute date sensitive
transactions that create an inordinate general liability exposure under tort law. Most

small cities are involved in public works maintenance, recreation programs, community
services, fire, and police services. These services of course are vital to their respective
small communities, but unlike the exposure for large governmental agencies, they do not
present major liability exposure, given the nature of how services are delivered.
A whole new "cottage industry" has been created by the"plaintiffs bar.that no doubt may
bring suit against small cities for a delay in plan checking, administrative snafus or
b~ilding

permit problems, etc. Small cities and local agencies need immunity from

these types of fallacious lawsuits surrounding the Y2K predicament.
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Misinformation about City Services
The plaintiffs bar and the insurance industry have created an atmosphere of misinformation in order to "sell their doom and gloom services and products." For example,
at a recent conference a "legal/computer expert" made the assertion that on January

1st

"most likely your city traffic lights will not be working, and which of course may cause
countless accidents that your city might be liable for ... " the expert said, with a straight
face. The fact is, traffic lights operate on a 24 hour looped timer. Some traffic lights
have old electrical timer switches, and some systems have built-in computer timed chips.
Traffic lights do not care what day it is or what year it is--all they care about is that they
have an uninterrupted supply of electricity and are maintained on a regular basis. A local
newspaper quoted another "computer expert" proclaiming that: "some fire ladders may
not be deployed in the event of a fire, because of the computer chip that drives the motor
to extend the ladder would malfunction on January l, 2000." Of course, no mention was
made of the immunity granted to fire departments under the California Government Code
when responding to a fire, that bit of information would have diminished the impact of
the article and the bold headline in the newspaper.

4

Conclusion

In the past ten years, the San Francisco Bay Area has faced a 7.1 earthquake, the
Oakland Hill fires, and the recent El Nino storms. Local governments survived and
continued to provide vital services to our communities. The Y2K predicament is being
solved by local governments as I speak today. However, as legislators, local government
officials need your help to pass vital immunity legislation that relieves cities, counties,
and other agencies from liability associated with the Y2K dilemma.

Thank you very much for inviting me to testify before your committee regarding the Y2K
riddle.
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March 18, 1999

via fax only ...

l'vfr. Mike Jacob,
Project Consultant
California Legislature
Assembly Col!1.mittee on Information Tec::..nology

RE:

Statement paper
Hearing Date: March 19, 1999
Topic:
Y2K P:eparedness :n <he B;1y Are:1
Dear :'vir. Jacob :

.·

..
~

Via fa:~. you will find my sw.tement paper for testit:lony I ""ill give on :V!arch I 9, bcf"orc
the California Legislature--Assembly Committee on Information Tec~ology .

Thank you fer giving me this opport'..mity to spe:1k before the Assembly Committee,
regarding this important topic and <.ht! issues associated 'I.Vith the Y2K problem.

Albert T. Fierro.
Vice PresiC.ent

copy: Eugene Leong, Execut:ve Director
Terry Bursztynsky, ABAG

Ma11irg AdC '<'55

locatiOn:

NCV-tS-19~8

tS:~7

P.01

Appendix J:
Department of Information Technology (DOlT)
County Interfaces by State Department

Number of Interfaces with County by Department
Department

County

Number of btterfaces

Alcohol and Drug Programs, Department of
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
lnyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito

Tuesday, July 10, 1999

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
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Department

Cou11ty
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

Number of lllterfaces
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Corrections, CA Department of
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
lnyo
Kern

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

Page2ofl7

Departme11t

Cou11ty
Kings

Number of lllterfaces
1

Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc

1

Mono

1

Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside

2

Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco

2

San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Cfara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne

Tuesday, July 20, 1999
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Departme11t

Cou11ty
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

Number of l11terjaces
1

Employment Development Department
Alameda
Fresno
Los Angeles
Sacramento
San Bernadino
San Joaquin
San Mateo
Santa Clara
Stanislaus

2
1
3
4

2
4
2
1

3

Equalization, State Board of
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial

Jnyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
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Departme11t

Cou11ty

Number ofl11terjaces

Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5
5

Alameda
Alpine
Butte
Calaveras
Contra Costa

4
2
2
2
4

Franchise Tax Board

Tuesday, July 20, 1999
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Departmellt

County
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
In yo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

Number of lllterfaces
2
2
4
2
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
6
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
5
2
2
2
2
2
2
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Departme11t

Cou11ty

Number of l11terjaces

Stanislaus

2

Tehama

2

Trinity

2

Tulare

2

Tuolumne
Yolo

4
4
4

Yuba

2

Ventura

Health and Welfare Agency Data Center
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
lnyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino

2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
4
3
3
2
3

Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

3
2
3
3
2
2
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Department

County
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

Number of llllerfaces
2
3
1

2
3
2
2
3
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
2
1
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
3

Health Services, Department of
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

6
6
6
8
7
6
8
6
8
8
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Departme11t

Cou11ty
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Inyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

Number of llrterfaces
6
8
7
7
7
7
7
6
7
8
7
6
8
8
6
6
7
8
8
8
8
6
9
8
6
8
7
6
8
7
8
7
7
6
8
7
7
8
6
7
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Departme11t

Cou11ty
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

Number of lllterfaces
8
6
7
8
7
9
8
7

Justice, Department of
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
Inyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
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Department

County
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

Number oflllterfaces
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9
9

Mental Health, Department of
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Departme11t

Cou11ty
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
lnyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

Number oflllterfaces
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
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Department

County
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura

I··

Yolo

I

Yuba

Number of lllterfaces
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3

Motor Vehicles. Department of
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
ln~o

Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
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Departmellt

County
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

Number oflllterft~ces
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Social Services, Department of
Alameda
· Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa

7
7
7
7
7

Contra Costa

11

Del Norte

8
9
10

ElDorado
Fresno

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

12
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Departme11t

County

lnyo
Ker'n

10

Kings

8
7
8

Humboldt
Imperial

Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara

13
7
9
7
9
6
7
7

10
7
7

10
10
8
8
9
7

10
10
11
8
8

10
7

Santa Clara

12

Santa Cruz

9
8
7
7
7
9
6

Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

Number oflllterfaces
7
9
7
7

Glenn
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Departme11t

Cou11ty
Sutter
Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

Number oflllterfaces
7
7
7
8
8
9
7
6

Teachers Retirement System, State
Alameda
Alpine
Amador
Butte
Calaveras
Colusa
Contra Costa
Del Norte
ElDorado
Fresno
Glenn
Humboldt
Imperial
lnyo
Kern
Kings
Lake
Lassen
Los Angeles
Madera
Marin
Mariposa
Mendocino
Merced
Modoc
Mono
Monterey
Napa
Nevada
Orange

Tuesday, July 20, 1999

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2
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Department

County
Placer
Plumas
Riverside
Sacramento
San Benito
San Bernadino
San Diego
San Francisco
San Joaquin
San Luis Obispo
San Mateo
Santa Barbara
Santa Clara
Santa Cruz
Shasta
Sierra
Siskiyou
Solano
Sonoma
Stanislaus
Sutter

Number of /11terjaces
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Tehama
Trinity
Tulare
Tuolumne
Ventura
Yolo
Yuba

T11esday, J11ly 20, 1999

2
2
2
2
2
2
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Appendix K:
Committee Preparedness Metrics

Year 2000 Hearing Questions for Local Governments

•

I

Assembly Member, John Dutra
Twentieth District
California Legislature

TESTIMONY BY:
Name

Organization

TIME: ___________________

DATE: _________________

TESTIMONY RECORDED BY:
Name

Progress within the organization
1. Have you completed an inventory of resources in your organization?

Does the inventory include:
• technology resources
• busin~ss/service p r o c e s s e s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - • key external vendors
• equipment containing embedded chips

2. How is your year 2000 effort funded?

•

Have you established a separate budget for your year 2000 efforts?

•
•

Is it funded from general budget? _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
How are requests for additional budget resolved?_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

3. How much do you expect to spend, in total, on your year 2000 efforts?

•

How much have you spent so f a r ? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

4. Have you established ownership at the high~st levels within your organization?

•

What department is responsible for achieving Y2K compliance in your organization?

•
5. Do you know all resources that are impacted by y2k?

6. Have you developed a correction plan based on a prioritization of key, critical
business/services processes?

•
•

How were priorities determined? - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Are they understood and accepted by the highest levels of authority within your
organization?

7. Have you identified the risks of failure of any year 2000 impacted resource?

8. Have you begun testing for year 2000 compliance?

•

What percentage of your effected resources have been tested to date?

•

Do you plan to conduct tests with regional authorities (city, county, state)? When?

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

Efforts towards coordination with external agencies, utilities and
vendors
1. Have you met with external agencies, area utilities or key vendors regarding year
2000 compliance?

2. Have you participated in either a city-wide, or county-wide plan for year 2000
compliance?

3. Do you intend to perform tests of any kind with external agencies, utilities or
vendors?

4. Are you participating with any industry or government associations to ensure
communication with external stakeholders?

•
•
•

Ca DOlT (Department of Information Technology)
Ca OES (Office of Emergency S e r v i c e s ) - - - - - - - - - - - - Other State Agencies

•
•

FEMA (Federal Emergency Mgmt. Agency)
Other Federal Agencies

•

Red Cross

Communications of progress and contingencies to external
constituencies

1. What kinds of communication have you done with your constituencies?

•
•
•
•
•

URL:
web site
brochures
public statements to p r e s s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - contact with citizens groups
local year 2000 associations

2. Have you communicated your progress to the public?

3. Have you communicated your contingency plans to the public?

4. Have you reported your progress to regional authorities (city, county, state)?

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

Contingency & Continuity Planning
1. Have you developed contingency plans for potential failures of impacted resources?

2. Have you developed recovery plans for failures?

3. Have you coordinated contingency plans with external agencies, utilities, or vendors?

4. Have you coordinated the efforts of any external agency, utility or vendor in support
of your continuity plan?

•
•
•

Ca DOlT (Department of Information Technology)
Ca OES (Office of Emergency S e r v i c e s ) - - - - - - - - - - - - Other State Agencies

•
•

FEMA (Federal Emergency Mgmt. Agency)
Other Federal Agencies

•

Red Cross

5. What guidelines are you using to develop your contingency plans?

6. Have you develop~d manual backup procedures where appropriate?

7. Have you determined additional inventory that may be necessary to support
continuity of business or government service?

•
•

Have you determined and budgeted additional cost?
Have you determined availability of inventory resource? - - - - - - -

8. Do your contingency plans include solutions for outages of different duration?
(Hours/Days/Weeks)

9. Have you identified potential, legal impacts and developed contingency plans?

10. Have you identified business or service resumption teams?

•
•

Were they involved in the development of the plan?
Is each team headed by someone of sufficient authority to make necessary decisions?

•

Have you identified a chain-of-command to be used during potential outages?

ADDITIONAL NOTES:

Appendix 1.:
Year 2000 Problem Overview, February 1999

The Year 2000 Problem
A Summary and Overview

Problem Background and Definition
On January 1, 2000 most computers will produce incorrect results whenever any arithmetic
involving a date is carried out. The results of this miscalculation will be an annoyance in many
cases, but it also has the capacity to render otherwise normal results into serious life-threatening
or economically devastating situations. This phenomenon has become known as the Year 2000
Problem, but is also commonly referred to as "Y2K" or the "Millenium Bug."
Specifically, the Year 2000 Problem·· stems from a computer programming practice of using a
six digit date code rather than an eight digit date code, thus representing October 21, 1975 as
751021 (YYMMDD) rather than 19751021 (YYYYMMDD). This practice is over 40 years old
and stems from day~ when computer memory was scarce and programmers would frugally use
only two digits to represent the year. For 1998 and 1999 to be represented by "98" and "99"
billions of computers and microchips were programmed to assume the first two digits of the year
as "19." The dilemma posed by this programming technique is obvious, non-Year 2000
compliant programs will read the year 2000 as the year 1900.
Once thought only to effect older mainframe computer systems, the Year 2000 Problem is now
acknowledged to be a problem for all software systems, desktop computers and PCs, local- and
wide-area networks (LANs and W Al"\J's) and in about 10% of microprocessors ("embedded
chips"). Dates are essential components to the proper functioning of most computer systems at
some level, and as computers have become an integral part of our world, there may be substantial
problems associated with a change in the way those dates are represented. Whether it be your
PC, VCR, the ATM you visit, your telephone, elevators and card-key security systems at your
office or the hotel you're celebrating the New Year at, streetlights and stoplights, or the X-Ray
machines in the hospital down the street, there is the potential for a date-sensitive failure on
January 1, 2000.

•• The legal definition of the Year 2000 Problem, as establfshed by SB 1173
(Vasconcellos)(Chapter 860, Statutes of 1998), is 'any expected or actual computing, physical,
enterprise, or distribution system complications that may occur in any computer system,
computer program, software application, embedded systems, embedded chip calculations, or
other computing application as a result of the year change from 1999 to 2000. These
complications are often associated with the common programming practice of using a two-digit
field to represent a year, resulting in erroneous date calculations, an ambiguous interpretation of
the term "00," the failure to recognize the year 2000 as a leap year, the use of algorithms that
use the year ''99'' or ''00'' as a flag for an~ther function, or the use of applications, software, or
hardware that are date sensitive.'
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Problem Scope
"The costs offuing the Year 2000 Problem appear to constitute the most expensive single problem in
human history. "- Capers Jones, The Year 2000 Software Problem

The fact is that the Year 2000 Problem is the largest, most complicated, and most costly human
endeavor ever undertaken with an immovable deadline. The scale and scope of this unique
problem are overwhelming and almost impossible to comprehend:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

1.2 trillion lines of code worldwide may have significant Y2K issues
30 billion microprocessors worldwide need to be tested for possible issues
(over 2 billion chips were sold in 1993 alone)
global cost ofY2K remediation and litigation is expected to top $3.6 trillion (Capers
Jones)
$600 billion is estimated to be spent by the computer industry on remediation, in the
United States alone (Gartner Group)
50% of U.S. data processing organizations will not have their software Year 2000
ready by December 31, 1999, according to recent surveys (Ernst & Young LLP)
There are potential Y2K problems in almost all of the 400 million desktop computers
in the world, 100 million desktop PCs used by U.S. businesses, and the 62 million
PCs used in homes across the United States
The Department of Defense must address Y2K issues in hundreds of millions of lines
of code, more than 1.5 million computers, 28,000 automated systems, 10,000
networks, and thousands of specialty devices
General Motors must address Y2K issues in two billion lines of code and has over
100,000 outside vendor-supplied products on their assembly line, any one ofwhich
could shut down the entire production process at several plants
AT&T spent over $500 million on Year 2000 remediation in 1997 and 1998

Robert Sam Anson, in "The Y2K Nightmare" (Vanity Fair, January 1999), creates an overwhelming
imagery of the scope of the problem:
"The product of this folly is a looming disaster that will touch
the entire world. And - if potential catastrophe is to be avoided,
evety line and chip must be checked- a task variously likened to
building the pyramids, changing all the light bulbs in Las Vegas
in an afternoon, or individually polishing enough marbles to fill
the Grand Canyon."

These facts and images are even more discouraging when one considers the historical truth that
the software in,dustry has very rarely ever completed projects on time and under budget. In
general, 20% of software projects are finished within the budget and timeframe allocated, 20%
are canceled, and the most common scenario is that the project exceeds both its budget and
timeframe. Furthermore, the software industry generally abides by a strict rule of diminishing
returns, known as "Brooks' Law," that adding more people to a project already behind schedule
only makes it later.
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Two final points on the scope of the Year 2000 Problem, that of external interfaces between
computer systems and ripple effects in the economy.
External interfaces are how computers ''talk" electronically to one another. For example, 75%
percent of transactions between companies are electronic, meaning generated by a computer at
Company A and processed by another computer at Company B. The state often interacts the
same way with counties and the federal government, department to department, and with private
vendors. This interaction provides for the possibility that even if you're 100% Y2K compliant
your computers may still crash or have trouble reading dates- because they may be reading
corrupt or non-compliant information from a business partner's computers.
Ripple effects of the Year 2000 only serve to increase the scope and complexity of the problem.
Put another way, Y2K has the capacity to produce many "Six Degrees of Separation" effects in
the economy. Individuals, businesses and states will be effected by Year 2000 failures regardless
of the success of their own efforts to become Year 2000 compliant. Our economy is a complex
web of employers, employees, suppliers, vendors, subcontractors, customers, and public
infrastructure that can come unglued by the failure of just one economic factor. For example, if
an auto plant's steel supplier cannot deliver its regular shipment that plant cannot produce cars
even if the assembly line is Y2K compliant, the lights are on, the phones work, and employees
are able to get to work

Progress & Remediation To Date
The State of California:
As ofOctober 1998,51% ofthe state's "mission critical" automated systems have been fully
remediated, and put back into use as Year 2000 compliant. An unofficial announcement by the
previous state CIO, John Flynn, prior to his resignation on January 41h of this year moved the
number closer to 2/3 of mission critical systems completed. Costs of the state's remediation
programs in October topped $290 million while the LAO has estimated total costs to approach
$1 billion.
The Department of Information Technology (DOlT) was given the responsibility to monitor the
Year 2000 remediation progress of each department by Governor Wilson (Executive Order W163-97) in October 1997. Subsequently, DOlT has acknowledged in public hearings before the
Assembly Information Technology Committee that fixing "mission critical" computer systems,
as directed in the Executive Order only solves "one-fifth" of the State's Year 2000 problems.
DOlT is now assessing and evaluating the extent to which individual departments are dealing
with embedded systems problems, external interfaces with local and federal governments and
vendors, desktops, and LANs and W ANs, in addition to "mission critical" systems.
Executive Order W-163-97 directed each department to have each of its "mission critical"
systems Year 2000 compliant by December 31, 1998. Assembly Information Technology staff
estimates that Governor Davis will inherit a situation where approximately 80% actually
achieved the December completion date. DOlT and the State Auditor will release separate
reports by the end of February documenting the exact numbers.
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Local Governments:
Cities, counties and special districts will need to remediate their own systems and coordinate
closely with each other and with the state to become Year 2000 ready. Most counties and cities
are focusing on a bevy of problems in their Police and Sheriff's, Fire, Health Services or
Hospitals, and Public Works Departments before focusing on the rest of their organizations. The
latest information on the general preparedness of local government was conducted last summer
by the California Association of Local and State CIOs, and is republished below:

California Local Government Year 2000 Compliance Survey Results1
Survey Population

Total Respondents

Cities

466

308 {66%)

Counties

58

48 {83%)

Special districts2

150

46

Target Groups

{31~W

Yes

No

Y2K compliance plan in place?

73.6%

26.4"'•

Designated managers tor compliance plan?

8i.8%

12.2%

Designated Y2K compliance budget?

58.1%

41.9%

82%

18"'•

Expect Y2K compliance by end of 3rd quarter, 1999?

' Survey was conducted in the summer of 1998 by the CA Assn. of Local and State CIOs.
Representative sampling of 5,000 special districts in California
2 Only 46 of 150 distncts targetted tor sampling were interviewed due to difficulties getting accurate information on contacts.
location. and t1me constraints.

2

Source: Dept of Information Technology October 7998 Quarterly Report

Federal Government:
The last reliable information on the overall compliance level of the Federal Government was a
General Accounting Office report from March 1998 that only 35% of the government's "mission
critical" systems were complete. Congress issues vague "report card" grades to different
agencies, but have not been able to release actual compliance rates, partially because
completions have been reported falsely. Audits by the GAO over the course of 1998 revealed
that although the Defense Department reported that 430 mission critical systems were complete
only a quarter actually had been remediated, 15 Agriculture Department projects were claimed to
be complete but hadn't even been started, and the FAA had made some extraordinary claims,
purportedly completing 14 months worth of work in 6 months time on some projects. President
Clinton did declare the Social Security Administration Year 2000 compliant and guaranteed SSA
checks would be printed on time, however, the Postal Service isn't yet compliant and delivery of
those checks has not yet been guaranteed.
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Private Industry
The chart below shows a relative preparedness scale, industry by industry, for which sector is
most prepared and which is least. This particular preparedness survey makes intuitive sense.
The software and computer industries are most tied-in· to both the problem's origin, solutions and
are set to profit off of both, that requires them to be prepared on their own. Similarly, the
financial services sector is one of the largest consumers of practical IT services as a sector. Not
insignificant in these rankings, banks and other financial institutions have the added advantage of
having the most aggressive regulatory Year 2000 environment of any other industry.

:Jill-------------------•

Year 2000 Preparedness By Sector
Software (10)
Financial Services (14)
Computers (8)
Manufacturing (10)
Telecommunications (10)
Aerospace (10)

Oil and Gas (8)
~~~
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Pharmaceutical ( 11 )
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Health (9)
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50

10

10
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10

10

Rankings based on combination of project progress and risk failure tactors for each sector.
Number in parentheses represents the number of survey respondents in the category. ,
Source: Cap Gemini Ameflca. October 1998

Public Utilities
Most utilities have testified that they are or will be Year 2000 compliant themselves, but cannot
guarantee delivery of service because they rely on competitors and other members of their
industry to transmit or deliver their products. In general, most of the larger power providers,
including PG&E, SMUD, Edison, and Los A..ngeles Water & Power, have testified before the
Assembly Committee on Information Technology that they are or will be compliant, have
contingency plans in place or in development and are working with their competitors and
partners to develop an adequate response. The Public Utilities Commission in November 1998
also issued a request for each publicly-owned utility in the state to report to the PUC the state of
their Year 2000 preparedness on a quarterly basis. The California Energy Commission has also
entered into discussions with the state ISO to help develop plans for contirtuous and
uninterrupted service.
Our experiences with power outages, including the San Francisco black-out last fall and the
Western Power Grid inter-tie failure during the Summer of 1996, and the lessons learned from
the East Coast Black Out of 1965, have proven that power delivery can be interrupted by
relatively minor events and that the public's patience during extensive outages fails faster the
longer the event occurs.
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Similarly, most major telephorie carriers have spent millions of dollars and numerous man-years
to become Year 2000 compliant. The larger carriers seem to be well on their way to having their
internal systems ready for the millenium, however many of the smaller, regional carriers may not
be as prepared ~ their larger counterparts to participate in industry-wide remediation efforts.
The Next 10 Months and Beyond
"We could have, if not the equivalent, something that is very much like a hurricane on the East Coast, an
earthquake in San Francisco, and flooding on the Mississippi River happening all at once. "-John
Koskinen, White House Y2K Czar

Over the course of the next ten months there needs to be a general discourse on:
• How to encourage comprehensive contingency planning
• How to stem panic among the general population as the date approaches
• How to fairly evaluate the risks and liability surrounding Year 2000 failures
Contingency Planning

The analogy of the Year 2000 Problem to a natural disaster is very appropriate. The
characteristics of a serious Y2K impact are very similar: confusion and uncertainty, sudden loss
of power and communications, implementation of emergency services, and massive mobilization
of resources brought to bear on the worst-hit communities and regions. The Canadian Mounted
Guard is already on alert status for the New Year as well as the National Guard in Iowa and
Wisconsin. The Red Cross recently issued a brochure that treats the Year 2000 in the same
manner as any Act of God.
As with any natural disaster, there are always emergency, contingency and business continuity
plans. The same should also be prepared specifically for Y2K. Organizations should sit down
and give deep thought to every possible thing that can go wrong and create new contingency
plans specific to possible Year 2000 scenarios accordingly. Contingency planning is simply
smart to do for events that we don't know are coming, it is ludicrous to purport that they are not
necessary for an event that we know is right around the comer.
One instance of wise planning has already been announced by the Federal Reserve. The Fed will
be releasing a substantial amount of new cash into the Ml money stream beginning in the third
quarter of this year in anticipation of the fact that mai?-y millions of Americans are going to be
making sizable and unseasonable cash withdrawls from their bank accounts.
Stemming the Tide of Panic

Every Californian is entitled to honest answers to their questions about Year 2000 readiness from
their state and local governments, their local utilities and other essential services for them to
make reasonable and principled decisions about how to prepare themselves for the new
Millenium. The state most likely has a compelling interest in developing a comprehensive
awareness campaign or response mechanism in order to communicate to its citizens how well
they should be prepared for the Year 2000 Problem.
Complimenting and compromising this process will be the press and as the millenium
approaches there will be story after story about the impact of the date change on peoples' lives.
6

If the best educated guesses of those in the know are correct, then the pitch regarding the Year
2000 Problem will begin to grow and become more and more feverish beginning in August or
September of this year. Complicating this very basic human response to the possibility of
widespread turmoil are both the religious overtones of the Millenium and the strains of
desperation that line th~ talk of Year 2000 survivalists.
The most effective tool to reassure the populace in the face· of this menacing problem is
information, and establishing an effective dialogue within communities where cooler heads will
prevail. There have been many predictions of runs on banks, civil unrest, trade ruptures, and
other social upheaval in the days leading up to and immediately following the New Year. The
result of providing information to calm without providing so much that a panic is created is no
small task. John Koskinen, President Clinton's Y2K Czar had this to say on the subject: "We
are in a high-wire balancing act. We've got to get people to take a problem seriously. On the
other hand, one of our risks is overreaction ... I need to give people the facts as we know them. I
won't speculate that the world is coming to an end." .

Risks and Liability
For many businesses and governments the costs of not fixing their Year 2000 Problems would
likely eclipse the costs associated with becoming fully Year 2000 Compliant. While the Gartner
Group estimated that the cost of fixing Year 2000 Problems in the United States could approach
$600 billion, AJR 72 (Honda)(Adopted 1998 Session) posited that Year 2000 litigation costs
could reach $1.8 trillion nationwide.
Several suits have been brought in California against software developers and of those one was
settled and two were dismissed by the Court. The first Year 2000 suit was brought by a
Michigan grocery store that purchased a point-of-sale (POS) networking system to read customer
credit cards that subsequently crashed when a credit card with a year 2000 expiration date was
ran through it. That case settled for $260,000.
Last session a number of bills were introduced to limit the liability and costs of parties involved
in Year 2000 related litigation. AB 1710 (Firestone) and AB 1934 (Honda) were introduced to
limit actions and cap the recovery of non-economic damages stemming from a Year 2000 failure.
Bills similar to AB 1710 and AB 1934 were introduced in other state legislatures and in
Congress last year. The Congressional measure based on AB 1710, introduced by Rep. David
Drier (R-Calif.) was never heard. SB 2000 (McPherson) would have provided immunity to
public entities and their employees for liability stemming from a Year 2000 failure. Similar
government immunities are in place in several states, the first to pass such a measure was
Nevada.
SB 1173 (Vasconcellos) and U.S. Senate BillS. 2392 were similar proposals that passed at the
state and Federal levels meant to develop a "safe harbor" for information dissemination without
fear of being held liable for non-fraudulent statements given in good faith to other entities.
While the California statute was enacted first, the Federal legislation pre-empts all state statutes.

Prepared for Assembly Democratic Caucus, 5 February 1999
Michael Jacob, Assembly Committee on Information Technology
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Appendix M:
Executive Order D-3-99
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EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA
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Governor of ~a State of California
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WHEREAS, the State of California utilizes numerous infonnation technology
systems to provide for the health, welfare and public safety of all Californians; and

II
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WHEREAS, the year 2000 problem, whereby computers are unable to
recognize dates beyond 1999, has the potential to significantly disrupt lnfonnation
technology systems and automated devices throughout the wor1d; and
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EXECUTIVI!= ORDER D-3-99

by~·

WHEREAS, the ability of California government to deliver vital services and
protection to the public is greatly compromised unless the State addresses on a
timely basis Year 2000 impacts on its mission-critical automated systems; and
WHEREAS, this Administration believes it has the responsibility, duty and
means to coordinate and develop a comprehensive solution to the State's Year 2000
problem; and
WHEREAS, thjs Administration understands that the Year 2000 issue must be
addressed thoroughly and effectively, encompassing, at a minimum, economic,
environmental and public safety impacts and do so in a manner that maintains public
confidence; and
WHEREAS, this Administration has undertaken a comprehensive reevaluation
of the status of state government's Year 2000 efforts and, in tum, simultaneously
plans to deploy the organization and resources necessary to complete the State's
Year 2000 preparedness; and
WHEREAS, the enonnity and complexity of detecting, fixing, testing and
implementing Year 2000 solutions, in light of an inflexible deadline, makes time of the
essence;

__

NOW, THEREFORE, I, GRAY DAVIS, Governor of the State of California, by
virtUe Of the power vested in me by 'ffief"Constitution arnrstatutes bf the State of
California, do hereby issue this order to become effective immediately:
1. Year 2000 solutions shall be the State's top technology priority; each agency shaD
defer commencing any new non-Year 2000 computer project that is not required by
law; and this deferral applies to any project previously approved with a condition that
project commencement could not occur until Year 2000 compliance was
obtained; and
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3. In developing effective and comprehensive business continuity plans, each agency
shall ensure that its plan provides for the continuous delivery of essential public
services in the event of a Year 2000 failure, including a faHure which could occur
externally; and

IIIII
Ill

4. There is established a Year 2000 Executive Committee to assume statewide
leadership, coordination and oversight responsibilities of Year 2000 activities; and

~~

111

II

5. The Year 2000 Executive Committee shall be chaired by the Governor's Staff Director
and comprised of the Secretary of the Cabinet, ·the Communications Director, the
Legal Affairs Secretary, the Policy Director, the State Chief lnfonnation Officer, the
Director of Finance, the Director of the Office of Emergency Services, and a nonvoting Advisor for lnfonnation Technology; and
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6. The Year 2000 Executive Committee may invite key stakeholders from federal, state
and local government, non-profit organizations and small businesses to provide
insight and input; and

IIIII
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7. The status of the State's Year 2000 efforts shall be immediately and comprehensively
reevaluated under the direction of the Year 2000 Executive Committee; and

Ill

8. The Year 2000 Executive Committee may establish a process for considering
exemptions to Directive 1 ·of this Executive Order regarding the commencement of
new non-Year 2000 computer projects; and
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9. The Year 2000 Executive Committee shall convene a Year 2000 Business Continuity
Task Force that will create a statewide business continuity plan to address the
delivery of essential services relying on the coordination of multiple jurisdictions, and
to address potential failures of utilities, water, transportation, telecommunication and
emergency services; and
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1O.There is established .a California Year 2000 Business Council to provide ongoing
review of the State's Year 2000 strategies, plans and progress and to contribute best
practices and proven solutions: and
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2. In testing each mission-critical system, each agency shall utilize commercially
available testing tools where the use of such tools is clearty justified on a business

11.

Memb~rs

of the California Year 2000 Business Council shall be appointed by the
Governor and represent the "best and brightest" Year 2000 strategists from the
private sector; and

12.There is established a Year 2000 Project Office to coordinate and assess
departmental Year 2000 efforts. provide detailed and timely infonnation regarding the
State's Year 2000 projects and serve as a resource for State agencies; and
13. The Year 2000 Project Office shall work at the direction of the Year 2000 Executive
Committee and be supported by the Department of lnfonnation Technology; and
14. There is established a Year 2000 Emergency Prepan:idness Task Force to guide
State agencies and to work with federal, county and municipal governments In
assessing Year 2000 risks and de_
veloping worst-case scenarios that might cause
significant interruption• to government services or constitute public emergencies; and
15. The Year 2000 Emergency Preparedness Task Force will be chaired by the
Governor's Office of Emerg~ncy Services and be comprised of representatives from
public and private sector organizations critical to emergency preparedness; and
16. The Office of Emergency Services shall manage the response to any public
emergencies resulting from Year 2000 computer failures; and
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17.There is established a Year 2000 Communications and Outreach Task Force to
coordinate communications to the public, Legislature and media; and
18. The Year 2000 Communications and Outreach Task Force shall be chaired by the
Governor's Communications Director and comprised of public lnfonnation officers
from the Department of lnfonnation Technology, the Health and Welfare Data Center,
the Stephen P. Teale Data Center and the Department of Finance; and
19. The Year 2000 communications and Outreach Task Force may invite key
stakeholders from Executive Branch departments, boards and commissions,
Constitutional Offices, and the University of California and California State University
systems to provide insight and input; and

;

20. State age'ncies shall not purchase new systems, hardware, software, or equipment
that is not Year 2000 compliant or fails to contain Year 2000 contract language; and
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21. This Executive Ordersupercedes Executive OrderW-163-97; and
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22. Unless subsequently extended, this Executive Order shall sunset June 30, 2001.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF I have hereunto
set my hand and caused the Great Seal of
the State of California to be affixed this
17th day of February 1999.

.JJ,'!:lb~u.
Governor of California
ATTEST:
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Secretary of State
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